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Summary 
The computer programme BLOW-3A describes sodium boiling phenomena in sub-
assernblies of fast breeder reactors as well as in in-pile or out-of-pile 
experiments simulating different failure conditions. This report presents 
a complete documentation of the code from three main viewpoints: the theo-
retical foundations of the programme are first described with particular 
reference to the most recent developments; the structure of the programme 
is then explained in all details necessary for the user to get a rapid 
acquaintance with it; eventually several examples of the programme valida-
tion are discussed thus enabling the reader to acquire a full picture of 
the possible applications of the code and at the same time to know its 
validity range. 
BLOW-3A, ein theoretisches Modell zur Beschreibung transienter Zweiphasen-
bedingungen in Kühlkanälen natriumgekühlter schneller Brutreaktoren 
Zusammenfassung 
Das Rechenprogramm BLOW-3A beschreibt Natriumsiedephänomene sowohl in 
Brennelementen von schnellen Brutreaktoren als ~uch in Experimenten, in 
denen in Testreaktoren oder Versuchsständen unterschiedliche Fehlerur-
sachen der Kühlung simuliert werden. Der vorliegende Bericht stellt eine 
vollständige Dokumentation des Rechenprogramms dar. Drei Bereiche wer-
den hervorgehoben: Darstellung der theoretischen Grundlagen des Rechen-
programms unter besonderer Berücksichtigung neuerer Entwicklungsarbeiten; 
Detaillierte Erklärung der Programmstruktur, um den Benutzer mit BLOW-3A 
bekannt zu machen; Diskussion einiger Anwendungsbeispiele des Programms, 
die zur Programmvalidierung herangezogen wurden. Dadurch kann der Leser 
einen vollen Überblick über den möglichen Anwendungsbereich des Programms 
und seine Grenzen bekommen. 
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Introduction 
The computer programme BLOW-3A aims at describing sodium boiling phenomena 
in fast breeder reactor subassemblies as consequence of different failure 
conditions. These concern especially integral mass flow reduction, single 
subassembly inlet blockages and mild or rapid reactivity transients. The 
programme is based on a theoretical approach assuming a multiple bubble 
slug ejection modelas documented in /1/. Originally the BLOW-3 programme 
concentrated on the theoretical d~scription of boiling initiated after 
achievement of moderate up to large superheat of single phase sodium. The 
current Version BLOW-3A preserves this feature but has been imp:roved with 
regard to several aspects. These are: 
allowance of negligible superheat prior to boiling onset, 
calculation of the behaviour of liquid film remaining 
on structure surfaces after boiling initialization, 
modified calculation of vapour pressure distribution inside 
large continuous two phase flow regions, 
. 
application of different approximations for the determination 
of the two-phase friction coefficient at the liquid-vapour 
interface, 
calculation of single phase compressibility effects in case 
of extreme rapid coolant heat-up, 
calculation of heat and mass exchange between upper liquid 
slugs or vapour regions with an upper plenum, 
allowance for clad melting phenomena after dry-out. 
The new code version has been used extensively for theoretical interpreta-
tion of in-pile and out-of-pile experiments /3,5,19,26,30/. These required 
special extensions of the programme to simulate various experimental con-
ditions appropriately. Examples are capabilities to simulate heat losses 
from test sections to outer structures as well as leakage flows parallel 
to the main mass flow,through the test section. 
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To allow for easy comparison of calculated and experimental results of the 
various experiments investigated in detail, special plotting capabilities 
were linked to the programme as well as an independent function library 
for material data. 
This report gives a detailed documentation of the theoretical model upon 
'llrhich the code BLOW-3A is based as well as programming details. It should 
enable potential users to get acquainted with the code and serv~as well as 
a basis for introduction of modifications if found to be necessary. For the 
sake of completness, the full set of equations describing the temperature 
distributions in fuel, clad, coolant and structure is given as \'7ell as the 
equations describing the transient single-phase and two-phase flow be-
haviour. The numerical treatment as well as programming details are given. 
References /1/ and /4/ nevertheless still serve as the basic documentation 
of the theoretical background of the model. 
In part !I of this report details about specific aspects of the theoretical 
approximation of the code are presented. Special attention has been given 
to topics which have been either basically revised or newly implemented in 
the BLOW-3A version if compared to the BLOW-3 code. Part III affords to 
the user a description of the overall structure of the BLOW-3A programme 
and detailed explanations of individual subroutines. A list of all FORTRAN-
symbols used in the code can befound in section !!!,..3. Several examples 
of applications of the BLOW-3A code are' given in part IV. 
Though extensive effort has been put~ into the theoretical development and 
the experimental validation of the current code version, application of the 
code still has s0me limitations. First of all successfu.l' application needs 
careful determination of· input ·variables according to the use of these data 
for approximation of real conditions in reactor subassemblies or test sec-
tions. Second, verification of experimental results can only be expected, 
if the flow regime in the two-phase flow zone quickly approaches a churn-
turbulent, an annular or dispersed annular flow. Quickly in this sense means 
in time periods which are short if compared to the overall·boiling time 
sequence of interest. Due to our experience this is fullfilled in all cases 
in which bulk coolant temperatures cross·.. saturation conditions of the 
coolant quickly and in which radial coolant temperature distributions inside 
the simulated test secticins or subassemblies are smallar moderate. Difficul-
ties might arise when transient conditio~s are investigated in which satura-
tion of the bulk coolant is jus.t reached and kept constant. Beyond that it is 
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prudent to list some deficiencies of the current model. These are: 
sodium vapour superheat cannot be taken into account, 
radiative heat transfer from dried-out regions to enclosin:g 
structures is not modelled, 
heat transfer from dried-out regions to the vapour flow is only 
crudely approximated, 
in cases of fuel pins no fission gas release as consequence of 
potential clad failures is simulated, 
hydraulic coupling of the · two-phase flow phenomena to neigh-
bouring coolant flow paths (by-pass flow, subassemblies etc,) 
can only be taken into account by appropriate specification of 
input data. 
These items limit to some extent the application of the BLOW-3A programme. 
Nevertheless, if proper care is taken on these limitations, BLOW-3A has 
been proven to be an excellent tool for the investigation of two-phase 
flow phenomena either for predictive analysis or to support interpreta-
tion of experimental results. 
Part I) 
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Summary of the main topics implemented in the BLOW-3A programme 
with respect to the Btow~3 version documertted irt /1/ 
The main programme improvements with respect to the previous BLOW-3 programme 
version, concern the following topics: 
i) Applicability to reactor or experimental conditions characterized 
by small superheat at boiling inception 
The BLOW-3 version worked optimally in case of large superheat when at 
boiling inception a long vapour bubble is generated. In case of small super-
heat a short vapour bubble is produced at the top end of the heated zone of 
the coolant channel and rapidly drawn upwards into the upper cooler region 
where it may totally recondense. The code structure had therefore to be 
revised by allowing the calculation to switch from two-phase to s~n~ 
gle phase flow, with subsequent re-initialization of respective subroutines. 
Moreover, setting on of boiling with small superheat is characterized by 
the formation of a number of small bubbles (in a flow regime modelled as 
slug flow) which may ei~her collapse or coalesce in a great variety of cases 
which are not normally described by modelling an annular flow. A number of 
subroutines have therefore been revised to describe all possible cases of 
interactions among small bubbles in the same or adjacent axial mesh zones. 
The initial boiling sequence is dealt with by the new code version with 
greater accuracy. 
ii) Cerreet solution of continuity equation for coolant single phase flow 
In a loss of flow experiment simulating rapid mass flow reduction tempera-
ture gradients along the coolant may change rapidly. In these cases an exact 
solution of the continuity equation for the coolant ap(z,t)/at+aG(z,t)/az=O 
is necessary. The space-time dependent density variation leads to an axial 
mass flow redistribution. For relative slow mass flow variations the in-
fluence of time dependent density variations on single phase mass flow di-
stributions can be neglected. On the contrary, with quick coolant temperature 
and density variations the exact solution of the continuity equation leads 
to a mass flow axial distribution which differs locally some percents from 
the worth obtained by simply assuming G = const. This difference might be 
not negligible if very great accuracy should be reached in the single phase 
flow domain to simulate the proper initiating conditions for boiling. In the 
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theoretical interpretation of experiments where the ratio power to coolant 
mass flow is very close to the critical worth which allows boiling the 
correct solution of the coolant continuity equation may be compulsory to meet 
the conditions for boiling initialitation. 
The subprogram ITCl, which solves the continuity equation for the coolant 
in the single phase flow domain, as explained in section II-C-2.2.3 has been 
improved to afford its exact solution. The modified version of this subprogram-
me introduces the computed value of the mass flux G into the momentum equation 
on the basis of an iteration process which will is ·explained in detail in sec-
tion II-C.2.2.2. In case the coolant temperature varies slowly with time, the 
iteration scheme provides very quickly the solution of the approximate equa-
tion oG/ot=O, without a remarkable increase of the required computing time. 
iii) Determination of heat lasses in radial direction 
One of the most salient characteristic of experiments, which distinguish 
them from a typical reactor channel, is the presence of heat lasses bey9nd 
the outer structure wal1 to the bounding medium. Taking into account in the 
code BLOW-3 the pow~r losses,implied dropping the limiting assumption of 
adiabatic structure and implementing the Subprogrammes dealing with the 
stationary and transient temperature distributions. Moreover, in practical 
cases, an overall heat transfer coefficient from the structure to the outer 
medium must be either estimated or calculated taking into account the physi-
cal characteristics of the experimental rig. A typical example of such a cal-
culation for an experiment where the pin structure looses power to a by-pass 
flow through a series of intermediate layers comprising a vacuum gap is pre-
sented in section II-C-3,3.3. 
iv) Representation of a leakage flow in parallel to the main coolant 
flow through the test section 
Some experimental test sections are characterized by an undesired leakage 
flow in parallel to the channel flow. The leakage is normally negligible 
under single phase flow conditions but rises after boiling inception due 
to the increased frictional pressure drops in the two phase flow region. 
The leakage flow has a destabilizing effect on the coolant mass flux in-
ducing large amplitude variations which superimpose on the slug oscilla-
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tions due to boiling phenomena. These effects have been taken into account 
by introducing a variable pressure drop coefficient for the inlet valve 
under the assumption that friction pressure gradients in the leakage path 
dominate the acceleration pressure d:rops. Details of this calc.ulation are 
presented in section II-C-3.4. The programme provides an option for the 
user to calculate either with the standard version or with the simulation 
of the leakage path. 
v) Clad temperature distribution during meltirtg or solidificat~ 
The discrete approach used to calculate the temperature distribution in the 
fuel pin during fusion or solidification has been applied to the clad material. 
If a calculated node temperature exceeds the fusion temperature by ~T the 
account of energy ~Q = c ~T is assumed as part of the latent heat necessary p 
to melt the clad material associated to the node. A correction of the node 
temperature is applied which resets it back to the fusion temperature as lang 
as the sum of the latent heat made available over consecutive calculations 
does not exceed the heat necessary to melt the mass of material associated 
to the mode. Similar considerations apply obviously in case the clad tempera-
ture decreases below the fusion temperature, the latent heat being in this 
case liberated during the solidifying process. Programming details ab out 
this mechanism are given in section II-C-2.4. 
The above computation model is essentially discontinuous, as it assumes time 
and space discretization. An alternative calculation method, based on an 
analytical treatment of the problern of the temperature distribution in a 
melting clad has been presented in /6/. 
vi) Calculation of two phase pressure drop multipliers for low quality 
sodium vapour flow 
In a well developed annular flow regime, the thickness of the liquid film 
separating clad or structure surfaces from the flowing vapour increases in 
the upper non heated section of the test channel, due to vapour condensation 
on the cold surfaces. The resulting void fraction is small. A new calcula-
tion of two phase pressure drop has been performed which applies the concept 
of two phase multipliers, normally introduced for homogeneaus flow, to the 
multiple bubbles model upon which the BLOW code is based. The application 
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of the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation /7/ has afforded in case of low quality 
better fitting of theoretical pressure distribution with experimental data. 
Details of the above calculation are given in section II-C-2.3.5. 
vii) Calculation of liquid film velocity 
The above mentioned calculation of two phase pressure drop multipliere has 
been carried out applying an iterative scheme which computes at the same time 
the interfacial shear stresses between liquid film and vapour and the velocity 
distribution across the liquid film. The latter calculation is based upon the 
application of the relationships of the boundary layer theory under the assump-
tions that the two phase flow can be represented by the separate cylinders model. 
Details of this calculation are given in section II-C-2.3.5. The knowledge of 
the Velocity distribution across the liquid film, hence of the mean liquid 
film velocity has allowed the correct solution of the continuity equation 
for the liquid phase in the two phase flow region and the 
viii) Calculation of liquid film thickness taking into account the liquid 
film velocity 
The calculation of liquid film thickness was based, in the BLOW-3 code, on 
the model of "static" film, in which the film velocity is considered to be 
negligible. Actually, the film velocity was not computed. 
The calculation of two phase multipliers, explained in section II-C-2.3.5, 
affords also the axial distribution of liquid film velocity. This allowed 
a new computation of space and time distribution of film thickness which 
takes into account the film Velocity and therefore replaces the 11 static" 
film model. The new model of moving liquid film has been coupled to BLOW-3A 
and can be used as a new option. 
ix) Revision of the numerical scheme to solve the coupled ertetgy and 
momentum equations for the vapour phase 
The numerical solution of the coupled energy and momentum equations which 
determine the time and space distributionsof vapour pressure and temperature 
in the vapour bubbles represents the most arduous task of all numerical pro-
cedures used in the code. Numerical instabilities may arise when bubbles ex-
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tend over a large section of the channel, from the hot central region with 
high vapour production rate to colder upper regions where strong vapour con-
densation occurs. Another source of instabilities may be the passage of a 
liquid slug through dried out clad regions with large vapour production rate. 
As the rate of mass e~change by vaporization or condensation depends strongly 
on the temperature, small numerical fluctuation of the temperature may have 
large effects on the mass exchange between the phases, thus amplifying small 
numerical inaccuracies which otherwise would be negligible. These difficul-
ties are enhanced when the exchange of mass varies rapidly with time as it 
may occur when the phase boundaries moving in axial direction pass an eulerian 
mesh boundary and reach a new mesh zone with structure or clad temperature 
which differ considerably from those of the adjacent zone. 
The numerical scheme used to solve the energy and momentum equation for the 
vapour phase has been revised. An automatic procedure has been set up which 
allows a more refined calculation (with three axial nodes within every mesh 
zone) in case the axial pressure gradients in the vapour exceed a given thres-
hold. Furthermore the Reynolds flux concept /8/ to describe the momentum ex-
change between the vapour and liquid phases by vaporization and condensation 
has been revised from the viewpoint of its applicability in the momentum 
equation. 
Details about this improved numerical scheme are given in section II-C-2.3.2. 
x) Calculation of heat and mass exchange between upper liquid slug 
and coolant in upper plenum 
The coolant temperature in the uppermost cells of the test section depends 
on the upper plenum temperature when flow oscillations determine the re-entry 
of the uppermost liquid slug. The assumption of constant plenum temperature 
has been dropped and replaced by a:calculation model which takes into account 
the heat and mass exahange between a properly defined control volume laying 
above the uppermost liquid slug and the bulk of the liquid in the plenum it-
self. Details of this calculation are given in section II-C-3.2. 
xi) Radial power distribution in the fuel 
With respect to the BLOW-3 version, a new representation of radial power di-
stribution in the fuel has been introduced. It is compulsory in case of theo-
retical interpretation of electrically heated experiments where the power 
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generation is normally concentrated on a fraction of the heaters radius. 
Details are given in the input description. 
xii) Evaluation of numerical results by mearts ·of a plotting facility 
An optional automatic plotting facility has been linked to the BLOW-3A code. 
It allows to produce on request three sets of plots referred to as "standard", 
"bubbly" and "optional" plots. The standard set of plots, which is quite in-
dependent on the particular calculation performed includes inlet mass flow 
and fuel, clad, coolant, structure temperatures against time. All tempera-
tures are plotted for the node with the stationary top power generation 
(refered to as NMP) and the node with the stationary largest coolant tem-
perature (MPEAK). 
The bubbly plot produces one large scale plot showing the bubble boundaries 
against time. It allows following with large accuracy the bubble generation 
and evolution. 
The optional plot has to be programmed by the user for its particular pro-
blem. It may be used for instance to plot the precise temperature corres-
ponding to the positions, of the thermocouples which do not coincide in 
general with the nodes locations. Further application can be made to plot 
channel characteristics as pressure drops against channel flow (and similar 
plots) assuming time as parameter. 
xiii) Independent functions library 
A small library for materials physical properties has been built up in-
cluding the only functions of interest for BLOW-3 calculations. The pro-
gram has therefore been made independent from the large library called 
MAPLIB /9/ which was organized with several levels of calling subprograms. 
Fast access to the new small library has increased the program speed of 
calculation by a factor 2. Information about the functions available in 
the standard BLOW-3A version are given in section III-2.3. 
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Part: II) The physical model · and its · application 
A) Description of the test section 
For applications of the cälculation model to reactor conditions, the reactor 
core is ideally divided in concentric annular regions, where, for symmetry 
reasons, the temperature fields are equal for all pin elements and coolant 
subchannels. An annular region can therefore be represented by a single fuel 
pin with an equivalent annular coolant flow area bounded by a cylindrical 
layer of structural material. The symmetry around the axis lets dropping the 
azimuthal coordinate. As the temperature gradients in radial directions are 
far strenger than those in axial directions, only heat diffusion in radial 
direction is considered. The channel length is divided in a number of axial 
segmen~for which one-dimensional (in the r-coordinate) equations of heat 
diffusion are applied. In the coolant neither radial nor axial heat conduc-
tionare taken into consideration as this energy transfer is negligible with 
respect to the transport due to the coolant flow. The energy transfer from 
coolant to clad and structure affords therefore the coupling between the 
axial meshes of the channels. 
Application of the model to different conditions, for instance in pile or 
out of pile experiments, is Straightforward in case of single pin experi-
ments with powered central pin (electricall.y heated or with nuclear fuel) 
and annular flow channel for the coolant. Otherwise, when the experimental 
geometry is different, as in the case of pin bundles, the programme user 
must first define an equivalent cylindrical channel where the masses of 
the materials involved (fuel, clad, coolant and structure) and the sur-
faces for heat exchange are representative of the real experimental con-
ditions. An example of definition of an equivalent channel from a bundle 
geometry is given in section II-C-3.5. 
A typical equivalent channel configuration is shown in the scheme of Fig. 1, 
with reference to the geometry of SNR type reactor having a lower fission 
gas plenum. As shown in this figure, a mixing chamber at pin outlet with 
a different flow area and surface to volume ratio for the structure can be 
modelled. 
The channel is divided in up to 30 meshes in axial direction. Radial heat 
conduction is considered in fuel, clad and structure. In the coolant heat 
conduction is negligible with respect to convective heat transfer which 
affords the coupl~ng between the axial meshes of the channel. Within an 
axial mesh up to 11 nodes are considered in radial direction in the fuel, 
Mixing 
Chamber 
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Fig. 1: Geometrical ~onfiguration of the t.~~;~t section modelled in the 
BLOW-3A programme. 
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3 nodes in the clad, 1 f0r the coolant and 1 for the structural material. 
The one-dimensional heat diffusion equations are solved rigorously for 
fuel and clad while the assumption of a linear temperature profile in 
the structure is made. 
In case of coolant reentry, the calculation of the temperature in the upper-
most axial mesh requires the knowledge of coolant temperature in the region 
above it. This is computed modelling the heat and mass exchange between the 
upper liquid slug and the coolant in a suitable control volume in the upper 
plenum. 
The up to ten equivalent channels are coupled·by the pressure boundary con-
ditions at inlet and outlet and by the common inlet temperature and steady 
state outlet temperature. Radial interaction of -the channels cannot be simu-
lated. The coupling between the cannels and the coolant primary loop is 
provided by the consideration of upper and lower inertial reduced lengths. 
The main accident conditions which can be modelled by appropriate choice 
of the boundary conditions arelass of flow (LOF), simulating pump failure 
or pipe rupture, or a whole core power perturbation resulting from reacti-
vity insertion. Partial 'nowblockage can be simulated by increasing the 
coefficient for the calculation of the pressure d'rop in the inlet orifice. 
, B) The basic equations 
The complete set of equations describing the temperature distributions in 
the fuel, clad, coolant and structure material as well as the dynamic of 
the coolant are reported in this section. The reader is remanded to /1/ 
for details and their derivation. 
1) Fuel 
The equation describing the space and time temperature distribution in 
the fuel is (without taking into account heat conduction in axial direc-
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tion): 
.. a~a 
c '·....:....,....:. 
p ~~· 
B ·'' 
where TB = TB(r,t) 
AB = :\B(r,t) 
PB = pB(;r,t) 
c = c (r, t) 
PB PB 
and qB = qB(r,t) is a given input function 
with the boundary condition 
and the initial condition 
On the fuel axis it holds: 
+ q B = (r=O) 
with a symmetry condition 
In the above equations symbols are defined as follows: 
= 
= 
= 
= 
fuel specific heat (J /kg 0 e) 
specific power generated in the fuel (W/m3) 
radial coordinate (m) 
fuel outer radius 
radius of the inner clad surface 
t = time (s) 
= 
= 
f 1 (oe) ue temperature .· 
1 d (oe) c a temperature 
fuel:::'clad heat transfer coefficd.ent (W/m2 0 e) 
fuel thermal conductivity (W/m0 e) 
fuel density (kg/m3) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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2) eladding 
The equation describing space and time temperature distribution in the clad 
is 
a (A. E:li) + ..!. A. 2.!H. + = 
ar H är r H ar qH 
with the boundary conditions 
and the initial condition 
Symbols are defined as follows: 
c 
PR 
qH 
~ 
~i 
~a 
TB 
TH 
TK 
a.BH 
A.H 
PH 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
specific heat of clad material (J/kg0 e) 
specific power generated in the clad (W/m3) 
fuel outer radius (m) 
radius of inner· .clad surface (m) 
radius of outer clad surface (m) 
f 1 t t ( oe) ue empera ure 
1 d t t (oe) c a empera ure 
coolant temperature (0 e) 
fuel-clad heat transfer coefficient (W/m20e) 
thermal conductivity of clad material (W/m0 e) 
density of clad material (kg/m3) 
3) eoolant 
a) Single phase flow 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
The continuity, momentum and energy equations for the coolant single phase 
flow are: 
(10) 
aHK aH 
+ G _-_1< 
PK ä't K ()z 
with 
~ "' K . 
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21TR • 
Sl. 
A 
The above set of equations (10) to (12) is closed by the equation of state 
Boundary conditions are the inlet and outlet pressures 
P (z = O, t) ei 
P (z = L, t) a 
while the initial conditions 
PK (z ,o) 
PK (z ,o) 
(1 (z ,o) K 
~ (z, o) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
( 14) 
( 15) 
( 16) 
are supplied by the solution of the stationary equation (see section II-ß-1) 
The coolant transient temperature distribution TK (z,t) is known from iK (z,t) 
and pK (z, t) • 
b) Two phase flow 
For a liquid slug between two vapour bubbles of index K, K + I the above 
equations (10) to (13) hold. 
The continuity equation is anyway always solved under the approximating 
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assumption that the time derivative of the coolant density in the slugs is 
negligible, hence: 
= 0 (IZ) 
dz 
Integration of the momentum equation over the slug length LK gives 
= pv2,K 
PKI, K+l 
(18) 
where pv is the vapour pressure aa.d the indexes 1,2 refer to the lower and 
upper phase interface respectively. 
Similar equations yield for the inlet and outletslugs:whe~e obviously in-
let and outlet pressures are involved in the boundary conditions, and the 
reduced;upper and lower ,lengths are taken into consideration. 
The energy equation referred to Lagrangian meshes simplifies to: 
dl1z 
= <I>K (19) 
where the energy transfer <I>K is calculated taking into account that the 
Lagrangian mesh may face different Eulerian (fixed) meshes (see section 
n-c. 2.3.3) 
The continuity equations for the liquid film and the vapour phase are 
a 0-o:) pl a(t-o:) plul 
= -llä"m + 
at az A 
(20) 
ao:p ao:p u 
.!:!. I; m V + V V = at az A 
(21) 
where m, considered positive by vaporization, is the mass of coolant 
transferred from one phase to the other through the unit surface in the unit 
time by vaporization or condensation. 
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The momentum equations for the liquid and vapour phases 
au au1 ,, UIP.w p1 
" 1 + 
- !f. -p g t'· I p1u1- o!= A(l-a)2 u--p1 ät 02: 1 ,f az 
Iu Iu . vm] V V+ --2 
The energy equations for both phases are: 
a 
at 
= <I> 
V 
= 
are: 
< 
ü1 + 
(22) 
(23) 
<I>1 (24) 
(25) 
when <I> 1 , <I>v are the amounts of energy transferred to either phase for unit 
volume and time, 
Combining the continuity and energy equation for the liquid phase one de-
rives .an· equation for the mass transfer between the phases: 
su1~1 aH1 
h:fg az 
(26) 
which inserted into (20) yields the basic equation describing the space 
and time distribution of the liquid film thickness: 
a_s 
ät + ... -
al.h 
az 
(27) 
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In the above equations symbols are defined as follows: 
A Area of coolant channel cross $ection (m2) 
Dh Hydraulic diameter (m) 
f friction coefficient for single phase f&ow 
g gravity acceleration (m/sec2) 
GK coolant (sin~le phase) mass flux (kg/m2sec) 
hfg vaporization enthalpy (j/kg) 
l1<_ enthalpy of coolant (single phase) (J/kg) 
H1 enthalpy of liquid film (J/kg) 
Hv enthalpy of vapour (j/kg) 
L channel length 
Lk length of liquid slug above bubble k 
m mass flux by phase change (vaporization)or condensation ) (kg/~2 sec) 
pK coolant pressure ("" p,equal i.n eitlaer phase) (N/m2) 
p
8 
channel outlet pressure (N/m2) 
Pei channel inlet pressure ahead of the inlet valve (N/m2) 
qK specific power generated· in the coolant (single phase ) (W/m3) 
qw power flux released by the clad outer surface (W/m2) 
r radial coordinate (m) 
~a radius of clad outer surface (m) 
Rsi radius of structure inner radius (m) 
S liquid film thickness (m) 
t time (sec) 
T 1 d ( oc) H c a temperature 
TK coolant temperature (single phase) ( 0 e) 
T8 structure temperatw:e( °C) 
uK coolant velocity (single phase) (m/sec) 
u 1 liquid film veloci.ty (m/sec) 
uv vapour velocity (m/sec) 
U perimeter of clad outer surface or of structure inner surface (m) 
z axial coordinate (m) 
a void fraction 
(!(HK· -clad-coolant heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 °e) 
~S coolant-structure heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 0 e) 
PK coolant density (single phase) (kg/m3) 
P1 liquid film density (kg/m37 
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p ,.., 
V vapour density (kg/m3) 
~ K 
~ 1 
power transferred Co the coolant (single phase) for unit volume (W/m3) 
specific power transferred to the liquid film (W/m3) 
~ 
V specific power transferred to the vapour (W/m3) 
\{1 i interfacial liquid-vapour friction coefficient 
\{1 
w friction coefficient at the channel wall (clad or structure} for 
single phase flow. 
4. Structuralmaterial 
Assuming the structural material of an axial mesh zone concentrated into 
one. node, the equation descrit?ing the time aependence of its temperature 
is 
+ L-T8 (t) - T (t} 7 w -
{28) 
= 
where the first two terms at the left side represent the boundary con-
ditions, i.e. the energy transfe,r from coolant to the, structure and from 
the structure surface to a surrounding medium (for instan~e to a by-pass 
flow with temperature Tw(t)). 
In the above equation symbols are defined as follows: 
specific heat of structure material (J/kg 0 e) 
inner surface of structure per unit axial length (m) 
out er surface of structure per unit axial length (m) 
energy produced in structural material per unit volume 
(W/m3) 
t time (sec) 
T 1 t ( oe) K coo an temperature 
T 8 ·struc:ture temperature ( 
0
e) 
T surrounding medium temperature ( 0 e) 
w 
V8 volume of structural material per unit.axial length (m2) 
aKS heat transfer coefficient coolant-structure'{W/m2 0 e) 
h · · d' d' (W/m2 °e) aw eat transfer coeff1c1ent structw~e-surroun 1ng me 1um 
Ps density of structural material (kg/m3)' 
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C) Numerical treatment of the basic equations and progranuning details 
1) The stationary calculation 
A summary description of the subroutine STATO, which performes the 
stationary calculatmons, is given in section III-2 with particular re-
ference to some marginal tasks like reading imput data, editing results 
and selecting information for the use of the plotting facilities. 
In this section the solution 6f the basic equations describing the sta-
tionary situation is explained tagether with numerical and programming 
details which concern the following topics: 
1.1 calculation of further geometrical data 
1.2 power normalization 
1.3 calculation of total power generation in the channel 
1.4 calculation of mass flow 
1.5 calculation of coolant temperature distribution 
1.6 calculation of coolant pressure distribution 
1.7 calculation of temperature distribution in fuel, clad, structure 
1.8 calculation of gap width in the stationary bot state. 
The basic equations describing the stationary temperature distribution 
in fuel, clad, coolant, structure and the coolant flow are straightly 
derived by the equations of section B: 
i) Fuel 
d 
ar 
+ _!_ ;\ ()TB + qB = 0 
r B ar 
with the boundary condition 
- ;\ (:~B) = aBH LTB(O, RB) - TH(O, B 
RB 
and 
a2r 
2 
;\ __ B
+ q = 0 
B ar2 B 
with the symmetry condition 
( ::B) = 0 
r=O 
rf.O (1) 
~i>_7 (2) 
r=O (3) 
(4) 
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H) Claddin_g 
+. (•u ::H) --; 1 A.H aTH + qH ... 0 +-r ar 
with the boundary conditions: 
aBH L-TB(O,Ra) l1!i)_7 
( aTH ) 
- TH'~O, ... - A.-H ar Rtii 
( aTH) . . == aHK {rH(O, R8 ) - TK(O)_f 
- A.-H ar 
. ~a 
iii) Coolant 
Continuity equation 
Momentum equation 
a~(z,o) 
()z": 
ap 
-- -az 
Energy equation 
HK 
az = ~1t 
Equation of state 
The boundary conditions are 
= 0 
f 
2Dh 
p fz,O) = p . (ahead of the inlet valve, z = z) 
el. 
p (z = L• 0) = p 
a 
TK (0,0) = T , 
el. 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
iv) Structure 
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.. F 
W· 
- a 
w vs 
Beyond the inlet and outlet coolant pressures and temperatures main input 
data for the stationary calculation are: 
( 12) 
power generation in fuel, clad, coolant and structure material, the latter 
owing (if any) to irradiation. 
the inlet and outlet reduced lengths which provide the coupling of the test 
section to the primary circuit. 
The above listed topics are explained hereafter in detail. 
I. I Calculation of further channel geometrical data, namely: 
HSPALT = Length of lower fission gas section (length of axial mesh 
zones from I to NM0-1) 
HKUEKA = Length of the axial breeder zone (section between axial 
zones NMO and NM! inclusive) 
HTOP = Length of upper coolant mixing section (axial zones from 
HCORE 
AR(M) 
NMI +I to NM2) 
= HSPALT + HKUEKA = length of test section from inlet to mesh 
zone NMI inclusive 
= Area of flow cross section in the axial mesh zone M. 
AR(M) = ~(RKUE(M)2 - (RBR(M) + DCAN(M)) 2) in the mesh zones 
wi thout grid. 
XBRKT(M) = 2~ (RBR(M) + DCAN(M»/AR(M) = ratio of pin circumference to 
area of flow cross section for axial mesh zone M 
XSTKT(M) = VSTRUK(M) / (VDUF(M) * AR(M)) = ratio of structure inner cir-
cumference to area of flow cross section 
DH(M) = 4/(XBRKT(M) + XSTKT(M)) = hydraulic diameter of flow cross 
section 
The above formula for the calculation of the hydraulic diameter is equivalent 
to (dropping the mesh index M) 
H '"' 
- 23 ... 
4 • AR· 
21r.(RBR+DCAN) + V~~~ 
4AR 
VSTRUK 
VDUF. 
..... · · .. · ·4AR·. · · · 
... 
2·1r/Z (RBR+DCAN)+RKUE) 
The different definition of DH in the lower fission gas section and in 
NMO<M<NMl 
M<NMO 
M>NMl 
the 
upper coolant mixing section depends on the fact that in this zones XBRKT(M) = 0 
and the values of VDUF, VSTRUK are calculated by taking into account, beyond 
the structural material, also the volume and surface of the can. Hence in 
these zones 
VSTR~ = (VSTRUK + i(RBR + DCAN)2) 
~ VSTRUK~ VDUF = ----------
271' (RBR + DCAN) + RKUE 
where the stat is used to distinguish between these equivalent worths and the 
real volume of structure alone. 
With reference to the sketch of Fig. 2 one defines the following geometry 
values for the fuel an_d_ cläi!dd.ng: 
DRBR 
DRBR2 
R(N) 
RMIN(N) 
QRMIN(N) 
QRPL(N) 
QRMIV 
DRC 
DRC2 
RCI 
= ~/NN 
:::: DRBru(Jr.2 
= r (N=l, NN) = 
n 
radial coordinate of fuel nodes (except fuel axial 
node) 
= r
0
_ 112 = r 0 - DRBR/2 
= rn-1/2/rn 
= rn+l/2/rn 
= (~ - DRBR/4)/~ 
= r - r. = DCAN/2 
m 1. 
= DR~~2 
= r. 
1. 
RCM = r = r. + DRC 
RCA 
QRPLV 
m 1. 
= r = r. + DCAN 
a 1. 
= (r. + DRC/4)/r. 
1. 1. 
QRPLH 
QRCA 
QRCH 
QRCMS 
QRCPL 
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= (r. + DRC/2)/r. 
~ ~ 
= (r - DRC/4)/r a a 
= (r - DRC/2)/r a a 
= (r - DRC/2)/r m m 
= (r + DRC/2)/r 
m m 
I GAP 
Z M •1121 t-....,,-.........,..---,-"'""""'"'~~ 
I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~,....,._...,...-------
: I 
' t I I FUEL 
I t : 'o 
I ! 
0 I o 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
C1LAo! 
I I 
ol o lo 
I I 
I I 
I I 
l I 
Rsf f f 
r n-112 r n• 112 r i r m r a 
COOLAMT 
Fig. 2: Sketch showing the definition of radial meshes in fuel 
and clad. 
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1.2 Power normalization (axial distribution) 
These are four possible ways of defining the pin power according to the four 
possible combinations of the input parameters ML = 1/2 and MAX = -1/l (See 
Input Description, Section III.4) The normalization of the axial power distri-
bution is accordingly performed in one of four distinct branches. 
a) Case I 
ML = I Total power generation QSUM is defined for the full channel (W) 
MAX =-1 Node-wise power distribution is given (W) in the array FAX(M), 
M=I,2 ..•.. NM2. That means: FAX(M) contains the total power, in 
Watts, generated in the volume of the mesh M, of length DELTZ(M) 
The total power generation in the channel is (see also Section I. 3.) 
NM2 4 
QSUM = LM QGESO(M) • l,l..ANTl.. (M) v. (M) = 
I I l. 
NM2 
= TI IM QGESO(M) • XKK(M) • DELTZ(M) (W) 
I 
with 4 L .ANT. (M)V. (M) ]]. l. l. 
XKK(M) = ------
TIDELTZ (M) 
where the index i refers to the fuel, clad, coolant and structural materials 
of volume V. (in the mesh M) and ANT. defines the distribution of power l. l. 
in the four materials. 
Defining a form factor 
F AK = _Q;>..S_;.UM~-­
NM2 
LM FAX(M) 
I 
the normalized specific power distribution is 
QGESO (M) = _ _...:l;Q..;_SUM.;.........._• _;F..;.AX;:..;;...::.;(M;..,;::) ____ _ 
LM FAX(M) • TIXKK(M) DELTZ(M) 
= FAK • FAX(M) 
l· ANT . (M) V. (M) l. l. l. 
b) Case II 
ML = 
MAX= 
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Total power generation QSUM is defined for the full channel (W) 
Node-wise specific power distribution {W/m3) is given in the 
array FAX(M), M = 1,2, .•• NM2. 
Defining the form factor 
FAK =---------~Q~S~UM~-------------
NM2 
TI LM FAX(M) • XKK(M) • DELTZ(M) 
I 
the axial specific power distribution is 
QGESO(M) = FAK • FAX(M) 
c) Case III 
ML = 2 Peak power density QQSO (FJ/m3) is given 
MAX =-1 Node-wise power distribution is given (W) in the array FAX(M), 
M = I, 2, ... NM2. 
Defining MAX(FQS) the maximum for every M of 
FQS (M) = __ F_AX-'"(M-:) ____ = _ _..;;;_;FA=X:....!(=M)::..._._. _ 
and 
TI • XKK(M) • DELTZ(M) I.ANT. (M) v. (M) 
1 1 1 
F AK = _Q..!...Q_,_S_O_ 
MAX(FQS) 
the axial specific power distribution is 
QGESO(M) = QQSO 
MAX(FQS) 
FAX(M) 
\' . ANT. (M) V. (M) 
L1 1 1 
= 
= FAK • FQS(M) 
d) Case IV 
ML = 2 Peak power density QQSO (W/m3) is given. 
MAX= Node-wise specific power distribution is given (W/m3) in the 
array FAX(M), M = I, 2, •.• NM2. 
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Defining 
FAK = QQSO 
MA~(FAX(M)) 
the axial specific power distribution is 
QGESO(M) = FAK • FAX(M) 
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1.3 Calculation of total power generation in the channel LQSUM(KKN27 
NM2 
QSUM = L M '(Power generated in fuel + clad + coolant + structure)M 
1 
NM2 
= L M QGESO (M) 
4 
I i ANT. V. ]_ ]_ (13) 
where the index i refers to the four materials of volume V. among which 
]_ 
the specific power generation (QGESO) is distributed according to the 
values of ANT., 
]_ 
Letting 
XKK(M) = ANTB(M) · RBR(M)2 
one has 
+ ANTC(M) • L(RBR(M) + DCAN(M)) 2 - RBR(M):7 
+ ANTK(M) \ LID<UE(M) 2 - (RBR(M) + DCAN(M))~/ 
+ ANTS(M) ' VSTRUK(M)/~ = l ~ ANT.(M)V.(M) 
.L ]_ ]_ 
1 
~ DELTZ(M) 
NM2 
QSUM = ~ ~ M QGESO(M) • XKK(M) • DELTZ(M) 
NM2 
= ~ M Qc(M) • DELTZ(M) 
-2-
Lm_/ 
(14) 
(15) 
letting Qc (M) denote the total power geneta·ted pe.runit length in the 
channel mesh zone M. 
1.4 Calculation of mass flow 
Applying the first equation of thermodynamic in the form 
dq = di - Av dp (16) 
(where A is the transformation factor from mechanical to thermal units) 
to the mass flow GK (kg/sec) and assuming that the coolant undergoes a 
transformation at constant pressure one has 
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(ai) dQ = di • GK di = GK aT 
hence 
dQ = 
= di 
dQ 
c dT 
p 
In the progrannne 
XMAST = QSUM illiTG 
p 
(17) 
( 18) 
/kg/sec7 
- -
(19) 
where the enthalpy differance between outlet and inlet DXIG is calculated 
from the known pressures and temperatures. This first evaluation of the 
mass flow is later refined by taking into account the power losses beyond 
the structure outer surface which can be calculated when the temperature 
distribution is known. The stationary power losses are 
NM2 
Q .. 
w I (T8 (M) - T ) a (M)F (M)ßz(M) w w w 
IM 
where 
T~ = structure temperat~re 
T = temperature of surrounding medium (for instance by-pass flow w 
temperature) 
a = heat transfer coefficient from the structure outer surface t6 the w 
surrounding medium 
Fw = outer structure surface per unit axial length 
ßz = length of axial mesh zone 
The refined value of the mass flow is: 
NM2 
XMAST = QSUM- t (T8 (M) ~ Tw)aw(M)Fw(M)ßz(M) M 
DXIG 
Equation (t9) could have been obtained straightly integrating the stat-
ionary equation 
over the channel length, keeping in mind that in stationary conditions 
(20) 
(21) 
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the full po"t-7er generated (detracted the thermal losses) is supplied to 
the coolant, hence 
/<r>K dz = QSUM Pw 
Channel 
length 
1.5 Calculation of coölant temperature distribution 
The temperature distribution 6f the coolant is calculated starting from the 
known inlet value T . and applying to every mesh zone M in upwards di-
eL 
rection the relationship 
where 
t,T (M) 
K 
= TK. Lnn 
= 
QK is the energy transferred to the coolant in the unit time 
(22) 
(23) 
(in the 
mesh zone M), given by the difference between the total power generated in 
the channel Q (M) and power lost beyend the structure a (H). Dropping the 
c w 
index M one has 
with 
Q = (Q - 0 )t,z K c 'w 
0 = a F (T -T ) 
'w ww s w 
(24) 
(25) 
From the equation (12) determining the stationary structure temperature 
one derives 
(26) 
(27) 
Introducing into (23) one derives for the coolant temperature increment 
over half mesh length 
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QK = Qc- aKSFS(TK- TS) - QS 
T - T K Kinn = ßz 2c G 2c GK 
PK K PK 
from which the middle-point coolant temperature is derived: 
Letting 
c~l = 
c~2 = 
T = 
K 
2 c ,GK PK 
a~Fgßz 
c~3 = (Qc - Qs) ßz = QGESO (XKK _ ANTS • VSTRVK) 1Tßz 1T 
one has 
The ratio of 
the same zone 
~ (M) 
w 
c~1 TK . + c~3 + c~2 T8 Lnn 
c~ 1 + c~2 
power lost in the axial mesh zone 
is 
Q (M) Qc 
- QK/ßz Q ßz -w c 
= = = Q (M) Qc c 
to the 
2c PKGK 
Q ßz 
c 
power generated 
(TK - TK inn) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
in 
(32) 
The ratio of power lasses over the full channel length to total power genera-
tion 
L = 
w 
NM2 
l M ~(M) 
QSUM 
1.6 Calculation of coolant pressure distribution 
Integrating equation (8) over the channel length with the boundary con-
ditions p = pei ahead of the inlet valve and p = Pa at channel outlet 
one derives the pressure drop in the channel: 
l1p 
c 
= G 2 (·-1 __ 1 \ + 
K Pa P ei ) 
NM2 
I M 
1 
f(M) 
2Dh(M) + ßz(M) 
(33) 
(34) 
where p ' p . 
a e1. 
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are the coolant densities at channel outlet and inlet respec-
tively, f the wall friction coefficient, g ~he gravity acceleration, and 
6pA is the pressure difference due (if any) to enlargernent of cross sec-
tion in the upper mixing region. 
The coefficient f takes into account the power lasses due to friction and 
an additional contribution due to the grid spacers, homogenized over the 
channel length. It is calculated by 
b Dh 
f = a Re +'I'·--
DABST 
(35) 
where default values of the coefficient are a = 0• 183, b = -0'25, 'I'= 1·15 
and DABST is the distance between two consecutive spacers (see also Input 
Description, section III-4). 
The pressure difference due to variation of the cross flow area is given, 
taking into account the irreversible pressure drop, by /1/ 
GK t IGK IK! ( I - AR,)' (!- :D1 !J.pA = + GK (36) 2pK AR2 
where Kl = if GK ~ 0 
Kl = 0.5 if GK < 0 
and AR1 is the flow area upstream, AR2 downstream the cross section enlargement. 
Subtracting the pressure drops in the channel from the (input) driving pres-
sure (pei - p
8
) one has the pressure drop in the inlet valve 
(p . - p ) - Llp 
e1. a · c (37) 
Application of equation (34) or integration of equation (8) over every axial 
mesh, from the top downwards to the bottarn of the channel, yields the coolant 
pressure distribution, as shown in the following sketch: 
p 
Pei 
Pa 
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-------------------r 
t\pBl 
-~--------------1-
1 I t\pc 
--1--------~-- ____ l I I 
I I 
HSPALT t---- HKUEKA ----+- HTOP 
t-o8---- HCORE -----t 
Axial Length z 
Fig. 3 Sketch showing qualitatively the stationary pressure distribution 
in the coolant versus axial length. 
The pressure drop in the inlet valve being also given by 
G 2 
K 
1';0 2P (38) 
one derives the coefficient r; ( = ZETADO) as output of the stationary cal~ 
0 
culation and initial value for a time variation of the type I'; = I'; f(t) which 
0 
lets simulating a transient mass flow reduction (see description of sub-
routine FZETAD). 
Calculation steps 1.4- 1.6 (mass flow, coolant temperature and pressure dis-
tribution) are carried out simultaneously with an iteration pracedure which 
stops when a temperature distribution has been found which is consistent 
with the pow·er and the given boundary conditions. 
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1. 7 Calculation of temperature distributions in fuel, clad 2 structure 
a) First evaluation of temperature distributions in fuel and clad 
The calculated temperature distribution in the coolant is assumed as bound-
ary condition for a first estimation of temperature in clad and fuel. This 
occurs by integrating equations ( I ) and ( 5 ) assuming the thennal con-
ductivity constant. The integration constants are determined imposing the 
boundary condition that the heat flux through any cylindrical surface in fuel 
and clad is equal (in stationary condition) to the total power generated 
inside that surface. 
Proceeding from the clad outer surface, wherethe boundary condition given by 
the coolant temperature is known, inwards, one has for the clad outer node 
temperature 
o ('I'o 
a HK H 
0 0 
= Q' + Q B H (39) 
ra 
where S>ra is the clad outer surface per unit axial length and Qb, QH are 
the powers generated in fuel and clad respectively. This boundary condition 
yields TH0 
,ra• 
Writing equation ( 5') in the form 
0 (40) 
under the assumption that the thermal conductivity is constant, and inte-
grating one has (for an hollow cylinder) 
(41) 
where a,b are integration constants. 
Assuming that the influence of the power generation in the clad onto the 
temperature distribution is negligible (hence neglecting the term qHr2/4A), 
the temperature of the clad middle node isderived from the above equation 
imposing the boundary conditions: 
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(42) 
which determines the constants a, b and yields: 
Qo + Qo r 
To (r.) To + B H ln a (43) = 8 H m Hra 27T/..H r m 
where the thermal conductivity is calculated with reference to the kno'vn 
temperature T (r ), H a 
The temperature of the clad inner node is derived imposing the boundary 
conditions : 
which yields 
r 
tJ .ln~ 
r. 
1 
(44) 
(45) 
The temperature of the outermost fuel is given by the boundary condition 
o (To To ) = Qo 
aBH B NN - H r . · B .\46) 
1 
The temperature distribution in the fuel is described under the assumption of 
constant thermal conductivity by the equation 
1 d ( dTB) 
- - r -r::--- -
r dr ä.r = 0 (471 
Integrating one has 
= a - (48) 
The integration constant a represents the fuel axial temperature (a "' TBO ) 
and is determined by imposing the boundary condition 
(49) 
~-Jhich yields 
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+ 
The fuea temperaturein any internal node N (N = 1,2 ••• ,NN-1) is then 
given by 
o (T0 T0 ) (r2 - r 2) TENN+ BO - BNN NN N 
2 
rNN 
(50) 
(51) 
This estimation of the temperature distribution in clad and fuel is not de-
finite because the thermal conductivities were calculated with reference 
to a temperature different from the yet unknown temperatures of the re-
spective nodes. This temperature distribution is therefore used only as 
first approximation to start the refined calculation performed iteratively 
by means of the Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme, as explained hereafter.· 
b) Refined temperature 'distributions in fuel and clad and calculation 
of structure temperature with the Gauss-Seidel iteration method. 
i) Fuel 
Taking the annulus delimited by the cylindrical surfaces 
Sn-I/Z, Sn+I/Z with radii rn-l/Z' rn+l/Z as control volume, and in-
tegrating equation (I) over the outer surfaces of this control volume one 
has 
3T0 ds 3T
0 
J Ao B + J Ao B ds + 0 (52) V = 0 B ar B ar qn n s 
n-1 /2 8n+l/2 
or 
-;>.. (::~) s + ;>.. (::~) 8n+l /2 + 0 V B,rn-1/2 n-1/2 B,rn+l/2 qn n 
r 
n-1/2 rn+l/2 
(53) 
= 0 
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where V is the volume of the annular section belanging to the considered 
n 
axial mesh zone. Space discretisation of this equation yields thß algebraic 
equation 
Ao Ta + Bo Ta + Co Ta 
n+l = 
Qo 
n B n n B n-1 n B n (54) 
with 
r 
n-1/2 rn+l/2 Ao 
= /.. + /.. n l3,rn.;..1/2 r B,rn+l/2 n r 
n 
(55a) 
B<? r n-1/2 
n = - /.. 
B,rn-1/2 r n 
(55b) 
Co 
= - /.. 
rn+l/2 
n B,rn+l/2 r n 
(55c) 
Qo 0 ßr 2 = qn n B (55d) 
ßr = rn+l/2 -B 
and r 
n-1/2 (55e) 
The above equation is applicable to all fuel internal nodes (n = I , 2, , • , NN-1 ) • 
Fot' the fuel outermost node, taking as control volume the annulus delimited 
by the cylindrical surfaces with radii rNN-I/ 2 ' rNN' one has 
Cl TB 
~ ds - aBH 8NN (TB,NN ":"' TRi) + qNN VNN = O 
(56) 
which yields the algebraic equation 
~~N Ta + o Ta -~ B,NN BNN B,NN-1 o Ta = Qo + CNN Hi NN (57) 
with 
(58a) 
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0 
-A.rNN-1/2 
rNN-1/2 
BNN = 
rNN 
(58b) 
0 b,r CNN "' -aBH B {58c) 
b,r 2 
rNN-1 /4 , 0 B 
QNN =-·- q 2 rNN NN (58d) 
For the fuel central node, taking as control volume the cylinder of radius 
r 112 , one has 
(
. A.3TB) 
--- ds ar + 
which yields the algebraic equation (the superscript "o" refers to the 
stationary ca~culation, the subscript to the axial fuel node) 
with: 
ii) Cladding 
A~o T o + o To 
o B,o Co B,l 
A o 
= A. rl/2 0 
c 0 
= -A. 
rl/2 0 
b,r 2 
Q 0 B 
= qo -4-0 
== Q 0 
0 
(59) 
(60) 
(61 a) 
(61b) 
(61 c) 
For the clad inner node, taking as control volume tbe annulus delimited by 
the cylindrical surfaees with radii r. ' 1 ri+ 112 , one has 
( 
3TH) 
- J -A. - ds H ar 8i+1/2 
= 0 (62) 
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which yields th~ algebraic equation 
~i 0 0 To + 0 To 0 THi + B . CHi QHi H1 B,NN Hm 
with 
~i 0 /:,.r + Ao ri+l/2 = aBH H H,ri+l/2 r. 1 
0 0 
BHi = -aBH t,.rH 
0 
-/._0 ri+l/2 CHi H,rl+l/2 r. 1 
ri+l/4 /:,.r 2 0 H 
QHi = -2- qHi r. 1 
For the clad middle node, taking as control volume the annulus delimited 
by the cylindrical surfaces with radii rm-l/ 2 ' rm+ 1/ 2 one has 
- f 3TH ds + f "-H 
3TH 
ds + VH 0 'AH är qH = 
s 8
m+l/2 
3r m m 
m-1 /2 
which yields the algebraic equation 
~m To 0 0 + Co To Qo + BHm THi = Hm Hm Ha Hm 
with 
r 
m-1 /2 rm+l/2 ~m 'Ao 0 H,m-1/2 r + "-m+l/2 r 
m m 
r 
m-1 /2 Bo 
= 
-/._0 
Hm H,m-1/2 r 
m 
r 
m+l Co 
-';._ 
Hm H,m+l/2 r 
m 
Qo o t,r 2 Hm = qHm H 
For the clad outer node, taking as control volume the annulus delimited by 
the cylindrical surfaces with radii rm+l/ 2 ' ra one has 
(63) 
(64a) 
(64b) 
(64c) 
(64d) 
(65) 
(66) 
(67a) 
(67b) 
(67c) 
(67d) 
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ClTH 
-J A - ds H Clr 8
m+l/2 
= 0 
which yields the algebraic equation 
A_oa T o + B o T o + C o To Q o -~ Ha Ha Hm Ha K = Ha 
With 
r 
a-1/2 ~~ A + aHK b.rH H,ra-1/2 r a 
r 
a-1/2 B o 
= -\ 0 Ha H,ra-1/2 r a 
c 0 0 b.rH = 
-aHK Ha 
t.rH r a-1/4 Q 0 0 
= -- qHa Ha 2 r 
a 
iii) Structure 
Equation (12) can be straightforward written in the form 
A o T o + B o T o + c () T o = Q 0 s s s K s w s 
with 
A o 0 + aw 
0 Fw 
= aKS s Fs 
B o 0 
= 
-aKS s 
c 0 o Fw 
= -a s w Fs 
Q 0 0 vs 
= qs s Fs 
The above equations form a system of NN+S linear algebraic equations 
which can be written in matrix form as 
(68) 
(69) 
(70a) 
(70b) 
(70c) 
(70d) 
(71) 
(72a) 
(72b) 
(72c) 
(72d) 
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AT = Q (73) 
whereA is a tridiagonal square matrix formed by the A, B, C 's coefficients. 
+ is a column vector containing the unknown node temperatures and Q a column 
vector with the power generation terms. 
The solution of this linear system yields the stationary temperature distri-
bution. It is carried out with the iterative Gauss-Seidel method assuming as 
initial distribution in fuel and clad that supplied by the analytical 
solution of the respective equations under tne assumption of constant material 
properties, as explained in the first part of this section. 
A detailed description of the Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme is given in 
section II-C-2. ld, wherethe sameproblern is dealt with under transient con-
ditions introducing both space and time discretizations. 
1.8 Calculation of gap width in the stationary hat state (a simplified 
gap conductance model) 
A simple calculation of ,the gap width , which takes into account only ther-
mal strains, is available in the BLOW-3A programme. Accordingly, the fuel -
clad heat transfer coefficient can be calculated in dependence on the gap 
width, making use of the results supplied by the SATURN-1 programme /10/. 
The simplified gap width calculation is split into a stationary and a tran-
sient part. The stationary one is based on the following algorithm: 
Let o be the input worth of the gap width in the cold state and ~TB' ~TRi 
the temperature increments of fuel outer surface and clad inner surface 
respectively corresponding to the transition from the cold state to the 
stationary state which preceeds the initiation of a simulated accident, The 
fuel and clad inner radii in the (hat) stationary state are, for the axial 
mesh m: 
R~~ = Rm (I ' ATm ) 
--HL -~i +AHi D Hi 
where, in the cold state, 
8=R-K_ B . Hi 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
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The axial dependent gap width is then in the stationary state: 
and its deviation from the mean value over the full axial length }:özm is: 
Iom l'!Zm 
m 
Mm 
"" 
om - m (78) 
I öZm 
m 
Let h be the input worth of the fuel-clad heat transfer coefficient which 
corresponds to the input gap width. It is used for the iterative calcula~ 
tion to determine fuel and coolant stationary temperature fields. One has 
therefore to find a value of the gap width consistent with the input worth 
h of the heat transfer coefficient. To this purpose the above calculated 
deviation l'lom from the mean value is assumed to hold with respect to the 
input worth. The stationary gap width is therefore assumed as: 
L omöZm 
om 0 + Mm 0 + om - m = = 0 
I l'!Zm 
m 
Thermal strains during the transient calculation are then derived taking 
the stationary (hot) temperature as reference. 
(79) 
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2. Transient calculation 
The methods used for the solution of the basic equations describing the 
transient temperature distribution and the transient coolant behaviour are 
illustrated. in this section. 
Two focal points are considered, according to the single-phase or two-phase 
flow conditions of the coolant, and are described separately in sections 
two and three respectively. The first section deals with the numerical so-
lution of the heat diffusion equations in fuel, clad and structural ma-
terial. This is essentially the same for the single phase flow and for the 
two phase flow calculations and therefore treated in a single section. As 
far as the calculation of temperature distribution is the solid materials 
is concerned, the main difference between single and two-phase flow com-
putation consists in the calculation of the clad (or structure) to coolant 
heat transfer coefficients which is Straightforward in one case but rather 
complicated in the other, because the location of the vapour bubbles must be 
considered. Accordingly, the solution of the energy equation for the coolant in 
the single phase flow is treated tagether with the heat diffusion equations 
for fuel, clad and structure in the same subroutine FBRT, while it is treated 
separately for the two phase flow and does not therefore appear in the sub-
routine FBRTB. Apart from this the two subroutines are equal. A fourth section 
explains the calculation of temperature distribution in fuel and clad 
during melting. 
2. 1 The numerical treatment of the differential equations describing the 
transient temperature distributions in fuel, clad and structure. 
Numerical solution of the set of equations (II-B-10) to (12) for the coolant 
single phase flow or of equations (II-B-17) to (27) for the two phase flow 
is performed first at the beginning of every time step and yields the mass 
flow, the axial pressure and temperature distribution in the coolant. The 
latter is assumed as boundary condition for the subsequent numerical solution 
of~the equations (II-B-1) to (9) and (II-B-28) describing the transient 
temperature distributions infuel, clad and structural material. 
Referring to a given axial mesh zone with index M (M=l, ... NM2) space and 
time discretisation of the above equations is done as follows. With reference 
to sketch shown in Fig. 2, the fuel radius RB is divided into NN segments 
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of length llrB = RENN' defining the, posit!Jon of NN+l radial nodes :r
0 
= 0, 
rn(n=1,NN) with rNN= RB. To every internal node is associated the mass of 
fuel material comprised in the annulus of radii rn-l/ 2 , rn+ 112 , represented 
by the shaded area around the node of coordinates (ZM+I/2 , rn) in the 
sketch. To the axial node is associated the mass within the cylinder of 
radius r 112 ; to the outermost node the mass in the annulus with radii 
rn-l/ 2 ' RB' The clad material is associated to three nodes of radial co-
ordinates r~, r , r (inner, middle, outer node) (with r = (r. + r )/2). 
L m a m ~ a 
Let llrH = (r - r.)/2. The mass of clad material associated to the middle 
a ~ 
node is therefore roughly twice the masses associated to the lateral nodes. 
The problern time is discretized in a sequence of macroscopic time steps 
llt = t - t . Time discretisation may be grafically represented in the above n n n-1 
sketch by a set of horizontal lines thus giving a lattice of ~~ctangular 
cells. Let refer with indexes h, h-1 to the symbols of physical magnitudes 
calculated at the time points tn' tn-l respectively. 
a) Fuel 
i) Inner node 
With reference to the annulus (rn-l/2 ' rn+l/2) of unit axial length as 
control volume, equation (II-B-1) may be written: 
~reV denotes the volume of the annulus and the integral is calculated 
n 
for both lateral surfaces (Sn= Sn-l/2 U Sn+l/2). 
Hence: 
(
aTB) 
-A --- 2Tir + 
rn_ 112 ar r n-1/2 
q 2u llr 
n n 
n-1/2 
aTB 
= p c 2Tir llr ~t 
n p n a 
n 
Terms of this equation are approximated by 
(I) 
(2) 
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>. 
r 
n-1/2 
+ (1-a) k r::B) l h-1 l n-1/2 V rn-1/3 
(3) 
= e \~. (aTB) I h + (1-e) r~. (aTB) '1h-1 
[rn+J/2\ar rn+l/21 lrn+l/2\ar rn+l/2 
(4) 
Th-lj B,n h-1 T -B,n+1 
!::.r 
q = e h +(r-e) h-1 
n qn qn (5) 
3TB Th _ Th-1 
= 
B,n B,n 
'dt !::.th 
(6) 
where 9 is a parameter. For 6 = 0 .one has the ordinary explicit·scheme,,and for 6=1 
a fully implicit scheme. 6 = 1/2 was first used by Crank and Nicolson /11/ 
and yields an. half-implicit scheme. 
Introducing equations (3) to (6) in (2) one has: 
Ah Th Bh Th 
n B + B 
n I n n-
= 
h-1 h-1 + Bh-1 h-1 h- 1 h-1 
= An TB TB + C TB + Q 
n n n-1 n n+1 n 
with 
rn-1/2 
r 
n 
(7) 
+ 
h-1 A 
n 
c h-1 
n 
~ 
= -e "'h 
B,rn-t/2 
= -e "'h 
B,rn+l/2 
t:..r 2 
B 
+--t:..t 
h-1 
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+ (t-e)ph-1 ch-1 ) 
B,n PB 
,n 
rn-1/2 
r 
n 
rn+l/2 
r 
.n 
rn-1/2 
r 
n 
rn+l/2 
=(t-e) A 
B,rn+l/2 r n 
= f:..r 2 (e h + (1-e)qh-1) B qn n 
ii) Outermost node 
(Ba) 
(Sb) 
(Sc) 
(Sd) 
(Se) 
(8f) 
(8g) 
Applied to the outermost fuel nodeNN~ making a thermal balance for the annulus 
(rNN- 112 , rNN= RB)' taking into account the boundary condition for the heat 
transfer to the clad, equation (II-B-1) yields 
Cl TB 
-f AB a-;;- ds 
8NN-1/2 
with the same space and time discretization as above, the following 
algebraic equation is obtained 
(9) 
(I 0) 
with 
h 
BNN= 
h 
CNN= 
h-1 
ANN 
- e t.h 
rNN-1/2 
h ßrB - 8 aBH 
= 
t.h 
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ßr 2 
+-B-2ßt 
n 
rNN-1/2 
rNN 
rNN-1 
- (1-8) 
rNN-1/2 rNN 
2 
- (1':"8) h-1 ßrB + aBH 
ßr 2 rNN-1/4 (e h h h-1 eh-!) +-B- PNN c + ( 1-8) PNN 2M rNN PNN PNN n 
Bh-1 ( 1-8) h-1 rNN-1 
"" 
I. NN 
r NN-1/2 rNN 
h-1 h-1 
CNN = ( l-8) aBH ßrB 
ßr 2 ( h h-1) B QNN "' 8qNN+ (1-8) qNN 
rNN 
Similarly, for the fue1 central node one derives the algebraic 
equation 
( 11 a) 
(11b) 
( 11 c) 
( 11 d) 
(11 e) 
( ll f) 
(I 1 g) 
(12) 
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with 
Ah 48 A.h I ~ h eh + (1-8) h-1 cb-1) = + -- Po Po 0 rl/2 L'lt Po Po n 
eh 
= -48 ;x.h 0 rl/2 
h-1 
-4(1-8) h-1 I (aph c + (1-a) h-1 c b-1) A = A. + -- Po 0 rl/2 L'lt o Po Po n 
h-1 4 ( 1-8) h-1 c = A. 
0 rl/2 
b) Claddin_g 
i) Inner node 
Application of the heat diffusion equation to the clad inner node yields, 
with the sarne space and time discreti~ation as above, the algebraic 
equation 
with 
Ah~ Th Bh Th Ch Th = 
-CI... Hi + Hi B,NN + Hi Hrn 
h-1 h-1 + Bh-1 Th-1 + h-1 h-1 
= ABi TRi Hi B,NN CHi THrn + QHi 
I 
+--
. L} t 
n 
ri+l/4 
r. 
~ 
L'lr 2 
H 
2 
ri+l/2 
r. 
~ 
( 13a) 
(13b) 
( 13c) 
(!3d) 
(13e) 
(14) 
(lSa) 
(I Sb) 
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c~i = -6 "~ ri+l/2 
ri+l/2 
r. 
]_ 
h-1 h-1 . ABi = -(1-6) aBH b.rH - (1-6) 
h-1 
BHi = 
h-1 0Hi = 
' 1 
+F 
n 
r. 
]_ 
h-1 (1-6)aBH b.rH 
( 1-6) h-1 
'-H 
r i+l/2 
b.r 2 
H 
-2-
ri+l/2 
r. ]_ 
h-1 1-
Hri+l/2 
(ap~i eh 
PHi 
ri+l/2 
r. ]_ 
+ (1-6) 
ri+l/4 b.r 2 
(6 
h h-1) H QHi = -2- qHi + (1-6) qHi r. 
]_ 
ii) Middle node 
For the middle clad node one has: 
h-1 h-1 
= ARm THm 
+_I_ 
b.t:n 
h Ah B = -6 Hm Hr 
h 
tp~m 
m-1 /2 
c = -6 Hm 
Ah 
Hrm+1/2 
h +(1-6) c 
Pm 
r 
m-1 /2 
r 
m 
rm+l/2 
r 
m 
(15c) 
h-1 
0 h-l) ( lSd) PHi PHi 
( 15e) 
(lSf) 
(lSg) 
(16) 
( 17 a) 
(17b) 
(17c) 
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h-1 r m-1 /2 
= _ (1-B) ~h-1 + Ah-1 rm;~/2) AHm 
. · Hrm-1 /2 r · Hrm+l /2 m 
+ _1_ (e h h + ( 1-8) PHm c ~t PHm n 
h-1 h-1 r m-1 /2 
BHm "'(1-8) A Hrm-i/2 r m 
h-1 
= (t-8) h-1 rm+l/2 CHm A Hrm+l/2 r m 
QHm = (6 h qHm + h-1 2 (1-S)qHm )~rH 
iii) Outer Node 
For the outer clad node one has: 
~ Th + Bh Th + eh Th = a Ha Ha Hm Ha K 
h-1 h-1 + Bh-1 h-1 + ch-1 
""AHa THa Ha THm Ha 
with 
Bh -
= -e Ha 
CHa = -e 
Ah 
Hr 
~r 2 H 
2 
a-1/2 
h 
&HK ~rH 
ra-1/4 
r 
a 
r 
a-1/2 
r 
a 
h-1 h-1)/l 2 PHm c rH PHm 
h-1 
TK + QHa 
(17d) 
(17e) 
(17f) 
(17g) 
( 18) 
(19a) 
(19b) 
(19c) 
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h-1 h-1 h-1 r a-1 /2 
AHa = - ( 1-8) aHK 6r - (1-8) :\ H Hra-1/2 r a 
+ _1_ 6r 
2 r 
a-1 /4 ~p~. h h-1 ch-1) H + (1-8) -2- c PHa 6th r PHa PHa a 
h-1 h-1 r a-1/2 
Bl:ia = (1-8) :\ Hra-1/2 r a 
h-1 (1-8) h-1 CHa = aHK 6rH 
QHa 
örH ra-1/4 (a q~a + (1-8) h-1) =-2 r qHa 
a 
c ) Structure 
Similarly, discretization of equation (II-B-27) for the structure node 
yields 
h h-1 
+ 8 q8 + (1-8) q8 
which can be written: 
(19d) 
( 19e) 
( 19f) 
( 19g) 
(21) 
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with: 
Ah ~ h Fw h) I vs H eh + (I ..:.e) h-1 h-1) (22a) =e a· +- a + -- Fs Pg cp s KS F8 w ßth Ps s 
Bh 
-e h (22b) = aKS s 
eh 
F h 
-e w (22c) = -· a 
s F8 w 
h-1 ( h-1 F h-1) + _1_ vs (8 h h h-1 = -(1-8) w + (1-e) As aKS + ·a Pg c PS Fs ... 'W ßth Fs Ps 
(22d) 
h-1 h-1 (22e) ~s = ( 1-8)aKS 
h-1 F 
es = (1-8)~ ah-1 (22f) F w 
s 
vs (8 . h + ( 1-8) h-1 (22g) Qs = Fs qs qs ) 
In the above equations, the coefficient A always refers to the node under 
consideration, the coefficient B refers to the adjacent node at the fuel 
axis side, e refers to the adjacent node in the outward direction. 
d) The Gauss-Seidel solution method 
The above differenceequations may be written in matricial form as 
AT = B (23) 
where Ais a tridiagonal matrix containing the coefficients Ah, eh up to 
h h h h h h 0 0 AHa , BHa' eHa and A8 , B8 , e8 all calculated at time tn. Taking NN+I nodes 
in the fuel, 3 in the clad and I in the structure A becomes a square matriK 
with NN+S rows. T is a column vector containing the unknown temperatures at 
time t .B is a column vector formed by the right hand side of the above dis-
n 
h-1 
·c 
Ps 
cretized equations. It is not completely known because, beyend all temperatures 
) 
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and physical quantities at time t 1 (with index h-1) it also contains the n-
k hh . . f h b . . b . . un nown terms p c • A dLrect solutLon o t e a ove matrLx equatLon y LnversLon 
p 
of the matrix A yielding 
(24) 
h h is not therefore possible unless the unknown terms p c are replaced by p 
some extrapolated worths. Extrapolation is avoided by solving the above 
system of difference equations with the Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme, To 
th . . . h h h . h 1 . 1 . d b h Ls purpose, the unknown terms contaLnLng p c , w LC are mu tLp Le y t e p 
temperature of the7 node under consideration at timet 1' are brought to the 
n-
left side of the above equations and treated as the other terrnswith index h. 
(Let refer to this term with the symbol D., for the node i), Let r be a 
L 
running index of the iteration scheme which allows to derive the temperatures 
at time t (index h). from the known temperature at the end of the previous 
n 
time step t 1 (index h-1), Letting i-1, i, i+1 denote any three consecutive n-
nodes in radial direction, the Gauss•Seidel iteration ismsed on a scheme 
of the type: 
= (25) 
where A., B., C, have the same meaning as in the above algebraic equations, 
L L L h h 
D. contains the p c term, andiL indicates all known quantities at time 
L p L 
t 1. n-
Equation (25) is applied consecutively for all nodes from the fuel axis 
to the clad outer node. The already determined (r+1) estimation of the 
temperature of the inner node (i-1) is thus used for the new estimation 
(r+1) of node i, tagether with the previous value (r) of the outer node 
(i+1). (This is ·the typical feature of the Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme.) 
For the first iteration step (r=O) the temperature distribution at the end 
of the previous time s tep ( t 1) is used to calculate the. coefficents A~, n- L C~+l'D~. 6ne has further toremarkthat for the first node i=1 (fuel axial 
node) the term (i-1) does not exist, according to equation (12). This 
allows triggering the iteration scheme with the above formula. 
e) Programming details 
To facilitate the comprehension of the use of the above equations in the 
numerical scheme of the subroutines FBRT (single phase flow calculation) 
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and FBRTB (two phase flow calculätion), FORTRANsymbolsare given hereafter, 
with reference to 
i) equation (7) for inner fuel, nodes 
ii) equation (16) for the clad middle node 
iii) equation (21) for the structure node 
For simplicity are omitted the axial dimensi6.ns of the FORTRAN symbols 
(like TBNR (M,N) or TCMNR (M) where the index N refers to the radial node 
considered and the index M to the axial mesh). 
i) Fuel inner node 
Letting: 
DRBR 
DRBR2 
QRMIN(N) 
QRPL(N) 
R(IIB 
CPB 
XLBNl (N) 
DTKUE 
== RBR/NN 
= DRBM.J!'2 
= rn-1 /2/rn 
= rn+1/2/rn 
= fuel density 
= fuel specific 
at node N 
heat at node N 
= fuel thermal conductivity at node 
= llt 
N 
and letting indexes h-1, r, r+l indicate the time point at which the worths 
are calculated, equation (7) becomes 
QOTr • TBNR r+ I = 8l QRMIN (N) • (XLBN I (N) · TBNR (N-I)) r+ I + 
+ QRPL (N) o (XLBN I (N+ I) • TBR2 (N+ I ) ) r 1 
+ DRBR2 • 8 •00B 
+ REB(N)h- 1 
with 
C \ r TBNl (N) h-l /DTKUE 
PB) 
(26) 
QOT = Ah = 8fQRMIN(N) • XLBNir(N) +QRPL(N) • XLBN!r(N+I)1 
n l: f (27a) 
+ DRBR2 l 8 (R(li•CPB)r + (1-8) (R(IIB • C~B)h-I /DTKUE 
ii) 
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r r 6p c 
REB(N) = { A~-I - .Bn PBn t.t h-I h-I h-I Ch-I h~l TBn + B TB + T + 6n}t.rB2 n n-1 n Bn+l 
= ( 1-6) ERMIN (N) • XLBN 1 (N) • (TBN 1 (N-1) - TBN I (N)) 
+ QRPL(N) • XLBN1 (N+1) • (TBN1 (N+1) - TBN1 (N))} 
+ (1-6) • DRBR2 • (R0B•CPB)h- 1 • TBN1 (N)IDTKUE + 
+ANTB • DRBR2 (6•QGMN + (1-6) • QGMNl) 
Clad middle nOde 
Letting 
DCAN = r -- r. a 1. 
DRC = r - r. = DCANI2 m 1. 
DRC2 = DRC*'%2 
r. + (r - r.)l4 
QRPLV 1. m 1. = 
r. 
1. 
r. + (r -r.)l2 
QRPLH = 1. m 1. 
r. 
1. 
QRCMI = r Ir 
m-1 12 m 
QRCPL = 
rm+1 12 Ir m 
R0H = middle node clad density 
CPH = middle node clad specific heat 
XLCINl= inner node clad thermal conductivity 
XLCANl= outer node clad thermal conductivity 
equation (16) becomes: 
+1 fr +1 QOTr· TCMNRr = 6 ~RCMI • (XLCINI • TCINR)r + 
(27b) 
+ QRCPL • (XLCAN1 • TCAR2)rJ (28) 
+ 6 • DRC2 • (R0H CPH) r • TCMN1 h-l IDTKUE + REC2h- 1 
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with 
QOT = 6 ( QRCMI • XLCIN 1 r + QRCPL · XLCAN lr) + (29a) 
+ DRC2 [ 9 · R\!Hr · CPHr + ( 1-9) R\!Hh-l • CPHh-l 1/DTKUE 
REC2 = 
6 r r p c 
{ ~hm-1 _ Hm PHm ) Th-1 h-1 h-1 ~tl --~6~t-- Hm + BHm TRi 
= ( 1-6) [ QRCMI • XLCINI · (TCIN 1 - TCMN 1) 
+ QRCPL · XLCANI (TCAN1 - TCMN1) J + (29b) 
+ ( 1-6) t DRC2 • ROHh-l ,. CPHh- 1 • TCMN 1 /DTKUE + 
+ ANTC • DRC2 (6 · QGMNr +(1-6) QGMN1 )h-I 
iii) Structure node 
Letting: 
VDUF =Vs/FS 
R0S = density of structure material 
CPS = specific heat of structure 
WWSTR (WWST1) = aW = heat transfer coefficient from the structure 
outer surface to the surrounding medium. 
HKST = aKS = heat transfer coefficient coolant-structure 
equation (21) becomes: 
QOTr • TSTNRr+ 1 = 9 [ (HKST TKNR) r+ I + FWFS • (WWSTR • TBYPSR) 1/VDUF 
+6 (R0S • CPS)r • TSTN1h- 1/DTKUE + RESTh- 1 
(30) 
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with: 
QOT = 8 (HKSTr + FWFS • WWSTRr) /VDUF + 
h-~/DTKUE 
(31 a) 
+ [8 (R0S • CPS) r + (1-8) (R0S • CPS) 
h h 
{ ~~-1 - 8p 8 c vs) Fs REST Ps h-1 + Bh-1 h-1 + ch-t h-1 + Qs} = Ts TK Tw llth Fs s s vs 
= (1-8) [HKST · (TKN1 - TSTN1) + FWFS • WWST1 • (TBYSl - TSTN11/VDUF 
+ (1-8) (ROS I CPS)h- 1 TSTN1/DTKUE + 
+ANTS (8 QGMNr + (1-8) QGMN1)h- 1 
At the end of the iteration scheme, which is carried out simultaneously 
for all radial nodes of the mesh zone M, worths with index r+1 yields 
the new "h" values at tfme t • 
n 
(31b) 
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2.2 Single Phase Flow Calculation 
The solution of the basic equations (II-B-10) to (12) is discussed in 
this chapter from both theoretical and numerical viewpoints. The subject 
is divided into five sections: in the first one the fundamental equa-
tions, written in the conservation-law form, are set-up in matrixform 
and dealt from a general aspect which allows stability considerations 
to be dev.eloped in a further section. Section two expla!ins in details 
the numerical method adopted for the solution of the momentum equation. 
Sections three and four report about the numerical solution of the con-
tinuity and energy equations respectively. Obviously, the numerical 
procedure works out a contemporary solution of all basic equations at the 
time. The subdivision in four sections is therefore only adopted for 
sake of clarity. Section five presents an analysis of the stability of the 
hyperbolic system of basic equations based on the application of the 
Von Neumann (Fourier Transform) method. 
2. 2. I Basic numerical scheme and preliminary considerations for 
stability analysis 
Let us recall the system of basic equations describing the single phase 
flow coolant behaviour: 
p 
K 
+ 
+ 
~HK + G ;)HK = 
at' K az 
= 0 
= 
ap f 
az- 2Dh 
(I) 
gpK (z,t) 
(3) 
Letting e be tha coolant internal energy per unit of mass (e = J /kg}, 
E = pKe the internal energy per unit of volume [pe = J. /m3} H the coolant 
enthalpy per unit of mass, it holds 
(2) 
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e = H - pv = H - ~ p 
Equation (3) can be written in terms of internal energy: 
() 
at E + 
G () 
K ,_ (E:·+ .p) = 
P ()z . K 
where Clp/Clt ~ 0 is assumed. 
(4) 
(5) 
Equations (1), (2) and (5) represent the "conversat'ion-law" form of the 
(single phase flow) fluid dynamic. They can be written in vectorial form as 
~t Y + ~z F(Y) + R(Y) = 0 (6) 
where 
y = (1) 
is a vector having for components the three dependent variables, 
GK 
F(Y) = GK2/pK + p (8) 
(E + p)GK/pK 
is a vector whose components are functions of the dependent variables and 
0 
R(Y) = (9) 
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is the vector whose components do not contain time and space derivatives. 
The third component of the vector R r~K = W/m3] is given by the boundary 
condit~ons (clad and structure surface temperature) while the second com-
ponent contains only dependent variables and known coefficients. 
The coolant pressure is not included as a component of the vector Y as it 
is given by the equation of state 
p = f(e,p) ( 10) 
The stability analysis of the system of equations (6) is strictly connected 
to the behaviour of the relative characteristics which do not depend on 
theinhomogeneaus term R(Y). This does not therefore need tobe taken into 
consideration and the homogeneaus form 
aY 
at + ;z F(Y) = 0 ( 11) 
can be analyzed. The vector R(Y) cohtains a dissipative term, depending on 
the friction coefficient, and a source tzerm, ~vhich takes into account the heat 
exchange between coolant and the channel wall surfaces. Dropping R(Y) 
implies that the stability analysis of the system of homogeneaus equations 
(11) can be performed under the simplifying assumption that the entropy s 
of the fluid remains constant, hence 
(12) 
and the adiabatic sound speed 
(13) 
may be used to simplify the energy conservation equation ( see 2. 2.5) 
Let m be an index for discrete spatial meshes in the axial direction, and 
n for the time discretization. A 'l'aylor' expansion of the unknown vector Y 
with respect to time at the fiKed point m yields: 
(14) 
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The first and secend ordertime derivatives are &iven·by 
aY 
Clt 
a2y 
a 
= -- F(Y) az 
-= 
where the matrix 
A "' A(Y) = a .. 
l.J 
aF. 
1. 
= aY. 
J 
is the Jacobian of F(Y) with respect to Y. 
Inserting into (14) yields 
F n - F n 
m+l m-1 
2/::"z + 
= 
An (Fn _ n) An (Fn _ Fn ) 
m+1/2 m+1 Fm - m-1/2 m m-1 
whete An 
m+l /2 for instance is calculated as 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
In case the functional matrix A(Y) can be assumed constant over the axial 
mesh m, the above equation simplifies to: 
(yn yn ) + l m+l - m-1 2 
2 
(A ~~) (Y~+ l - 2 Y~ + Y:-l) 
(19) 
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Rear~anging one has 
(20) 
where I is the (3x3) identity matrix. 
Equation (19) is used indirectly by means of a two-steps formula which makes 
it possible to avoid the direct calculation of the matrix A. In the first 
step a provisional value of the unknown Y is derived truncating the Taylor 
expansion (14) after the first two terms 
Fn _ Fn 
m+l m 
!:J.z 
The second step refines these values by means of the formula 
!:J.t 
- --2!:J.z 
Fn+l ) 
m-1 
(21) 
(22) 
where Fn+l = F(Yn+ 1) is calculated by using the preliminary values supplied · 
m m 
by the first step (and similarly for F:~:). 
Under the assumption of constant matrix A, therefore letting F(Y) = A • Y, 
insertion of (21) into (22) yields (19). This shows that, in spite of 
the truncation of the Taylor series after the first order term in the 
first step, the two steps formula is a second order one, the truncation 
~rror being of the order O(t:J.t3), The detailed application of the above 
numerical scheme in the computer programme is shown in the next section, 
with respect to the solution of the momentum equation. 
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2.2.2 Detailed solution of the mömentum equatiört with a two-steps for-
mula ("Predictör ..:.·cottectot"·scheme) 
The solution of the momentum equation (2) is based on the application 
of the two-steps formula (21): and (22) which is equivalent in the order 
of accuracy to (19). As the numerical treatment öf the basic equations 
is presented in distinct sections, we refer here to the dependent vari-
able under consideration with the symbol G (mass flux) (instead of 
using the vectorial notation Y as before). 
Obviously, the non-homogeneaus tenmat the right side of equation (2) 
which were provisionally dr.opped in the previous section for intro-
ducing stability analysis considerations, must now be taken into con-
sideration. The symbols F in equations (21), (22) is therefore replaced 
by say FF where it is meant that this takes also into account the non-
homogeneaus terms. 
Moreover, following the "Integral-Momentum" model, the mean value of the 
mass flux over the channel length L is considered, thus eliminating the 
dependence from the spatial coordinate z 
G(t) = (23) 
and the momentum equation is integrated over the channel length, yielding 
dG(t) 
= { pK(O,t) - pK(LK,t) - G(t) 2 u. l ) + dt L Pei 
LK 
(24) 
G(z,t) I G (z, t) J 
- pg 1 dz } . - ßp 
- ßp - J r-BL A 0 2Dh p 
where the pressure drops in the inlet valve (ßpBl) and eventual pressure 
drop due to enlargement of the test section (ßpA) are also taken into 
account. The integral is calculated summing up the contributions of the 
axial meshes m (m = 1,2 ,,, NM2). 
f 2D L~ 
0 h 
G(z,t) !G(z,t)J 1 p - pg dz NM2 ~ L m 
1 
(25) 
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The right band side of (24) represents the sum of the terms which have 
been previously indicated with the symbol FF, and, apart from the divi-
sion by the channel length, it yields the time derivative of the integral 
mass flux. Hence, synthetically 
:~ L _ FF • L = {~p} (26) 
where {~p} denotes the total pressure drop in the channel. With the simpli-
fication introduced by the integral momentum model, the application of 
the two-steps formula is carried out as follows: 
a) First (predictor) step 
with 
(FF) = - { p . - p - G - - -n I n2('1 I) 
LK e1 a Pa Pei 
f 
m 
(27) 
(28) 
} 
The tilde fV indicates that the value of the mass flux G at time n+ I is 
a provisional one. The use of the index m, referring to the axial meshes, 
is justified by the fact that, beyond the integral mass flux G, there ex-
ist a spatial distribution of G along the axial coordinate z which is 
supplied by the contemporary solution of the continuity equation, as ex-
plained in next section. 
It is important to remark that the space derivative -(~F/~z)which appears 
in formula (21) ofi the previous section has been replaced in (27) by tha 
time derivative (dG/dt). The same is done for the second step. This is 
legitimate by equation (24). 
b) Intermediate calculation 
An intermediate step consists in the calculation of the time derivative 
of the mass flux at time n+l using the provisional value of the mass 
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flux at th'il same time 
n+1 
(~~) n+1 = (FF) 1 = LK {p - P - ~+12 (L- _1_)- ßpBl- ÄPA e1' a p p 
a ei 
f 
m 
~+1 ~n+1 
m Im I 
2Dhm Pm 
c) Second ~orrector)step 
The final value of the mass flux is given by 
Gn+1 
= 
Gn + a~)n+1/2 ßt 
= Gn + t ( ~~ )" . (~;r ] .t 
= 
Gn +.!.. lF~n + FFn+1 } ßt 2 
This represents the mean value of the mass flux over the axial length. 
Its axial distribution about the. mean value is found by the solution of 
the continuity equation as explained in the next section. 
(29) 
(30) 
Finally, application of (24) over every mesh length (z, z + ßz) proceeding 
from the top of the channel·downwards to the bottom yields the axial pres-
sure distribution. For a single mesh length one), has, at time tn+ 1 
+ G~t) ( 1 -p (z+ßz) ~ (z)) 
(31) 
where the term ßp has been dropped, as it appears only for one mesh. A . 
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2.2.3 Solution of the cöntinuity equation 
An input flag allows the user to choose between an approximate solution of 
the continuity equation, Earried out in the subroutines ITC1 and ITC11, and 
an exact solution which is performed in the subroutines ITCIR, ITC11R. 
In the first case, neglecting the time derivative of the coolant density, 
the continuity equation yields aG(z)/az = 0 hence G(z) = constant. This 
solution is acceptable in case of slow transient conditions. 
In case of fast transieat condition~the exact solution of the continuity 
equation (I) should be preferred. Numerical details of this solution are 
given hereafter. 
The coolant mass flux G(z, t) can be split into two terms;' an average value 
1 L 
G(t) = L J G(z,t) dz (32) 
0 
tV 
constant over the channel length L, and a space dependent term G(z,t) re-
presenting local deviations of the actual mass flux from its mean value. 
Hence: 
~ 
G(z,t) = G(t) + G(z,t) (33) 
This formal representation of the mass flux offers the advantage that the 
fV 
continuity equation has to hold only for the component G(z,t): 
~ 
at + = 0 (34) 
Introducing space and dime discreti~ation letting index m refer to a mesh 
of length 6z in the axial direction z and index n refer to the time step, 
m 
(34) yields 
""n 
- G 
m-1/2 
6z 
= -(pn- n-1) : m 
m Pm 6t 
n 
(35) 
The segmented curve (a) in Fig. 4 shows the consecutive increments 
6 ~n as provided by equation (35). Let introduce an iteration ·index r 
mm 
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f'J (whose meaning will be explained next) and denote Ge to the local devia-
. A r 
Hon from the mean value C at the inlet of the channel. The s0lution provided 
by (35) does not, in general, satisfy the physical condition that the mean 
... 
value of the local variation (; from G is zero; it must therefore be shifted 
by an amount, say G allowing for 
X 
L....,., J G(z,t) dz = 0 
0 
... 
Assuming a value G is known, the local deviations from G are given by: 
X 
,V 
""" 
,..., m-1 1:1. G 
G = Ge + Gx I + I i /:).. G. +~ m, r r-1 r- 1. 1. 2 
""" ,., m-1 
,V 
t:, G 
= Ge + I . 1:1.. G. +~ r 1 1. 1. 1. 2 
with 
..V -Ge = Ge l + Gx I r r- r-
These values are represented by curve (b) in Fig. 4. 
Imposing condition (36) onto equation (37), and iterating over r 
until Eq. ~: (36) is aatisfied within a chosen limit of accuracy, yields 
the required value G • For the iteration step r one has: 
X 
NM2 NM2 
(36) 
(ß7) 
(38) 
\' "' \' L Ge 1 b.z + L Gx 1 b.z 1 m r- m 1 m r- m 
NM2 [m-1 
+ I I · 2 m 1 1 L· G. l 1. 1. j b.z m 1 Nf (V' + - L 1:1. G b.z 2 1 m m m m 
(NM2 is the number of meshes in the axial direction z), from which Gx,r-l 
is derived: 
Gx 1 r-
-1 [ rJ N 
= L Gf-1 + ~ m 
m-1 N ( \' ~) +..!. \' 1 i b.i Gi b.zm 2 1 m 
,.., 
1:1. G 
m m 
(39) 
(40) 
= 0 
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,V ,.., 
Eq. (38) gives now Ge as Ge 1 is known from the previous iteration (for r r-
Ge an arbitrary value can be assumed, for instance zero). Eq. (37) gives 
~ ... 
Gn + IVG Gm,r for every m = 1,2 .••• N, and Eq. (33) gives G = 1 . The .... m, r r- ... m,r 
value of G~-l is known from the previous iteration and for G: the approxi-
mate salution of the continuity equation is obtained without accounting for 
further mass flow variations with regard to further transient density varia-
tions. 
The iteration scheme is coupled to the solution of the momentum equation. In 
fact time derivative of coolant mas.s flux is expressed in terms of G by 
m, r 
FFn = l { p . - p -
r L e1 a 
02)n (2n \~~a + G~e ) 
!J.z n 
m- Pm,r 
as explained in the previous section. 
Eq. (26) allows to deri ve a new mean value 
"n-1 + .!. 
G 2 
which yields a new value of G consistent with both continuity and mo-
m, r 
mentum equations: 
G = ~n + G 
m,r r m,r 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
The iterative process is repeated from equation (37) to (43) as lang as 
the "new" Gm, r differs from the "old" value l?y less than a given figure. In 
practice, convergence is achieved quite rapidly after 5 to 10 iteration 
step. ne iteration process represented by the formulas (37) to (43) is sche-
matically shown in Fig. 5. 
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Symbols used in this section 
t = time (sec) 
z = axial coordinate (m) 
NM2 = number of meshes in z direction 
L = channel length (m) 
p = density (kg/m3) 
p = pressure (N/m2 ) 
G = coolant mass flux (kg/m2sec) 
G = mean value of G (kg/m2 sec) 
G' = local deviation of mass flux from its. mean value (kg/m2 sec) 
Gx = correction to be applied to inlet mass flux according to equation 
(36) (kg/m2 sec) 
F = time derivative of mass flux (kg/m2 sec2 ) 
f = friction coefficient (dimensionless) 
g = gravity acceleration (m/sec2 ) 
Subscripts 
m refers to a mesh of the z axis 
n refers to time step t 
n 
r iteration index 
e refers to channel inlet 
a refers to channel outlet 
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(b) 
(a) 
Ge, r-1 
Fig. 4: Local deviation of mass flux from mean value versus axial length. 
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Fig. 5: Scheme of the iteration method used to solve the single phase 
flöw corttinuity equatiön. 
Input for 
iteration: 
G = solution of 0 the continui ty equation 'dG/'dz=O 
6 G first solution of ~ 'dG = = 
mm 'dt 'dz 
.V ,J 
Ge = ini tial value, for instance Ge = o. 0 0 
+ r=t 
IV "' fV rV Gn 
-+ Ge = Ge I + Gx I -+ Ge = + Ge r r- r- r r-1 r 
c 
m~l 6 '(f 
IV l: ~ mm -+ = Ge + i 6. G. +--m,r r I 1. 1 2 
~n + ({ 
r-1 m, r 
function of G 
m, r 
... 
Gn + G · Ge 
r m, r' r 
= ~n +'Ge 
r r 
r = r+l 
end if G :>: G 
m,r m,r-1 
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2.2.4 Solution of the energy equation 
The energy equation for the single phase flow is solved in the subroutine 
FBRT tagether with the heat diffusion equations describing the temperature 
distribution in fuel, clad and structure material. The solution is based on 
the Gauss-Seidel iteration metbad and follows the calculation scheme ex-
plained in section 2.1. 
Inserting in the energy equat±on (3) 
di = c dTK 
K PK 
and 
where qK represents the intrinsic specific power generation in the coolant, 
and discretizing with respect to time one has with reference to a given 
axial mesh of length Az and using the indexes h, h-1 to refer to time t , 
n 
tn-l for analogy with section 2.1: 
h-1/2 
(pc ) p At 
,"h h ( T~- TK~) ~ ~p G 6 Az/2 + 
u 
(1-e)(Th-l Th-1) ~ . s 
-A aKS . s K 
Th-1_ h-1 
- ·(li-6) ch-1ch-l Ko TKe + p Az 
In this formula TK represents the coolant temperature in the middle of 
the considered axial mesh, while TK and TK represents the coolant 
, e .. , o 
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temperatures at the mesh inlet and outlet respectively. 
Calculating the term pc at time h-1/2 and rearranging , the above equation p 
can be written 
with: 
Dh =- ~ eh Gh 
K D.z p 
h-1/2 h-1 ~ UH U8 1 Ai( =- (pc ) - ( 1-8) - Cl. + - (J, D.t p A HK A SK 
h-1 (1-8) UH BK = ACI.HK 
h-1 
< 1-8) us CK = A CI.KS 
h-1 ( 1-8) h-1 h-1 
DK = D.z cp G 
= -
(1-8) h-1 h-1 
tu cp G 
QK = 8q~ + (1-8) q~- 1 
(45) 
(46a) 
(46b) 
(46c) 
(46d) 
(46e) 
(46f) 
(46g) 
(46h) 
(46i) 
(461) 
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This equation is similar to those derived by the equatioredescribing the 
temperature distribution in fuel , clad and structure. The only difference 
consists in the presence of additional terms for the coolant temperature 
deriving from the discretization of the spatial derivative aiK/az. 
The Gauss-Seidel method supplies the solution of the above equation by 
iterating according to the scheme 
=-
h . h . . . d h-l . 11 k . h 1 w en r ~s t e ~terat~on ~n ex, R[ conta~ns a nown terms at t~me -
(47) 
h h 
and the term DK TKe is known from the solution for the previous axial mesh. 
2.2.5 Stability analysis of the system of basic equations 
The analysis of the stability of a numerical scheme based on the appli-
tation Qf equation (19) can be performed by applying the Fourier integral to 
the vector 6f the dependent variable Y by letting 
Y(z,t) 1 
00 
+iKz 
= ZTI f V(k,t) e dK 
0 
(48) 
which represents the solution vector by armonics of wavenumber K (O<K<oo), 
In fact this is the inversion formula applied to the Fourier Transform 
V(K,t). Although continous in z, it only needs tobe evaluabed at the 
gitter nodes m, m±l which yields the exponential terms exp (iKz) and 
exp (iK(z±6z)). Afterdifferentiation and elimination of the common factor 
exp (iKz) from all terms, equation (20) yields 
~+ 1 (k, t) iKL'lz e + 
e 
iK(-6z) 
(49) 
which can be written 
~+ 1 (k,t) = Q(R,Llt) ~(k,t) (50) 
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with the "amplification matrix" given by 
Q(K,ßt) 
2 
= I - (A ßt) 
ßz (1-cos(Kßz)) - i A ~: sin (Kßz) 
By successiv.e app1ication 6f (50) to an initia1 va1ue V0 (K,t) one has 
(51) 
(52) 
and the stabi1ity condition requires that the matrices Qn(K,ßt) be uniforme-
1y bounded (for every wavenumber K) with increasing time steps n. 
If S(K,ßt) denotes the spectra1 radius of the matrix Q(K,ßt) ,the spectral radius 
of Qn(K,ßt) is Sn(K,ßt), since the eigenvalues of Qn are the n-th powers of 
the eigenvalues of Q. Since the spectral radius of a matrix does not ex-
ceed its norms /12/ it holds 
n n 
S(K,ßt) < IIQn (K,ßt) II < IIQ (K,ßt) II (53) 
!his implies that a necessary condition for Qn(K,ßt) to be bounded is 
S(K,ßt)n to be bounded for every K, with increasing nurober of time steps n. 
For the eigenvalues q1 (1=1,2,3) of the matrix Q(K,ßt) it must therefore 
hold: 
(for every v7avenumber K) 
As Q(K,ßt) is a function of the matrix A, its eigenva1ues g1 are re1ated 
to the eigenva1ues Al of the matrix A by the same functiona1 expression. 
(54) 
2 
ßt q1 = 1 - (~ 1 ßz) (1-cos(Kßz)) '' ßt ' (VA ) l.Al Tz SJ..n '-'L.lZ 1=1,2,3 (55) 
Letting r 1 = Al ·-At/Az one has 
lqll2 = ~ - r2 (1-cos(Kllz))1 2 + 2 sin2 (Kßz) 1 rl (56) 
2 4 ( u·) 
- r2) = 1-4 r 1 sin ~ •(1 1 
which shows that (54) is satisfied when 
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(57) 
Deriving the eigenvalues of the matrix A from its definition (17) would be 
quite a difficult task. They can anyway be found indirectly by writing the 
system of the homogeneaus conservation equations in the alternative form 
Clp + du + le_ ät p az u az = 0 
Cl (pe) + L (peu") = 0 Clt Clz 
with 
e = e (p, p) 
Differentiating further the equation (60) expressing Clp/Clt by means of 
the continuity equation and introducing the adiabatic sound speed 
Cle 
Clp 
the energy equation reduces to 
2.E. + pc2 ~ + u 2.E. = 0 Clt az . az 
The system of equations (58), (59) and (63) can therefore be written as 
dW + 
dt B(W) dW = 0 dZ 
(.58) 
{59) 
(60) 
(61) 
(62) 
(63) 
(64) 
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with 
u p 0 p 
B(W) = 0 u w = u (65)' (66) p 
0 pc2 u p 
The eigenvalues of the matrix B(W) are the same as those of the above defined 
matrix A(Y) because in both cases they are the reciprocal of the characteris-
tic directions in the (t,z) plane. 
By solving the third grade algebraic equation 
det (B - AI) = 0 
one has 
The fact that the eigenvalues of B(W) are real and distinct reflects the 
hyperbolicity of the system of basic equations (58) to (60), 
Alternatively, the characteristic directions of the above system are 
given by 
which yields 
det (I - ~B) = 0 
~ 1 = 1 /u 
\12 = 1 /(U:+c) 
~3 = 1/(u-c) 
The differential equation of the characteristics in the (t,z) plane are 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
(70) 
dt 
dz = ~1 1:::: 1,2,3 (71) 
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which represent three one-parameter families of curves. Inserting (68) into 
(57), the stability condition of the numerical scheme becomes 
<I u I +c) ß t < ßz (72) 
This represent the Von Neumann necessary condition for stability. It can 
be proved that the condition jq1 j ~ 1 is also sufficient for the stability 
of the numerical scheme represented by equation (19). 
In fact the matrix Q possesses three distinct eigenvalues, therefore a set 
of three linearly independent eigenvectors 
1 = 1, 2, 3 (73) 
They are pairwise orthogonal and their Euclidean length 
(74) 
can be normalized to I. 
These eigenvectors form the columns of a non-singular matrix F such that 
(75) 
is a diagonal matrix whose main di:agonal is formed by the eigenvalues of G. 
It holds 
Q = PDP-l 
Qn=. PDnP-1 
and for the norms 
(76) 
(77) 
(78) 
To show that the matrix Q is uniformely bourtded for every wavenumber K is 
therefore sufficient no show that the norms of the three matrices at the 
right side are bounded. The norm of P is bounded by the maximum norm of its 
columns which are the normalized eigenvectors with Euclidean length 1. The 
-1 
elements of P are 
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P •• 
l.J 
d i,j = 1 ,2,3 
when P .. are the cofactors of the elements p .. and d is the determinant l.J l.J 
of P. It holds 
(d = det P :f 0) 
because the absolute value of P. . (as of any determinant) does not exceed 
l.J 
(79) 
(80) 
the product of the Euclidean lengths of the vectors forming its columns/13/ 
and these are bounded by I. 
The norm af any (nxn) matrix is bounded by n times the absolute value of 
its largest element, therefore 
n The elements of the matrix D are the n-th power of the eigenvalues of Q 
(81) 
and tend to the limit zero with increasing nurober n of time steps if lq1 1 < 1. 
The norrn of Dn is in any case bounded by three tirnes its largest elernent 
n 
II Dn II < 3 (max I qll) < 3 (82) 
The condition lq1 1 ~ 1 (1 = 1,2,3) is therefore sufficient for Qn tobe 
bounded, hence sufficient for the stability of the nurnerical scherne. 
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2.3 Two phase flow calculation 
The most difficult problern concerning the theoretical description of coolant 
behaviour during the two-phase flow regime consists in the solution of the 
coupled continuity and momenttim equationsfor the vapour phase, which deter-
mine the space and time temperature and pressure distributions in the vapour 
bubbles. The method adopted for the solution of these equations has been 
described in detail in reference /1/ (Section 4.2.2. 1 and Appendix Al). As 
the numerical scheme has not been basically changed, it will not reported 
here extensively. Some additional information is given concerning the use 
of the basic equations f~pm the programming viewpoint and the application 
of the "Reynolds-flux" concept /8/ for the calculation of pressure drops 
by vapori~ation or condensation. 
Beyend some general information about bubbles initiali8ation, coalescence, 
growth and collapse, given in section 2.3.1 and the above mentioned solution 
of the basic equations for the vapour and liquid phases, sections 2.3.2 and 
2.3.3, two items are dealt with in detail, because they have been basically 
modified with respect to the BLOW-3 programme version documented in re-
ference /1/. These item3 are: time and space variation of liquid film thick-
. 
ness, which may optionally take into account the film entrainment by flowing 
vapour (section 2.3.4) and the related calculation of liquid film velocity 
and of interfacial shear stresse-s between liquid and vapour (section 2.3.5). 
The solution of the heat diffusion equations describing the temperature dis-
tribution in fuel, clad and structural material during the two-phase flow 
calculation, although performed in aseparate subroutine (FBRTB), is based 
on the same numerical method (Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme) adopted for the 
calculation during single phase flow conditions and documented in section 2. 1. 
A general information about the sequence of the calculations performed during 
a time step in the two-phase flow analysis is giv.en in the description of 
subroutine ITCB. 
2. 3. 1 
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General information about bubbles initialization, coalescence, growth 
and collapse. 
During the single phase flow calculation, at the end of every time step the 
programme checks whether the peak coolant temperature has exceeded the sa-
turation temperature by the given (input specified) amount of superheat. In 
this case the precise time point is determined, within the previous time 
step, in which boiling inception occured and the previous time step is cor-
respondingly reduced. 
Initialization of the first bubble occurs at the lower boundary of the mesh 
zone in which the boiling criterion was satisfied. The initial bubble length 
is assumed 0.5 mm. 
The bubble is assumed to fill instantaneously the full cross section of the 
coolant channel, apart from an input specified film thickness on both clad 
and structure surfaces, E~erimental investigations /14/ suggest to assume 
the initiäl film thickness to correspond to about 0.80 - 0.85 void fraction. 
According to a theoretical investigation by Schlechtendahl /15/ the descrip-
tion of the bubble growth in spherical form up to the size which fulls the 
cross section occurs in a very short time and its modelling can be skipped 
in the computer code without aff~ctittg_ the practical resuhs. 
The initial bubble temperature is the coolant temperature of the same mesh 
node; the pressure is assumed to be the saturation pressure corresponding 
to its temperature. The initialization of a bubble witn large superheat 
thus implies a pressure peak in the node of the bubble formation. This ex-
pands rapidly pushing the inlet and outlet slugs away. The pressure peak 
broadens at the same time and drops in amplitude thus allowing a liquid film 
evaporation which sustains the pressure inside the bubble. Boiling inception 
with a large amount of superheat is therefore characterized by a formation 
of a large bubble which normally prevents for a while the formation of new 
ones. On the other side, boiling inception without or with negligible super-
heat is characterized by the nearly simultaneaus formation of several bub-
bles over a relatively large section of the test channel. 
As a programming rule, no more than one bubble can be initialized for every 
time step. A maximum of ten bubbles is allowed for every channel. Initiali-
zation of new bubbles after the first one occurs with a newly specified 
amount of superheat. 
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Bubbles displacement and growth or shrink is determined by the solution of 
the momentum equations for the liquid slugs between the bubbles, as well 
as for the inlet and outlet slugs. For this solution pressures at the phase 
interfaces are assumed as boundary conditions. When the new axial positions· 
of the phase interfaces are known the energy and momentum equationsfor the 
vapour inside the bubbles are solved, 
A bubble is considered to be "small" if it does not stretch over three axial 
mesh zones. It is 11 long11 when it overlapps at least partially three axial 
mesh zones, thus containing at least two mesh zone boundaries. For short 
bubbles only integral values of vapour pressure and temperature are calcu-
lated. For lang bubbles the programme switches to a module which allows a 
numerical solution of energy and momentum equations for the vapour. The 
phase boundaries and the internal mesh boundaries yield the nodes neces-
sary for the numerical discretization of the above equat:ions. In case a 
bubble shrinks, due to vapour condensation, from a lang to a short one the 
programme resets the integral calculation. 
Two consecutive bubbles coalesce when either of the following conditions 
is sati.sfied: 
the length of the intermediate liquid slug is less than 2 mm. 
the pressure gradient in the intermediate liquid slug exceeds a given 
threshold (depending on the length of the slug itself) 
the mass flow in the intermediate liquid~ug exceeds a given threshold 
(depending on the pressure gradient). 
A bubble is considered tö vanish when its length shrinks below o.4 mm. The 
programme switches from the two phase flow calculation back to the single 
phase flow calculation in case the very last bubble collapsed. 
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2.3.2 Remarks about the solution of the basic equations for the vapour 
phase and the applicatiön öf the."Reyri.ölds ·nux"·concept to the 
two-phase flow. 
As explained in the introduction to section 2.3 it is remanded to Refer-
ence /1/, section 4.2.2. 1 for details about the numerical solution of the 
basic equations for the vapour in the two phase flow region, In this sec-
tion a theoretical discussion is presented about a refinement of the nu-
mericalsolution of the coupled momentum and continuity equations based 
on application of the Reynolds flux concept to calculate the liquid-
vapour interfacial shear stresses in presence of phase change. The related 
programme modification has contributed to get rid of instability in the 
numerical scheme. Some programming details conclude this section. 
a) Theoretical analysis 
Let us introduce 
G = p u 
V V V 
into the momentum equation for the vapour phase 
au..., 
+ p u = -
V V (3Z 
ap 
V 
az 
'f. 
u 1. I . I u . m 
- - P u u - -A uv -2 - pvg · A 2 V V V 
U m The term,-A u represents the additional pressure drop due to mass 
. \ 0 z 
tran~fer from one phase to the other with mass flux m (m is considered 
positive by vapori~ation). 
One has 
;w 
V 
at + 
3p 
V 
uv at 
or by means of the continuity equation (assuming a ~ 1). 
ac 
V 
-- = at + u V L-
ac 
~ 
az + 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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Combining (2) and (4) and taking into account that 
dq dU dp 
V V V 
= Pv + u dZ dZ V f)Z 
:~ (G::) dU 2 dP 2u p V + V = u V V dZ V dZ 
one derives a naw momentum equation in the form 
dG 
V 
dt + = 
dp 
V 
dZ 
u 
A 
IJ!. 
l. 
2 
m 
2 
u 
+ A 
-p g 
V 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
The second and third terms at the right side represent (apart from the factor 
U/A) the real shear stresses at the liquid-vapour interface and an addi-
tional shear stress which results from the phase change. The fourth 
term, which must not be confused with the third one, derives simply by 
the use of the continuity equation for the change of dependent variable 
from u (z,t) to G (z,t). 
V V 
The physical interpretation of the second and third terms, to which we re-
fer as total "equivalent" shear stresses, can be illustrated by recalling 
the concept of "Reynolds-flux" /8/. This allows to represent in a one-
dimensional flow a transversal mass and momentum transfer by means of a 
macroscopic representation which models the microscopic process of tur-
bulent mixing. 
In absence of phase change the shear stress at the liquid-vapour inter-
face can be represented by a mass flux E0 from the main vapour stream strik-
ing the phase interface and bouncing back after transfering its momentum 
to the liquid. The shear stress at the interface can therefore be written 
u 
V 
(8) 
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Letting u be the average transverse vapour flow velocity (from the~main 
0 
vapour flow to the interface and viceversa) occuring through 1/2 of the 
transverse flow area in each direction, the mass flux e0 can be written 
1 
€ = - u p 
0 2 0 V 
Consider now the mass transfer m due to vaporization or condensation and 
let ~ be the velocity component normal to the interface. It holds 
m = 
The velocities of vapour striking the interface and flowing back to the 
main stream are u
0 
- ~ and u
0 
+ ~ respectively and the relative mass 
fluxes stransfering momentum to the liquid and to the vapour are 
when the minus sign can.be suppressed with the convertion that m<o by 
condensation. 
Hence 
€ 
m 
€ 
0 
= 1 
(9) 
( 1 0) 
(11) 
(12) 
represents the ratio of the mass fluxes with and without mass transfer due 
to phase change. 
The equivalent shear stresses can be written 
(;i G G G I) u u u vl vl V ::::- ('r. + 1' ) 1' =- + - A ~ m A e A Pv Pv 
(13) 
u - m u, 
= -u ( €~ + 2) =-u € A V A ;;v m 
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with 
m 
T = U -m v 2 (14) 
According to the physical interpretation of the Reynolds flux concept, the 
equivalent shear stress 
T = T. (l+T./r.) 
e J. m J. 
E 
m 
=- T. 
]_ 
(15) 
must always take the same sign as: G • Remarking that T. has always the same V J. 
sign as G one must have 
V 
T > -T. 
m J. 
or 
or 
m > -2€. 
0 
if G > 0 
V 
if G < 0 
V 
(T • > 0) 
]_ -
(E > 0) 
0 -
(T • ]_ < 0) 
(E < 0) 
0 -
The way in which this constraint is imposed in the numerical solution of 
(16a) 
(16b) 
the momentum equation (7) is shown hereafter. From the theoretical view-
point it is worth to remark that the necessity to impose the above constraint 
arises from the assumption that ±u be the average transverse vapour ve-
o 
locity, which leads to the ratio e:m/e:
0 
given by (12). In reality the trans-
verse velocity has some probability distribution about a mean value 
assumption would lead to replace (12) by a formula of the type 
E 
m 
-
= egcp (m/2e: ) 
0 
u .• 
0 
which shows that the ratio e: /E = 1+-r fT. is always positive, therefore 
m o m J. 
This 
(17) 
automatically satisfying the physical condition that T has the same sign 
e 
as the vapour mass flux G • 
V 
Space and time discretization of the momentum equation (7) yields the follow~ 
ing relationship for the vapour pressure drop between two mesh nodes j-1/2, 
j+l/2 distant ßz. (see refe~ence /1/, section 4.2.2.1 for details) 
J 
where 
ßz, 
Al = __J_ ßt 
n 
n+l 2 
(Gv,j+l/2) A2 = -~=!...,-:..:....;;;...__ 
n+l 
Pv,j+l/2 
A3 
n+l gßz. = Pv ,j J 
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n+l 2 
(Gv,j-1 /2) 
n+l 
Pv,j-1/2 
'{', l Gn+l 1 Gn+l A4 1. v 2j-1/2. v,j-1/2j =~ ßz. 3Dh J n+l Pv,j-1/2 
(x). Gn+~ ( n+ 1 As ....Y..U_ n = ßz. m. + m.) n+l 2 J J J J Pv' j 
( 18) 
(19a) 
(19b) 
(19c) 
Gn+! n+l 
V 'J IG . + 4 , VzJ + 
n+l 
Pv, j 
(19d) 
Gn+l n+l 
1 + v,j+l/2 IGv,j+l/21 n+l Pv, j+l /2 
/2 (19e) 
The sum A4 + A5 represents the pressure drop due to the equivalent shear 
stresses, while the term -2A5 arises from the change of dependent variable 
and the application cif the continuity equation. The physical condition im~ 
posed previously on Te' leading to (16a) and (16b) is equivalent to require 
that A4+A5 be always of the same sign as Gv. Remark again that A4 has always 
the same sign as G while the sign of A5 depends on both the signs of G V V 
and m. With reference to the sketch of Fig. 6 showing qualitatively the de-
pendence of (A4~A5 ) on m, with Gv as parameter, four possible cases can 
occur. They are summarized in Table I were DPR4+S = PVI-PV0 represents the 
contribution to the vapour pressure drop over a given axial mesh due only to 
the above terms A4 and A5• Considering, for instance, case III (Gv>O, m>O) 
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it is clear, that both terms A4 and A5 are positive, hence A4+A5>0 and the 
required physical condition is always satisfied. In case I on the contrary 
(Gv>O, m<O) is A4>0, but A5<0 and the computer programme must avoid taking 
A4+A5 negative, just imposing the sum to be zero, if it were negative. The 
table shows clearly that only in two of the four possible cases one has to 
take care whether the physical constraint must be applied, 
Obviously, the physical constraint would be automatically satisfied if a for-
mula like (17) were used. 
To distinguish in equation (18) between the two terms containing m and ha-
ving as above explained different physical meaning let denote the first, which 
takes into account the pressure drops due to phase change, with the symbol ASD 
and write equation {18) as 
p - P == Al' + A2 + A3 + A4 + ASD - 2A5 
v,j-1/2 v,j+l/2 (20) 
The factor m contained in the term AS, which actually represents the mass 
continuity by phase change, may be positive (vaporization) or negative (con-
densation). The only constraint on it is that it cannot be positive in dry-
out zones. 
The above explained constraints on the term ASD are complemented by im-
posing ASD~O if m>O and G >0 (in practice summing up only negative contri-
v 
butions, if any, to ASD). Physically this means that, by 
vaporization, the vapour is assumed to be generated with zero velocity and 
no additional pressure drop is calculated at the time of generation. The 
lost of momentum due to acceleration of the vapour from zero to the bulk 
velocity follows then automatically by solving the momentum equation, due 
to the time and space variation~of the term G 2/p . If m<O, G >0, on the con-
v V V 
trary, the momentum released by the condensäng vapour is taken into account 
determining a diminution of the equivalent shear stresses. In practice it 
holds ASD = 0 (in case m>O, G >0) and this means that in Fig.6 the branch ABD is 
V 
followed, instead of A'B'C'. 
Conversely, if m>O, G <0 one must have ASD~O implying that the brauch! 
V 
A' B' D' is followed , instead of A'B'C'. 
The above discussion can be sumrnarized by stating that 
a) By evaporation (m~O) the equivalent shear st~ess is equal to the real shear 
stress (no further contribution occurs because the vapour is assumed to be 
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generated with zero velocity). 
b) By condensation (m<O) the absolute value of the equivalent shear stress is 
lower that the absolute value of the real shear stress but the sign of the 
equivalent shear stress must remain equal to the sign of the real shear stress. 
Statement a) implies that no momentum is lost at the moment of vapour ge-
neration. Momentum is lost subsequently as vapour is accelerated in the mean 
stream. Statement b) implies that momentum is given back at the moment of 
vapour condensation. 
Fig. 6 
A4+ A5 
CD 
B __ """]" ____ _ 
A A5<0 
® 
A5>0 
. ---.--l- - D 
T A4+A5 
A4>0 
A4<0 
_L_r_J4•A5_ 0• 
A5<0 
@ 
m 
Sketch showing qualitatively the dependence of the sum A4+A5 
of terms defined by equations (19d) and (19e) on the coolant mass 
flux m by phase change. 
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TABLE I 
CASE 
I 1 Gv>O A4>0 DPR4+S = PVI-PV0~0 A4+A5~0 
m <0 A5<0 * 
II ~ Gv <0 A4<0 DPR4+S = PVI-PV0~0 A4+A5<E@ 
m <0 AS>O '* 
IIIrv>O A4>0 DPR4+S = PVI-PV0>0 A4+A5>0 
m >0 AS>O 
IV rv<O A4<0 DPR4+S = PVI-PV0<0 A4+A5<0 
m >0 AS<O 
* Physical condition to be imposed in the programme, 
Table I - Summary of the possible caseA illustrating the dependence of vapour 
pressure drop due to "equivalent" shear stress (DPR4+5) on the algebraic 
sign of G (vapour axial mass flux) and m (coolant mass flux by phase 
V 
change). 
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b) Programming details 
The coolant mass flux by phase change m is .. derived hy combining the 
continuity and energy ~quations for the liquid phase as 
with 
where hfg = vaporization enthalpy (J/kg) 
= liquid film enthalpy(J/kg) 
= liquid film thickness at either clad surface (SH) or 
structure surface (S8) (m) 
1 d f ( oc) = c a sur ace temperature 
= structure surface temperature(°C) 
= vapour temperature(°C) 
= clad to coolant heat transfer coefficient (W/m2°C) 
= structure to coolant heat transfer coefficient (W/m2°C) 
= liquid density (kg/m3) 
Calculating the time derivative of the liquid enthalpy as 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
where T1 and p are liquid temperature and pressure, assumed equal to those 
of the vapour phase, one has 
qw Spl dHl d'tJ: 
m = 
hfg dt h dT1 dp fg dp 
(24) 
The source term m is calculated for the time step tn' tn+l at node j as 
( n+ 1 n) I m. + m. 2. 
J J 
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Letting 
hence 
A5 = 
n+l 
G , 
v, J 
n+l 
Pv,j 
n+l n 
m. + m. 
J J 
XM. 
___.]_ 
2 
2 
XM is programmed as follows, with separate contributions from the liquid 
films at tbe clad and structure surfaces (dropping the index j for sim-
plici ty) 
where 
and 
XM I XMIR + XMl =-- + 
hfg 2 
XM2R + XM2 
Tn+l _ Tn dHl V V 
2 h dTl dp 
fg dp L'ltn+l 
t
un+ I 
XMl R = .J:!!:L n+ I AR aHK 
un+l 
( n+l _ Tn+l) S n+l ( .n+l THa v + -xa- aSK TS 
XMI = as above with index n 
XM2R :::; lUH Sn+l · 0s 5n+11 n+l L'lz AR H + AR S P1 
XM2 = as above with inde~ n 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28a) 
(28b) 
(28c) 
(28d) 
UH 
XBRKT is the ratio of pin circumference to area of flow section Xif = 
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us 
AR = XSTKT is the ratio of structure inner circumference to area of 
flow section 
The two terms comparing in XMlR and XMl within brackets arezeroed in case the 
respective film thickness SH' SS are zero (dry-out) because in this case no 
mass transfer can occur. 
2.3.3 Solution of the basic equations for the liquid slug 
a) Continuity equation 
The simplified continuity equation for a liquid slug, above a bubble of 
index K, aGK/az = 0 yields GK = const, 
b) Momentum equation 
The integral value of the mass flux is calculated in the subroutines 
IMGL and TRANS explicitely by means of 
with 
(::K)n 
n 
.(:~K) 
1 
t.t 
n 
n {p~2,K -= -·- PVl ,K+l -LK 
n n LK GKjGKj J fn dz 2Dh - g 0 PK 
Gn2 ( I ) K n n PKl,K+l PK2,K 
LK 
f n dz } PK 
0 
when p is the vapour pressure, the indexes K, K+l refer to the lower V 
(29) 
(30) 
and upper bubbles bounding the liquid slug, and the indexes 1,2 refer to 
the lower, upper phase interfaces. 
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The vapour pressure at the phase interfaces which form the boundary 
conditions is supplied by the vapo-ur ·pressure distribution calculation 
(subroutine DPDA for "lang" bubbles and subroutine ENBLI for 11 short" 
bubbles). The axial position ZL of the phase interfaces, hence the slug 
length LK' is calculated by 
ßt 
n 
(31) 
For the inlet and outlet slug;hold equations sirnilar to (30), where the 
reduced inlet and outlet lengths and the inlet and outlet pressures are 
taken into consideration. Finally, application of the rnornentum equation 
to every Eulerian mesh within a liquid slug yields the pressure distribution 
' ·~ --·- -·~·---~--· --· --- --
in the liquid coolant. For a rnesh between z, z + ßz one has 
n 
P (z) p(z+ßz) • (::K) ßz + c2 
( P(z:Az) 
I ) + = 
- P (z) K 
(32) 
+ (2~h GKjGKj - p (z+Az/2) g) Az , pK(z+ßz/2) 
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c) Energy equation 
The solution of the energy equation, written for the liquid slugs with re-
ference to a Lagrangian mesh of index i 
(33) 
is carried out by means of the half-implicit time discretization scheme 
Tn+l _ Tn 
Ki Ki 
= t.t 
n 
with 0<8<1 and 
( ·. ). n+l/2 pc. p 
+ q ] OZK •• K 1 ,J 
j 
(34) 
(35) 
when AzKi is the length of the i-th Lagrangian mesh, ozKi,j is the length 
of the segment of Lagrangian mesh i overlapping the Eulerian mesh j and the 
sum extends to all Eulerian meshes facing the considered Lagrangian mesh. 
qK takes into account the heat generation in the coolant. 
Letting 
CCI 
UH n (Tn n· (36a) = A o:HK - TKi ) Ha 
u 
SSl S n n n. (36b) = A o:KS (TS - TKi ) 
CCR 
UH n+l (Tn+l ,.., n+l (36c) = 
"A o:HK - TKi ) Ha 
SSR 
us n+l (Tn+l 
- TKi n+l) (36d) = A o:KS s 
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where the tilde N denotes provisional values at time tn+ 1 provided by the 
iteration scheme within the driving subroutine ITCB, one has 
Tn+l Ki 
llt 
n n 
= T Ki + _(_p_c _)_n_+-.:1-.:/~2-
p 
· I j [ e(CCI + ssl) + (1-e) (CCR + ssR) + qK1 OzKi,j 
d) Remark on the calculation of the terms QQl(M) to QQ6(M) (l<M<NM2) 
(37) 
The coupling between the thermal-hydraulic calculation for the coolant and 
the calculation of temperature distributions in fuel, clad and structure 
materials is provided, both for the single and two phase flows, by the 
terms QQl to QQ6 which are either heat fluxes (QQ1 to QQ4) or heat transfer 
coefficients used for calculating heat fluxes (QQS and QQ6). 
Referring to the list of symbols given in section III.3 for their physi.-
cal meaning, these terms are defined for every Eulerian mesh as 
n QQ 1 = o:HK 
QQ2 
QQ3 
QQ4 
QQS 
QQ6 
n+l Tn+1 
= aHK K 
n+1 
= ctHK 
(W/m2) (38) 
(W/m2) (39) 
(W/m2 ) (40) 
(W/m2) ( 41) 
(42) 
(43) 
In the definition of QQI to QQ4 TK may be either liquid or vapour temperature. 
For the single phase flow calculation the terms QQ1 to QQ6 are computed in 
the subroutine ITC11 (oriTC11R). 
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In the two phase flow the calculation is done as follows: 
a) At the very first boiling initialization in subroutine SETUP the terms 
QQl and QQ2 are initialized. 
b) Terms QQ3 to QQ6 are calculated in subroutine TLKM, refurri~gto the 
bubbles configuration at time tn+l' only for the meshes partially or 
completely filled with liquid coolant. 
c) The calculation of terms QQ3 to QQ6 is completed in subroutine ITCB for 
the meshes partially or completely filled with vapour. 
The calculation of temperature distributionsin fuel, clad and structure 
occurs at this stage in subroutine FBRTB. 
d) Terms QQl and QQ2 are calculated in subroutine TLKMS using values at time 
tn+I' After time step advancement they yield the "old" values referring 
to the beginning of the time step. 
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e) Definition of the Lagrangian meshes in the liquid slugs 
Once a bubble is initialized the mass, momentum and energy equations for the 
liquid slugs above and below it are solved in a Lagrangian mesh. Defi-
nition of the Lagrangian meshes of liquid slugs are slightly modified depen-
dent on wether boiling has already progressed and several vapour bubbles 
have been produced or .only one single vapour bubble is initia.lized inside 
the coolant channel. 
At boiling onset the Lagrangian mesh for the upper slug is initialized equi-
valent to the Eulerian mesh of the single phase coolant calculation. If 
boiling has already progressed, the Lagrangian meshes of the slug which is 
located between the upper boundary of the newly formed bubble and the lower 
boundary of the next bubble in upward direction define the Lagrangian mesh 
of the upper slug of the newly formedbubble. If the uppermpst slug moves 
in downward direction and it happens that the sum of Lagrangian mesh sizes 
of this slug is less than the distance between the end of the coolant channel 
and the upper boundary of the sodium vapour interface a new Lagrangian mesh 
is generated. Its length is ZSLUG and H·s initial values of coolant tempera-
ture and pressure correspond to the upper plenum mixing temperature and to 
the outlet pressure. 
For the lower slug special measures are taken to define the Lagrangian meshes. 
At boiling onset firstly a reference mesh size is determined as follows: 
t.z L (L1Z E E = + L1Z . )/4 
ref max m~n 
where L1Z L 
ref reference Lagrangian mesh size 
L1Z E maximum Eulerian mesh size 
max 
L1Z ~ minimal Eulerian mesh size 
m~n 
If an Eulerian mesh size of the lower slug is larger than this reference mesh 
size the value of the respective mesh is subdivided into a number of NT 
Lagrangian meshes according to 
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Initial values of coolant temperatures and pressures are set assuming a 
linear profile along the mesh to be subdivided. 
The length of a Lagrangian mesh located just below a vapour bubble might 
be further modified. If its length is larger than ZSLUG it is subdivided 
into NT Lagrangian meshes according to 
L . 
NT = bZ /ZSLUG + 1 
In this case initial values for coolant temperatures and pressures 1n the 
newly built-up Lagrangian meshes are set to the value of the original Lag-
rangian mesh located just below the new liquid-vapour interface. By this 
procedure calculation of coolant temperatures and pressures in the vicinity 
of a liquid-vapour interface is sufficiently detailed to allow for multiple 
bubble formation in case of flat temperature and pressure gradients in the 
vicinity of the boiling front. 
If the lowermost slug moves upwards and the dis tance between the lower vapour 
boundary and the entrance into the coolant channel is larger than the sum 
of all Lagrangian meshes of the lowermost slug, a new Lagrangian mesh is 
defined. Its length normally is ZSLUG' its coolant temperature and pressure 
correspond to the respective inlet input data. 
Initialization and/or modifications of the Lagrangian meshes are performed 
in the subroutinesSETUP and/or TRANS. Procedures for definition of Lagrangian 
meshes allow for proper simulation of slug ejection as well as total re-
wetting of voided regions. 
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2.3.4 Time and space variation of liquid film thickness 
The analytical and numerical treatment of the equations for the liquid 
phase in the two phase flow region are presented for the programme BLOW-3 
in section 4.2.2.3 and Appendix A2 of reference /1/. For the sake of clarity 
these equations are hereafter rewritten and discussed tagether with other 
programme improvements which have been introduced in the BLOW-3A version. 
These are mainly: 
a) Drop the limiting assumption that the liquid film velocity is negligible 
with respect to the vapour velocity. The model of "static" film (applied 
in BLOW-3) may be optionally replaced by the model of moving film in 
BLOW-3A. (See section 2.3.5) 
b) The calculation of velocity distribution within the liquid film, which 
determines the interfacial shear stresses between film and vapour, has been 
carried out assuming a "universal velocity profile11 through the film and ap-
pl)Ting to the heterogeneaus multiple bubble slug ejection model the con-
cept of two-phase multipliers and the correlations of Lockhart-Martinelli /7/. 
(See section 2.3.5) 
c) The calculation of heat transfer coefficient clad-vapour and vapour struc-
ture through the liquid film has been revised taking into account the con-
tributions of a laminar subl~yer and of a turbulent layer (see section 2.3.6). 
a) Theoretical analysis 
The basic equations for the calculation of the space and time variation of 
liquid film thickness at the clad and structure material are: 
i) Continuity equation: 
ii) Energy equation: 
() 
Clt 
iii) Momentum equation: 
u 
A v'am 
= <I>l 
an t Pt I I + _t I I + .. ~ 
- ~ - p 1 g - S 'l' W 2 U 1 U 1 S 'l' i u'V U V U V 2 
Assuming that for a film of thickness small compared with the hydraulic 
diameter it holds 
1-a. ~.!:!. s A 
and assuming ~ ~ 1, equation (44) can be rewritten, 
!__ S + .L (u
1
s) = Clt Clz 
m 
Combining continuity and energy equations one derives: 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
ClHl 
u -- = 1 Clz (49) 
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from which the mass flux m exchanged between the liquid and vapour phases 
can be derived. Introducing m into the continuity equation (48) one has 
as 
dt + _L (u1S) = dZ 
s 
+ -- .. h fg 
aH Sti 
1 + _1 
'at h 
.fg 
(50) 
which is the basic equation describing the time and space variation of liquid 
film thickness at both clad and structure material surfaces. 
In case the model of static film is applied, the above equation reduces to 
(imposing u1 = 0) 
as 
at 
+ _s_ 
hfg 
(51) 
With reference to the film at the clad surface the heat flux clad to vapour is 
given by 
(52) 
The heat transfer coefficient clad-vapour aHK has been calculated taking in-
to account the diffusivity for turbulent heat exchange as explained in section 
2.3.6. 
For bubbles stretching into the upper liquid plenum the heat flux is calcu-
lated by 
(53) 
The plenum temperature TPL is not constant (as in the BLOW-3 code version) but 
is calculated by means of an input value and taking into account the enthalpy 
exchange between condensing vapour and liquid in a given control volume (see 
section 3. 2). 
As explained in reference /1/ the time variation of the liquid film thickness 
is corrected for the end mesh zones of a vapour bubble by means of 
dS ~ 
dt (54) 
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where ßßz is the bubble length in the lower or upper axial mesh zone, and 
uPG is the velocity of the interface between vapour bubble and liquid slug. 
Equation (50) is descretized with forward differences with respect to time 
and with upwind differences for the space derivatives. Letting the index n 
refer to time, j refer to the central node of an Eulerian axial mesh, 
j .:t. l/2 to the upper and lower inesh boundaries one has: 
n+l s~ n s~ n n n+l n s. ulj - ul. 1 s. 1 q . + qwj J J + 2 J ]- ]- = W] + ' ßt ßz .. + ßz. 1 2hfg n n ] r p .. l.J 
s~ ()Hl n Tn;1 _ T~. n n Tn. Tn S. u1 . 
....L VJ VJ J .!.J ~n 2 VJ vj-1 if + (F). + c . ' u1j? o hfg ßt hfg pl. ßz. + ßz. 1 V J n J J J-
s~+1 - s~ n n n n n+1 n ul. 1 s. 1 - u .. s. ~j + qwj J J + 2 . J+ J+ 1J l = + ßt ßz. 1 + ßz. n n J+ J 2hfg p •• l.J 
n ()H1 n n+l n n n Tn. Tn. s. T . - T . S. u 1 . -_J_ VJ V] ~ l cn •2 VJ+l V] if u1j < + ( ()Tv) j + hfg ßt hfg pl. ßz. 1 + ßz. n J J+ J 
under the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium of liquid film and 
vapour over the cross section. 
(55) 
(56) 
0 
Dropping the last term at both sides of these equations leads to the appli-
cation of the static film model (discretization of above equation (51)). 
b) Camparisan with previaus madel af static film 
Camparisan af results abtained with the app1icatian af the madels of static 
and maving film shaws that 
i) transport af liquid film mass in axial directian due ta vapaur drag may ex-
ceed by a large factor the mass exchanged between the twa phases due to va-
parization ar condensation. 
ii) dryout spats may accur shortly after boiling inceptian but they are rapidly 
rewetted (when using the moving film model). These two results confirm the 
conclusians reported in references /16/, /17/ 
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iii) when using the static film model rewetting may only occur due to bubbles 
axial displacement and passage of a liquid slug over dried-out zones. When 
the moving film model is applied rewetting is continuously occuring (at 
least in the first boiling phase, before total voiding of the channel) 
owing to liquid mass transport in axial direction. 
iv) when using the static film model a minimum film thickness is normally set 
to a value which corresponds to about 0.95 void fraction in the channel. If 
in some axial mesh zone the calculated liquid film thickness drops below 
the specified value dryout is assumed. This feature, which was originally 
introduced by Schlechtendhal in the BLOW-2 programme /18/, was maintained 
in the BLOW-3 code to compensate for the fact that the static film is not 
drained by the vapour. It implies the disadvantage that the total coolant 
mass balance is not rigorously respected. 
In the moving liquid film model the minimum liquid film thickness is set to 
zero and the continuity equations of both phases are satisfied rigorously. 
v) in both static and moving film models the overall energy balance in the 
channel is preserved. Clad and fuel temperatures may be anyway overestimated 
and burn-out predicted too soon in the static film model due to insufficient 
rewetting of dried-out zones. 
vi) in case the problern to be simulated is characterized by a rapid overpower 
transient or severe loss of flow conditions (or combination of these two 
simulated accidents) and voiding of the coolant channel is rapidly obtained, 
the difference between results gained with the application of the two meth-
ods is not very relevant. On the contrary, in case the problern to be modelled 
is characterized by mild transients and quasi stationary boiling conditions 
are maintained over a long time interval the moving liquid film model leads 
to results which are appreciably different from those supplied by the static 
film model and closer to the reality as the analysis of SCARABEE single pin 
in-pile experiments has shown /19/. 
vii) the additional numerical effort necessary to solve equation (50) instead 
of equation (51) is negligib1e. 
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2.3.5 Calculation of liquid film velocity and of interfacial shear stress 
betweert liquid artd vapöur. 
a) Statement of the problem 
In Appendix C of reference /1/ is discussed the opportunity of calculating 
the interfacial friction factor between liquid film and flowing vapour by 
means of the Wallis correlation /20/ 
where 
1{1. = 
1. 
'~'v = friction coefficient for the vapour flowing alone in the cbannel 
S = liquid film thickness 
Dh = hydraulic diameter 
This correlation is assumed to hold for "rough annular flow" conditions. 
In a one-dimensional two-phase annular flow the film is smooth as lang 
(57) 
as the vapour velocity does not exceed a critical value. Above it the fric-
tionfactor rises rapidly because of the formation of waves and the annular 
flow becomes "rough". At higher vapour velocities liquid droplets are en-
trained and the flow regime tends to become homogeneaus (mist) flow, ch~rac­
terized by large friction factors. 
The theoretical interpretation of the SCARABEE in-pile boiling experiments 
/3, 19/ has shown that the above Wallis formula is acceptable for well de-
velopped two-phase flow regime, but is not satisfactory (giving too large 
pressure drops) for the first boiling phase immediately after boiling in-
ception, when the void fraction is about 0.8 (as it corresponds to the ini-
tialized liquid film thickness) nor in the condensation region where the 
void fraction becomes , in the BLOW model, as low as about 0.6. 
Preserving the possibility of using optionally the above formula (57), the 
problem of calculating the pressure drops in the two-phase flow region has 
been re-examined and a new module has been introduced in the BLOW-3A code. 
This alternative calculation method provides results which are in good agree-
ment with the Wallis formula for large void fractions, but yields lower pres-
sure in case of low void fractions. The new approach consists in applying 
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the concept of two-phase multipliers, normally used in calculation 
methods based on homogeneaus flow theories,to the heterogeneaus multiple 
bubble slug ejection model upon which the BLOW-3 code is based. 
Owing to the original structure of the BLOW-3 code, the calculation of two-
phase pressure drops is performed with reference to the vapour phase, by 
namerically solving the momentum equation (2), which describes the space and 
time distribution of the vapour mass flux G in the bubbles. 
V 
The coupling bet"t-leen liqidd and vapour phases is represented by the second 
term at the right band side of this equation, where the interfacial factor 
~i is computed either with the Wallis formula (57) or alternatively with the 
method explained hereafter. 
b) Theoretical formulation and assumptions 
The method used for calculating the liquid film velocity and the inter-
facial friction factor is based upon the following assumptions: 
i) the two-phase flow can be represented by the "separate cylinders model" 
ii) The pressure drop in the separate cylinders equals the actual pres-
sure drop, which implies no pressure dr6p in radial direction. 
iii) the pressure drop is due only to friction, i.e. acceleration forces 
are negligible. 
iv) the pressure drop can be calculated for either phase from the single-
phase flow theory. 
Let the two phase multiplier, referred to the vapour phase, be defined by: 
~ 2 = dp/dz 
v (dp/dz) 
V 
(58) 
where dp/dz represents the actual pressure drop and (dp/dz) the pressure 
V 
drop which would occur if the vapourphase were flowing alone in the channel; 
Calculating the actual pressure drop dp/dz by means of the interfacial fric-
tion factor ~. and (dp/dz) by means of the· friction factor for the vapour ~ V 
phase ~v and introducing into (53) one has /20/: 
~ 
V 
(59) 
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where a is the void fraction and 'l' is a known function of the vapour Rey-
v 
no1ds nurober 
'l' = f(Re ) V V (60) 
Let (. 1o. 9 ( )o. s ( .1o. 1 1-x Pv ~1 XLM = X p1 -~-. V (61) 
be the Lockhart-Martine1li parameter. 
The usual application consists in considering the two-phase flow as homo-
geneous, deriving by thermal balance the (average) quality x for a given 
channel axial section, hence the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter ~M' Em-
pirical correlations allow then to derive the two-phase multiplier ~ in 
V 
dependence on the flow regimes (laminar/turbulent) in either phase. Equation 
(58) yields the actual pressure drop dp/dz, as (dp/dz) can easily be cal-
v 
culated forthe vapour phase flow. This usual approach cannot be followed 
in case of a multiple bubble model. The quality of the two phase flow cannot 
be derived by thermal balance as average value for a given axial section 
because this would assume a model of homogeneaus flow which does not hold 
for the BLOW-3 code. The alternative approach is to define, for a given 
axial section, a "16cal" quality as ratio. of the vapour mass flux to the 
mass flux of both phases: 
ap u 
V V 
and to calculate, beside the vapour velocity u , the liquid phase velo-
v 
city u 1• 
(62) 
Both velocities could be derived by solving simultaneously the momentum 
equations (2) and (46) for the vapour and liquid phases respecitvely, Al-
though possible, this method implies a considerable numerical effort. The 
'theoretical formulation of the problern has therefore been simplified with 
the following approach: 
a) for a given axial mesh, the liquid film thickness, hence the void frac-
tion a, is known; 
b) solution of equation (2) has afforded the axial distribution of vapour 
veloci ty along a bubble.· 
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c) axial distribution of liquid film velocity is not derived by solving 
the momentum equation for the liquid phase, but accepting the simpli-
fying equations of the boundary layer theory. To this purpese two fur-
ther assumptions are necessary: 
v) acceleration forces are negligible with respect to shear stresses 
(assumption compatible with iii) above) 
vi) The shear stress is constant across the liquid film and equal to the 
interfacial shear stress 
~. 
'·"" ...:__21 Pv Iu - u.j (u - u.) 1 V 1 V 1 
where u, represents the film velocity at the interface with the vapour 
1 
phase, 
(63) 
For the calculation of the dimensionless quantities of the boundary layer 
theory, the shear stress has to be known. As it depends, like the quality x, 
on u 1 it is evident that the sölution of the problern illustrated above 
~uires the calculation of the liquid film velocity. A numerical solution 
has been attained by means of an iterative computing scheme which is ex-
plained hereafter. 
c) Iterative calculation scheme 
For a cross section of a bubble where the vapour velocity uv has been 
previously calculated, let 
(64) ul = ß uv 
(O<ß<l) be a trial film velocity. Assuming that space distributionsof pres-
sure and temperature, hence the vapour physical properties are known along 
a bubble (as previously calculated in the subroutine DPDA), equations (58) 
to (6~ yield a trial figure for the quality, the Lockhart-Martinelli para-
meter ~M' and the interfacial friction factor ~ 1 . 
Let an experimental relation be known between the Lockhart-Martinelli para-
meter and the two phase multiplier referred to the liquid phase 
1/2 ~l = ((dp/dz)/(dp/dz) 1) 
(65) 
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According to the "separated cylinders model" the following theoretical re-
lation exists between the two-phase multipliers referred to the vapour and 
liquid phase: 
1 /n 
+ ( ~i r/n (66) = 
where n=2 for laminar flow, 2.375 to 2.5 for turbulent flows analyzed on a 
basis of friction factor, and 2.5 to 3.5 for turbulent flows calculated on 
mixing-length basis. Equation (66) supplies a family of curves relating 
~v to ~l' which can be used to fit experimental data. Wallis /20/ suggests 
n=3.5 as a good choice for all flow regimes. 
Equation (66) 
(59) and (63) 
"C •• Following 
1. 
yields ~ from the previously determined (trial) 
V 
yield the interfacial friction factor ~. and the 
1. 
the notation of the boundary layer theory, let 
be the friction velocity, and 
the dimensionless liquid film thickness and velocity. 
The mass flow of the liquid phase is given by 
~p hence 
shear stress 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
[kg/s} (70) 
where A1 = (1-a)A is the area of the cross section A occupied by the film 
and ü1 represents the mean value of the film velocity over the: area A1. 
Defining the dimensionless mass flow as 
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where r is the radius of the outer wall of the flow channel one has: 
w 
w+ 
s+ 
f (1- L) + dS+ = u 1 r 1 
0 w 
with y = r - r. 
w 
(71) 
(72) 
Assumi~g that the dimensionless velocity distribution over the film thick-
ness is given by the "universal velocity profile" /21/ 
u+ 
"' s+ + 
1 s <5 
+ + + (73) :ul =- 3.05 + 5 ln . S 5<S <30 
u+ 5.5 + 30<S+ = + 2.5 ln S 1 
and introducing into (72) 
laminar layer (S+<5), the 
(30~S+) respectively: 
one has for the dimensionless mass flow in the 
+ transition zone (5~S <30) and the turbulent layer 
+ 
wl = 
+ 
w = 1 
with 
- 8.05 s+ + 5 s+ lnS+ 
3 S+ + 2.5 S+ lnS+ -
~ Re = 
1 + 2 + s+ 10) (74) + 12.45 
- R~ (2.5 S lnS - 2.77 + 
f~. 75- R!>l( (2.125 +2 8+2 + s + 1. 25 lnS - 574. 6) 
(75) 
From (65) and (66) one derives for the mean. film velocity 
(76) 
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This figure can be used to replace (64) as a new trial and the calculation 
repeated till a desired accuracy has been attained. This iterative scheme 
affords results independent from the initial trial and converges rapidly. 
A few iterations are sufficient to calculate the mean film velocity with 
a relative error smaller than to-4. After completing the iteration,equa-
tion (63) yields the interfacial friction coefficient to be inserted in equa-
tion (2) for calculating the pressure drop in the two-phase flow region. 
The above explained iterative method is summarized in the scheme of Fig. 7. 
The method has been extensively checked in the framewerk of the theoretical 
interpretation of the SCARABEE single pin in-pile experiments /19/ and of 
sodium boiling experiments in out-of-pile seven pin bundles /5/, /26/. 
d) Numerical Results 
The results oftheiterative scheme explained in the previous paragraph 
depend strongly on the choice of the correlation (65) between the para-
meter ~M and the two-phase pressure drop multiplier. Results obtained by 
the original experimental work of· Lockhart and Martinelli /7/ have been 
app~oximated by assuming different plots for the two phase multiplier 
according to the flow regime in either phase, namely 
<Iltt "" 4 ~M-0.590 + 0.0855 1Sto ~M 
4 ~M-0.590 + 0.231 lglO ~M cptt = 
<Iltt = 1. 75 
for turbulent regimes in both liquid film and vapour and 
<Illl = 2.66 ~M-0.516 + 0. 142 lglO ~M 
-0.516 + 0.276 lg 10 ~M 
= 2.66 Xüi 
= 10 53 
for ~M ~ 
l<~M < 10 
-
IO<~M 
for laminar flow regimes in both phases. In case only one phase is laminar 
it has been assumed 
(77) 
(78) 
r""r+1 
r+l 
ul 
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X "" 
( )
o.9 ( )o.S ( )o.l 1-x Pv ~1 
--- -- --
X p1 ~V 
~1 = f(~M) 
0v = [- <•i>- ~ 1 n 2 
'I'. 'I' ~2 aS/2 
1. = V V 
- u )2 1 
~i 
'i = 2 Pv (uv 
'* =J;f ul
+ f(y+) l\ = 
+ 
s+ 
dy+ 
wl = J t;ll + 
0 
+ w1~1 
= 
pl s 
(n ~ 2.5- 4) 
+ u1 
~ ~ = Üf 
* s+ S~p1 
= 
~1 
+ w1 
w1 = 2uw~1 
1 = liquid phase 
v = vapour phase 
w = wa11 
r = iteration index 
Fig. 7 Iteration scheme for ca1culation of liquid film velocity 
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ci> + ci> tt ·! 11 
2 
For most practical purposes a simplification may be introduced by assuming 
for ~M<l and for every flow regime in both phases 
(79) 
(80) 
A parametric analys~s has been performed to assess the validity of the nu-
mericäl approach explained previously. Results obtained with the application 
of the correlation (80) are shown in Fig /8/ which plots the interfacial fric-
tion coefficient against the film thickness assuming the vapour mass flux as 
parameter. The film thickness ranges from 0 to 150 ~m which corresponds, in 
case of the SCARABEE geometry /3/ for which the results were obtained,to a 
void fraction in the range 1 - 0.6. 
The tempet:.ature, upon which the physical properties of both phases depend, 
does not play a relevant role and has been fixed to 1000 °C. In this fi-
gure the friction coefficient derived with the iterative method is comparea 
with the values supplied by the Wallis formula (57). One can ~emark the good 
agreement in' the range 0 - 70 ~m film thickness, while in the range 70 - 150 ~m 
the values given by the Wallis formula are considerably larger. 
Fig. s 9 and 10 show results obtained wi th application of the correlations 
(77), (78) and (79), i.e. taking into account the flow regimes in both phases, 
for vapour mass fluxes 10 and 50 kg/m2 sec respectively. These figures show 
the transi tion between :difrerett!: flow regimes as the cri tical Reynolds number 
(Rec = 2000) in either phase has been reached. 
The ratio vapour to liquid film mean velocity is shown in Fig. 11 against 
the liquid film thickness for several values of the vapour mass flux. 
The numerical investigations have been completed by applying, as alternative 
to the above correlations by Lockhart-Martinelli, the results obtained by 
Peppler with sodium boiling tests performed at KfK /22/. Evaluation.-t)f these 
tests has_ led to the following correlations for the two phase pressure drop 
multipliers referred to the liquid and vapour phases respectively 
ci>l = 8.2 ~M-0.55 
<I>v = 8.2 ~M 0.405 
(81) 
(82) 
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These correlations do not satisfy equation (66) with n in the range 2.5-4. 
For XLM between 0.1 and 1 equation (66) is approximately satisfied taking 
n = 6. Application of the above correlations in the iterative calculation 
of the interfacial friction factor leads to results which lay for above ·: 
those supplied by either the Wallis formula or the Lockhart-Martinelli cor-
relation. A comparison of some worths is shown in Table II. The ratio vapour 
velocity to liquid film mean velocity as derived with application of the . 
Peppler correlation is shown in Fig. 12. 
J 
Interfaciäl friction factor '!'. 
~ 
VAPOUR I Film Peppler 
fl 
Lockhart- WalliS 
MASS thickness Equation ('8d) -Martinelli Equation (57) 
FLUX L~~-7 Equations ' (kg/m2sec) (77)' (78) 
30 4.08 0.29 0.93 
G = 10 V 60 7.83 0.75 I. 70 
100 9.98 0.72 2.74 
I 
140 9.72 I. 24 3. 77 
30 ] • 02 0.08 0.30 
G = 50 60 1. 92 0.085 0.55 V 
100 2.46 0.094 0.89 
140 2.42 o. 19 1. 22 
Table II Camparisan of interfacial friction factors obtained with appli-
cation of the·Peppler, Lockhart-Martinelli and Wallis correla-
tions. 
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Camparisan between interfaci~l friction coefficients 
calculated with the Wallis formula; and with the 
Lockhart-Martinelli correlation versus liquid film 
thickness. (Geometry of SCARABEE experiments /3/). 
Fig. 9 - Interfacial friction coefficients betwee~ liquid film 
and vapour versus liquid film thickness (for vapour 
mass flux G = 10 kg/m2sec) 
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12 Peppier correlntion Uy 
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Fig. lZ - As above (Results obtained with the Peppler 
correlation) 
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2.3.6 Some considerations about turbulent heat transfer through liquid film 
According to the model discussed in reference /23/, the liquid film can be 
separated into a laminar sublayer flowing at the wall (called base-film) and 
a turbulent layer moving over the base film. The transition between laminar 
and turbulent subregions has been assumed to correspond to the critical 
d · · 1 d · + '*1 f' 1 f d · tmenston ess tstance from the w.all y = yu v = 20. For a 1 m o tmen-
cr 
. 1 . + ., + ff' . ston ess th~ckness S = Su v smaller than y the heat transfer coe tctent 
er 
is determined by conduction through the laminar sublayer: 
h = 1 
>.. 
s (83) 
For a fully developed liquid film, consisting of both laminar and turbulent 
subregions, the equations for momentum and heat transfer can be written as: 
T = P ( + ') du 1 v v;,; dy ( 81~) 
(85) 
where v and a 2 are the eddy diffusivities for momentum and heat transfer 
E: E: 
resped:ively. 
Letting TH and Tv be the clad (or structure) surface temperature and the 
vapour temperature, integration of (85) over the film thickness S yields: 
s 
q J 
0 
dy = 
when the physical properties of the liquid film are considered constant 
over its thickness. 
(86) 
Defining an overall heat transfer coefficient h through the liquid film by 
q = h(T - T ) H V 
and comparing with (86) one has 
(87) 
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pl c \) pl c pl pl 
h 
"" 
= (88) 
s d;y .S .. . 1 . f f dy 
o a 2 + a2 0 ') . v~/v 
e: + -·--Pr Prt 
where Pr =· V/a 2 and Pr = v /a2 are the molecular Prandtl number and the 
t e: e: 
turbulent Prandtl number respectively. 
Ifi terms of dimensionless quantities the above equation becomes: 
~ 
pl u 
h 
"" 
(89) 
s+ 
I + f 1 /fr + (\1 /v)/Pr dy 
0 e: . t 
Equation (88) reduces to (83) for a thin film consisting only of the laminar 
sublayer as in this case a2 is negligible compared to a 2 • The heat transfler 
e: 
coefficient h can therefore be split into two terms, the laminar one h1 ,and 
a "turbulent!' term ht defined by 
(90) 
s f dy 
y ' 1 ~e:/\) 
cr-+-Pr Pr 
t 
~re the integral is computed over the thickness of the turbulent layer of 
the film. It holds then 
(91) 
which is equivalent to the direct application of equation (89). Equation 
(89) has been applied in test cases under the assumption that the ratio of 
the eddy diffusivity for momentum transfer v to that for heat a2 (the tur-
1 e: e: 
bulent Prandtl numberX is constant. A parametrical analysis has been perfor-
med varying the turbulent Prandtl number in the range 0.8- 1.5 and compar-
ing the resulting overall heat transfer coefficient with the value which 
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would be derived by applying eq. (83) to the full fi'lm thicknesa~ It has been 
shown that the resulting heat transfer coefficient is very sensitive to 
relatively small changes of Prt' increasing rapidly as Prt decreases. The 
value Prt = 1.5 has been eventually chosen as it is applicable for fluids 
with low molecular Prandtl numbers. Results of test calculations performed 
with Prt = 1.5 are shown in the following Table III for some values of the 
vapour mass flux and of the liquid film thickness. 
These results show that the heat transfer coefficient through a turbulent 
liquid film with Reynolds number between 103 and 2 x 103, calculated taking 
into account the contribution of the laminar and turbulent sublayers may 
exceed by roughly 10 to 50 per cent the figures obtained by applying the 
simple c6nduction law (h = A/S) to the full film thickness. 
In the liquid film model discussed in the above mentioned reference /23/ 
which anyway refers to fluids with molecular Prandtl nurober >1, a wavy film 
shape is also taken into account. This 1eads to the conclusi6m,that "the 
turbulent contribution to the overall heat transfer coefficient ranges from 
about 45 - 90 percent of the total". The influence of the wavy film shape 
has not been investigated at KfK as its modelling would not be applicable 
(without large programme modifications) to the BLOW-3A code. 
The above results must be interpreted only as a qualitative indication of 
the influence of turbulence of the liquid film on the overall heat transfer 
coefficient. It must be remarked once again that results are very sensitive to 
some parameters like the turbulent Prandtl number and the eddy diffusivity. 
2 G = SOkg/m sec 
V 
s = 100 
s = 150 
2 G = lOOkg/m sec 
V 
s = 100 
s = 150 
a 
0.73 
0.60 
0.73 
0.60 
u u1 V 
(m/sec) (m/sec) 
75.5 3.41 
75.5 3.65 
150.9 6.34 
150.9 6.56 
2 0 -L h = W/m C_/ 
p u D 4Sp 1u1 A. V V hv h from (89) Re = Re = h = -:x 
V 1 111 1 s llv 
-5 X Io5 
X = 10 
6375 6869 5.64 5.93 
5885 11021 3. 77 4.34 
12752 12777 5.64 6.81 
I 1769 19824 3. 77 5.57 
Tab1e III Comparison between heat transfer coefficient across liquid film based Qn the conduction approxi-
mation (h1 = A./S) and based on the separate contributions of laminar and turbulent sub1ayers. 
'""" N 
'""" 
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2. 4 Calculation of temperature distributions in. fuel and clad duting 
melting or solidification 
The temperature distributions in the fuel and clad during mel ting or soli-
dification are calculated in the subroutines KOPHI and KOPHIH respec.tively 
using essentially the same model, as explained hereafter. 
Let the fuel or clad material of an axial mesh be concentrated in N discrete 
nodes and 
m. = p.V. 
1 ]. ]. ( i = 1 ' •• 0 •••• G • N) (1) 
be the mass corresponding to one node. Let Fh denote the fusion heat ne-
cessary to melt the \unit mass of material. The total amount of energy ne-
cessary to melt the material associated to node i will then be 
E. ~ Fh m. = Fh p.V. ]. ]. 1 1 (2) 
Let Tf denote the fusion temperature and Ti,n tlie temperatüre of node i 
resulting from normal computation of the temperature distribution at time 
step t • If T. is greater than the melting temperature Tf a correction 
n 1,n 
is applied as long as the energy production in that node integrated since 
start of melting is smaller than the fusion heat. In this case it is as-
sumed that T. remains at the melting temperature Tf' The computed tem-1,n 
perature increment 
~T. = T. - Tf 1,n 1,n 
(positive while melting, negative during solidification) corresponds to 
an amount of energy 
~Q. = p • c . • 11 T • 1,n 1 p1 1,n 
per unit volume which is not spent by rising the clad temperature, but 
absorbed as latent heat d~ring the melting process. The energy t:.Q .. n 1, 
computed for time step t is normally far below ·the total energy E. ne-
n 1 
cessary to melt the mass of material associated to node i; it is there-
fore stored from the very first time step, say n
0
, at which ~T. 1,n 
found to be positive and the resulting sum for the volume V. 
1. 
was 
(3) 
(4) 
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Q. V. J.,n l. 
is compared to E .• When S. becomes greater than E. 
]_ ]_ ]_ 
molten; the clad temperature T. so far corrected J.,n 
this time on rises again, and the energy amount S. 
]_ 
perature increment 
S, - E. 
]_ ]_ 
p. c . ]_ pl. 
(5) 
the mass m. is completely 
]_ 
down to Tf' from 
- E. accounts for a tem-
1 
(6) 
The percentage of the material associated to the node i, which is malten 
at time t is 
n 
w. = S. /E. ]_ ]_ ]_ (7) 
The mean value over the volumes V. gives the percentage of malten material 
]_ 
for all the nodes af a given radial mesM: 
N 
S] = t w 1 i ·. i 
N 
•V./t~V, ]_ ·1 ... .L (8) 
A camparisan between this discrete calculation model and an analytical treat-
ment far the temperature distribution in the clad during melting has been 
presented in reference /6/. 
Symbols used in this section 
N 
m 
V 
p 
c p 
number of radial nodes of the fuel or clad mesh 
mass (kg) 
volume (m3) 
densi ty (kg/m3) 
specific heat (J/kg °C) 
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T 0 Temperature ( K) 
Tf Fusion temperature (OK) 
t time (sec) 
Fh Latent fusion heat (J /kg) 
E Energy (J) 
S Energy absorbed by the clad material during melting (or liberated 
during solidification) (J) 
Q Energy absorbed or liberated per unit volume (J/m3) 
w percentage of molten clad material associated to a node (dimensionless) 
Q percentage of totäl molten clad material of a radial mesh 
(dimensionless) 
Subcripts 
i (i =I, 2, •••••••• N) refers to a mesh node 
n refers to time step t • 
n 
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3. Further programme details 
In this chapter are explained some topics which regard in general the pro-
gramme organisation, like the time step control, or its applicability to 
peculiar experimental conditions. The simulation of a typical experimen-
tal rig is shown in section 3.3 tagether with the calculation of the equi-
valent heat transfer coefficient from the structure outer surface to a sur-
rounding medium. The way of simulating a (generally undesired) leakage of 
coolant through a path in parallel with the main flow is dealt with in 
section 3.4. 
The calculation of geometrical Hata for an equivalent channel representing in 
the one-dimensional approximation a subchannel of a bundle is explained 
in section 3.5 on the basis of a practical case. This example of applica-
tion is intended to serve as a guideline for the user in the preparation of 
input data regarding the geometrical configuration, 
Further programm details are explained in Section III.2 tagether with the 
description of the Subroutine in which the calculation is performed. The most 
important among these are: 
Numerical treatment of the vapour energy equation for the determination 
of integral values of vapour pressure and temperature. See description 
of Subroutine ENBL. 
Cerreetion of vapour pressure and temperature distributions along the 
bubble length to achieve consistency with integral values. See descrip-
tion of Subroutine ITS0L. 
Calculation of heat transfer coefficient coolant-structure assuming a li-
near temperature distribution across the structural layer. See descrip-
tion of Subroutine AKTST. 
An explanation of data printed-out onto the paper hard copy is given in 
the description of the Subroutines STATO (steady state data) and AUSGAB 
(transient data). 
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3.1 Time step control 
For numerical. integration of the transient equatd0ns two different time step 
levels have been introduced in t:he BLOW-3A programme: A maero and a micro 
time step level. The macro time step defines those time-points in which all 
variables are calculated which determine input and boundary conditions by 
time dependent functions e.g. power density, in'let/outlet pressure of the 
coolant channel, coolant inlet temperature, pressure drop coefficient of 
the inlet orifice, thermal conditions at an external by-pass. Along a macro 
time step a linear variation of the relevant variables between the calcula-
ted point values is assumed. The macro time step is determined by input. 
Three different values can be chosen dependent on the integration time. Two 
refer to the macro time step in single phase .flow conditions. One is applied 
for times less than an input value tR and the other one if the actual 
ampe 
time is larger than tR . The third macro time step refers to times during 
ampe 
the integration if two phase flow conditions have been achieved. The macro 
time step is internally modified if single phase flow conditions approach 
boiling onset at the prespecified value of superheat at one axial mesh of 
the coolant channel. To reach this time as exactly as possible it is checked 
in a predictor step wether the prespecified superheat may be exceeded local-:-
ly at any axial location in the coolant channel. For this predictor step it 
is assumed that the time derivative from the last integration step remains 
constant along the next macro time step. If the prespecified superheat is 
exceeded at any local position of the coolant channel, the macro time step 
is reduced in such way that at the end of the macro time step the conditions 
for boiling initialization are just met. 
Each macro time step can be subdivided into several micro time steps which 
are applied for integration of the mass conservation, energy and momentum 
equations. In single phase flow conditions the miaro time step has been 
fixed to be not larger than 0.05 sec. Though the numerical solution scheme 
of the single phase flow equations is unconditionally stable in case of con-
stant properties it has been p'L'oven necessary to limit the .integration time 
step. This is due to numerical reasons as propagation of round-off errors 
and due to non-linearities introduced by temperature dependent properties. 
In case of calculations for two-phase flow conditions an automatic procedure 
has been implemented adjusting an optimum micro time step for integration of 
the mass conservation, energy and momentum equations. Two types of criteria 
are applied: 
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L Adjustment of the time step due to physical phenomena 
2. Adjustment of the micro time step due to the convergence 
behaviour of the integration scheme. 
To 1) Determination of an appropriate micro ~ime step due to physical 
phenomena refers to four criteria: 
the maximum volume change of a bubb'le during one micro time 
step normally should not be larger than 10% 
a bubble interface should not move axially in one m1.cro time 
step more than the length of the smallest axial Euleria mesh 
of the coolant channel 
if axial pressur·e gradients in the two phase flow zone are 
larger than l.OE + 05 N/m2/m the micro time steps should not 
exceed 1 msec 
if the average pressure inside one bubble is expected to change 
by more than 5% during a micro time step, the micro time step 
1.s hal.fed. 
To 2) Determination of an appropriate micro time step for integration due 
to the convergence behaviour·of the integration scheme: 
if more than five iterations of the energy and momentum equations 
have been necessary in the preceding micro time step the next 
micro time step is ha1fed. 
if less than three iteratio.ns of the energy and momentum equations 
have been necessary in the preceding micro time step the micro 
time step is doubled. 
Relevant checks for the micro time step control are made in the subroutines 
ITCB and LITCB respectively. The micro time step is calculated in the sub-
routine STEP in such a way that it exactly fits into the macro time step 
sequence. 
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3.2 Heat and mass exchange between upper liquid slug and coolant in 
upper plerium •. 
For determination of the temperature variation in the uppermost axial 
segment of the test section, it is necessary to calculate coolant tem-
peratures in the plenum above it. In BLOW-3A the following procedure has 
been adopted: 
1. Above the test section a control volume V is defined, charac-
c ' 
terizing the amount of liquid sodium in the upper plenum tak-
ing part in the heat and mass exchange process 
V = RLA • AR (NM2) 
c 
RLA: effective r,educed length taking, :into account the inertia of 
the liquid sodium above the test section (input para-
meter) 
AR(NM2): flow cross section of the uppermost axial segment of 
the test section. 
As initial coolant temperature in the control volume is taken 
the stationary coolant outlet temperature. 
2. It is assumed that enthalpy and mass exchange of the control 
volume with the moving upper slug takes place only via con-
vective mass flow Variations in axial direction. Mixing effects 
in radial direction inside the upper plenum are neglected. 
3. Above the control volume a coolant plenum temperature is speci-
fied by input and is kept constant during the transient phase. 
4. Along the control volume the coolant temperature variation is 
taken 'to be S shaped wi th upper and lower boundary values which 
depend on the mass flow direction (see following sketch). 
5. If a bubble extends into the upper control volume its tempera-
ture is kept at the last calculated value. This means that the 
enthalpy change in the control volume due to vapour flow is neg-
lected. 
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6. If liquid sodium enters the test sectmon from the upper plenum the 
coolant temperature is set to the transiently·calculated temperature 
in the control volume. 
coolo.nt 
plenum 
--i AR (NM2) r---
1 I 
-....-...P...---"""''t------
control 
RlA volume 
Vc 
I 
/ ---~
n1c K 
t I ~n1 outlet o· I K K 
Fig. 13: Sketch showing the control volume V for heat and mass 
c 
exchange in upper plenum. 
With these assumptions the energy equation for the upper control volume is 
solved: 
+ G K (}z .. 0 (1) 
Integration over the control volume V and an implicit time discretization 
c 
lead to the following expression: 
(2) 
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with F = V / AR. The indexes U, L refer to the upper and lower coolant 
c c 
volumes bounding the control volume Vc. 
Taking all values of specific heat to be the same and constant over the 
time step this equation reduces to: 
hence: 
n+IG F 
K c 
n+l pc Vr· 
K c 
As initial condition ittholds: 
Tc (t=O) = Toutlet 
K K (t=O) 
The boundary conditions are: 
n+lT c,L 
= K 
T p 
K 
n+lToutlet 
K 
nT c 
K 
where TKP is the coolant plenum temperature. 
if GK ~ 0 
if GK < 0 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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3.3 Simulation of a typical experimental test rig and calculation of the 
heat transfer coefficiertt'ftom the'structure outer wall to a by pass flow. 
An important problern which has to be solved for the correct interpretation 
of in-pile or out-of-pile experiments is the simulation of the experimen-
tal test rig•by calculating an equivalent heat transfer coefficient for the 
heat losses beyond the structure outer surface. As an example of this cal-
culation, let a number 1 = 1,2 •••••• L of layersof known physical properties 
sepatate the pin (or bundle) from a by pass flow as represented in the sketch 
of Fig. 14, the layer 1 "" 1 being the pin structure itself ,' Let one of this 
layers (for 1 8 y) be a vacuum gap: 
T, T2 T3 T4 Ts Ts T7 Ta Tb 
M 
1 
N 0 -; Cll By Pass N c. Cll c Cll .c c 
- -z N <( (!) cn z cn Flow 
4 mmJ 
Fig. 14: Sketch showing a typical experimental test rig .to be simulated for 
the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient from structure to 
a by-pass flow. This geometrical configuration is typical for the 
SCARABEE experiments /3/. 
For a steady state situation with heat flux q flowing outside the 
structure outer surface.the overall heat transfer coefficient can be cal-
cumated as follows: let r., T. be the radius and temperature of the inner 
l. l. 
cylindrical surface of the i-th layer and Ai its thermal conductivity; 
T the temperature of the by pass flow. Assuming that the vacuum gap sur-
b 
faces behave like a gray body with integral emissivities Ey' Ey+l' the over-
all thermal resistance per unit axial lengt.h is given by 
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1+1 
R = I . R· 1 ~ ~ (8) 
with 
ln (ri+l/ri) '1:. - T 
. ': ~ i+l R. = = ~ 27r;\. q 
~ 
( i = 1 , 2 • • • L ~ i :fy ) (9) 
and 
R = (Ty - ly+l)/q y (10) 
The radiative heat f1ux is: 
q = 27rr F cr (T4 - T4 ) 
r y E y y+l (II) 
when cr is the Stefan Bo1tzmann constant and 
(12) 
is the emissivity factor of the gap surfaces. In stationary conditions 
q = qr. 
Assuming that the boundary temperatures T1 and Tb are known, equation (11) 
together with 
y-1 
q I . R. = T.- T I ~ ~ ~ y 
q r · R· = T - T y+l~ ~ y+l b 
( 13a) 
(13b) 
forms a system of three equations for the unknowns q, T , T 1• Eliminating y y+ 
Ty+l and q one.has: 
where c. depend only on the layers thermal resistances and on the boundary 
J 
( 14) 
temperatures. Equation ( 14) can be solved numerically for T :. assuming the by-y 
pass temperature constant and varying the structure inner temperature step-
wise in the range expected to be covered during the transient calculation of 
a simulated accident (for instance, in the range 600- 1200 °C). Results may 
be plotted as function of the variable x • T1 - Tb and approximated by means 
of a polyncme in x. From the known T equations (13) then yields the station-
. y 
ary heat flux q. An overall heat transfer coefficient can then be defined by 
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(15) 
where R8 ß (R1+R2)/2 is the radius of the cylindrical surface through the 
structure mid point and T8~T 1 is the bulk structure material temperature cal-
culated in the code. Calculations for f~alcases are normally performed as-
suming E = E 1 ~ 0.8 wnich applies to strongly oxidized gap surfaces. y y+ 
In some cases the pin structure consists of several layers, for instance 
oxide shoop layers coating the structure maeerial in order to reduce the 
thermal lasses. As the code allows for only one structural material, the 
layers can be replaced by an equivalent one with the seme thermal inertia 
and the physical properties of the main structural material. Letting Ri, 
Ri+t be the radii of the inner and outer surfaces of the i-th layer and pi' 
c· .. ·• its density and specific heat (i=l referring to the main structural layer), 
'f\:l 
the outer radius R of the equivalent structure is given by: 
e 
N 
(R2 _ R2) = ~ (R2 _ R2.) P 1 c·._l, 1 L • P · c ·. · 1' + 1 p . e 1 1 1 p~ 1 
i=l, 2 ••••• N (16) 
where N represents the number of layers to be replaced by th~ equivalent one. 
In case of a bundle structure similar considerations apply to the geometry 
of a properly defined equivalent channel (see section 3.5 for the definit!ton 
of equivalent channels). 
Due to the fact that the above calculation.of the heat transfer coefficient 
refers to a steady state situation a correction must be applied for a tran-
sient calculation to take into account the thermal inertia·!. of the structure 
material. To this purpose a modified time varying heat transfer coefficient 
is defined as follows: with reference to the symbols used in section II-0-2. 1, 
the heat loss beyond the structure is given in the stationary case and per 
unit axial length by 
Q = 
0 
(T - T ) So w (17) 
where T80 is the steady state structure temperature. In the transient state 
the heat loss is (assuming T constant): 
w 
Q(t) = awFw lT (t) - T 1 
vs s w • 
(18) 
Q(t) may be split into two terms, by introducing ± T80 into brackets: 
Q(t) "" awFw [T - T l 
v8 So wj (19) 
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where Q1(t) represents the increment of heat lasses due to the temperature 
rise above the stationary value T80 • A correct computation of T8 (t) implies 
a correct va~ue of the heat transfer coefficient a and therefore a good 
w -ot 
estimation of Q1 (t). Let introduce a time dependent parameter ß = - e 
where o is a constant to be estimated, and write the total heat lasses as 
Q(t) = Q + ßQ 1(t) = Q 0 0 
-ot 
+ (1-e ) Q1 (t). (20) 
o = 0 implies Q(t) = Q and therefore represent the limiting case of very 
0 
~arge thermal inertia of the structure. Its temperature would not increase 
above T80 and the thermal lasses would be kept to a minimum. 
Large ö imply ß = 1, hence the highest thermal losses, corresponding to 
a minimum of the structure thermal inertia. 
Introducing ß into (19) and re-arranging one derives: 
Camparisan with (18) shows that introducing the parameter ß is equivalent 
to assume as heat transfer coefficient instead of a the corrected value: 
w 
(21) 
"* a = a -ot1 e . (22) w w 
A good evaluation of the heat transfer coefficient has been reached in most 
cases with o ranging ~rom 0.01 to 2. 
This time,dependence of the heat transfer coefficient has to be programmed 
in the subroutine WWST. 
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3.4 Leakage Flow representation 
The presence of an unwanted leakage flow in parallel to the main coolant 
flow, which may characterize some experiments; can be taken into account in 
a,separate submodule of the programme (called BYPASS, with some related sub-
routines). It calculates the effects of the leakage flow by considering a 
variable pressure drop coefficient in the inlet valve under the assumption 
that friction pressure dropa,in,the leakage path dominate the accelera-
tion pressure drops. 
Letting Ge, G1 , Gt be the channel, leakage and total mass flow rl!.te res'pectively, 
it holds 
Without representation of the leakage flow the inlet valve pressure drop 
would be calculated as 
G IG 
c c 
2p 
while the real pressure drop is 
ßpBl,real 
lgc + Gli (Ge+ Gl) 
1; 2p 
which can be written 
ßp - 1; Bl, real - e 
G IG I 
c c 
2p 
with the definition of an "equivalent" inlet valve pressure drop coeffi-
cient 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
The pressure dr6p across the inlet val~e is therefore larger than it would 
be calculated if the leakage path were neglected. 
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3.5 Definition of one-dimensional channels equivalent to several sub-
channels of a pin bundle. 
This section illustrates with a practical example the application of the 
computer programme BLOW-3A to the calculation of a multi-pin bundle by means 
of a proper definition of aue-dimensional channels equivalent to several 
subchannels of the bundle. Emphasis is given to the calculation of equiva-
lent geometrical data. The following explanation is intended to serve as 
a guide-line for a user willing to use the programme for similar applica-
tions. 
Data for the following example are taken from the out-of-pile 7-pin bundle 
experiments carried out in the NSK loop at KfK and documented in refer-
ence /24/. Results of the theoretical interpretation of these electrically 
heated experimetlts with the computer prograrmne BLOW-3A have been presented 
in /5/. The experiments belong to a series of test runs performed in the 
framework of the SNR-300 development and simulating a failure of the electri-
cal·power supply to the puffips of a fast reactor. The way of de:Hning equiva-
lent channels is essentially the same also for in-pile experiments arid for 
reactor subchannels. 
Let refer, for convenieace, to a particular experiment, 7-2/16, of the 
above series characterized, in the steady state, by the following data: 
outlet pressure 
inlet pressure 
inlet flow velocity 
inlet temperature 
outlet temperature 
pin power 
heated section 
linear power 
heat flux 
Geometrical data: 
pin diameter 
pitch 
length 
I. 52 bar 
4.18 bar 
3.0 m/sec 
562 oe 
735 oe 
16.8 KW 
0.6 m 
281 W/cm 
150.3 W/cm 
thickness of hexagonal wrapper 
central subchannels cross section/hy-
draulic ~iameter Dh 
2 
6rmn 
7.9 rmn 
I. 5· rmn 
4 12.88 mm /5.47 mm 
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peripheral subchannels cross section/Dh 
corner subchannels cross section/Dh 
Full bundle cross section/Dh 
unheated pin ~ength above the heated section 
18.72 mm2 /4.32 mm 
5.05 mm2/2.61 mm 
219.90 mm2/4.25 mm 
455 mm 
One wants to define two equivalent channels for the simulation with the compu-
ter programme, the first (referred to as KKN = I) equivalent to the six central 
subchannels of the bundle, the seaond (referred to as KKN = 2) equivalent to the 
full bundle. 
A) Calculation of input data for the equivalent channel KKN = 
The six inner subchannels are powered by the central pin, :plus si!K time one 
third of the peripheral pins thus making three times the power of a single pin. 
The area of the six inner subchannels is therefore divided by three to get the 
area of one equivalent channel (powered by one pin). The area of the peripheral 
subchannels (also divided by three) is considered as "structure" material and 
replaced for the calculation by an "equivalent steel" volume (V8 ) with the same 
thermal inertia of the flowing sodium 
= V p c Na Na pNa (28) 
The electrical heaters are replaced for bhe calculation by an ideal fuel ma-
terial with physical properties carefully determined by vQlume averaging the 
properties of the several material with which the heaters were built. Details 
of the calculation of the physical properties of the equivalent fuel material 
are not reported here as the~ are not essential for the definition of geometri-
cal data of the equivalent channels. 
In the' following the superscript "t" refers to total number of real subchannels 
and the superscript "e" refers to the equivalent subchannel. The index K refers 
to the coolant and S to the structural material. 
With reference to the input description (Card 17 of the Input Data, see Section 
III.4) the equivalent geometrical data are defined as follows. 
i) Meshes between NMO and NMl irtelusive (NMO.:;:M_sNMI) 
RBR ::::: 2,4 X I0-3 m (real value) 
DCAN = 0.6 X 10 -3 m (real value) 
RKUE is calculated as follows: 
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The cross section of the inner six subchannels is 
Ft = 6 X 12.88 X 10-6 = 77.28 X 10-6 m2 
K 
The cross section of the equivalent channel is 
t 
FK -6 2 
= -3 - = 25. 8 x I 0 m = AR 
The outer radius of the equivalent ring channel is given by the equation 
which yields 
RKUE = 4 , 15 x I 0-3 m 
- VSTRUK 
The volume of steel equivalent to the sodium in the six peripheral subchan-
nels is given per unit axial length by 
Inserting the values of p and c calculated at a proper reference temperature p 
and 
to-6 
3 
6 18.72 m -·~ .:..-;:;__--.~ V Na = X X m 
one has 3 
vt 26.6 to-6 m = X s m 
hence 
- VDUF 
!he energy exchange between the coolant in the six inner subchannels and the 
equivalent structural material occurs th~ough the surface of separation bet-
ween inner and peripheral subchannels which, per unit axial lengt~ is 
= 6 X ) • 9 X J 0-3 
2 
m 
m 
hence 
and by 
- DB{6ND = 
- FWFS = 
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Ft 
-3 e .. s 3.8 Fs = = X 10 m 3 
definition 
ve 
8.9 10~6 10-3 m VDUF s X 2.34 =- = = X 
Fe 3.8 X 10.:..3 
s 
~6 
1.0 x 10 m (assumed value) 
I. 14 (as for channel KKN = 2 (see later) for which a geometrical 
definition is straightforward). 
ii) Meshes wich index M<NMO 
Geometrical data are calculated as above, apart from VSTRUK and VDUF for which 
the volume of the central pin is also taken into account. Indicating within 
apices the modified values on~ has: 
VSTRUK 
- VDUF 
I e I 
~ ·v 
s 
e ( DCAN) 2 -- 3 7 • 2 x 1 0-6 m2 = V + 1r • RBR + 
s 
I_ e I 
vs 
=-------- = ],64 X ]0-
3 
F~ + 2TI(RBR + DCAN) 
iii) Meshes with index M>NM1 
These meshes simulate the experimental rig above the top end of the unheated 
section of the pins. The area corresponding to three times the pin cross sec-
tion becomes now availab1e for the coolant flow, in addition to the area of 
the inner subchannel. 
- RBR input as in case i) but not used for these, meshes 
- DCAN input as in case i) but not used for these meshes 
- RKUE 
One has 
Ft = 6 x 12.88 x 10-6 + 3 x 1r(RBR + DCAN) 2 = 
K 
= 162,) X 10-6 
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= 54.05 x 10-6 m2 = AR 
and the equation 
yields 
-3 
= 5. 12x 10 m RKUE 
- VSTRUK 
To the area of the peripheral channels must now be added the area correspon-
ding to four times the pin cross section. This nesulting area has to conver-
ted into equivalent steel surface (volume per unit length) by multiplying it 
hy the rati6 pNa c /p 8 c ~ 0.237. Taking also into account the corner sub-PNa Pg 
channels one has 
hence 
- VDUF 
Vt = {6x (Area of peripheral channel) + 6x (Area of corner channel) s 
+ 4x (Pin cross section)} 
PNa cp 
Na 
----= Ps c Ps 
= {6 (18.72 + 5.05) X 10-6 + 4 • TI • 32 X tö-6} 0.237 
VSTRUK 
Considering that the surface through which the heat exchange occurs is now (per 
unit axial length) six times the pitch one has: 
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hence 
VDUF = 
V e 
s 
F e 
s 
= 
20.2 X 10-6 
15.8 X 10-3 
= 
-3 1. 28 x 10 m 
DB0ND input as in case i) but not used for these meshes. 
FWFS = 1.14 (see exp1anation for KKN = 2) 
B) Calcu1ation of input data for the equivalent channel KKN = 2 · 
i) Meshes between NMO and NM1 inclusive (NMO~M~NM1) 
RBR = 2.4 x 10-3 m (real value) 
DCAN = 0.6 x 10-3 m (real va1ue) 
RKUE 
The fu11 bundle cross section is 
which must now be divided by seven to get the cross section of one 
equivalent channel 
= AR 
The equation 
. 2 2 
TI(RKUE - (RBR + DCAN) . e -6 = FK = 31.4 x 10 
yields 
RKUE = 4.36 x 10-3 m 
VSTRUK 
The real vo1ume of the hexagonal wrapper (length ~ 6 x 12.7 mm; thickness 
= 1.5 mm) is now taken into account: 
vt 
= 6 X 12.7 X 1. 5 X 10-3 s 
t 
-6 2 ve V VSTRUK = = = 16.3 X 10 m 
s 7 
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- VDUF 
The structure inner surface is 
Ft "" 
Sc·, 6 X 12.7 X 10-
3 
m 
hence 
Ft 
10-3 m { s )0.9 X = 
7 
VDUF 
v_e. 6 3 S )6.3 X 10- -
= -·- ""' ~..;..;:..._;;;;_.....;_;._ "" J. 4 9 X 10 m 
pSe \. 
10.9 X 10-3 
- DB(IJND = 1.0 x to-6 m (assumed "-alue) 
- FWFS 
The outer and inner structure surfaces are distant 12.5 and 11.0 mm 
respectively from the central piim axis, hence 
FWFS 12.5 =-- = 1. 14 
11 
ii) Meshes with index M<NMO 
Geometrical data are calculated as above, apart from VSTRUK and 
VDUF for which again the volume of the central ~in is now taken 
into account. Indicating with apices the new values one has: 
- VSTRUK 
' e' V ,•. 
s 
- VDUF == ---------
F: + 2ir(RBR + DCAN) 
= 1. 50 X 10-3 
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) Meshes with index M>NMl 
The only input value which differs from the previous ones is RKUE which is 
calculated taking into account that the full cross section is now available 
for the coolant flow. 
- RKUE 
F~ = (Bundle cross section) + 7 x (pin cross section) = 420 x 10-6m2 
Ft 
K 
=-
7 
-6 2 
= 60.x 10 m 
and the equation 
yields 
=AR 
ITCl/'ITCll 
Solution of coolant momentum 
Single phase 
rl!l"' 
and continuity eqs. with ~ 
STATO Steady- flow Clp/Clt ~ 0 
-State Calculation 
ITClR/ITCllR 
(t=jO) Laaao Solution of coolant momentum 1---
and continuity eqs. with 
Clp/Clt :f 0 
Input :HAIN Pro g_E aiiiiile 
Data STATl t>O 
SETUP ITCB 
Two phase Vapour Bubble ~ Driving f-pa 
flow initialization Subroutine 
Fig. 15: General block diagram of BLOW-3A 
(+)See Description of Subroutine ITCB for further details) 
-
ENBL/ENBLR 
TLKM/TLKMS 
IMGL 
TRANS 
INIT 
DPDA 
FBRTB 
+) 
FBRT Solution of 
energy eqs. 
Vapour energy eqs. 
Liquid slug energy eq. 
Liquid slug momentum eq. 
Bubble displacement 
Bubble initialization 
Vapour momentum and 
continuity eqs. 
Fuel temp. distribution 
----- ---
...... 
::--
"" 
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PART III CODE STRUCTURE 
1. General Structure of the Computer Programme 
1.1 Main organization 
The block diagram of Fig.lS shows the programme organi~ation. 
The·main driving programme, called STATt, transfers the control to other 
Subprogrammes according to the stage of the calculation, drives the manage-
ment of data for the different channels as well as the print-out of data, 
creation of files for plotting facilities and terminates the calculation 
when the allowed CPU time is running out. 
The programme control is transferred to the Subroutine STATO for reading 
input data and performing the stationary calculation. 
Eor the single phase flow calculation the programme control is transferred 
to the Subroutines ITCIR, ITCllR (or alternatively ITCl, ITCll if a simpli-
fied solution of the continuity equation is sufficient) which are coupled 
to the Subroutine FBRT for the calculation of the fuel temperature distri-
bution. 
The very first bubble initialization, at boiling inception is performed in 
Subroutine SETUP. 
The main driving subprogramme for the two-phase calculation is the Subrou-
tine ITCB. At the end of the explanation of the tasks performed by Subrou-
tine ITCB (section 2.1) is given a list which shows the sequence of sub-
programmes called by it. 
1.2 List of Subroutines and Functions 
The subroutines of BLOW-3A are listed hereafter in two groups, in alphabe-
tical order within each group. 
GROUP 1 contains all the "basic" subroutines which do not need to be modi-
fied by the programme user for simulating his peculiar problem. 
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GROUP 2 contains the "problem oriented" subroutines which must be modified 
by the user for his problem, unless the optional version is applicable. This 
group is split into two subgroups: 
GROUP 1 
AKT CL 
AKTST 
AT~M 
AT~ MI 
AUSGAB 
BL~PLS 
B~RN 
DIED 
DPDA 
ENBL 
a) containing "general" problern oriented subroutines, most of 
them defining initial or boundary conditions; 
b) containing the subroutines which must be used for the simu~ 
lation of leakage flow as explained in Section II.C.3.4. 
Basic Subroutines 
ENBLB. ITCB PRELI ST~FF 
FBRT ITCI PR~BR TI~ 
FBRTB ITCll PR~CA TLKM 
FBRT2 ITCIR RE SET TLKMS 
FITHI ITCllR REZ~N TRANS 
IDENT K~PHI SETZ IR XCFI 
INIT K~PHIH STATO XFFI 
IMGL LHTCL STATt 
IMPACT LHTST SETUP 
ITS~L MIDI STEP 
GROUP 2 - Problem oriented Subroutines 
a) General 
BL~PL~ 
FPK{l)UT 
FPKO 
Ft'KINN 
FZETAD 
TBPS 
WQDT 
WWST 
XABRC 
b) Leakage flow option 
BYPASS (MAIN Programme) 
FZETAI 
FZETA2 
LITCB 
LITCI 
LITCll 
LITCIR 
LTC l 1 R 
LZETAD 
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In GROUP 3 are listed the programme functionf:! for the calculation of material 
properties. These are split into four subgroups headed by the underlined names 
of the Members in which they are organized: a) (Member UPUO) Functions for ca-
culating fuel material properties; b) (Member CAN4981) Functions for calcula-
ting the properties of canning (Steel 4981); c) (Member NATRIUM) Functions for 
calculating the properties of sodium; d) Functions for calculating the proper-
ties of structural material, either Niobium (dl) Member STRUNI0B) or Steel 
(d2) Member STRU4981). Obviously, the user must link to the programme either 
the functions of subgroup dl) or those of subgroup d2). 
GROUP 3 Fttnctions 
a) UPU0 
R0UPU0 
WLUPU0 
CPUPU0 
FTUPU0 
FHUPU0 
RHUPU0 
GAUPU0 
dl) STRUNifiJB 
R0STRU 
CPSTRU 
WLSTRU 
FTSTRU 
b) CAN4981 
WLCAN 
R0CAN 
FTCAN 
CPCAN 
RHCAN 
FHCAN 
GACAN 
d2) STRU4981 
R0STRU 
CPSTRU 
WLSTRU 
FTSTRU 
c) NATRIUM 
R0NAL EHNAL 
R0NAVS EHNALS 
. ,. 
CPNAL VPNA 
CPNALS VTNA 
WLNAL VHNH 
PRNAL V0NAV 
ZDNAL X1X2X4 
ZDNAV 
In the same order in which Subroutines and Functions are listed here, they are 
explained in the following Sections 2.1 to 2.3. Emphasis has been given to the 
description of the most important insofar they allow the understanding of the 
general programme structure and of the numerical methods involved. In many of 
the Subroutines details of interest from the theoretical viewpoint are also 
given·as far as the related topic was not covered in the theory part of this 
report. Conversely, some Subroutines have been treated in less detail when the 
relative explanation can be found in other sections. 
As a rule, for all Subroutines of GROUP 2a (and a few others as well), the 
arguments transferred between calling programme and Subroutine have been 
defined, thus enabling the user to adapt i t to hi.s~' problem. 
1.3 Organisation in Members 
The above listed Subroutines are organized in the following Members. Un-
derlined is the Member's Name (generally the name of the first Subrou-
tine in the Member) followed by the names of the other subroutines (if 
any) in the Member itself. 
BYPASS, LZETAD, FZETA 1, FZETA2, LITC !1;. LITC 11, LITC 1 R, LTC 11 R, LITCB 
DPDA 
~' ENBLl, SETZIR 
FBRT, FBRTB, FBRT2, K~PHI, K0PHIH, PR~BR, PR0CA 
FITHI, MIDI, PRELl, REZ0N 
FTKINN, FPK0UT, FPKO, FZETAD, WQDT, TBPS, WWST 
IMGL, TLKM, TLKMS, TRANS, IDENT; INIT 
IMPACT, AT0M, AT~Ml, RESET, B0RN, DIED 
ITCB 
~' ITC11, ITC1R, ITCilR 
SETUP 
STATO 
STATt (MAIN Programme) 
ST0FF, STEP, ITS0L, XFF1, XCFI 
TI0, BL~PLS, BL0BL0, AUSGAB 
XABRC, LHTCL, LHTST, AKTCL, AKTST 
The organization of programme Functions in Members is shown in GROUP 3 
above. 
1.4 Overlay Structure 
The following Overlay Structure can be used: 
Branch ALPHA-I 
Subroutine STATO 
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Branch ALPHA-2 
Subroutines WQDT, FPKO, FPK~UT, FTKINN, FBRT2, K0PHI, K~PHIH, PR~CA; 
PR~BR 
Branch BETA-I 
Subroutines ITCI, ITCII, ITCIR, ITCIIR, FBRT 
Branch BETA-2 
Subroutines ENBL, ENBLI, SETZIR 
Branch GAMMA-I 
Subroutines TLKM, TLKMS, FBRTB, TRANS, IDENT, STEP, ST~FF, XCFI, RESET, 
INIT 
Branch GAMMA-2 
Subroutines B~RN, AT~M, AT~Ml, FITHI, MIDI, REZ~N, PRELI, IMPACT 
1.5 Remarks for the user 
Subroutines of GROUP 1 above have not. to be modified by the user. 
Subroutines of GROUP 2a must be adapted to the particular problern consid-
ered, unless the standard version is already applicable. 
Subroutines of GROUP .2b must be used in case leakage of coolant flow is 
simulated. In this case the three Members STATt, ITCI, ITCB must be re-
placed by Member BYPASS. 
The standard double precision programme version (without Overlay) requires 
about 700 K of core region. The full programme consists of about 15000 
Statements. 
During the single-phase flow the code calculates roughly 2 seconds problern 
time in one minute CPU time on the computer IBM 3033. During the two-phase 
flow one can compute in one hour CPU time from 5 to 12 seconds problern time, 
according to the axial extension of the bubble region. The larger the zone 
with annular flow, the langer is the calculation time. 
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2. DESCRIPTION of Subroutines 
2.1 Basic Subroutines 
Subroutine AKTCL (HKCL, SCL, TKK, TCA) 
This subroutine computes the clad-vapour heat transfer coefficient in the bubble 
region by means of the formula 
(1) 
where ANa is the thermal conductivity of sodium. 
List of parameters: 
HKCL heat transfer coefficient (output parameter) (W/m2 0 e) 
SCL liquid film thickness at the clad surface 
TKK vapour temperature 
TCA clad superficial temperature 
Subroutine AKTST (STRUK, VDUF, HKTST, SST, TKK, TST) 
This subroutine computes the structure material - vapour heat transfer 
coefficient in the bubble region by means of the formula: 
where 
"Na 
= = SST 
a 
c 
(2) 
heat transfer coefficient due to convection (ANa 
thermal conductivity of sodium) (W/m2 0 e) 
a = heat transfer coefficient which takes into account the conduction 
c 
in the structure, under the assumption of a linear temperature 
distribution through its thickness. (W/m2 0 e) 
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The conductive term is calculated as follows. Let 
TK be the bulk sodium temperature (0 e) 
Ts be the structure temperature (calculated in only one node 
at the centre of the structural layer) (oe) 
s be the structure thickness (m) 
R the radius of the inner structure surface (m) 
s 
S . . (m2) V TRUK~ 2~R • S the structure volume per un1t ax1al length 
s 
F = 2~R the structure inner surface per unit axial length (m) 
s 
VDUF = VSTRUK/F ~ S (m) 
q heat flux through the structure (W/m2) 
A8 structure thermal conductivity (W/m 
0
e) 
X a coordinate axis with origin at the structure inner surface 
and oriented outwards. (m) 
In case a linear temperature distribution through the structure is assumed 
(3) 
the heat flux q is given by 
(4) 
which can be written 
( 5) 
with 
C:! VDUF/2 (6) 
The overall heat transfer coefficient will iherefore be given by 
(7) 
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List of parameters: 
STRUK 
HKTST 
SST 
T~ 
TST 
Subroutine ATOM 
dummy 
see input description (m) 
2 0 heat transfer coefficient (output parameter) (W/m e) 
liquid film thickness at the structure surface (m) 
( oe) vapour temperature 
. (oe) structure mater1al temperature 
This subroutine is used to define the physical situation which occurs when 
two vapour bubbles coalesce, 
The logical decision to join two adjacent bubbles is taken by the programme 
when the slug between them has become shorter than 2 mm. When the upward 
vapour mass flux in th~ uppermost mesh zone of the lowermost bubble ex-
2 
ceeds 1000 kg/m sec coalescing may occur provided the pressure difference 
across the interlaying liquid slug does not exceed 0.75 bar and provided 
the bubble distance does not exceed a given figure which depends on this 
pressure diEference. 
Following the gathering of two bubbles in a given Eulerian zone, all phy-
sical quantities characterizing the newly formed bubble must be defined or 
calculated for that zone, mainly: vapour pressure, temperature, density, 
mass flow and liquid film thickness at clad and structure. The mass of the 
liquid slug between the bubbles is taken into account and equally distri-
buted to clad and structure liquid films. This effect contributes largely 
to rewetting of dried-out zones in combination with the application of the 
model of moving liquid film. Furthermore, the integral pressure and tempera-
ture of the new bubblearecalculated by calling the subroutine ATOM!. 
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The subroutine ATOM is split into four main branches according to the four 
possible combinations of the two indexes NDAM(K) and NDAM(KPI) of the bub-
bles K and KPI (it is reminded that NDAM(K) = 0 means that the bubble length 
covers less than three zones, hence only integral values of pressure and 
temperature are calculated for it; NDAM(K) = I means that the bubble stretches 
over at least three zones, hence pressure and temperature distributions are 
computed for it). Coalescing of two bubbles with both indexes NDAM equal to 
zero may or may not produce a bubble with NDAM equal to one, while one index 
equal to one obviously assures that the resulting bubble has index one. 
When two bubbles K, KPI coalesce, the index KPl of the uppermost one is pre-
served for the new bubble, while i.ndex K becomes free for a new bubble ini-
tialization. At the end of subroutine ATOM the index IDKR of the new bubble 
is defined (see subroutine IDENT for the meaning of the index IDKR) and the 
bubble configuration in the coolant channel is updated by calling subroutine 
DIED. 
The sketches of Fig. 16 show the configuration of the coalescing bubbles K, 
KPI according to the four possible combinations of the indexes NDAM(K), 
NDAM(KPI). In the sketch I,J are the indexes of the mesh zones with the 
lower and upper phase boundaries of the lowermost bubble; II, JJ are the 
zone indexes of the phase boundaries of the uppermost bubble. It holds ob-
viously: I~J~II~JJ. 
It must be remarked that coalescence of bubbles separated by one full Eu-
lerian mesh zone, as shown in sketch 4. Ia, is possible only when the vapour 
mass flux in the lowermost bubble exceeds: "the above mentioned threshold. 
Subroutine AT0MI 
This subroutine is called by subroutine AT0M to calculate the integral 
pressure and temperature of a bubble produced when two adjacent bubbles 
coalesce. The method used for this calculation is explained in the 
description of subroutine ITS0L. 
KPl 
K 
II=J 
la) 
JJ 
II 
J 
I 
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JJ 
~1 
Il 
J 
K 
I 
II=J 
1b) 
Fig. 16.1: Sketch showing the possible configurations of coalexing bubbles 
as programmed in the Subroutine ATOM 
1st case: Coalescing bubbles: 
Resulting bubble 
NDAM(K) = 1 
NDAM(KPl)=l 
NDAM(KPl)=l 
J-I > 2 
JJ-II .::._ 2 
JJ-I .::._ 2 
Remark): The bubbles length 1s immaterial as long as the bubb1es strech 
over at least three meshes. 
~P1 
-
K 
II=J 
J #I 
2a 
Fig. 16.2 
JJ 
n 
J 
I 
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JJ 
KP1 KP1 
II 
-Ci] I=J 
-
K 
-
II=J=I II#J 
J #I 
2b 2c 
2nd case 
Coa1escing bubb1es: NDAM(K) =0 
NDAM(KP1)=1 
Resu1ting bubb1e NDAM(KP1)=1 
JJ JJ 
KP1 
Il II 
GJ J J I 
I 
II#J 
J =I 
2d 
J-I < 1 
JJ-II > 2 
JJ-I > 2 
KP1 
............. 
K 
I I 
I I I 
II=J 
II=JJ 
3a 
Fig. 16.3 
JJ 
II 
J 
I 
3rd case 
~ 
~""""""" 
K 
I 
I 
I 
II=J 
II=JJ 
3b 
I 
I 
Coa1escing bubb1es: 
Resu1ting bubb1e 
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I 
J 
I 
I=JJ 
I 
I 
NDAM(K) =1 
NDAM(KP1)=0 
NDAM(KP1)=1 
KP1 
K 
I 
I 
3c 
J 
I 
J 
I 
J 
I 
J-I .::._ 2 
JJ-II .:::._ 1 
JJ-I .::._ 2 
EJ JJ II 
r---
J 
K 
I I I I I I I 
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4.1 Resu1ting bubb1e: NDAM(KP1)=1 
KP1 
K 
II#J 
JJ#II 
J#I 
4.1a 
JJ 
II 
J 
I 
KPI JJ 
-+-+---1---li-
IIfJ 
JJ#II 
J=I 
4.1b 
II 
J 
I 
4.2 Resu1ting bubb1e: NDAM(KP1)=0 
JJ=II=J=I 
4,2a 
Fig. 16.4 
II,JJ 
I,J 
4th case 
KP1 
GJ 
II=I=J 
JJ#II 
4. 2b 
JJ 
II 
I,J 
JJ-I > 2 
0 
~ 
K 
-
II#J 
JJ=II 
J=I 
4.1c 
JJ-I < 1 
@TI 
-
K 
...._ 
II=J 
J#=I 
4.2c 
JJ 
II 
J 
I 
I I,JJ 
J 
I 
Coa1escing bubb1es: NDAM(K) =0 
NDAM(KP1)=0 
J-I < 1 
JJ-II < 1 
KP1 
~ 
,.....--. 
K 
--
II=J 
4.1d 
II#=J 
4.2d 
JJ 
II 
J 
I 
JJ 
II 
J 
J 
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Subroutine AUSGAB 
This subroutine is driven by the main program (subroutine STATI) to print-
out data on the paper hard-copy with the frequency determined by the input 
parameter LPI for the single phase flow calculation and LP2 for the two-
phase flow calculation (see Input Description, Section III.4). Every LPI 
(LP2) time steps a full print-out is made available (for every channel KKN) 
with the following information: 
i) During single phase flow calculation 
A heading containing 
- problern time (T) (sec) 
- channel nurober (KKN) 
- channel type (KONT) (see also Input Description) 
( oc) 
- coolant temperature in upper plenum (TPLEN) 
- inlet coolant temperature (TKIN) (°C) 
- outlet coolant temperature (TK~UT) (°C) 
- inlet coolant pressure (N/m2) 
- outlet coolant pressure (N/m2) 
- mean value of mass flux (XXMANI) (kg/m2sec) 
Data for every mesh node M =I, 2 ••••• NM2 (at the mid-point of every mesh 
zone) consisting of: 
- mesh index (M) 
- axial coordinate (z) of bottarn boundary of the M-th zone (m) 
-, coolant·veloci ty (VKMN) (m/ sec) 
2 
- coolant rnass flux (XMAN) (kg/m sec) 
2 
- coolant pressure (PKMN) (N/rn ) 
- coolant saturation temperature (TSAT) (°C) corresponding to the 
pressure PKMN 
- structure temperature (TSN) (°C) 
0 
- coolant ternperature (TKN) ( C) 
- clad ternperatures in the outer (TCA), rniddle (TCM) and inner (TCI) 
nodes (°C) 
- specific power generation (QGEST) (W/rn3) 
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Fuel temperatures follow for the axial nodes NMO to NMI inclusive: 
f 1 (TBM) (oe) - average ue temperature 
1 f 1 (TBO) (oe) - centra ue temperature 
0 
- radial fuel temperatures in the NN radial nodes (TB( I) to TB (NN)) ( e) 
ealculated pressure drops 
- in the channel, from inlet of mesh M 
(DPGNR) (N /m2) 
- in the inlet valve (DLPBLI) (N/m2) 
I to outlet of mesh M NM2 
and coefficient (ZETAD) for the calculation of pressure drop in the inlet 
valve. 
The thickness of fuel-clad gap (SPALT) and the heat transfer coefficient through 
this gap (HBRe) follow for every axial mesh. 
Information about flow conditions (NBOIL(KKN) = 0 for single phase flow, 
NBOIL(KKN) = I for two phase flow) complete the print-out. 
ii) During the two-phase flow calculation 
The set of data is presented in quite the same arrangement as above, the dif-
ference consisting in the suppression of the column of the saturation tempera-
tures(TSAT) and the insertion of two column for liquid film thickness at the 
clad(SCL) and at thestructure surfaces (SST) in the bubbles region, and the 
information about time elapsed since boiling inception (TBOIL). 
Between two consecutive full sets ·of data (appearing LP2 time steps apart) 
a concise set of information is given every time step, containing: 
- channel number (KKN) 
- problern time at the end of a macro-time-step (TT) 
problern time at the end of a micro-time-step (TTKU) (TTKU = TT at the 
instant of printing data) 
- time elapsed since boiling inception (TBOIL) 
- last micro-time-step (DTKUE) 
- number of iterations performed in the Subroutine ITeB during last micro-
time-step (ITER) 
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- bubble index (K) 
- mean value of vapour pressure (inside bubble K) (PV) (N/m2) 
0 
- mean value of vapour temperature (TV) ( C) 
- mass flux inithe slug below (GL(K,I)) and above (GL(K,2)) bubble K 
- velocity of liquid-vapour interfaces at the lower (VL(K,I)) and upper 
boundaries (VL(K,2)) of bubble K. 
- Axial position of lower (ZL(k, 1)) and upper (ZL(K,2)) boundaries 
of bubble K 
- vapour pressure distribution inside bubble K (in case NDAM(K) = 1). 
When the problern time lies in the interval (N, 9) 7 (N+ I) (where N is a po-
sitive integer) information about power losses beyond the structure outer sur-
face is printed out with the same presentation as far the stationary case 
(see description of Subroutine STATO). 
Subroutine BL$WPLS 
It writes onto the file FTIIOOI (see Section III.S) data for the generation of 
the "Standard" Plots which include inlet mass flow, fuel, c1ad, coolant and ·struc-
ture temperatures agairrst time, as well as time variation of liquid film thick-
ness at clad and structure and spreading of two-phase flow region. The tem-
peratures are plotted for the node with the stationary top power generation 
(referred to as NMP) and the node with the stationary largest coolant tem-
perature (MPEAK). The percentage of clad and fuel molten materials in these 
nodes are also plotted agairrst time. 
Data for the plot generation are written first onto an array named VCPS which 
contains 80 afpha-numeric characters followed by the specific information for 
up to ten channels. The block of data written every IDELTT time steps has 
length NZS and is stored onto the above file· from which it can be aesessed 
with the plot programme PLOTCP /25/ to produce the diagrams via a plotting de-
vice. 
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Subroutine B$RN 
Prelirninary general rernarks: 
a bubble is characterized by an index K (ranging frorn 1 to NB = rnaxirnurn nurnber 
of bubbles in the channel) which is stored in the L-th ward of the array IND, 
L being the ordered position occupied by the bubble in the channel counting 
frorn the channel inlet upwards. Therefore: K = IND(L), 
The bubble K is further characterized by a nurnber stored in the K-th ward of 
the array IDK, defined by NM2 x J + I + 1 where: NM2 = nurnber of axial zones 
(NM2 ~ 30); I= lowerrnost zone covered at least partially by the bubble; 
J = upperrnost zone covered by the bubble. 
Therefore: 
IDK(K) = NM2 x J + I + 1 
The integer nurnber IDK(K) defines irnplicitly the indexes I, J hence the bound-
arJ zones of the bubble. They can be explicitly derived as: 
J = (IDK(K) - 2)/NM2 
I + MOD (IDK(K) - 2, NM2) 
The subroutine B$RN is called after every initialization of a new bubble. 
It a) looks for the lowest free index K, and assigns it to the bubble; 
b) defines IDK(K) as function of the indexes I = J of the zone in which the 
bubble has been initialized; c) increases the nurnber KB of existing bubbles 
by a unity; d) deterrnines the new bubble configuration rearranging the array 
IND in which bubble indexes are ordered from the channel inlet upwards. 
Subroutine DIED 
(see general rernarks in the explanation of subroutine BORN). This subroutine 
is called when a vapour bubble vanishes or disappears by coalescing with the 
bubble above it. The subroutine a) makes the bubble index K free; b) decreases 
the nurnber KB of existing bubbles by a unity; c) rearranges the array IND in 
which bubbles indexes are ordered frorn the channel inlet upwards. 
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Subroutine DPDA 
This subroutine solves the coupled energy, continuity and momentum equations 
for the vapour phase, dealing separately with every bubble present in the 
channel. 
Details of this calculation are given in Appendix Al of reference /1/. It 
can be surnmarized as follows: 
I. for every bubble vapour velocities at the upper and lower phase interfaces 
are assumed as known boundary conditions. These velocities are derived by 
a previous solution (performed in subroutine IMGL) of the momentum equation 
for the adjacent liquid slugs. 
2. The coupled energy and continuity equations are solved, with the above bound-
ary conditions, to find the new vapour mass flow axial distribution. Vapour 
production due to film vaporization and vapour condensation in the colder 
bubble region represent the source term of the above equationa. Vapour pro-
duction does not depend only on the thermal heat flux to the vapour but may 
also be determined by vapour pressure oscillations ("flashing"). 
3. Solution of the momentum equation to find the vapour axial pressure distri-
bution assuming as boundary conditions the pressure at the phase inter-
faces. 
The mesh zone with the maximum vapour pressure is first determined, hence the 
pressure increments in the adjacent zones in the upward and downwards direc-
tions are calculated. 
Shear stresses between vapour and liquid film phase are calculated by taking 
into account the liquid film velocity. An input flag (ICFI3) allows choosing 
between a calculation of the average shear stresses in a zone or a calcula-
tion of three values, in the middle of the zone and at its boundaries. 
The shear stress calculation, driven by the subroutine DPDA, is performed in 
the subroutine XCFI. 
4. The vapour axial temperature distribution LS calculated by assuming saturation 
conditions. 
5. A check of the physical consistency of the pressure and temperature axial 
distributions is performed by comparing the mass of vapour present in the 
bubble as deduced from the calculated distribution with the mass derived by 
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the average pressure. Should the discrepancy in the vapour mass exceed a 
given threshold, a correction of the pressure and temperature distribution 
would be performed. This consistency check is performed in the subroutine ITSOL. 
Details of the calculations performed in DPDA are given in reference /1/ and 
in Section II.C.2.3.2. 
Subroutine ENBL 
Calculates the source terms X01(K), X02(K), XMI(M), XM2(M), XUI(K), XU2(K) 
for the bubble K as explained in Section II.C;2.3.2.b and solves the coupled 
energy and continuity equations for the vapour phase to derive the integral 
vapour pressure. 
Values refer~ed to time level t 1 are used. n-
The mean value of vapour pressure at time t is ~alculated as 
n 
n-1 p~ = p~-1 +(~:v) ßt. (8) 
The time derivative of the pressure vapour is given by (see Reference /1/, 
section 4.2.2.1, formula (48)') 
where 
s 
q 
t 
u 
L U 
- dL 
dp J "A q dz - h p -fg V dt 
V 0 
F = L dH1 u s -
A. pl -- + dp 
= liquid film thickness (m) 
2 
= cross flow area (m ) 
V 
= vaporization enthalpy ( J/kg) 
= liquid enthalpy ( J/kg) 
= bubble length (m) 
= mean value of vapour pressure 
= heat flux to vapour (W /m2) 
= time (sec) 
a-Pv 
hfg -a-pv 
(N/m2) 
(9) 
= perimeter of clad outer surface (U ) or structure inner surface (U8 ) 
= mean value of vapour density (kg/m~) 
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With reference to the list of symbols given in section 111.3 the above terms 
are calculated as: 
L = ZL(K,2)- ZL(K,l) 
dL 
dt 
L.u J - q A 
0 
US-
A pl 
=-- (GL(K,2)- GL(K,l)) 
pl 
u 
dz = LM { ..l!a (T -A c ca 
dH1 IJ p · DHLDP • 
dp1 = 1 
(lo) 
( 11) 
T ) 
V 
us 
+ -a A S (Ts - T) J dz (12) 
u us H SCL } dz + A SST (13) A 
DHLDP (= dH1/dpi )a.nd DR(,!)DP (= dp/dp) are calculated in .the subroutine ST(,!)FF. 
ac,aS are the heat transfer coefficients clad-vapour and structure-vapour 
through the liquid film. 
Subroutine ENBLR 
Performs the same calculation as the Subroutine ENBL, but using values re-
ferred to time leve1 t • 
n 
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Subroutine FBRT 
This subroutine computes the tr~nsient temperature distributionsin fuel, clad, 
coolant and structure material during the single phase flow. Heat losses from 
the structure material to the external medium are taken into account. The dif-
fusion equations for the heat transfer can be solved with an implicit or expli-
cit scheme, according to the choice of input parameter TETA (see input descrip-
tion). Solution is attained by means of the Gauss-Seidel iteration method. 
Letting i-1, i, i+t indicate any three consecutive n6des in radial direction, 
the Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme is based on a formula of the type 
where r is an iteration index within the actual time 
are coefficients depending on material properties and 
quantity depending on the temperature distribution at 
step, A., B. 1, 1 J_-
geometry, Ri is 
the end of the 
(14) 
ci+1' 0i 
a known 
previous 
time step. Applying thisequation from the fuel axial node outwards, conse-
cutively for all r:adial nodes of an axial mesh 
t f h . • 1 ( r+ I ) • emperature o t e adJacent node 1- T. 1 1s 1-
new temperature of node i (T:+t) together with 
1 
' . . 
zone, the already determ1ned 
used for the estimation of the 
the previous temperature of the 
adjacent node i+l (T: 1). The calcualtion starts computing once and for all 1+ 
the known values (variables referred with index 1 - see list of symbols) and 
then iterates simultaneously the temperatures for all radial nodes as long 
r+l r 
as the maximum difference between two consecutive values T. - T. ex-
1 1 
ceeds a given threshold. 
Details about the derivation of the above equation and the Gauss-Seidel 
iteration scheme are given in section II.C,2. I. 
Owing to the fact that coolant temperatures are calculated in this subroutine 
within the same iteration scheme as clad and structure temperatures, heat 
fluxes from coolant to clad and structure are always recalculated (symbols 
QQ3 to QQ6- see list of symbols). 
After completing the iterative procedure, the average fuel temperature is cal-
culated (subroutine FBRT2). In case the melting temperature has been·attained 
in some nodes in either fuel or clad material the temperature distribution is 
calculated differently for these nodes, taking into account the latent trans-
formation heat (subroutines KOPHI and KOPHIH for fuel and clad respectively). 
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Subroutine FBRTB 
This subroutine computes the transient temperature distributionsin fuel, clad 
and structure material during the two-phase flow calculation. The main dif-
ference with respect to the subroutine FBRT is that the coolant temperatures 
are not calculated in FBRTB but in other subroutines (TLKM, TLKMS for the 
liquid slugs, DPDA for the vapour temperatures in the bubbles) driven by the 
calling progranm1e ITCB. The coolant temperature distribution is therefore as-
sumed in FBRTB as boundary condition. Heat fluxes from coolant to clad and 
structure are constant in FBRTB, but recalculated within the calling programme 
ITCB accounting for bubble displacements, variation in vapour temperature and 
liquid film thickness. 
The heat diffusion equations are solved for fuel, clad and structure material 
with the same Gauss-Seidel iteration method as explained for the subroutine 
FBRT (Details are given in section II.C.2. 1). 
Contrary to Subroutine FBRT,calculation of mean fuel temperature and of tem-
perature distribution in fuel and clad in case of melting are not performed 
in FBRTB but in the calling subroutine ITCB. 
Subroutine FBRT2 
This subroutine calculates the average fuel temperature for every axial zone 
by taking into account the mass of fuel material associated to each radial 
node. 
Subroutine FITHI 
This subroutine calculates the axial distribution of liquid film thickness 
at clad and structure. An input flag (IFLAG2) allows choosing between the 
application of the model of static liquid film and the model of moving film. 
The first model assumes the liquid film velocity as negligible with respect 
to the vapour velocity. The moving film model solves rigorously the con-
tinuity equation for the liquid phase using the axial liquid film velocity 
distribution calculated in the subroutine XCFI. 
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In case the static film model is applied, the liquid film is considered to 
vanish (dry-out) when its thickness decreases below a given threshold (in-
put parameter SMIN) which is normally set to one half up to two-thirds of the 
initialfilm thickness (SO). This accounts implicitly for the fact that the 
film would be drained by the flowing vapour. In case the moving film model 
is applied the calculation proceeds up to dry-out (SMIN can be set as low as 
1 ~m). 
From the programming viewpoint the subroutine is split into two main branches 
according to the fact that the film is in front of a "short" (NDAM(K) = 0) 
or of a "long" (NDAM(K) = 1) bubble. 
Let I be the index for the lowermost zone of a bubble, M (ranging from I + 1 
to J - 1) for all the inner bubble zones, J for the uppermost zone. 
In case NDAM(K) = 0 are calculated either 
a) SCL(M), SST(M) for a bubble contained Ln one Eulerian zone (I J = M) 
or 
b) SCLI(K), SST1(K), SCL2(K), SST2(K) for a bubble K stretching over two 
zones (J ~ I + 1) 
In case NDAM(K) = I are calculated: 
SCLI(K), SSTI(K) for the lowermost zone I 
SCL(M), SST(M) for every inner zone M 
SCL2(K), SST2(K) for the uppermost zone J, 
Subroutine IDENT 
This subroutine is called when a liquid-vapour phase boundary moves from a 
zone to an adjacent one. It defines for the bubble K the integer number IDK(K), 
thus implicitely giving the zones in which the lower and upper phase bound-
aries lie (see remark made in the description of subroutine BORN). 
In case a bubble is ejected into the upper coolant plenum and vapour conden-
ses there, the subroutine calculates the momentum of the resulting upper slug 
from the momentum of the previous upper slugs and that of the upper reduced 
length. 
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Subroutine INIT 
This subroutine is used to initialize the symbols defining the physical state 
of a bubble in an Eulerian mesh to which it has moved or to which it has 
stretched. 
The subroutine is split into two main branches dealing respecitvely with 
"short" bubbles (NDAM(K) = 0) qnd with "lang" bubbles (NDAM(K) = 1) i. e. 
bubbles stretching over at least three-Eulerian meshes. Transitionsfrornone 
case to the other are obviously foreseen in both directions. 
The symbols which have to be initialized are those surnrnarized in Table I 
following the description of subroutine SETUP and the symbols defining the 
energy vapour to clad and structure, namely: X01(K), X02(K), XMl(M), XM2(M), 
XUI(K), XUZ(K). 
Subroutine IMGL 
Sol ves the momentum equation for the liquid slugs between vapour bubbles as ex-· 
plained in Section II.C.2.3.3.b, determining the time derivative of the coo-
lant mass flow in the slugs (d~~)n. The updated value of the mass flow is 
then calculated by 
(15) 
The coolant momentum equation is also solved for the inlet and outlet liquid 
col1Jmns, taking into account the respective reduced lengths (RLE, RLA) which 
represent the coupling betv7een the test section and the primary coolant loop. 
Subroutine IMPACT 
It is called by the driving subroutine ITCB when a bubble collapses and the 
two adjacent liquid slugs coalesce. It calculates the momentum of the new 
slug taking into accou.nt the contributionsof the previously existing slugs, 
the resulting mass flux, its time derivative, and the new distributionsof 
coolant pressure and temperature. 
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Subroutine ITCB 
This subroutine is the main driving prograrome for the tt-m-phase calculation. 
It accomplishes to the following functions: 
I) Time step control (by calling subroutine STEP). The specified macro-
time step (DELTT) may be divided in an even number of micro-time steps 
1n case same convergence criterion requires it. Conversely, the miere-
time step may be increased without exceeding the macro-time step. 
2) Calculation of new power generation and boundary conditions, namely: 
inlet (upstream of the inlet valve) and outlet coolant pressures (sub-
routines FPKO and FPK0UT), coolant inlet temperature (subroutine FTKINN) 
and inlet valve pressure drop coefficient (subroutine FZETAD). 
3) At the beginning of a rtew micro-time step, before the actual calcula-
tion starts, variables of the previous time step are fetched to be used 
for the following iteration scheme.Earticularly, energy exchange between 
vapour and adjacent clad and structure are determined from the solution 
of the energy equation for the vapour phase (subroutine ENBL). Programme 
symbols referring to the previous time step are characterized by the in-
dex "!" (see list of variables). 
4) Following the calculation of the energy exchanged by the vapour p~ase, 
new bubble dimensions are calculated hence new phase boundaries deter-
mined (subroutine TRANS). Every bubble, characterized by an index K, re-
ceives a new label IDKR(K) which implicitly identifies the zones over 
which it stretches (subroutine IDENT). 
5) The most important characteristic of the two phase flow calculation is 
the solution of the momentum equation of the vapour phase which determines 
the axial distribution of pressure and temperature within every bubble. 
This calculation is made only (see subroutine DPDA) when a bubble stretches 
over at least three mesh zones, partially covered zones being also taken 
into account. As long as a bubble is "short" (covers less than three zones) 
only its average pressure and temperature are calculated. A flag (NDAM(K)) 
first initialized to 0, is turned to 1 when the bubble length has been 
reached which requires axial pressure and temperature distributions to 
be calculated. 
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When a lang bubble shrinks and becomes shorter than three mesh zones the 
flag is turned back to zero and axial distributions replaced by integral 
pressure and temperature values (subroutine RESET). 
6) When a bubble moves to a new zone, some variables (like film thickness, 
vapour mass flow, pressure and temperature) are initialized in that zone 
(subroutine INIT). 
7) Temperature distribution in the liquid slugs between bubbles and in the 
lower and upper liquid colurnns are calculated in Lagrangian meshes in 
the subroutine TLKM. Heat fluxes coolant-clad and coolant-structure re-
ferring to the actual time step (variables QQ3 to QQ6) are also calcu-
lated in TLKM for the zones which are totally or partially filled by a 
liquid slug. For the zones which are '.partially covered by a liquid slug 
(and partially contain a vapour bubble) the contributions to the total 
heat fluxes arising from the vapour to clad and structure exchange are 
added before the subrautirre FBRTB is called (see later). 
8) The energy equation for the vapour phase is newly solved iteratively with 
reference to the actual bubble configuration (hence using variables with 
index "R'~ (subroutine ENBLR), A control of the convergence of the 11dopted 
method is made by comparing subsequent values of the integral bubble pres-
sure. 
9) In case the above iterative scheme does not converge, the programrne auto-
matically restores the situation valid at the very beginning of the ITCB 
calculation by performing a "back-initialization" (subroutine INIT) and 
halves the actual time step by going back to subroutine STEP (Point I). 
Otherwise the calculation proceeds as follows. 
10) The axial pressure and temperature distributions are calculated in every 
bubble stretching over at least three zones (partial zones included) by sol-
ving the momentum equation for the vapour phase in Eulerian meshes. Pres-
sures at phase boundaries are assumed as boundary conditions (subroutine 
DPDA). 
II) The momentum equation for the liquid slugs is solved to determine the slug 
velocities (subroutine IMGL). 
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12) Heat fluxes clad-coolant and coolant-structure (QQ3 to QQ6) are calcu-
lated as explained at point 7) by taking into account the contributions 
arising from the zones which are totally or partially filled with vapour. 
Radial temperature distributionsirr fuel, clad and structure material are 
then calculated for the axial zones which are in the two-phase flow re-
ßlon (subroutine FBRTB). 
Steps 3) to 12) are organized ln an iterative calculation which proceeds 
as lang as it is necessary to achieve full consistence of the pressure 
profile ln the bubbles with heat fluxes, hence temperature distributions 
in fuel, clad and structure. When this situation has been reached next 
step is performed, namely: 
13) Calculation of temperature distri butions in fuel, cläd~, struc ture for the 
full channel (subrout]ne FBRTB) particularly for the zones in the single 
phase flow domain for which the above explained iteration procedure does 
not apply. In the zones where fuel or clad fusion temperature has been 
reached, the temperature aistribution is corrected by taking into ac-
count the latent transformation heat (subroutines K0PHI and J.{{j1PHIH for 
fuel and clad respectively) and the percentage of malten material is cal-
culated (subroutine PR0BR, PR0CA). Eventually the average fuel temperature 
is calculated (subroutine FBRT2). 
14) With reference to the newly achieved bubbles and liquid slugs configura-
tion (hence using variables with index "R" in the programme) the tempera-
ture distribution in the liquid slugs and heat fluxes QQ1, QQ2 are cal-
culated. These values are first used by next time step, thus making the 
heat fluxes iteration scheme half-implicit. 
15} Disappearing of bubbles and/or slugs. \fuen a bubble shrinks and its length 
becomes smaller than a given figure (0.4 mm) the bubble is considered as 
vanished. The adjacent liquid slugs are connected (subroutine I}WACT) 
and the nurober of existing bubbles is reduced by one unity (subroutine 
DIED). Conversely, when the length of a liquid slug between two bubbles 
becomes smaller than 0.5 mm the bubbles coalesce and their nurober is al-
so reduced by one unity (subroutine AT0M, DIED). In both aases the mo-
mentum equation for the remairring liquid slug is solved again to find 
the boundary conditions (velocity at the liquid-vapour interfaces) for 
next time step (subroutine IMGL). 
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In case only one bubble exists, and it vanishes, the impulse of prev~ous 
lower and upper liquid columns, weight~d with the respective lengths, 
are averaged to find the resulting impulse of the restored single-phase 
flow. Programme control is transferred to the subroutine STATt and a 
single phase calculation follows. 
16) Film thickness calculation. The axial distribution of film thickness at 
clad and structure is calculated for every bubble, regardless of its 
length (subroutine FITHI). An input flag allows choosing between the mo-
del of static liquid film (in which the liquid film velocity is consid-
ered negligible with respect to the vapour velocity) and the model of 
moving film which solves rigorously the continuity equation for the liq-
uid phase. 
17) New pressure distribution is calculated in the liquid slugs (subroutine 
PRELl), 
18) Initialization of new bubbles. In case the saturation temperature has 
been attained in a zone of a liquid slug a new bubble is initialized at 
the zone lower boundary with length 0.5 mm (subroutine SETUP). The bub-
ble number is updated (subroutine BPRN), new Lagrangian meshes are ini-
tialized and the momentum equation for the resulting liquid slugs confi-
guration is solved again, (subroutine IMGL). 
19) The average coolant density is calculated taking into account the vapour 
density in the voided region (subroutine MIDI). This step is of impor-
tance for coupling the programme to reactor kinetic calculations. 
20) A transformation of coolant and pressure temperature distributions from 
the Lagrangian to Eulerian meshes (subroutine REZ0N) ends the calcula-
tion for the micro-time step. In case the assigned macro-time step had 
been halved, the programme goes back to step I (time step control) and 
the calculation proceeds up to the end of the macro-time step. 
21) Print-out of results occurs in a reduced extent at the end of every 
macro-time step and to a full extent every LP2 macro timesteps (see Input 
Description and Subroutine AUSGAB). 
The following scheme sho~vs in a compact form the succession of subroutines 
called by ITCB and the main iteration loops. 
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STEP 
FPKO, FPK~UT, FTKINN, FZETAD 
ENBL 
TRANS 
IDENT 
RE SET 
INIT 
TLKM 
ENBLR 
INIT 
DPDA 
IMGL 
FBRTB 
FBRTB 
Bubbles displacemimt 
} updating of bubbles indexes 
Initialization of bubbles in new zones 
Liquid Slugs Temperature 
Bubbles energy equation 
Back-Initialization 
Vapour pressure distribution 
Liquid slugs moment equation 
Fuel, clad, structure temperature distributions 
K~PHI, K~PHIH Fuel/clad melting 
PR~BR, PR~CA Percentage of fuel/clad molten material 
FBRT2 
TLKMS 
IMPACT 
DIED 
U!GL 
FITHI Film thickness calculation 
AT0M, (DIED)IMGL 
IMGL 
PRELl 
SETZ IR 
SETUP, (B0RN) 
IMGL 
REZ0N 
MIDI 
AUSGAB 
Scheme: Sequence and main functions of Subroutines called by ITCB 
Time Step control 
Boundary conditions 
Bubbles energy equation at tn-l 
calculation for the two-phase 
flow domain at t 
n 
Temperature distributions in 
fuel, clad, structure for 
the full channel 
Liquid slugs temperature 
Vanishing of slugs or bubble 
Liquid slugs pressure distribution 
Transfer data to next time step 
Initialilation of new bubbles 
From Lagrangian to Eulerian meshes 
Mean coolant density 
Print-out of data 
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Subroutines ITCJ/ITCII 
These subroutines are described tagether as they are strictly coupled to 
solve numerically the momentum equation for the single phase flow by means 
of a Predictor-Corrector iteration scheme. 
ITCl is the driving subprogramme for the single phase flow calculation and 
accomplishes the following functions: 
I) Time step control. In case the assigned macro-time step (DELTT) is greater 
than 0.05 sec it is divided into an even nurober of micro-time steps 
(DTKUE). Print out of results occurs only at the end of the assigned 
macro-time step. 
2) Power generation is calculated for the actual time (TT) and boundary con-
dition are newly imposed: inlet (upstream of the inlet valve) and outlet 
pressures (subroutines FPKO, FPK0UT), inlet temperature (subroutine 
FTKINN) and the new coeffi.cient for pressure drop in the inlet valve (in 
case an inlet-valve-driven mass flow reduction has to be imposed - sub-
routine FZETAD). 
3) The momentum equation is solved by means of a Predictor-Corrector method 
for deriving the coolant mass flow. The Eredictor step is clone by calcu-
lating the time derivative of the inlet mass flow at the previous time in-
terval (variables with index "!" in the programme) and extrapolating over 
the length DTKUE of the actual micro-time step. 
The Corrector step is performed in the subroutine ITCll by iterating the 
discretized momentum equation within the actual micro-time step. The heat 
transfer coefficients clad-coolant and coolant-structure are calculated 
at temperatures derived by extrapolating the gradient at the previous 
time step. 
Once the heat fluxes have been calculated, the temperature distribution 
in fuel, clad and structure is computed (see subroutine FBRT) and con-
trol is transferred back to the subroutine ITCI. The subroutine ITCII al-
so computes the variables QQl to QQ6 (above called simply "heat fluxes") 
which are either physical heat fluxes or heat transfer coefficients used 
to calculate heat fluxes. Two of them (QQI and QQ2) are quantities re-
ferred to the previous time step, while the other (QQ3 to QQ6) refer to 
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the actual time step and are updated in subroutine FBRT within the itera-
tion scheme for calculating the temperature distribution. (During the two-
phase flow calculation the terms QQI to QQ6 are computed in the subrou-
tines SETUP (initialization of QQI, QQ2), TLKM(QQ3 to QQ6), TLKMS (QQI, 
QQ2) and ITCB (QQ3 to QQ6)). 
4) The coolant pressure distribution is next calculated in subroutine ITCI. 
5) Once the calculation is finished for the actual time step, variables with 
index 11 R11 are loaded into the memory locations of variables with index "I" 
(for example: TKNI(M) = TKNR(M)) which are used for next time step. 
6) In case the saturation temperature, plus a given superheat, is exceeded 
in the coolant a "boiling flag" (NBOIL(KKN)) is turned to I. 
At the end of a macro-time step the programme control is transferred to the 
calling subroutine STATt and variables (with index "1") are written onto the 
intermediate data set (subroutine TI0) to be assessed for next macro-time step. 
The solution of the continuity equation for the coolant is coupled to the 
solution of the momentum equation in step 3 above. It is simplified by as-
suming that the time variation of the coolant density is negligible. This ap-
proximation is accept'!ible when relatively slow mass flow variations have to 
be modelled. For these cases the use of the subroutines ITCI/ITCll is there-
fore suitable. Otherwise, for fast coolant temperature transients, they are 
better replaced by the couple of subroutines ITCIR/ITCIIR. An input flag 
(IFLAGI) allows choosing between them. 
Subroutines ITClR/ITCl IR 
These subroutines are formally identical to the above explained subroutines 
ITCl/ITCI I apart from the solution of the continuity equation for the coolant. 
It is solved numerically taking into account the time variation of the coolant 
density. These subroutines must therefore be used, in alternative to the above 
ones, in case fast coolant temperature transients have tobe calculated. 
For numerical details see Section II.C.2.2.3. 
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Subroutine ITSWL 
Following the calculation of the vapour pressure distribution in the bubbles 
one has to guarantee that the mass of vapour corresponding to this pressure 
and temperature distributionsis consistent with the mass of vapour correspon~ 
ding to integral values (averaged over the bubble length) of pressure and 
temperature. In general a mass unbalance exists which must be got rid of by 
applying a small shift to the pressure (and temperature) distributions, taking 
the mass of vapour which corresponds to integral values as reference. This 
correction is performed in the subroutine ITSWL tagether with the calling 
Subprogrammes which are 
Subroutine ITCB, after solving the vapour energy equation (call of Subrou-
tine ENBLR) with values referring to time level t 
n 
Subroutine DPDA, after calculating the new (time level t ) 
n 
sure and temperature distributions. 
vapour pres-
Subroutine ATWM~ after calculating the vapour pressure and temperature dis-
tributions following a bubble coalescence. 
The correction of vapour pressure distribution to get rid of the mass unbal~ 
ance is carried-out as follows. 
Let 
m be an index running over the vapour bubble axial meshes 
Pvm . be the vapour pressure in the mid point of mesh m 
T the vapour temperature in the mesh m 
vm 
V the volume occupied by the vapour in the mesh m rn 
Pv the integral value (averaged over the bubble length) of the vapour 
pressure 
T the integral value of vapour ternperature 
V 
M the rnass of vapour in the bubble considered. 
XXV = E V 
rn rn 
is the total volurne occupied by the bubble, while 
(16) 
XXK E 
m 
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p V 
vm m 
T 
vm 
(17) 
represent, apart from the gas constant R, the mass of vapour in the bubble. 
If the vapour pressure and temperature distributions were consistent with 
the integral values pv, Tv the ratio 
XXK 
would be equal to 
XK 
T 
V 
(18) 
(19) 
In general there will be an integral "vapour mass unbalance" defined by 
0 = 
E 
m 
E V 
m m 
T 
V 
(20) 
for the full bubble and a local (mesh dependent) unbalance om, defined by 
the relationship 
:8 V 
m m 
o E V 
m m 
= 
E 
m 
(21) 
This states that the ratio of the local unbalance to the integral unbalance 
(both multiplied by the respective volumes) is equal to the ratio of the va-
pour mass present in the mesh m to the total mass of vapour. 
The local unbalance is hence given by 
Pvm 
E V 
-T- m m (22) 
0 = 0 vm 
m V 
E 
Pvm m 
m T 
vm 
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In the subroutine ITS0L the local vapour pressure is slightly shifted with 
an iterative process which stops when the local unbalance has been compen-
sated for. 
Subroutine K0PHI 
In case the fuel temperature calculated with the Gauss-Seidel iteration meth-
od in the Subroutine FBRT or FBRTB exceeds in a mesh node the fusion tempera-
ture, a correction is applied in the subroutine K0PHI~ It consists in re-
setting the calculated node temperature back to the fusion temperature and 
storing the energy which corresponds to the previously calculated temperature 
increment above the fusion temperature. This process goes on as lang as the 
stored energy, integrated over the subsequent time steps, does not exceed the 
latent fusion heat necessary to melt the mass of fuel material associated to 
the node. Similar procedure applies in case the fuel temperature decreases be-
low the fusion temperature, the latent fusion heat being in this case liber-
ated during the solidifying process. 
Details of the calculations performed in this Subroutine are given in section 
II.C.2.4. 
Subroutine K0PHIH 
The same process used for the correction of fuel node temperature, in case it 
exceeds the fusion temperature (explained in the description of subroutine 
K0PHI), is applied in subroutine K0PHIH for the correction of a clad node tem-
perature - see section II.C.2.4 for details. 
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Subroutine LHTCL (HCKUE, VKK, DH, TKK, TBULK, TWAND, PKK, CNNI, CNN2, CNI, 
CN2, CN3) 
This subroutine computes the heat transfer coefficient clad-coolant for the 
single phase flow regime. 
List of parameters: 
HCKUE 
VKK 
DH 
TKK 
TB ULK 
TWAND 
PKK 
CNNI 
CNN2 
CNI 
CN2 
CN3 
2 oc) heat transfer coefficient (output parameter) (W/m 
coolant velocity (rn/sec) 
hydraulic diameter of the flow cross section (m) 
coolant temperature ( 0 e) 
(oe) Reference bulk temperature 
Reference wall temperature (in the actual code version 
0 
set equal to the coolant temperature) ( C) 
coolant pressure (N/m2) 
see input description (I.D.) 
I. D. 
I. D. 
I.D. 
I. D. 
The Nusselt number is calculated by: 
Nu = CNNI + CNN2· RCNI • PCNZ 
e r 
. JCN3 TWAND 
(TB ULK 
(23) 
where a = HCKUE, ANa is the thermal conductivity of sodium and with the de-
fault values 
CNNI 7. 
CNN2 = 0.025 (24) 
CNI = 0.8 
CN2 = 0.8 
CN3 = o. 
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Subroutine LHTST (STRUK, HCKUE, VKK, DH, VDUF, TKK, TBULK, TWAND, TST, PKK, 
CNNI, CNN2, CNI, CN2, CN3) 
This subroutine calculates the heat transfer coefficient coolant-structure 
for the single phase flow regime. It takes into account the convective heat 
transfer at the structure inner surface and the heat transfer due to conduc-
tion through the structure material, under the assumption of a linear tem-
perature distribution in the structure. The convective term is calculated as 
in the Subroutine LHTCL, while the contribution due to conduction is calcu-
lated as in Subroutine AKTST. 
List of parameters: 
STRUK 
HCKUE 
WK 
DH 
VDUF 
TKK 
TB ULK 
TWAND 
TST 
PKK 
CNNl 
CNN2 
CNI 
CN2 
CN3 
dummy 
2 0 heat transfer coefficient (output parameter)(W/m C) 
coolant velocity (rn/sec) 
hydraulic diameter of the flow cross section(m) 
see input description (I.D.) 
0 
coolant temperature ( C) 
)reference bulk and wall temperatures (in the actual 
(code version set equal to the coolant temperature) 
0 Structure temperature ( C) 
2 
coolant pressure (N/m ) 
I.D. 
I.D. 
I.D. 
I.D. 
I.D. 
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Subroutine MIDI 
It calculates the average coolant density separately in the liquid slugsand 
in the mesh zones partially or totally covered by the two phase flow region. 
Subroutine PRELl 
Calculates the pressure distribution in the liquid slugs by applying zone by 
zone the formula (32) of Section II.C.2.3.3. 
Subroutine PR~BR 
In case the temperature of at least one fuel node equals or exceads the fu-
sion temperature, this subroutine calculates the percentage of molten fuel 
material for the full axial zone. In a node where the melting (or solidi-
fying) process is progressing the percentage of molten material is given by 
the ratio of the stored energy (see subroutine K~PHI) to the latent fusion 
heat necessary to melt the fuel material associated to the node. 
Subroutine PR~CA 
In case the temperature of at least one clad node equals or exceeds the fusion 
temperature, this subroutine calculates the percentage of molten clad material 
for the full axial zone. The percentage of the molten material in a single node 
is given by the ratio of the stored energy (during melting or solidification) 
to the latent fusion heat necessary to melt the material associated to the 
node. 
Subroutine PR~VW 
This subroutine calculates for every axial zone the percentage of power gener-
ated which is lost beyond the structure material to the adjacent medium (for 
instance by-pass flow). In a zone out of the fuelled region, which is only pow-
ered by irradiation, the heat losses may be a large fraction of the heat gener-
ated in the zone itself. 
Furthermore, the subroutine calculates the percentage of heat losses for the 
full channel. 
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Subroutine RESET 
It is called when a "long" vapour bubble (for which calculation of local 
pressure and vapour temperatures were performed) collapses to a "short" one 
(stretching over less than three meshes) and it calculates updated integral 
values of vapour pressure and temperature. 
Subroutine REZ!{)N 
This subroutine is used at the end of a macro-time step to transfer,by making 
a linear interpolation,some physical quantities from the Lagrangian meshes in 
which they were calculated to the EuleriaR meshes for which results are out-
put. The physical quanti t,ies invol ved are: coolant pressure, temperature, mass 
flow rate and velocity in the liquid slugs. In the bubbles region the corres-
ponding physical quantities (vapour pressure and temperature, flow rate and 
velocity) have been previously calcualted (in Subroutine DPDA) in an Eulerian 
mesh and need only be formally transferred to the arrays containing values 
to be output. For the Eulerian meshes containing phase boundaries (between 
vapour bubbles and liquid slugs) values referring to either liquid or 
vapour are output according to the fact that either liquid or vapour occupies 
the mesh mid-point. The output values always refer to mid point of the Eule-
rian meshes. Vapour or liquid temperatures are next used in the Subroutine 
MIDI to calculate the coolant density, taking into account the volume occu-
pied by the vapour. 
The Subroutine REZ!{)N may also be used in the calling subprograrnme ITCB before 
the end of a macro-time step, in case only a vapour bubble is present in the 
channel and it vanishes, due to total vapour condensation. (In practice a 
bubble is considered to vanish when its axial length decreases below 0.5 rnm). 
In this case REZ!{)N defines in the coolant the initial conditions for the sub-
sequent single phase flow calculation. 
PROGRAMHING REMARKS 
The following Fortrau symbols must be defined for every Eulerian mesh M filled 
by the coolant: TKNI(M), PKMNI(M), XMANI(M), VKMNI(M), by making a linear in-
terpolation between suitably chosen values referring to Lagrangian meshes, 
stored in the arrays TL(K,ML), PL(K,ML), GL(K,2) for the liquid slug above the 
bubble Kor TLE(K,ML), PLE(K,ML), GL(K,l) for theinletliquid slug. ML in an 
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index, running from I to MS~I, which identifies in ascending order the La-
grangian meshes in the liquid slug above bubble K (or running from I to LME>I 
to identify in descending order the Lagrangian meshes in the inlet liquid 
slug). 
For a given Eulerian mesh M, the Subroutine first looks for the indexes of 
the Lagrangian meshes which overlap partially or totally the mesh M. Let MLI, 
ML2 (ML2~MLI) be the indexes of the first and last Lagrangian meshes over-
lapping the mesh M. If MLI=ML2 (i.e. the Eulerian mesh is fully overlapped by 
only one Lagrangian mesh) the values of the physical variables of this La-
grangian mesh are transferred to mesh M. 
If ML2=MLI+l a linear interpolation between these two Lagrangian meshes de-
termines the values of the physical variables at the mid-point of mesh M. 
If ML2>MLI+l (three or more Lagrangian meshes cover the Eulerian mesh M) the 
programme looks for the two Lagrangian meshes .(with index ML3, ML4) close 
to the mid-point of mesh M and interpolates linearly between them. 
The above procedure applies also to the inlet slug, with the only difference 
that in this case the Lagrangian meshes are indexed from the top to the bottom 
(inlet). 
Subroutine SETZIR 
This subroutine is called by subroutine ITCB after ending the calculation for 
the current time step ßt , It transfers the content of the storage locations 
n 
referenced by programming symbols ending with the letter R (for instance 
TCANR(M)) to storage locations referenced by programming symbols ending with 
the integer I (for instance TCAN!(M)). 
The content of the latter storage locations is transferred, via the Subrou-
tine TI~, to a sequential filetobe assessed at next time step tn+l' after 
ending the calculation for all channels at time step t . 
n 
Subroutine STATO 
This subroutine performs the stationary calculation. Its main tasks can be 
subdivided as follows: 
I) Reading input data. These can be split into a) data of general validity 
for the calculation (channel-independent data) and b) data referring to 
a single channel, mainly geometrical data, specific power and boundary 
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conditions. (Detailed information is given in the input-data description). 
2) Calculation of further geometrical data and linear power generation. A 
full list of these geometrical data referring to clad and fuel discreti-
zation are given in section II-C-1. I. 
3) Calculation of mass flow from the given temperature boundary conditions 
and channel power. 
4) Calculation of axial temperature distribution taking into account heat 
losses beyond the structure material. 
5) Calculation of coolant pressure drop in the channel. This pressure drop 
has to be smaller than the specified pressure drop between inlet (up-
stream of the inlet valve) and outlet, the difference being the pressure 
drop in the inlet valve. 
6) Assuming the temperature distribution in the coolant as boundary condition, 
the heat diffusion equations are solved for fuel, clad and structure with 
the Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme. Three nodes are considered in the clad 
(associated to inner, middle and outer surfaces) and up to eleven nodes 
in the fuel (a central node and up to ten nodes in radial direction).One 
node is taken in the structural material. 
7) Calculation of stationary fuel-clad gap width accounting for thermal 
strains. 
8) Determination of the axial zones with peak coolant temperature and peak 
power generation (see input description for further details) to be used 
for "standard" and 11 bubble" plot initialization. 
9) Initialization of variables for subsequent . trans.ient calculation. A 
number of variables have to be zeroed before the 
starts. 
transient calculation 
10) Writing stationary results for the calculated channel onto an external 
file. 
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II) Stationary results are printed out in the following order: 
physical dimensions used 
channel number (KKN) 
channel type (K0NT) (see also input description) 
axial direction (NM2) number of nodes in 
last axial mesh of fuelled zone (NMl) 
number of axial nodes in fission gas region (NM0-1) 
number of radial nodes in fuel (NN) (beside the node on the fuel axis) 
length of fission gas region (HSPALT), length of core region (with-
out HSPALT: HKUEKA = HC0RE - HSPALT) 
grid distance (DABST) 
pressure drop coefficient PSI (see input description) 
Geometrical data for the NM2 axial nodes are next printed out in the 
following order: 
axial node index M 
axial coordinate Z of the bottom boundary of the M-th zone 
length DELTZ of the M-th zone 
outer coolant channel radius (RKUE) 
fuel outer radius (RBR) 
clad thickness (DCAN) 
stationary gap width (DB0ND) 
ratio structure volume to inner surface area (VDUF) 
structure volume (VSTRUK) 
hydraulic diameter of the coolant channel (DH) 
For the axial zones from NMO to NM! inclusive are then printed out: 
percentage of power generated in fuel, clad, coolant and structure 
(ANTB, ANTC, ANTK, ANTS respectively) 
specific power (QGES) (in W/m3) 
linear power (CHIST) (W/m) 
ratio real fuel density to theoretical density (DPO) 
percentage of Plutonium in fuel (CNPU) 
stoichiometric Oxigen to metal ratio of the fuel (ST~E) 
ratio of pin circumference to area of flow section (XBRKT) 
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ratio of structure inner circumference to area of flow section (XSTKT) 
area of flow section (AR) 
Reynolds number of the flow (RE) 
The radial power distribution in the fuel pellet and the total pin power 
are printed next. 
Temperature distributions are headed by following information: 
number of iterations (ITM) performed to calculate the coolant 
temperature distribution 
coolant mass flux (XXMANI), Remark that in the calculation the mass 
flow (kg/ sec)' is used, while the mass flux (kg/m2sec) is printed out. 
coolant inlet temperature (TKINNO) and pressure upstream of the in-
let valve. 
coolant outlet temperature (TK~UT) and pressure. 
These are followed by_~ 
axial node index (M) 
axial coordinate (Z) of bottarn boundary of the M-th zone 
coolant velocity (VKMN) 
coolant pressure (PKMN) 
structure temperature (TST) 
coolant temperature (TKN) 
clad temperatures in the outer (TCA), middle(TCM) and ~nner radial 
nodes (TCI). 
Fuel temperatures follaw for the axial nodes from NMO to NMI inclusive: 
average fuel temperature (TBM) 
central fuel temperature (TBO) 
radial fuel temperatures in the NN radial zones, TB(!) to TB(NN). 
All above values refer to the mid-point of an axial zone. 
Calculated pressure drops and heat losses follow in the order: 
channel pressure drop (DPGNR) (without accounting for inlet valve 
pressure drop) 
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- inlet valve pressure drop (DLPBLI) 
coefficient for pressure drop calculation in the inlet valve (ZETADO) 
(see description of subroutine FZETAD) 
- thickness of fuel-clad gap (SPALT) arid assumed heat transfer coeffi-
cient through the gap (HBRC) 
- power loss in every axial mesh (W) 
- percentage of power losses in every axial mesh 
- linear power lasses (W/m) in every axial mesh 
- calculated structure temperature (TSTNR), assumed temperature of by-
pass flow (if any) (TBYPSR) and their difference (TSTNR-TBYPSR), which 
determines the power losses to the by-pass flow, 
- total power losses in the channel 
- percentage of power lost in the full channel. 
"Standard" and "Bubble" plots information follow: 
- length in 4-Bytes words of vectors containing data to be plotted (NZS, 
NZB respectively). Apart from a few heading words these lengths depend 
on the nurober of channels NKKN. 
- zone with peak power (MPEAK) and with coolant peak temperature (NMP) 
- specific power (QGES) in the MPEAK zone. 
- inlet pressure (PKOO), outlet pressure (PKONO) and pressure drop (DPS) 
(values transferred to the plotting subroutin~s). 
Subroutine STATt (MAIN Programme) 
This Subroutine drives the stationary and transient calculations. Its main 
functions are performed in the follm-ring order: 
I) Reading input data of interest for 
description) 
transient calculation (see input 
2) In case the problern time ~s zero, the stationary calculation is performed 
by means of subroutine STATO (see description of subroutine STATO) and 
subsequently files are initialized for data to be plotted. This step 2 is 
skipped in case the problern time is greater than zero (restart). 
3) Data from the previous (stationary or transient ) calculation are read 
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frorn the ~pposite data set (see input description and data sets rnanage-
rnent). 
4) Time dependent power generation and by-pass flow ternperature are fetched 
by calling the subroutines WQDT, TBPS. 
5) The logical decision of carrying on a single phase or a two-phase calcu-
lation is then taken on the basis of the results frorn the calculation of 
previous time step. In the first case the subroutine ITCl or ITCIR is 
called, in the second case the subroutine ITCB. An input flag (IFLAG) al-
lows choosing between the subroutines ITCI and ITCIR for the single phase 
calculation. The continuity equation is solved in ITCIR accounting for the 
time derivative of coolant density, which is neglected in ITCI. ITCIR has 
therefore to be preferred for fast coolant ternperature transients while 
ITCI rnay be used for slow transients. 
6) In case a single phase calculation has been perforrned and the saturation 
ternperature has been reached in the coolant, the two phase flow calcula-
tion is initialized by calling the subroutine SETUP. 
7) At the end of a time step results for the cornputed channel are written 
on an external data set. 
Steps 3) to 7) are repeated for all the channels, afterwards time is incre-
rnented by a time step. The calculation stops when either the rnaxirnurn problern 
time has been exceeded or the CPU time left available is less than three 
tirnes the duration of the calculation for last time step. In both cases a re-
start file is written 
Subroutine SETUP 
This subroutine initializes the syrnbols characterizing a vapour bubble ~n a 
coolant zone where the saturation ternperature has been exceeded by the given 
arnount of superheat. The subroutine is called for the first time by the subrou-
tine STATlfor the initialization of the first bubble at the transition frorn 
single phase flow to two phase flow. Subsequently it is called by subroutine 
ITCB, the driving subprograrnrne for the two phase flow calculation. As the 
treatrnent of the Lagrangian rneshes in the coolant is different in the two 
cases (depending on whether separated liquid slugspreviously existed or not) 
the subroutine is correspondingly split into two main branches: the first ini-
tializes the very first bubble, the second every subsequent one. In any case 
the bubble is initialized at the lower boundary of a coolant zone with a length 
of 0.5 mm. Following sketch (I) shows the meaning of some symbols character-
izing its position. Basically initialization of a bubble implies: 
a) definition of its position with respect to the Eulerian meshes. 
b) determination of average vapour temperature and pressure 
c) definition of initial film thickness 
d) (only for the very first initialization of the bubble (call from STATI)) 
definition of heat fluxes from vapour to clad and coolant (syrnbols QQl, 
QQ2). This heat fluxes initialization is not required for subsequent bub-
bles, as it occurs in subroutine ITCB. 
e) solution of mornentum equation for the upper and lower liquid slugs de-
terrnining the liquid slug velocities and the time derivati v·e of the coo-
lant mass flow for the slugs. 
f) definition of Lagrangian rneshes in the liquid slugs and calculation of 
temperature and pressure distributions 
g) calling the subroutine B0RN which.t) de.terrnines the new bubble configu-
ration ordered from inlet to outlet of the channel and assigns to the new 
bubble an index K stored in the array IND; II) assigns to the bubble of 
index K a nurober stored in the array IDK which implicitly deterrnines the 
lower and upper phase boundarief(see subroutine IDENT) 
h) set the index NBOIL (KKN) to a value greater than zero (thus indicating 
boiling inception), and initialize the time since boiling TBOIL (KKN). 
The symbols to be defined when a bubble with index K is initialized in the 
zone MB are listed hereafter: (see also list of symbols for the physical 
rneaning) 
ZL(K,I), ZL(K,2) 
DZK(K,I), DZK(K,2) 
DDELTZ(K,I), DDELTZ(K,2) 
PV(K) 
TV(K) 
SCL(MB), SST(MB) 
SCLI(K), SCL2(K) 
SST I (K), SST2 (K) 
GL(K,I), GL(K,2) 
FF(K,I), FF(K,2) 
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For the liquid slug above the bubble: 
TL(K,I) 
PL(K,I) 
DZK(K,I) 
VDZK(K,I) 
I ranging from I to LM(K) (= nurober of 
Lagrangian meshes in the slug above the bubble K) 
For the liquid slug below the bubble (assuming it is the lowermost slug): 
TLE(I) 
PLE(I) 
DZKE(I) 
VDZKE(I) 
for I ranging from I to LME (number of Lagrangian 
meshes in the lowermost slug) 
Following sketch I shows. the meaning of some symbols characterizing a bubble 
just after initialization. Sketch II shows the same symbols for a bubble stretch-
ing over three Eulerian meshes, Sketch II is complemented by the list of sym-
bols given in TableiV, which summarizes the words which have tobe defined in 
a bubble with reference to vapour mass flow, pressure, temperature, density 
and liquid film thickness). 
(Remark: symbols sho\m in sketches I, II refer to time t 1, while symbols n-
of Table IV ,ending with the letter R refer to time tn). 
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TL(K,I) 
PL(K,I) 
DZK(K,I) 
VDZK(K,I) 
boundary of Euleria 
DELTZ (MB+ 1) 
I 
ZL(MB+l) 
FF(K,2) I DZK(K, 1) 
GL(K,2) 
SCL }~ ~ SST SCLl PV SSTl DDELTZ(K,2) SCL2 TV SST2 
Zone MB 
ZL (BM) ZL(K,l) 
V GL(K, 1) 
/ FF(K,l) 
Bub ble K 
TLE 
PLE 
DZKE 
VDZKE 
Fig. 17: Sketch I - Symbols characterzing a bubble initialized 
in Subroutine SETUP 
n meshes 
DDELTZ(K, 1) 
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Fig. 18: Sketch II- Symbols characterizing the configuration of a bubble 
stretching over at least three Eulerian rneshes-
(See also Table IV) 
KPl 
PL(K,I) 
TL(K,I) 
DZK(K,I) 
VDZK(K,I) 
FF(K,2) 
SCL2(K) ~- GL(K,2) 
J 
• ZL(M+l) 
M SCL(M)--- _,. K "___ 
ZL(M) 
SCLl (K) 
-
I 
GL(K,l) 
FF(K, 1) 
PL(KMl,I) 
TL(KMl,I) 
DZK(KMl ,I) 
VDZK(KMl,I) 
KMl 
boundary of Eulerian rneshes 
I=l ,MS 
ZL(K,2) 
SST2(K) 
- SST(M) 
I-- SSTl(K) 
ZL(K, 1) 
DZ K(K,l) 
I 
I 
' 
I 
KPl 
K 
KMl 
(L 
DD ELTZ(K,2) 
DE LTZ(M) 
DD ELTZ(K,l) 
= 
= 
= 
= 
IND (L+l) 
IND (L) 
IND (L-1) 
Bubble nurober frorn 
bottarn to top of 
channel) 
TABLE IV -
In the bub-
, ble uppermost 
Eulerian mesh 
In all bubble 
inner meshes 
In the bub-
ble lowermost 
Eulerian mesh 
Integral va-
lues 
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Symbols which define the physical state of a bubble K stretching 
over at least three Eulerian meshes with reference to vapour mass 
flow (G), pressure (P), temperature (T), density (R), liquid film 
thickness at clad and structure (S). (Symbols refer to time t ). 
n 
G 
GVFR(K,Z) 
GVZR(K) 
GV~R(M) 
GVMR(M) 
GVIR(M) 
GVIR(K) 
GVFR(K, I) 
p 
PVFR(K,Z) 
PVZR(K) 
PVMR(M) 
PVIR(K) 
PVFR(K, I) 
PVR(K) 
T 
TVFR(K,Z) 
TVZR(K) 
TVMR(M) 
TVIR(K) 
TVFR(K, I) 
TVR(K) 
R 
R~VRK(K,Z) 
R~VZR(K) 
R~VMR(M) 
R~VIR(K) 
R~VFR(K, I) 
s 
SCLZ(K) 
SSTZ(K) 
SCL (M) 
SST(M) 
SCL I (K) 
SSTI (K) 
(Symbols without the end letter R, for instance GVF(K,Z), refer to the previous 
time step t ) • 
n-I 
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Subroutine STEP 
Performs the time step control during the two-phase flow calculation. Deter-
mines the micro-time step as a fraction of the given macro-time step, taking 
into account convergence criteria and time derivatives of some parameters 
characterizing the buhbles pressure and volume. See section II.C.3. I for de-
tails. 
Subroutine ST0FF 
It calculates the following derivatives 
dT /dp (DTDP) derivative of vapour temperature with respect to pressure V V 
at saturation 
dp /dp (DR0DP) derivative of vapour density with respect to pressure 
V V 
at saturation 
dH1/dp1 (DHLDP) derivative of liquid specific enthalpy with respect to 
pressure. 
Subroutine TI0 
At the end of a macro-time step it writes channel dependent data onto a con-
temporary disk and reads then back at the beginning of next macro-time steps 
(see also section III.S). 
Subroutine TLKM 
Solves the energy equation for liquid slugs with reference to Lagrangian 
meshes as explained in Section II.C.2.3.3.c and using values referred to the 
actual time level t • 
n 
Subroutine TLKMS 
As for Subroutine TLKM, but using values referred to the time level tn-l' 
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Subroutine TRANS 
It calculates the updated axial position of the liquid-vapour interfaces ZL 
(lower and upper bubble boundaries) by 
n 
( dz \ ßt dt } n 
where the time derivative of the interface displacement is given by 
(25) 
(26) 
The mass flux in the liquid slugs GK is provided by the calculation per-
formed in the Subroutine IMGL. 
Subroutine XCFI (CFI, TK, GG, DH, SCL, SST, CH21, CH22, IFLAGI, IFLAG2, 
VKMR, ALPHA, M, PSI, DABST, SSS, NGRID, NMI) 
This subroutine computes the friction coefficient at the interface liquid-
vapour in the two-phase flow region. The flag IFLAG2 allows choosing bet-
ween the application of the Wallis formula (57) or of the two-phase multi-
plier concept with the Lockhart-MartinellQ (57) correlation(77). (See Section 
II.C.2.3.5). In the first case the liquid film velocity may be optionally 
calculated (and applied to solve the continuity equation for the liquid 
film phase in subroutine FITHI); in the second case the liquid film velo-
city is always c~lculated. 
List of parameters 
CFI 
TK 
GG 
DH 
SCL 
SST 
Interfacial friction coefficient 
(output parameter) 
( oc) Vapour temperature 
Vapour mass flux 2 0 (kg/m . C) 
Hydraulic diameter of flow cross section (m) 
Thickness of liquid film at the clad surface (m) 
Film thickness at the structure surface (m) 
CH21 
CH22 
IFLAGI 
IFLAG2 
VKMR 
ALPHA 
M 
PSI 
:QABST 
sss 
NGRID 
NM! 
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see input description (I.D.) 
I.D. 
I.D. 
I. D. 
Liquid film velocity (rn/sec) 
Void fraction 
axial mesh index 
I. D. 
I. D. 
Equivalent liquid film thickness (resulting from the 
contributionsof both SCL and SST) used for calculating 
the interfacial friction coefficient. 
I.D. 
I.D. 
Subroutine XFFI (NGRID, KUEL, XFFI, DH, TKNN, VKK, PKNN, CH21, CH22, PSI, 
DABST, NM! , M) 
This subroutine computes the friction coeffident for the single phase flow 
as function of the flow Reynolds number. Additional pressure drops due to 
the spacers are taken into account. 
List of parameters 
NGRID 
KUEL 
XFFI 
DH 
TKNN 
VKK 
see input description (I.D.) 
I. D. 
friction coefficient for single phase flow pressure 
drops (output parameter) 
hydraulic diameter of flow cross section (m) 
0 
coolant temperature ( c) 
coolant velocity (rn/sec) 
PKNN coolant pressure (N/m2) 
CH21 I. D. 
CH22 I. D. 
PSI I.D. 
DABST I. D. 
NM! I.D. 
M axial zone index 
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2.2 Problem oriented Subroutines 
a) Subroutines of GROUP 2a (General) 
Subroutine BL~PL~ (VCP~) 
It allows the user to write every IDELTT time steps onto file FT13F001 (see 
Section III. 5) an array of data for option plot generation. The array VCP~ 
of length 273 words has to be filled partially or totally by the user with 
any data transferred to this Subroutine by means of the COMMON Blocks. 
Subroutine FPK~UT (NKKN, KKN, TTKU, PK~NO, PK~Nl, PK~N) 
This subroutine allows programming the time variation of coolant outlet 
pressure. 
List of parameters: 
NKKN 
KKN 
TTKU 
PK~NO 
PK~Nl 
PK~N 
number of equivalent channels 
channel index 
actual problern time (sec) 
2 
stationary outlet coolant temperature (N/m ) 
coolant pressure in the zone M=NM2 at time tn-l (N/m2) 
coolant pressure in 
(time TTKU) (N/m2) 
the zone M=NM2 at timet 
n 
Subroutine FPKO (NKKN, KKN, TTKU, PKOO, PKONI, PKON, PK~NO, PKONI, PK~N, 
PDECI, PDEC2, PDEC3) 
This subroutine allows programming the time variation of coolant inlet 
pressure, upstream of the inlet valve. 
List of parameters: 
NKKN number of equivalent channels 
KKN channel index 
TTKU actual problern time (sec) 
PKOO stationary inlet coolant pressure (N/m2) 
PKONI 
PKON 
PK~NO 
PK~Nl 
PK~N 
PDECI 
PDEC2 
PDEC3 
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coolant pressure in the zone M=l at timet 1 (N/m
2) 
n-
coolant pressure in the zone M=l at timet 
2 n (time TTKU) {N/m ) 
stationary outlet coolant pressure (N/m2) 
(N/m2) coolant pressure in the zone M=NM2 at time tn-l 
coolant pressure in the zone M=NM2 at timet 
n 
(time TTKU) (N/m2) 
} 
coefficients for programming a pump coast down 
(see input description) 
Subroutine FTKINN (NKKN, KKN, TTKU, TKINNO, TKINI, TKINR) 
This subroutine allows to programme the time variation of the coolant ~n­
let temperature. 
List of parameters: 
NKKN 
KKN 
TTKU 
TKINNO 
TKINI 
TKINR 
number of equivalent channels 
(see input description) 
channel index 
actual problern time (sec) 
( oe) stationary coolant inlet temperature 
0 
coolant temperature in the zone M=l at time tn_1 ( e) 
coolant inlet temperature in the zone M=l at time 
t (time TTKU) ( 0 e) 
n 
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Subroutine FZETAD (NKKN, KKN, TTKU, ZETADO, ZETAD) 
This Subroutine allows to sirnulate a coolant rnass flow reduction by pro-
grarnrning the time variation of the inlet valve pressure drop coefficient. 
List of pararneters: 
NKKN 
KKN 
TTKU 
ZETADO 
ZETAD 
nurnber of equivalent channels 
channel index 
actual problern time (sec) 
stationary inlet valve pressure drop coefficient 
(this yalue is calculated by the subroutine STATO 
and rnust not be rnodified) 
inlet valve pressure drop coefficient at time TTKU. 
The pressure drop in the inlet valve is calculated by 
c2 
= ZETAD • zP (27) 
where G is the coolant rnass flow and p the coolant density at inlet, 
Subroutine TBPS (NM2, TT, DELTT, TKINNO) 
This subroutine is used to prograrnrne the time variation of the by-pass flow 
ternperature. 
List of syrnbols: 
nurnber of axial zones 
TT problern time at the end of the rnacro-tirne step (sec) 
DELTT rnacro-tirne step (sec) 
TKINNO stationary coolant inlet ternperature ( 0 c) 
The by-pass temperature TBPSR(M) and TBPPSI(M), referred to time level t 
n 
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and tn-l respectively, are transferred through a COMMON block. Unless other-
wise programmed by the user the by-pass temperature is taken constant and 
equal to the stationary inlet temperature of the coolant (TKINNO). 
Subroutine WQDT (NKKN, NM2, KKN, QGESO, QGES, QGEST, T, DELTT, TEND) 
This subroutine is used to programme the time variation of the specific 
power generation. 
List of parameters: 
NKKN 
NM2 
KKN 
QGESO 
QGES 
QGEST 
T 
DELTT 
TEND 
number of equivalent channels 
number of axial zones 
channel index 
stationary specific power generation (W/m3) 
specific power generation at the beginning of the 
macro-time step (W/m3 ) 
specific power generation at the end of the macro-
time step (time T) (W/m3 ) 
problern time at the end of the macro-time step (sec) 
macro-time step (sec) 
problern end-time (sec). 
Subroutine WWST (M, NMO, NM!, Tl, TSI, XKS, INDEX) 
This subroutine computes the heat transfer coefficient from the structure 
material to an extemal medium (for instance to a by-pass flow) for calcU-
lating the power lasses. In case the heat transfer coefficient is set to zero 
the channel structure is considered to be adiabatic. 
List of parameters: 
M 
NMO 
NM! 
axial zone index 
first fuelled axial zone 
last fuelled axial zone (see input description) 
TI 
TSI 
XKS 
INDEX 
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0 by-pass flow temperature ( e) 
. (oe) structure mater~al temperature 
heat transfer coefficient (output parameter) (W/m2 0 e) 
index allowing to choose between a formula valid for the 
stationary case (INDEX = 0) and a (time dependent) for-
mula for the transient case (INDEX= 1). 
Subroutine XABRe (HBRe, HGAP, TCINN, TCCM, DB~ND, RBR, B~ND, M) 
This subroutine computes the fuel-clad heat transfer coefficient. 
List of parameters: 
HBRC fuel-clad heat transfer coefficient (output parameter) 
HGAP see input description (I.D.) (W/m
2 0
e) 
TCINN · · 1 ( 0 e) superf~c~a fuel temperature 
TCMM inner clad superficial temperature ( 0 e) 
fuel-clad gap (See input description) (m) 
RBR outer fuel radius (m) 
BQlND 'dummy 
M axial zone index, 
b) Subroutines of GROUP 2b (Leakage flow option) 
With the exception of LZETAD, the Subroutines of this group replace correspon-
ding standard subroutines, the difference just concerning programme details 
which are too laborious to be reported. 
BYPASS.'is the Member name and contains the MAIN programme (thus replacing 
STATt) 
Subroutines FZETAI and FZETA2 are used tagether with LZETAD (see later) to 
calculate a very smooth time variation of the pressure dr@p coefficient in 
the inlet valve. They are basically equivalent to Subroutine FZETAD). 
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Subroutine LITCB replaces ITCB 
Subroutine LITCI replaces ITCI 
Subroutine LITCII replaces ITCII 
Subroutine LITCIR replaces ITCIR 
Subroutine LTCIIR replaces ITCIIR 
Subroutine LZETAD (NKKN, KKN, TTKU, ZETADO, ZETAD) 
For the list of parameters see Subroutine FZETAD. 
This subroutine is used in case a leakage flowin parallel to the main coolant 
flow must be simulated. It allows toimpose a mass flow reduction by programm-
ing the time variation of the inlet valve pressure drop coefficient. 
With reference to the formulas (23) to (27) of section II.C.3.4 the calculation 
performed in this subroutine goes through the following steps. 
i) ~ is calculated first by means of a time function supplied by the user, 
of the type ~ = s exp (at) where ~ is the stationary value of the pres-
o 0 
sure drop coefficient for the inlet valve (automatically computed in sub-
routine STATO), 'a' is a suitable constant and t is time. 
ii) The pressure drop across the channel ßp is calculated by using the chan-
c 
nel mass flow rate G from the previous time step. 
c 
iii) An analytical or empirical relationship between the channel pressure drop 
and the leakage flow has to be supplied by the user on the basis of the 
characteristics of the experimental facilities. From this relationship 
the leakage flow rate is derived. 
iv) Equation (25) of section II.C.3.4 supplies the equivalent pressure drop 
coefficient ~ • 
e 
v) Equation (24) is then applied by introducing ~ instead of ~: 
e 
lc lc 
c c 
2p 
(28) 
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2.3. Functions 
The Functions of the following list are essentially the same as in the 
MAPLIP (See reference /9/), the only difference consisting in that they 
are organized in seperate Members and are directly accessed by the programme. 
The Functions are listed in the same sequence as they are included in 
the respective Members (see Group 3 in Section I. 1). 
a) Member UPU@ 
It contains functions used for calculating physical properties of fuel. 
Function R@UPU@ (TK, P@RV@L, CNPU) 
It calculates the fuel density (kg/m3) as function of: 
TK f 1 (OK) ue temperature 
P@RV@L fraction of fuel volume occupied by pores 
CNFU concentration of Plutoniumoxide in the fuel. 
Function WLUPU@ (TK, XP@R, CNPU, S) 
It calculates the thermal conductivity (W/m °K) of the fuel as function of: 
TK f 1 ( OK) ue temperature 
XP@R fraction of fuel volume occupied by pores 
CNPU concentration of plutonium oxide in the fuel 
s stoichiometry (oxygen to metal 0/Me ratio). 
Function CPUPU@ (TK) 
It calculates the specific heat at constant pressure (J/Kg °K) of fuel 
as function of its temperature TK (°K). 
Function FTUPU@ (CNPU) 
It calculates the fuel fusion temperature (°K) depending on the concentration 
of plutonium oxide (CNPU). 
Function FHUPU@ (DUMMY) 
It calculates the latent heat of fuel (J/Kg), 
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Function RHUPU0 (DUMMY) 
It calculates the latent heat released by the fuel material during 
solidification (J/kg), 
Function GAUPU0 (TK) 
It calculates the thermal linear expansion coefficient for fuel material 
(oK-1) . f . T ( o ) 
. as funct1on o 1ts temperature K K . 
b) Member CAN4981 
It contains Functions for calculating physical properties of cladding 
(Steel 49 81) 
Function WLCAN (TK) 
It calculates the thermal conductivity of the clad material (W/m2°K) 
as function of its temperature TK (°K). 
Function R0CAN (TK) 
It calculates the clad density (kg/m3) as function of its temperature 
TK (°K). 
Function FTCAN (DUMMY) 
It calculates the clad fusion temperature (°K). 
Function CPCAN (TK) 
It calculates the specific heat of clad material (J /kg °K) at constant 
pressure, as function of its temperature TK (°K). 
Function RHCAN (DUMMY) 
It calculates the latent heat released by the clad material du:dng 
solidification (J/kg). 
Function FHCAN (DUMMY) 
It calculates the clad latent fusion heat (J/kg). 
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Function GACAN (TK) 
It calculates the thermal linear expansion coefficient for clad material 
(oK- I ) . . (oK) as funct1on of 1ts temperature TK • 
c) Member NATRIUM 
It contains Functions for calculating physical properties of sodium. 
Function R@NAL (TK) 
It calculates the sodium density (Kg/m3) at saturation 
temperature TK (°K). 
Function R@NAVS (TK) 
It calculates the density (kg/m3) of sodium vapour at saturation 
0 temperature TK ( K). 
Function CPNAL (TK, PNM2) 
It calculates the specific heat (J/kg °K) of sodium at constant pressure 
PNM2 (N/m2) as function of its temperature TK (°K). 
Function CPNALS (TK) 
It calculates the specific heat (J/kg °K) of sodium vapour at saruration 
temperature TK (°K), 
Function WLNAL (TK) 
It calculates the thermal conductivity (W/m °K) of liquid sodium as 
function of its temperature TK (°K). 
Function PRNAL (TK, PNM2) 
It calculates the Prandtl nurober of sodium as function of its temperature 
TK (°K) and pressure PNM2 (N/m2). 
Function ZDNAL (TK) 
It calculates the dynamic viscosity of sodium (N sec/m2) as function of 
its temperature TK (°K), 
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Function ZDNAV (TK) 
It calculates the dynamic viscosity of sodium vapour (N sec/m2) as 
function of i ts temperature 'rK (°K). 
Function EHNAL (TK, PNM2) 
It calculates the specific enthalpy (J/kg) of liquid sodium as function 
of its temperature TK (°K) and pressure PNM2 (N/m2). 
Function ERNALS (TK) 
It calculates the specific enthalpy (J/kg) of sodium vapour at 
temperature TK(°K). 
Function FPNA (TK) 
It calculates the pressure (N/m2) of sodium vapour at saturation 
0 temperature TK ( K) 
Function VTNA (PNM2) 
It calculates the saturation temperature (°K) of sodium vapour 
corresponding to the pressure PNM2 (N/m2). 
Function VHNA (TK) 
It calcutes the vaporization enthalpy (J/kg) of sodium at temperature 
TK (°K). 
Function VC/JNAV (TK, PNM2) 
It ealculates the specific volume (m3/kg) of sodium vapour at 
o I 2 temperature TK ( K) and pressure PNM2 (N m ). 
Subroutine X1X2X4 
Auxiliary subroutine, called by Function VHNA, to calculate the mole-
cular weigth of sodium. 
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dl) Member STRUNI0B 
It contains Functions for calculating physical properties of Niobium 
as structural material. 
Function R0STRU (TK) 
It calculates the structural material density (kg/m3)as function of its 
0 temperature TK ( K). 
Function CPSTRU (TK) 
0 It calculates the specific heat at constant pressure (J/kg K) of 
structural material as function of its temperature TK (°K). 
Function WLSTRU (TK) 
It calculates the thermal conductivity (W/m °K) of structural material 
as function of its temperature TK (°K). 
Function FTSTRU (DUMMY) 
It calculates the fusion heat (J/kg) of struc·.tural material. 
d2) Member STRU49 81 
This Member contains Functions with the same name as those of the 
previous Member, but calculating physical properties of Steel 4981 
as structural material. 
Symbol and 
dimensions Conrrnon Block 
A AZDM 
ANTB(30) DTIT7 
ANTCE30) DTIT7 
ANTK(30) DTIT7 
ANTS(30) DTIT7 
AQG 
AR(30) DTITS 
ARl AlFA2F 
AV DTITS 
3. List of FORTRAN Symbols 
Definition and Units 
Parameter used to programme the time variation of the inlet valve pressure 
drop coefficient according to the formula ZETAD = ZETADO exp (A~TTKU) (to 
be supplied by the user in the Subroutine LZETAD and (not in common) in 
-1 
the subroutine FZETAD (sec ) 
Percentage of channel power density produced in the fuel (dimensionless) 
(see input description) 
Percentage of channel pöwer density produced in the clad material (dimen-
sionless) (see input description) 
Percentage of channel power density produced in the coolant (dimensionless) 
(see input description) 
Percentage of channel power density produced in the structure material (di-
mensionless) (see input description) 
Flow ~ate through inlet valve (m3/h) 
Area of flow cross section in axial mesh zone M (m2) 
Area of flow cross section in the first (inlet) axial mesh zone (=AR(l )) (m2) 
Ratio of flow cross section area in axial mesh zone NMI to cross section 
area in axial mesh zone NM2 
N 
0 
'..0 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
AlF 
A2F A1FA2F 
BETA2(M) DITCB2 
B(6ND DTIT8 
CAN DTIT8 
CHIST(30) DTIT7 
CH21 DTITS 
CH22 DTITS 
CNNl DTIT8 
CNN2 DTIT8 
Definition and Units 
Coefficient which relates the pressure drop ~PD across the leakage flow path to yn 
the leakage mass flow rate Mf by means of the formula 
~PDyn = alf . Mf + a2f ·Mf . Mf 
(tobe supplied by the user in case leakage path has tobe simulated) (m-I sec- 1) 
Coefficient which relates the pressure drop across the leakage flow path to the 
leakage flow rate by means of the above formula (to be supplied by the user in 
-I -I 
case leakage path has to be simulated (m kg ) 
Auxiliary coefficient (ratio of velocity of phase boundary to length of bubble par-
tial end mesh zone) to calculate the film thickness in the end meshes of a bubble 
(see equation (61) of /1/ (sec- 1)) (See also equation 54 of section II.C.2.3.4) 
Name of bonding (see input description) 
Name of clad material (see input description) 
Channel linear power in axial mesh M (W/m) 
Coefficient used to calculate the friction factor for single phase flow (see in-
put description) (dimensionless) 
Coefficient used to calculate the friction factor for single phase flow (see in-
put description) (dimensionless) 
Coefficient used to calculate the clad-coolant heat transfer coefficient (see ~n-
put description) (dimensionless) 
Coefficient used to calculate the clad-coolant heat transfer coefficient (see ~n-
put description) (dimensionless) 
N 
1-' 
0 
Symbol and 
dimensions 
CNl 
CN2 
CN3 
CNPU(30) 
CPK (30) 
DABST 
DB0ND(30) 
DCAN(30) 
DDELTZ (10, 2) 
DELHA(30) 
DELHI(30) 
DELHM(30) 
Common "!?lock 
DTIT8 
DTIT8 
DTIT8 
DTIT8 
DTITlO 
DTITS 
DTITS 
DTITS 
DTIT4 
DTITIO 
DTITIO 
DTITlO 
Definition and Units 
Coefficient used to calculate the clad-coolant heat transfer coefficient (see ~n­
put description) (dimensionless) 
Coefficient used to calculate the clad-coolant heat transfer coefficient (see in-
put description) (dimensionless) 
Coefficient used to calculate the clad-coolant heat transfer coefficient (see ~n­
put description) (dimensionless) 
Percentage of PuO in the fuel (see input description) 
(In this Common block only in Subroutine STATO) Coolant specific heat (J/kg °C) 
Distance between grid spacers (see input description) (m) 
Width of gap between fuel and clad (m) 
Clad thickness (m) 
Distance between lower/upper (I=l/2) phase boundary of bubble with index K and 
Eulerian mesh boundary above/below (I=l/2) it (m) 
Parameter which characterizes the phase state of clad material associated to the 
outer surface node in the axial mesh zone M (DELHA(M)=l if the material is com-
pletely molten; DELHA(M)=O if the material is either solid or not completely 
molten (dimensionless) 
Parameter characterizing the phase state of clad material associated to the ~nner 
surface node in the axial mesh zone M (dimensionless) 
Parameter characterizing the phase state of clad material associated to the middle 
surface node in the axial mesh zone M (dimensionless) 
N 
!--' 
!--' 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
DEL:MBN (30, 10) DTIT8 
DELMB0(30) DTIT8 
DELTN (I 0) DFBRT 
DELTT DTVAR2 
DELTZ(30) DTIT5 
DH(30) DTIT5 
DHLDP (10) DITCBl 
DLPBLl DTITI 
DPDT (10) DTIT4 
DPDTR(lO) DITCBl 
DPDTRI (10) DITCB 1 
DPGN DTITl 
Definition and Units 
Parameter which characterizes the phase state of fuel material in the axial mesh 
zone M, radial node N (DELMBN(M,N)=l if the material is completely malten; 
DELMBN(M,N)=O if the material is either solid or not completely malten) (dimension-
less) 
Parameter characterizing the phase state of central node fuel material in the axial 
zone M (dimensionless) 
difference of radial fuel temperatures between consecutive iterations (if the 
maximum value exceeds 0.5 °C a new iteration is started) 
Macro-time step (sec) 
Length of axial mesh zones M (m) 
Hydralilie diameter of axial mesh zones M (m) 
ratio of liquid enthalpy increment over the micro-time step to the increment of 
3 
vapour pressure of bubble K (m /kg) 
Coolant pressure drop in the inlet valve at time t (N/m2 ) 
n 
Increment of the mean value of the vapour pressure of bubble K in the micro-time 
step at time t 1 (N/m
2
sec) 
n-
Increment of the mean value of the vapour pressure of bubble K in the micro-time 
step at time t 
n 
2 (N/m sec) 
Increment of the mean value of the vapour pressure inside the bubble K in the m1cro-
time step. Worth used for iteration within the micro-time step (N/m2sec) 
Coolant pressure drop in the channel at time t (N/m2) 
n 
N 
~ 
N 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common !lock 
DPGNI DTITI 
DPS DTVAR3 
DP0(30) DTIT8 
DBRB DTIT6 
DRBR2 DTIT6 
DRC DTIT6 
DRC2 DTIT6 
DR0DP(l0) DITCBl 
DTBN(30, 10) DTITl 
DTB0(30) DTITI 
DTCA(30) DTITl 
DTCI(30) DTITI 
DTCM(30) DTITI 
DTDP (10) DITCBl 
Definition and Units 
Coolant pressure drop in the channel at time t 1 (N/m
2) 
n-
Stationary coolant pressure drop between channel inlet (upstream of the throttle 
2 
valve) and outlet (N/m ) 
ratio of fuel density to theoretical density .(see input description) 
Thickness of the radial mesh zones in fuel column (m) 
DRBR ~ * 2 (m2) 
Half clad thickness (m) 
2 DRC-#. ~ 2 (m ) 
ratio of increment (over the micro-time step) of vapour density to increment of 
2 2 
vapour pressure of bubble K (sec /m ) 
Increment of fuel temperature in the axial mesh M, radial node N (M,N) in the 
micro-time step (°C/sec) 
Increment of the fuel axial temperature in the axial mesh M in the micro-time 
0 
step ( C/sec) 
Increment of clad temperature at the outer surface of axial mesh M in the m1cro-
time step (°C/sec) 
Increment of clad temperature at the inner surface of axial mesh M in the m1cro-
time step (°C/sec) 
Increment of clad temperature at the middle surface of axial mesh M in the m1cro-
time step (°C/sec) 
ratio of rest liquid film temperature increment over the micro-time step to 1n-
crement of the integral vapour pressure of bubble K (°C m3/J) 
N 
f-' 
w 
Symbol and 
dimensions 
DTK(30) 
DTKUE 
DTSH( 10) 
DTSHA( 10) 
DTSHB(IO) 
DTST(30) 
DX1G(IO) 
DZ (10, 2) 
DZK(I0,30) 
DZKE(SO) 
DZKER(SO) 
DZKR(l O, 30) 
FACR(ll) 
FAX(30) 
FF(l0,2) 
Common Block 
DT1T2 
DTVAR2 
DTVARI 
DT1Tl 
D1TCB2 
DTIT4 
DT1T4 
D1TCB2 
D1TCB2 
DT1T7 
DT1T4 
Definition and Units 
1ncrement of coolant temperature in the axial mesh M in the micro-time step (°C/sec) 
Micro-time step (sec) 
Superheat assumed for boiling initialization in the coolant channel KKN at time t (°C) 
n 
Superheat assumed for initialization of the very first bubble in channel KKN (see 
input description) (°C) 
Superheat assumed for initialization of subsequent bubbles in channel KKN (see 1n-
put description) (°C) 
1ncrement of structure temperature in the axial mesh M in the micro-time step (°C/sec) 
Coolant enthalpy difference bet'tveen outlet and inlet of channel KKN (J /kg) 
Displacement of lower/upper (1=1,2) phase boundary of bubble K (K,1) during the 
micro-time step (m) 
Length of Lagrangian meshes in the liquid slug above bubble K at time tn-I (m) 
Length of Lagrangian meshes in the inlet liquid slug at time t 1 n- (m) 
Length of Lagrangian meshes in the inlet liquid slug at time t (m) 
n 
Length of Lagrangian meshes in the liquid slug above bubble K at time t (m) 
n 
Radial power distribution in the fuel pellet (central node and NN radial nodes) 
relative units (see input description) (dimensionless) 
Axial channel power distribution (see input description for meaning and units) 
Time derivative of coolant mass flux at the lower (1=1) or upper (1=2) phase in-
terface of bubble K (K,1) at time t 1 (kg/m
2
sec
2) 
n-
1n 
N 
1-' 
+='-
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
FFNR DTIT3 
FFNl DT1T3 
FFR(IO, 2) D1TCB2 
FFRI (10,2) D1TCB2 
GL(l0,2) DT1T4 
GLR( 10,2) D1TCB2 
GVF( 1 0,2) DTIT9 
GFR(I0,2) DITCB2 
GVI(31) DTIT9 
GVIR(31) DITCB2 
GVM(30) DTIT9 
GVMR(30) DITCB2 
GVMR1(30) DITCB2 
Definitions and Units 
Time derivative of integral coolant mass flux at time t 
n 
2 2 (kg/m sec ) 
Time derivative of integral coolant mass flux at time t 1 (kg/m2 sec~) n-
Time derivative of coolant mass flux at the lower (1=1) or upper (1=2) phase in-
terface of bubble K (K,1) at time t (kg/m2sec2) 
n 
Time derivative of coolant mass flux at the lower/upper (1=1/2) phase boundary 
ef bubble K (K,1). Werth stered fer iteratien within the micre-time step (kg/m2sec2) 
Ceelant mass flux in the slug belewjabeve (1=1/2) bubbleKat time tn-l (kg/m2sec) 
Ceolant mass flux in the slug belew (1=1) er abeve (1=2) the bubble K (K,1),at time 
2 
t (kg/m sec) 
n 
Vapeur mass flux at the lewer (I=l) er upper (1=2) phase interface fer bubble K 
(K,I), at time tn-l (kg/m2sec) 
Vapour mass flux at the lewer er upper phase interface fer bubble K, at time t 
2 n 
(kg/m sec) 
Vapeur mass flux at inlet of the axial Eulerian mesh M at time t 1 
2 (kg/m sec) 
n-
Vapeur mass flux at inlet ef the axial Eulerian mesh M at time t (kg/m2sec) 
n 
Vapeur mass flux in the middle of axial Eulerian mesh :H at time tn_ 1(kg/m
2 
sec) 
Vapeur mass flux in the middle ef axial Eulerian mesh M at time t (kg/m2sec) 
n 
Vapeur mass flux in the middle ef axial Eulerian mesh M. Werth stered fer iteratien 
within the micre-time step 2 (kg/m sec) 
N 
1-' 
U1 
Symbol and 
dimensions eommon Block 
GV0(30) DTIT9 
GV0R(30) DITeB2 
GVl(IO) DTIT9 
GVIR(IO) DITeB2 
GVlRl (10) DITeB2 
GV2 (10) DTIT9 
GV2R(fO) DITeB2 
GV2Rl (10) DITeB2 
HBRe(30) JYIITIO 
HBRCN(30) DFBRT 
HBRCNl (30) DFBRT 
HeF(IO) DITeBl 
HCFR(IO) DITeBI 
Definition and Units 
Vapeur mass flux at outlet of the axial Eulerian mesh M at time t 1 
2 (kg/m sec) 
n-
Vapeur mass flux at outlet of the axial Eulerian mesh M at time t (kg/m2sec) 
n 
Vapeur mass flux in the lowermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t 1 
2 (kg/m sec) 
n-
Vapeur mass flux in the lowermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t (kg/m2sec) 
n 
Vapeur mass flux in the lowermost (partial) mesh of bubble K. lvorth stored for 
iteration within the micro-time step (kg/m2sec) 
Vapeur mass flux in the uppermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t 1 
2 (kg/ro. sec) 
n-
Vapeur mass flux inithe uppermost (partial) mesh of bubble Kat timet (kg/m2sec) 
n 
Vapeur mass flux in the uppermost (partial) mesh of bubble K. Worth storee for 
iteration during the miere-time step (kg/m2sec) 
Fuel-clad heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 0 c) 
Heat transfer coefficient through the fuel-clad gap in axial mesh zone M at time t 
n 
(W/m2 0 e) 
Heat transfer coefficient through the fuel-clad gap in axial mesh zone M at time 
t (W/m2 0 e) 
n-1 
Auxiliary parameter (clad and structure film thickness weighted over the respective 
circumferential length and multiplied by the bubble length) used to solve the energy 
and continuity equations for the vapour phase at time t 1 (m) n-
Auxiliary parameter used to solve the energy and continuity equations for the vapour 
phase at time t (m) 
n 
N 
1--' 
0\ 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
HeKUE 
HOtiRE DTIT5 
HFG(lO) DITeBI 
HGAP DTIT8 
HGAPM(30) WIDTH 
HKeL(30) DITell 
HKeLl (30) DITell 
HKST(30) DITel I 
HKSTl (30) DITell 
HKUEKA DTIT5 
HSPALT DTIT5 
HT\ZlP DTIT5 
I 
Definition and Units 
elad-Coolant heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 0 c) 
Length of the test section from inlet to mesh zone NMl inclusive (He\Z)RE=HSPALT+ 
HKUEKA) (m) 
Vaporization enthalpy for bubble K (J/kg) 
Stationary fuel-clad heat transfer coefficient (see input description) (W/m2 0 e) 
Transient fuel-clad heat transfer coefficient (W/m2 0 e) 
Heat transfer coefficient clad-coolant in the axial mesh zone M, at time t (W/m2 0 e) 
n 
Heat transfer coefficient clad-coolant in the axial mesh zone M, at time t 1 (W/m
2 0
e) 
n-
Heat transfer coefficient coolant-structure in the axial mesh zone M, at time t 
n 
(W/m2 0 e) 
Heat transfer coefficient coolant-structure in the axial mesh zone M, at time t 1 n-
(W/m2 °e) 
Length of the axial breeder zone above the core (section between axial mesh zones 
NMO and NMl inclusive) (m) 
Length of the fission gas section (m) 
Length of the coolant mixing section (m) (test section above mesh zone NMl to NM2 
inclusive) 
Index normally used to identify the Eulerian axial mesh zone of the lower phase 
boundary of bubble K. 
N 
~ 
-.,J 
Symbol and 
dimensions Connnon Block 
IBV(IO) 
IDELTT 
IDK(IO) DTVARI 
IDKR(lO) DITCB2 
IERR!i')R DTVARl 
II 
IND(IO) DTVARl 
IPL!i')T(IO) 
IPVR 
J 
Definition and Units 
Array used to store the indexes I (identifying the lower phase boundaries) of bub-
bles upon which some calculation has to be performed later in the progrannne. 
Flag determining the frequency with which, at the end of the macro-time steps, data 
for plots generation are written onto intermediate data files (see input description) 
Index which implicitly determines the axial meshes of the two phase boundar±es for 
bubble Kat time tn-I' (Lower phase boundary is in mesh zone I=l+M!i')D(IDK(K)-2), NM2)). 
Upper phase bounaary is in mesh zone J=(IDK(K)-2)/NM2. (See also description of Sub-
routine B!i')RN). 
Index which implicitly determines the axial meshes of the phase boundaries for bub-
ble K at time t (see description of Subroutine B!i')RN) 
n 
Identifier for additional output selection during the two phase flow calculation 
(see input description) 
Index normally used to identify the first Eulerian axial mesh zone above the zone 
containing the lower phase boundary of bubble K (II =I + 1) 
Array containing the bubble indexes K erdered from the bottarn to the top of the 
channel (see axso description of Subroutine IDENT) 
Flag for channel KKN, used for writing with frequency IDELLT data for plots generation. 
Index used in ITCB (LITCB) to iterate the solution of the vapour energy equation per-
formed with the Subroutine ENBLR. 
Index normally used to identify the Eulerian axial mesh zone of the upper phase 
boundary of bubble K. 
N 
....... 
:)0 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
JBV(lO) 
JJ 
K 
KB DTVARI 
KBV(l O) 
KKN DTVARI 
KKllKK(lO) 
KK22KK(IO) 
KMU(26) DTVAR3 
K0NT DTVARl 
KUEL DTIT8 
LM(lO) DTVARl 
LME DTVARl 
M DTVARl 
Definition and Units 
Array used to store the indexes J (identifying the upper phase boundaries) of bub-
bles upon which some calculation has to be performed later in the programme. 
Index normally used to identify the first Eulerian axial mesh zone below the zone 
containing the upper phase boundary of bubble K (JJ=J-1). 
Index normally used to identify a bubble. 
Actual number of bubbles in channel KKN 
Array used to store the indexes K of bubbles upon which ,some calculation has to 
be performed later in the programme. 
Index of channel which is actually being calculated. 
Index used to select the frequency of printing results of the single phase flow 
calculation at the end of the macro-time step 
Index used to select the frequency of printing results of the two phase flow cal~ 
culation at the end of the macro-time step 
Index defined in subroutine STATO to count the elements of the half dynamic ar-
rays VCPS and VCP0, used for data plotting in the subroutines BL0PLS and BL0PL0. 
Type of coolant channel (see input description) 
Name of coolant (see input description) 
Number of Lagrangian meshes in tl:\e liquid slug above bubble with index K. 
Number of Lagrangian meshes in the inlet liquid slug. 
Index normally used to identify the Eulerian axial meshes from channel inlet to 
outlet 
N 
,_.. 
"' 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
MPEAK DTVAR3 
MS 
NB DTVARl 
NBDTR 
NBDTW 
NBLASE( 10) BLASET 
NB0IL( 10) DTVARI 
NDAM( 10) DTVARI 
NDAMO(IO) 
NDR DTVARI 
NKKN DTVARI 
NGRID DTVARl 
Definition and Units 
Index of axial mesh zone with the stationary peak power generation (used for plot 
generation) 
Index normally set equal to LM(K) (see LM) 
Maximal nurober (=10) of bubbles allowed in a coolant channel 
Unit nurober of disk storage from which channel dependent data are read sequentially 
(see input description) 
Unit nurober of disk storage to which channel dependent data are written sequen-
tially (see input description) 
Flag used to re-initialize single phase flow conditions after vanishing of all bub-
bles in coolant channel KKN. 
Flag characterizing the phase flow in channel KKN (NB0IL(KKN)=O for single phase 
flow, NB0IL(KKN)=2 for two phase flow). 
Flag for bubble K which either drives the calculation of vapour axial pressure 
distribution inside the bubble (NDAl1(K)#O) or the calculation of mean value of 
vapour pressure (NDAM(K)=O). 
Array storing the bubble flags of array NDAM at the beginning,of the macro-time 
step. These flags have to be accessed in case time step halving is required. 
Nurober of printouts since boiling inception 
Nurober of coolant channels (see input description) 
Identifier for spacers (see input description) 
N 
N 
0 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
NMP DTVAR3 
NMT0P WIDTH 
NMO DTVARl 
NMl DTVARl 
NM2 DTVARl 
'NN DTVARl 
NNMIN DTVARl 
NPL(i1TB DTVAR3 
NPL0T0 DTVAR3 
NPL0TS DTVAR3 
NSAUL DTVARI 
NTFB(30) DITCB2 
NTKU 
Definition and Units 
Index of axial mesh with the peak stationary coolant temperature (used for plot 
generation) 
Index of axial mesh inside the zone (NMO, NMl) beyend which only very little heat 
production is assumed (see i_nput description) 
First axial mesh of fuel column (see input description) 
Last axial mesh of fuel column (see input description) 
Nurober of axial zones in the coolant channel (see input description) 
Nurober of radial mesh nodes inside the fuel pellets (see input description) 
= NN-
Flag for "bubble plot" option (see input description) 
Flag used for driving the optional plot facility (see input description) 
Flag for standard plot option (see input description) 
Identifier of the solution of the heat transfer equation in the pin (see ln-
put description) 
Flag used to drive the solution of the heat transfer equations in Subroutine 
FBRTB for the axial mesh zone M. For NTFB(M)=l "old" and "new" terms (referring ·to 
time points t 1 and t n- n respectively) of the discretized equations are 
calculated. Subsequently, for NTFB(M) > 1, only "new" terms are calculated within 
the Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme. 
Nurober of micro-time steps which, at time point TTKU, have already been calculated 
within the macro-time step DELTT 
N 
N 
~ 
Symbol and 
dimensions 
NTKUE 
NTMAT 
NZEIT 
NZB 
NZ0 
NZS 
PDECl 
PDEC2 
PDEC3 
Common Block 
DTVARI 
DTVARI 
DTVAR3 
DTVAR3 
DTVAR3 
DTVAR1 
DTVARI 
DTVARl 
Definitions and Units 
Number of micro-time step which, at time point TTKU, have still to be calculated, 
within macro-time step DELTT. 
Iteration index for the solution of the momentum equation. If the difference of 
the mass flow (XXMANR-XXMANI/XXMANR) or its time derivative ((FFNRI-FFNR/FFNR) 
between two iterations is less than a given threshold the iteration stops. If the 
iteration index becomes greater than 30 or the ratio valve pressure losses to test 
channel pressure losses (DLPBLl/DPGN) is greater than 15 an approximate solution 
of the momentum equation is obtained (used only for single phase flow calculation). 
Number of macro-time steps calculated since boiling inception. 
Length of data array to be written every IDELLT time steps onto file FT12F001 for 
"bubble plot" generation. 
Length of data array to be written every IDELLT time steps onto file FT12FOOI for 
option plot generation. 
Length of data array tobe written every IDELLT time steps onto file FTI!FOOI for 
standard plot generation. 
Coefficient to describe time variation of coolant inlet pressure (see input descrip-
-I 
tion) (sec ) 
Coefficient to describe time variation of coolant inlet pressure (see input descrip-
-2 
tion) (sec ) 
Coefficient to describe time variation of coolant inlet pressure (see input descrip-
. . ) ( -3) t~on sec 
N 
N 
N 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
PELLET DTIT8 
PERB(30) DTVAR4 
PERCA(30) DTVAR4 
PKIN(30) DTITl 
PKINl (30) DTITl 
PKMN(30) DTITi 
PKMNl (30) DTITl 
PK(/)N(30) DTITl 
PK0NO DTITl 
PK(/)Nl (30) DTITl 
PKON DTITl 
PKONl DTITl 
PKOO DTITl 
PL (1 0, 30) DTIT4 
PLE(SO) DTIT4 
PSI DTITS 
PV(lO) DTIT4 
PVF (10, 2) DTIT9 
Definition and Units 
Name of fuel (see input description) 
Percentage of molten fuel material in the axial mesh zone M (dimensionless) 
Percentage of molten clad material in the axial mesh zone M (dimensionless) 
Coolant pressure at inlet of Eulerian axial mesh M at time t 
n 
(N/m2) 
Coolant pressure at inlet of Eulerian axial mesh M at time t 1 n- (M/m
2) 
Coolant pressure in the middle of Eulerian axial mesh M at time t (N/m2) 
n 
Coolant pressure in the middle of Eulerian axial mesh M at time t 1 (M/m
2) 
n-
Coolant pressure at outlet of Eulerian axial mesh M at time t (N/m2) 
n 
Stationary channel outlet pressure (N/m2) 
Coolant pressure at outlet of Eulerian axial mesh M at time t 1 (N/m
2) 
2 n~ 
Channel inlet pressure at time t (N/m ) 
n 
Channel inlet pressure at time t 1 n- (N/m
2) 
Stationary channel inlet pressure (N/m2) 
Coolant pressure of Lagrangian mesh MS in the liquid slug above the bubble with 
index K (K,MS) at time t (N/m2) 
n 
Coolant pressure in the Lagrangian meshes of the inlet slug at time t (N/m2) 
n 
Coefficient used for the simulation of spacers (see input description) 
Average vapour pressure inside the bubble with index K at time t 1 (N/m
2) 
n-
Vapour pressure at the lower (I=l) or upper (I=2) phase interface for bubble with 
index K (K,I) at time tn-l (N/m2) 
N 
N 
w 
Symbol and 
dimensions 
PVFR(I0,2) 
PVFR1(10,2) 
PVM(30) 
PVMR(30) 
PVR(IO) 
PVRO(lO) 
PVRI(IO) 
PVI(lO) 
PVlR(lO) 
PV2 (10) 
PV2R(l0) 
P2 
QGEMN(30) 
QGEMNI (30) 
QGES (30) 
QGEST (30) 
Common Block 
DITCBI 
DITCBl 
DTIT9 
DITCBI 
DITCBl 
DITCBl 
DITCBl 
DTIT9 
DITCBI 
DTIT9 
DITCBl 
AIFA2F 
DTIT7 
DTIT7 
DTIT7 
DTIT7 
Definition and Units 
Vapour pressure at the lower/upper (I=l/2) phase interface of bubble K(K,I) at time 
t (N/m2) 
n 
Vapour pressure at the lower/upper (I=l/2) phase interface of bubble K. Worth stored 
for iteration within the micro-time step (N/m2) 
Vapour pressure in the axial Euleri&n mesh zone M at time t 1 n-
Vapour pressure in the axial Eulerian mesh zone M at time t 
n 
Mean value of vapour pressure inside the bubble K at time t 
n 
2 (N/m ) 
(N/m2 ) 
(N/m2) 
Mean value of vapour pressure inside the bubble Kat the beginning of a micro-time 
2 
step (N/m ) 
Mean value of vapourrpressure inside the bubble K at time t 1 (N/m
2) 
n-
Vapour pressure in the lowermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t 1 (N/m
2) 
n-
Vapour pressure in the lowermost ~artial) mesh of bubble K at time t (N/m2) 
n 
Vapour pressure in the uppermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t 1 (N/m
2) 
n-
Vapour pressure in the uppermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t (N/m2) 
n 
Coefficient used to find the mass flow rate in the leakage path in dependence on the 
pressure drop across the test section. 
Specific pin power in the axial mesh M at the end of a micro-time step (W/m3) 
Specific pin power in the axial mesh M at the beginning of a micro-time step (W/m3) 
Specific pin power in the axial mesh M at time t 1 (W/m
3) 
n-
Specific pin power in the axial mesh M at time t (W/m3) 
n 
N 
N 
~ 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
QGES0(30) DTIT7 
QGESOM DTVAR3 
QQl (30) DTIT7 
QQ2(30) DTIT7 
QQ3(30) DTIT7 
QQ4 (30) DTIT7 
QQ5(30) DTIT7 
QQ6(30) DTIT7 
QReA DTIT6 
QReH DTIT6 
QReMI DTIT6 
Definition and Units 
Stationary specific pin power axial distribution (W/m3) 
Peak stationary power density (in axial mesh zone MPEAK) (W/m3) 
Power transferred per unit area between coolant (both vapour and liquid phases) and 
clad surface in the axial mesh M ~t time tn-l (W/m2) 
Power transferred per unit area between coolant (both vapour and liquid phases) and 
structure surface in the axial mesh M at time t 1 (W/m
2) 
n-
eoefficient used to calculate the power transferred per unit area between 
clad surface and coolant (both vapour and liquid phases) in the axial mesh M at time 
t (W/m2) 
n 
eoefficient used to calculate the power transferred per unit area between structure 
inner surface and coolant (both vapour and liquid phases) in the axial mesh M at time 
2 
t (W/m ) 
n 
Heat transfer coefficient between coolant and structure, calculated for the axial mesh 
M taking into account the bubbles configuration at time t (W/m2 0 e) 
n 
Heat transfer coefficient between clad and coolant, calculated for the axial mesh M 
taking into account the bubbles configuration at time t ~W/m2 0 e) 
n 
Defined by QReA =(ReA-DRe/4.)/ReA where: ReA = clad outer radius; DRe =half clad thick-
ness (see Subroutine STATO) 
Defined by QReH=(ReA-DRC/2.)/ReA with the above meaning of the symbols (see Subroutine 
STATO) 
Defined by QReMI=(ReM-DRe/2.)/ReM where: ReM= radial coordinate of the clad middle node; 
DRe = half clad thickness (see Subroutine STATO) 
N 
N 
\.l1 
Symbol and 
dimensions 
QRCPL 
QRMIN(IO) 
QRMIV 
QRPL(IO) 
QRPLH 
QRPLV 
QXMANI 
QXMB(IO) 
QXMBR(IO) 
R(IO) 
RBR(30) 
RCA(4) 
RKUE (30) 
RLA 
RLE 
Common Block 
DTIT6 
DTIT6 
DTIT6 
DTIT6 
DTIT6 
DTIT6 
DITCB 1 
DITCBl 
DTIT6 
DTIT5 
DTIT5 
DTIT5 
DTIT5 
Definition and Units 
Defined by QRCPL=(RCM+DRC/2.)/RCM with the above meaning of the symbols (see Sub-
routine STATO) 
Defined for the radial mesh zone N by QRMIN(N)=(R(N)-DRBR/2.YR(N) (see Subroutine STATO) 
Defined by QRMIV=(F~R(I)-DRBR/4.)/RBR(l) (see Subroutine STATO) 
Defined for the radial mesh zone N by QRPL(N)=(R(N)+DRBR/2.)/R(N) (see Subroutine STATO) 
Defined by QRPLH=(RCI+DRC/2.)/RCI where RCI = clad inner radius, DRC = clad half thick-
ness (see Subroutine STATO) 
Defined by QRPLV=(RCI+DRC/4.)/RCI with the above meaning of the symbols (see Subroutine 
STATO) 
Volumetrie flow rate through the channel (m3/h) 
Integral heat flux from clad and structure to vapour for bubble K at time t 1 (W/m
2) 
n-
Integral heat flux from clad and structure to vapour for bubble K at time t (W/m2) 
n 
Radius of the outer cylindrical surface of the radial mesh zones in the fuel column (m) 
Fuel pellet outer radius, assumed to be equal to the clad inner radius (see input 
description) (m) 
Radius of the four cylindrical surfaces bounding the three clad nodes (only used 1n 
Subroutine PR0CA) (m) 
Equivalent coolant channel radius (see input description) (m) 
Reduced inertial length at channel outlet (see input description) (m) 
Reduced inertial length at channel inlet (see input description) (m) 
N 
f'-' 
0\ 
Symbol and 
dimensions 
RMIN(lO) 
R0L(l0) 
R(,l)V(lO) 
R(,l)VF(l0,2) 
R0VFR(l0,2) 
R(,l)VM(30) 
R(,l)VMR(30) 
R(,l)Vl (10) 
R(,l)Vl R( 1 0) 
R(,l)V2 (10) 
R(,l)V2R(10) 
SCLR(30) 
SCLlR(lO) 
SCL2R(l0) 
SMAX 
SMIN 
Common Block Definition and Units 
DTIT6 Radius of the middle cylindrical surface of the radial mesh zones in the fuel column (m) 
DITCBI Liquid film density at the temperature which corresponds to the mean value of vapour 
pressure in bubble K (kg/m3) 
DITCBl 
DT1T9 
D1TCB1 
DT1T9 
D1TCB1 
DT1T9 
DITCBl 
DT1T9 
D1TCB1 
DT1T4 
DT1T4 
DT1T4 
DT1T4 
Mean value of vapour density inside bubble K at time t (kg/m3) 
n 
Vapeur density at the lower (I=l) or upper (1=2) phase interface for bubble K (K,I) 
at time tn-l (kg/m3) 
Vapeur density at the lower (1=1) or upper (1=2) phase interface for bubble K (K,1) 
at time t (kg/m3) 
n 
Vapeur density in the axial Eulerian mesh M at time 
Vapeur density in the Eulerian axial mesh M at time 
3 
tn-l (kg/m ) 
3 t (kg/m ) 
n 
Vapeur density in the lm,7ermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time 
Vapeur density in the lowermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time 
Vapeur density in the uppermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time 
Vapeur density in the uppermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time 
Clad film thickness in the axial mesh zone M at time t (m) 
n 
3 
tn-l (kg/m ) 
3 t (kg/m ) 
n 
3 
tn-l (kg/m ) 
3 t (kg/m ) 
n 
Clad film thickness in the lowermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t (m) 
n 
Clad film thickness in the uppermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t (m) 
n 
Maximum film thickness at both clad and structure material (see input description) (m) 
Minimum film thickness at both clad and structure material (see input description) (m) 
N 
N 
-...1 
Symbol and 
dimensions 
SPALT0(30) 
SPALT I (30) 
SPALT2 (30) 
SSTR(30) 
SSTlR(lO) 
SST2R(l0) 
STDP 
STQlE(30) 
STRUK. 
so 
TBMNR(30) 
TBMNI (30) 
TBNR(30, 10) 
TBNI (30, 10) 
TBQliL(IO) 
Common Block 
WIDTH 
WIDTH 
WIDTH 
DTIT4 
DTIT4 
DTIT4 
AlFA2F 
STQlECH 
DTIT8 
DTIT4 
DTIT2 
DTIT2 
DTIT2 
DTIT2 
DTVAR2 
Definition and Units 
Stationary fuel-gap width calculated an the basis af linear thermal expansion with-
out accounting for the initial gap width (m) 
Stationary fuel-gap width calculated taking into account the initial gap width in cold 
state. For the transient calculation it represents the gap width at time t 1 n-
Transient fuel-gap width at time t (m) 
n 
Structure film thickness in the axial mesh zone M at time t (m) 
n 
Structure film thickness in the lowermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t 
Structure film thickness in the uppermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t 
Stationary pressure drop including the pressure lasses in the inlet valve 
and in the inlet and outlet reduced lengths (N/m2) 
Fuel stoichiometry of 0/Me ratio in axial zone M (see input description) 
Name of structural material (see input description) 
Film thickness for bubbles initialisation (see input description) 
Average fuel temperature at time t (°C) 
n 
Average fuel temperature at time t 1 n-
(OC) 
(m) 
n 
(m) 
n 
(m) 
Fuel temperature at time t in the node 
n 
(M,N). (M=l, 30 index for axial mesh zones, 
N=l, 10 index for radial nodes) (oC) 
Fuel temperature at time t 1 (°C) n-
Time since start of boiling in channel KKN. It is set to zero in case single phase 
flow reestablishes (sec) 
N 
N 
00 
Symbol and 
dimenaions Common Block 
TBR2 (30, 10) DFBRT 
TBYPSR(30) FWFST 
TBYPS 1 (30) FWFST 
TBONR(30) DTIT2 
TBONl (30) DTIT2 
TBOR2 (30) DFBRT 
TBOT(30) DTITIO 
TCANR(30) DTIT2 
TCANl (30) DTIT2 
TCAR2 (30) DFBRT 
TCINR(30) DTIT2 
TCINI (30) DTIT2 
TCIR2(30) DRBRT 
TCMNl (30) DTIT2 
Definition and Units 
Fuel temperaturein the node (M,N) .CM=1,30 index for axial mesh zones, N=l,IO index 
for radial nodes). Used for iteration with the Gauss-Seidel method within the miere-
time step (°C) 
Temperature of by-pass flow at time t (°C) 
n 
Temperature of by-pass flow at time t 1 (°C) n-
Axial fuel temperature at time t (°C) 
n 
Axial fuel temperature at time t 
1 
(°C) 
n-
Axial fuel temperature used for iteration with the Gauss-Seidel method within the ~cro­
time step (°C) 
Axial fuel temperature used in the Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme referring to the pre-
vious iteration step (r-1) (°C) 
Outer clad surface temperature at time t (oC) 
n 
Outer clad surface temperature at time t 1 n- (oC) 
Outer clad surface temperature in axial mesh zone M. Used for iteration with the Gauss-
Seidel method within the micro-time step (oC) 
Inner clad surface temperature at time t (°C) 
n 
Inner clad surface temperature at time tn-l (oC) 
Inner clad surface temperature in axial mesh zone M. Used for iteration with the Gauss-
Seidel method within the micro-time step (°C) 
Temperature of clad middle surface at time t 1 (°C) n-
N 
N 
..0 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
TCMNR(30) DTIT2 
TCMR2 (30) DFBRT 
TETTA(lO) DTVARI 
TEXT(20) 
TKINNO DTIT2 
TKINR(30) DTIT2 
TKINl (30) DTIT2 
TKNR(30) DTIT2 
TKNl (30) DTIT2 
TK(ZINR(30) DTIT2 
TK(ZINI (30) DTIT2 
TL (I 0, 30) DTIT4 
TLE(SO) DTIT4 
TLER(SO) DITCBI 
TLR( I 0,30) DITCBl 
Definition and Units 
Temperature of clad middle surface at time t (°C) 
n 
Temperature of clad middle surface in axial mesh zone M. Used for iteration with the 
Gauss-Seidel method within the micro-time step (°C) 
Identifier for the solution of the heat transfer equations in channel KKN. (see in-
put description) 
Text identifying the problern to be calculated also used for headings of plot data sets 
(see input description) 
Stationary coolant inlet temperature (oC) 
Coolant temperature at inlet of an axial Eulerian mesh zone at time t 
n 
(oC) 
Coolant temperature at inlet of an axial Eulerian mesh zone at time t 1 (
0
c) 
n-
Coolant temperature in the middle of an axial Eulerian zone at time t 
n 
(oC) 
Coolant temperature in the middle of an axial Eulerian zone at time t 1 n-
(oC) 
Coolant temperature at outlet of an axial Eulerian zone at time t 
n 
(oC) 
Coolant temperature at outlet of an axial Eulerian zone at time tn-l (oC) 
Coolant temperature of the Lagrangian mesh MS in the liquid slug above the bubble K 
(K,MS) at time tn-I (oC) 
Coolant temperature in the Lagrangian meshes of the inlet liquid slug at time tn-l (oC) 
Coolant temperature in the Lagrangian meshes of the inlet liquid slug at time t (oC) 
n 
Coolant temperature of the Lagrangian mesh MS in the liquid slug above the bubble K 
(K,MS) at time t (°C) 
n 
f'-' 
w 
0 
Symbol and 
dimensions 
TPLE (10) 
TPLEN 
TRAMPE 
TSAT(30) 
TSBR 
TSCA 
TSST 
TSTNR(30) 
TSTN0(30) 
TSTNl (30) 
TSTR2(30) 
TT 
TTKU 
TTKUH 
TV(IO) 
Common Block 
DTVARl 
DTIT2 
DTIT2 
DTIT2 
DTIT2 
DTIT2 
DTIT2 
DFBRT 
DTVAR2 
AZDM 
DTIT4 
Definition and Units 
Temperature in coolant upper plenum above channel KKN at time t (°C) 
n 
Stationary temperature in coolant upper plenum (see input description) (°C) 
Time instant after which the time step for single phase flow calculation may be changed 
(see input description) 
Coolant saturation temperature. Only used in Subroutin$ITCI, ITClR (°C) 
Fuel fusion temperature (°C) 
Clad fusion temperature (°C) 
Structure material fusion temperature (°C) 
Temperature of structure material at time t (°C) 
n 
Stationary temperature of structure material (°C) 
Temperature of structure material at time t 
1 
(°C) 
n-
Temperature of structural material. Used for iteration with the Gauss-Seidel method 
within the micro-time step (°C) 
Problem time at the end of the actual time step (sec) 
Actual problern time referring to the end of a micro-time step (sec) 
Time point at .. rhich the coefficient ZETAD for the pressure drop in the inlet valve, pro-
grammed as function of time, exceeds ZDM/2. For times greater than TTKUH a smooth 
curve for the time variation of the inlet valve pressure drop coefficient is used (only 
used for leakage flow). 
Average vapour temperature inside the bubble K at time tn-l (°C) 
N 
w 
,.... 
Symbol and 
dimensions 
TVF( 10,2) 
TVFR( I 0, 2) 
TVM(30) 
TVMR(30) 
TVMRI (30) 
TVR(IO) 
TVl ( 1 0) 
TVI R(l 0) 
TVIRI (10) 
TV2 (10) 
TV2R(IO) 
TV2RI (10) 
ULCIR(30) 
ULCMR(30) 
Common Block Definition and Units 
DTIT9 Vapeur temperature at the lower (I=!) or upper (1=2) phase interface for bubble K (K,I) 
0 
at time tn-l ( C) 
DITCBl Vapeurtemperaturein the lower or upper phase interface for bubble K (K,I), at time 
t (°C) 
n 
DTIT9 Vapeur temperature in the axial Eulerian mesh zone M at time t 1 (oC) n-
Vapeur temperature in the axial Eulerian mesh zone M at time t (oC) 
n 
DITCBI 
DITCBI Vapeur temperature in the axial Eulerian mesh zone M. Worth stored for iteration with-
DITCBl 
DTIT9 
DITCBI 
DITCBl 
DTIT9 
DITCBl 
DITCBI 
UFILM 
UFILM 
in the miere-time step (oC) 
Average vapour temperature inside the bubble K at time t (oC) 
n 
Vapeur temperature in the lowermost (partial) mesh of the bubble K at time t 
n-I 
(oC) 
Vapour temperature in the lowermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t (oC) 
n 
Vapour temperature in the lowermost (partial) mesh of bubble K. Worth stored for 
iteration within the miere-time step (oC) 
Vapeur temperature in the uppermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t 1 n- (oC) 
Vapeur temperature in the uppermost (partial) mesh of bubble K at time t 
n 
(oC) 
Vapour temperature in the uppermost (partial) mesh of bubble K: Worth stored for 
iteration within the micro-time step (oC) 
Velocity of clad liquid film at the lower boundary of Eulerian axial mesh zone M at 
time t (rn/sec) 
n 
Velocity of clad liquid film lU the middle of Eulerian axial mesh zone M at time t 
n 
(rn/sec) 
N 
w 
N 
Symbol and 
dimensions 
ULC\1)R(30) 
ULCIR(lO) 
ULC2R(;O) 
ULCFR(l 0, 2) 
ULSIR(30) 
ULSMR(30) 
ULS\1)R(30) 
ULS 1 R(l O) 
ULS2R(l0) 
ULSFR(l0,2) 
Common Block 
UFILM 
UFILM 
UFILM 
UFILM 
Definition and Units 
Velocity of clad liquid film at the upper boundary of Eulerian axial mesh zone M at 
time t (rn/sec) 
n 
Velocity of clad liquid film in the middle of the lowermost (partial) mesh zone of 
bubble K at time t (rn/sec) 
n 
Velocity of clad liquid film in the middle of the uppermost (partial) mesh zone of 
bubble K at time t (rn/sec) 
n 
Velocity of clad liquid film at the lower/upper (I=l/2) phase interface of bubble K 
(K,I) at time t (m/sec) 
n 
Velocity of structure liquid film at the lower boundary of Eulerian axial mesh zone M 
at time t (rn/sec) 
n 
Velocity of structure liquid film in the middle of Eulerian axial mesh zone M at time 
t (m/sec) 
n 
Velocity of structure liquid film at the upper boundary of Eulerian axial mesh zone M 
at time t (m/sec) 
n 
Velocity of structure liquid film in the middle of the lowermost (partial) mesh zone 
of bubble K at time t (m/sec) 
n 
Velocity of structure liquid film in the middle of the uppermost (partial) mesh zone 
of bubble K at time t (m/sec) 
n 
Velocity of structure liquid film at the lower/upper (I=l/2) phase interface of bubble K 
(K,I) at time t (m/sec) 
n 
N 
w 
w 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
UNBN(30, 10) DTIT8 
UNB0(30) DTIT8 
UNHA(30) DTITIO 
UNHI(30) DTITlO 
UNHM(30) DTITlO 
UOBN (30, 1 0) DTIT8 
UOB0(30) DTIT8 
VCBL(201) 
VCPQI 
VCPS(273) 
VERH 
VKMN(30) DTIT3 
VKMNl (30) . DTIT3 
Definition and Units 
Specific fusion heat stored in the fuel material of axial mesh zone M, radial node N, 
during melting or solidification at time t (J/m3) 
n 
Specific fusion heat stored in the fuel central node of axial mesh zone M during mel-
ting or solidification at time t (J/m3) 
n 
Specific fusion heat stored in the clad material· of the outer surface node in axial 
mesh zone M during melting or solidification at time t (J/m3) 
n 
Specific fusion heat stored in the clad material of the inner surface node in axial 
mesh zone M during melting or solidification at time t 
n 
(J/m3) 
Specific fusion heat stored in the clad material of the middle surface node in axial 
mesh zone M during melting or solidification at time t 
n 
(J/m3) 
Specific fusion heat stored in the fuel material of axial mesh zone M, radial node N, 
during melting or solidification at time t 1 (J/m
3) 
n-
Specific fusion heat stored in the fuel central node of axial mesh zone M during mel-
ting or solidification at time t 1 (J /m3) n-
Array used to store data to be vrritten onto file FT12FOOl for "bubble Plot 11 generation 
Array used to store data to be written onto file FT13FOOl for option plot generation 
Array used to store data tobe written onto file FTllFOOl for standard plot generation 
ratio of the mass flow through the leakage path to the mass flow through the test channel 
Coolant velocity in the axial mesh M at time t (rn/sec) 
n 
Coolant velocity in the axial mesh M at time tn-l (rn/sec) 
!'V 
w 
~ 
Symbol and 
dimensions 
VDUF(30) 
VDZK(l 0, 30) 
VDZKE(SO) 
VDZKER(SO) 
Garnmon Block 
DTITS 
DTIT4 
DTIT4 
DITeB2 
VDZKER(l0,30) DITeB2 
VSTRUK(30) DTITS 
V(i'lLNN(30) DTIT6 
V(i'lLN1 (30, 10) DTIT6 
V0(30) DTIT6 
WWSTR(30) FWFS 
WWSTl (30) FWFS 
XBRKT(30) DTITS 
XKK(30) 
XLBNI (30,10) DFBRT 
Definition and Units 
Ratio of volume to inner surface area of structure per unit length (see input de-
scription) (m) 
Valurne of coolant in the Lagrangian meshes of the liquid slug above the bubble with in-
dex K at time tn-l (m3) 
Volume of coolant in the Lagrangian meshes of inlet liquid slug at time t ( 3 n-1 m ) 
Volume of coolant in the Lagrangian meshes of inlet liquid slug at time tn (m3) 
Volume of coolant in the Lagrangian meshes of the liquid slug above the bubble with ~n­
dex K at time t (m3) 
n 
Volume of structural material per unit length (see input description) (m2) 
Volume of fuel material associated to the peripheral node (node NN) in axial mesh zone M (m3 ) 
Volume of fuel material associated to the nodes N (N=- I ••••••• NN) in axial mesh zone M (m3) 
Volume of fu~l material associated to the pin axial nodes (m3) 
Heat transfer coefficient from structure outer surface to the adjacent medium at time 
t (W/m2 0 e) 
n 
Heat transfer coefficient from structure outer surface to the adjacent medium at time 
2 0 
tn-l (W/m e) 
Ratio of pin circumference to area of flow section for axial mesh zone M (m- 1) 
Ratio of the linear power generated in the channel axial mesh zone M to ~ times the 
volumetric specific power (m2 ) 
Thermal conductivity of fuel at mesh node (M,N) (M=l,30 index for axial zones, N=l,IO 
index of radial nodes) at time (t 1 + t )/2. (W/m
2 0
e) 
n- n 
N 
w 
Vl 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
XLCANI (30) DFBRT 
XLCINl (30) DFBRT 
XLCMI(30) DTITlO 
XLCPL(30) DTITIO 
XMANR(30) DTIT3 
XMANl (30) DTIT3 
XMAST(IO) 
XMl (30) DITCBl 
XM1R(30) DITCBI 
XM2(30) DITCBI 
XM2R(30) DITCB I 
Definition and Units 
Thermal conductivity of clad material of the outer surface of axial mesh eone M at 
time (t 1 + t )/2. (W/m°C) n- n 
Thermal conductivity of clad material at the inner surface of axial mesh zone M at 
time (t 1 + t )/2. (W/m°C) n- n 
(In this Common bleck only in Subroutine STATO). Thermal conductivity of clad material 
in the mid point between inner and middle clad nodes. (W/m°C) 
(In this Common bleck only in Subroutine STATO). Thermal conductivity of clad material 
in the mid point between middle and outer clad nodes. (W/m°C) 
? 
Coolant mass flux in the axial mesh M at time t (kg/m~sec) 
n 
Coolant mass flux in the axial mesh M at time t 1 (kg/m
2
sec) 
n-
Stationary mass flow in channel KKN (kg/sec) 
Heat flux from clad and structure to vapour in axial mesh node M at time t 1 (used for n-
calculating the source term in the solution of the continuity and energy equations of 
2 
the vapour phase) (W/m ) 
Heat flux from clad and structure to vapour in axial mesh node M at time t . (Used for 
n 
calculating the source term in the solution of the continuity and energy equations of 
2 the vapour phase) (W/m ) 
Auxiliary parameter to calculate the source term for axial zone M at time tn-l in the 
~ 
solution of the continuity and energy equations for the vapour phase (kg/m~) 
Auxiliary parameter to calculate the source term for axial zone M at time t in the 
n 
solution of the continuity and energy equaticns for the vapour phase (kg/m2) 
N 
w 
0\ 
Symbol and 
dimensions Common Block 
XQll (I 0) DITCB1 
XQl1R(lO) DITCB1 
X(ll2(10) DITCBl 
XQl2R(lO) DITCBl 
XSTKT(30) DTIT 
XUl (1 0) DITCBl 
XUlR(lO) DITCBl 
XU2 (10) DITCBl 
XU2R(l0) DITCBl 
Definition and Units 
Heat flux from clad and structure to vapour in the uppermost (partial) zone of bubble 
with index K at time t 1 (used for calculating the source term in the solution of the n-
energy and continuity equations of the vapour phase) (W/m2) 
Heat flux from clad and structure to vapour in the uppermost (partial) zone of bubble 
with index K at time t (W/m2) 
n 
Auxiliary parameter to calculate the source term for the solution of energy and con-
tinuity equations of the vapour phase in the uppermost (partial) zone of bubble with ~n-
dex K at time t 1 (kg/m
2) . 
n-
Auxiliary paramter to calculate the source term for.the solution of energy and conti-
nuity equations of the vapour phase in the uppermost (partial) zone of bubble with 
index K at time t (kg/m2) 
n 
Ratio of structure inner circumference to area öf flow section for axial mesh zone M (m- 1) 
Heat flux from clad and structure to vapour in the lowermost (partial) zone of bubble 
with index K at time tn-l (used for calculating the source term in the solution of the 
energy and continuity equations of the vapour phase) (W/m2 ) 
Heat flux from clad and structure to vapour in the lowermost (partial) zone of bubble 
with index K at time t (W/m2) 
n 
Auxiliary parameter to calculate the source term for the solution of energy and con-
tinuity equations of vapour phase in the lowermost (partial) zone of bubble with in-
dex K at time tn-l (kg/m2 ) 
Auxiliary parameter to calculate the source term for the solution of energy and conti-
nuity equations of the vapour phase in the lowermost (partial) zone of bubble with in-
dex K at time t 
n 
(kg/m2) 
N 
w 
........ 
Symbol and 
dimensions 
XX 
XXMANR 
XXMANI 
z (31) 
ZDM 
ZETAC 
ZETAD 
ZETADO 
ZL (10,2) 
ZSLUG 
Common Block 
WIDTH 
DTIT3 
DTIT3 
DTITS 
AZDM 
DTIT5 
DTITS 
DTITS 
DTIT4 
DTVARI 
Definition and Units 
Cerreetion factor of mean fuel temperatures used for radial fuel expansion calculation 
(see input description) 
Mean value of the coolant mass flux through the channel at time t 2 (kg/m sec) 
n 
Mean value of the coolant mass flux through the channel at time t 1 
2 (kg/m sec) 
n-
Axial coordinate of the upper boundary of Eulerian meshes, including an additional 
mesh in outlet plenum (m) 
Maximum value of the inlet valve pressure drop coefficient used to simulate a mass flow 
run down (to be supplied by the user in Subroutine ZETAD) (dimensionless) 
Coefficient for calculation öf coolant pressure drop at flow section enlargement 
(dimensionless) 
Coefficient for calculation of coolant pressure drop across the channel inlet valve 
at time t (dimensionless) 
n 
Coefficient for calculation of stationary coolant pressure drop across the channel 
inlet valve (dimensionless) 
Axial coordinate of the lower/upper (I=l/2) phase boundary of bubble K (~) 
Length of generated Lagrangian meshes at channel inlet or outlet by reentry (see in-
put description) (m). In some cases, depending on the length of the Eulerian meshes, 
Lagrangian meshes may be generated with a length equal to a fraction of ZSLUG. 
N 
w 
00 
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4. Input and output descriptions 
A) Input Description 
By the card numer is indicated in brackets the format for reading input data. 
Options which are suggested (as corresponding to the most advanced code version) 
are underlined. 
Card (18A4) 
TEXT identification text of the case considered. This text is used as 
well for identification of the PLOT-data sets 
Card 2 
NPL~T$ 
NPL~TB 
NPL~T~ 
IDELTT 
LP1 
LP2 
Card 3 
NBDTR 
NBDTW 
Card 4 
NKKN 
N~ 
NSAUL 
(6I4) 
identification for the standard plot option. 
If NPLOTS = 0 no standard plot prepared 
If NPLOTS > 0 relevant data for. the standard plot are written on file 
number FT11F001 
identification for the bubble plot option. 
If NPLOTB = 0 no bubble plot prepared 
If NPLOTB > 0 relevant data for the bubble plot are written on file 
number FT12F001 
identification for the optional plot to be specified by the user. 
If NPLOTO = 0 no optional plot prepared 
If NPLOTB > 0 specified plot data are written on file number FT13F001 
frequency for plotting data (IDELLT > 0). Every IDELTT time steps plot 
data are written on the respective files. 
for the single phase coolant conditions every LP1th time step output 
is written (LPl > 0) 
for the two phase flow situation every LP2th time step output is 
written (LP > 0) 
(2I4) 
unit number of disk storage from which channel dependent data are read 
sequentially (NBDTR = 1) 
unit number of disk storagßto which channel dependent data are written 
sequentially (NBDTW = 3) 
(9I4) 
number of coolant channels (1~ NKKN ~ 10) 
number of axial zones in the coolant channel (NM2 ~ 30) 
identifier for the solution of the Fourier-equation in the pin 
NSAUL = Saulyev method 
NSAUL = 0 implicit solution 
IFLAG 
ICFI 
I FILM 
ICFI3 
IERR0R 
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identifier for single phase coolant solution of the 
momentum equation 
IFLAG < 0 axially constant mass flow distribution 
(ITCI, ITCI 1) 
IFLAG > 0 axially dependent mass flow distribution 
(l:TCIR; ITCI IR) 
identifier for two phase flow pressure drop corre-
lation 
ICFII ~ 0 
ICFII > 0 
Wallis correlation 
Lockhart-Martinelli correlation 
identifier for the liquid film simulation 
IFILM ~ 0 
IFILM > 0 
quiescent film 
moving film 
idl;!ntifier for two phase flow pressure drop calcula-
tion in a mesh 
ICFI3 ~ 0 
IFCI3 > 0 
mean value per mesh 
Sirnpson formula along mesh siz~ used 
identifier for special output selection in two-,', 
phase flow region 
IERROR = 0 
IERROR = 
IERROR = 2 
normal output selection as determined 
with LP2 
every time step a short print out of 
relevant two phase flow data is given 
additionally 
overrides the LP2 output identifier, 
every time step a full print out of 
data is given 
IERROR = 3 •• 7 special identifiers for output selec-
tion in case of errors during the two 
phase flow computation for debugging 
NANF 
Card 5 
TRAMPE 
DELTIR 
DELTl 
DELT2 
TEND 
TT 
.f;ard 6 
so 
SMIN 
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identifier for restart-option 
NANF = 0 
NANF = 
(7G10.4) 
no restart, steady state calculation 
performed 
restart during transient calculation 
time identifier during single phase coolant condi-
tions /sec/. For times less thaA TRAMPE the time step 
DELTIR is used, for time greater than TRAMPE the 
time step DELTI is used. 
time step for single phase coolant conditions 
/sec/ (t <TRAMPE) (DELT)RN 0.1 sec) 
time step for single phase coolant conditions 
/sec/ (t > TRAMPE) (DELTI ,.J 0. I. sec) 
time step during two phase flow conditions 
/sec/ (DELT2AJ 0.003) 
maximumtime for transient /sec/. If TEND is 
reached during a calculation all data are stored 
on disk (UNIT = FT08F001) to provide restart ca-
pability 
time at the beginning 
of the job: 
TT = 0 
TT ). 0 
(7GI0.4) 
a steady state calculation is per-
formed 
restart of a run is foreseen. The 
actual time is provided by the restart file • 
initial film thickness /m/. The value which 
corresponds to a 80% void fraction in the channel is suggested 
minimal film thickness /m/. 
If calculated values are below this number dry-out 
is initialized. 
If a stationary film is considered the recommended 
value is 2/3 of the initial film thickness, for a 
SMAX 
RLA 
RLE 
TPLEN 
ZSLUG 
Card 7 
PDECl 
PDEC2 
PDEC3 
TETA 
Card 8 
(DTSHA(KK.N), 
KKN= 1 , NKKN) 
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moving film the value is 10~ 
maximumfilm thickness /m/. 
If calculated values are larger than this nurober 
the film thickness is kept constant at SMAX. Recommended 
values are those, which correspond to about 60% 
void fraction in the channel. 
reduced inertial length at the outlet /m/. RLA takes 
into account the mixing plenum above coolant channel. 
reduced inertial length at the inlet /m/ 
coolant temperature in the outlet above the 
mixing plenum 
(TPLEN ~ 600-750°C) 
mesh size of generated liquid Lagrangian 
meshes, /m/ 
(ZSLUG~ (0.6 - 1.0) b.Z . 
m~n 
(4GI0.4) 
coefficient to describe inlet pressure variation 
coefficient to describe inlet pressure variation 
coefficient to describe inlet pressure variation 
As example: (b.pt)/(b.P0 ) = exp(PDECI *"t+PDEC2 ~ t 2 
+ PDEC3~ 3 
(see subroutine FPKO) 
identifier for the solution of the Fourier equation 
TETA = 0 
TETA = 0,5 
TETA = 
(7GI0.4) 
explicit scheme (stability criterion 
for time step 
Crank-Nicolson scheme 
implici t scheme 
initial superheat for voiding initialization in 
channel KKN /°C/ 
(0.5 < DTSHA < severalxJ0°C) 
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Card 9 (7G10.4) 
(DTSHB(KKN),subsequent superheat for bubble initialization in channel KKN /°C/ 
KKN=l,NKKN) noßmally 0.5 < DTSHB < several °C 
(DTSHB(KKN) ~ DTSHA(KKN) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Card 10 
NBD3 
Card 11 
LART 
NMO 
NMl 
NMT0P 
Card 1 
TKINNO 
PKOO 
PK0NO 
The following data are to be provided for SUBROUTINE STATO (steady state 
calculation). 
(14) 
unit to which the steady state data are written (NBD3 - 1) 
normally NBD3 = NBDTR 
(414) 
identifier for channels with different materials as coolant, fuel, clad, 
structure or bonding (1 ~ LART ~ 3) 
firstaxial mesh of the fuel column. M=(l,(NM0-1)) is regarded as fission 
gas plenum. For the region M=l up to M=(NM0-1) only structure temperatures 
are calculated. 
last axial mesh of the fuel column. M=((NM1+1),NM2) is regarded as fuel 
element outlet. For this region no fuel temperatures are calculated. 
From M=1 up to NMl the coolant flow area is constant. For (NM1+1) up to NM2 
a different coolant flow area can be defined. 
axial mesh inside the area (NMO, NM1) beyond that only very little heat 
production is assumed (normally NMTOP = NM!) 
(3GI0.4) 
inlet coolant temperature I°CI 
inlet plenum pressure I Nlm2 I 
2 
outlet plenum pressure I Nlm / 
Card 13 
CH21 
CH22 
Card 14 
ONN1 
CNN2 
CN1 
CN2 
CN3 
Card 15 
KUEL(1) 
STRUK(1) 
CAN(L) 
PE1LET(1) 
BqjND(1) 
1=1, 1ART 
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(3Gl 0. 4) 
coefficient f of the Re-dependent single 
phase friction factor (calculated· in Subroutine XFFl, XCFI). 
f = CH2 1 ~Re CH22 
(5Gl0.4) 
coefficients to determine the clad-coolant 
heat transfer coefficient 
(5A4) 
name of coolant (NAL) 
name of structure material (4981, NB) 
name of clad material (4981) 
name of fuel (UPUO) 
name of bonding (SP(SPGA, NAL) 
names are consistent with those used in the MAP1IB 
(this card has to be provide 1ART-times) 
------~----------------------------------------------------------------~-
Card 16 
KqjNT 
NN 
NGRID 
All following cards have to be provided NKKN 
times. They are channel dependent input data. 
(314) 
type of the coolant channel (1=1, 1ART) 
KqjNT = (fuel pin) 
KqjNT = 2 (breeder pin) 
KqjNT 3 (trinun pin) 
number of radial meshes inside the fuel 
pellet 
identifier for spacers 
NGRID > 0 grids multiplier to friction lasses in 
the region (NMl+I,NM2) compared to tube 
flow condi tions 
NGRID ( 0 wires or rips 
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Card 17 (7Gl0.4) 
This card has to be provided' NM2-times (W•l, NM2) 
RBR(M) 
DCAN(M) 
RKUE (M) 
VDUF(M) 
VSTRUK(M) 
DB0ND(M) 
FWFS (M) 
Card 18 
This card 
ANTB(M) 
ANTC(M) 
ANTK(M) 
ANTS (M) 
Card 19 
This card 
DPO(M) 
CNPU(M) 
STOE (M) 
has to 
has to 
fuel pellet outer radius assumed to be equi-
valent to the inner radius of the clad /m/ 
clad thickness /m/ 
equivalent coolant channel euter radius /m/ 
ratio of volume to surface area of structural materiai 
per unit length /m/ 
volume of structural material per unit 
length /m2/ 
gap width between fuel and clad /m/ 
ratio of equivalent outer to inner surface area of . 
structural material. This ratio is used to calculate 
the surface area of the structural material·~ to · de-
termine radial heat losses. It has to be chosen 
consistently with the surface area of structural 
mat.erial, for which the heat transfer coefficient 
between coolant flow area and bypass flow (TBPS) 
has been defined: 
(4Gl0.4) 
be provided NM2-times (M=l, NM2) 
percentage of power produced inside the fuel 
percentage of power produced in the clad material 
percentage of power produced in the coolant 
percentage of power produced in the structure 
material 
(3GI0.4) 
be provided (NMl-NMO+ 1 ) times (M=NMO,NMI) 
ratio of fuel density to theoretical density 
percentage of (Fu02) in the fuel 
stoichiometry. of 0/Me-ratio 
Card 20 
DELTZ(M) 
(M=l ,NM2) 
Card 2 
DABST 
PSI 
HG.AP 
SPALTE 
XX 
Card 22 
Card 23 
ML 
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(7GI0.4) 
axial mesh size /m/ 
(~z )/(~z . ) should not exceed values of 
max m1n 
2-3 a t maximum. For region (NMO, NM!) equal 
spacing is preferred. 
(5GI0.4) 
geometry description of spacers 
if NGRID > 0 
if NGRID < 0 
DABST equals the pitch between 
adjacent pins /m/ 
axial distance between grid 
spacers /m/ (DABST > 0) 
description of spacers 
if NGRID > 0 
if NGRID < 0 
ratio of width to height of rips or 
wires relevant for the equivalent 
coolant channel 
multiplier to the hydrostatic pres-
sure at grids 
heat transfer coefficient between fuel and clad 
I W/m2°C I 
reference gap width for the simplified calculation 
of a transiently varying gap /m/ 
correction factor of mean fuel temperatures used 
for radial fuel expansion calculation (normally 
XX= I) 
(GI0.4) 
steady state coolant outlet temperature /°C/ 
(2I4) 
identifier for power normalization 
ML = I total power generation in the channel 
is used for normalization 
ML = 2 peak power density is used for normali-
zation 
MAX 
Card 24 
QQSO 
Card 25 
FAX(M), 
M=t ,NM2 
Card 26 
.FACR(N), 
N=t, NN + 1 
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identifier for type of axial power distribution FAX(M) 
MAX = -1 node power distributton 
MAX = nodewise power density distribution 
(GI0.4) 
power 
if ML = 1 total power generation in the channel IWI 
if ML = 2: peakpower density in the channel I Wlm3 I 
(7G10.4) 
if MAX = 1: axial specific power distribution I Wlm3 I 
if MAX =-1: axial node power distribution I W I 
(7GI0.4) 
radial power distribution inside the fuel pellet 
in relative units. 
B) Output description 
See description of subroutines STATO (steady state data) and AUSGAB 
(transient data) 
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5. Auxiliary data sets and plotting facilities 
The following external storage devices ar.e used in BLOW-3A: 
NDD3 = I 
NBDTR = 
NBDTW = 3 
FT04FOOI 
FTOSFOOI 
FT06FOOI 
FT08FOOI 
FTIIFOOI 
FT12FOOI 
FTI3FOOI 
unit for steady state data. 
FTOIFOOI to be specified on a contemporary 
disk 
read transient data from a file to be speci-
fied as FTOIFOOI on a contemporary disk 
write transient data on a file to be specified 
as FT03FOOI on a contemporary disk 
Restart file from which transient data are read. 
This file has been specified from previous 
run as FT08FOOI on a permanent disk 
file for card input 
file for paper output 
restart file to be specified on a permanent disk. This file 
is written every 50th time step and at the end of a run. 
file for standard plot data to be specified 
on a permanent disk 
file for bubble plot data to be specified on 
a permanent disk 
file for an optional plot data set to be spe-
cified on a permanent disk. 
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Part IV Status of the experimental validation of the BLOW-3A programme 
and code application for LMFBR safety analysis 
Since the very beginning of the programme development theoretical work on 
the two-phase flow model used in BLOW-3A was accompanied by interpretation 
of experiments and application of the code in the LMFBR safety analysis. 
A review of theoretical interpretation work performed for in-pile and out-
of-pile experiments can be found in /26/ and /30/. This work concentrated 
on single pin and 7-pin experiments in which various failure conditions 
were simulated as mass flow reduction, slow power increase, inlet blockage 
etc. The experiments were performed in 7-pin clusters of different design 
as wire wrapped bundles and bundles with grid spacers. Same examples of 
this work are documented in subsequent sections. In section 1 examples of 
interpretation work of the SCARABEE first phase in-pile experiments are· 
given. In section 2 results of theoretical interpretation work of 7-pin out-
of-pile experiments are documented demonstrating how the application of the 
BLOW-3A programme 'can contribute to a better understanding of experiments. 
Besides application of the programme for theoretical interpretation of 
experiments BLOW-3A was extensively used in the framework of LMFBR safety 
analysis. On the one side these concerned analysis of the unprotected loss-
of-flow accident in SNR-300 and SNR-2000 /29/, /30/ but covered as well con-
sequence analysis of inlet blockages in the KNK-reactor /33/. Application 
for reactor analysis mostly was clone with the CAPRI-c.ode /29/ in which 
BLOW-3A is implemented as a module for description of boiling phenomena. 
Besides that BLOW-3A has been made available for incorporation in the EAC-
code /34/ which is developed at the JRC Ispra to serve as a type of reference 
code for whole core accident analysis in the european community. In section 3 
of this paragraph typical examples of results are given resulting from a 
simulation of a loss-of-flow accident in a large fast breeder reactor. 
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1. Theoretical interpretation of single-pin in-pile SCARABEE experiments 
1.1 General 
The experimental progralllireSCARABEE was perfomecl by the Commissariat a !'Ener-
gie Atomique (CEA) in the CABRI-reactor) within the frame of general research 
on cool.ant accidents in LMFBR's /2/. Experiments were clone to obtaine know-
ledge about consequences of local ancl global blockages, as well as pump fa~l­
ure simulations. The programme aimed also at analyzing the fuel element fail-
ure effects including failure propagation, behaviour of malten fuel ancl con-
sequences of contact with liquid soclium. At the same time experimental clata 
had to supply a basis for developing ancl validating theoretical models to 
desc:dbe the phenomena involved, at least up to loss of the pin or bundle 
integrity. 
Theoretical analysis of experimental results has been clone at KfK in the 
years 1974 to 1977 and has been clocumented in references /3/, /19/, /26/ as 
well as in a number of internal reports, issued at KfK. A short selection of 
these results is shown in this section. Work at KfK concentratecl mainly on 
the interpretation of single-pin experimentswith global mass flow reduction. 
It aimecl at evaluating the thermalhydraulic aspects of two phase flow ancl 
its interaction with fuel pin cleformation resulting from different loading 
conclitions. As theoretical tools the cornputer programmes BLOW-3A ancl BREDA-2 
/27/ were usecl. 
The thermalhydraulics 'vork at KfK developed in different steps. Firstly the 
recorcled experimental data were transfered to KfK ancl a proceclure was estab-
lishecl to use efficiently the plotting facilities available at KfK. In a 
seconcl step the boundary conditions of the SCARABEE test rig were analyzecl 
to iclentify peculiarities of the loop arrangement 'vhich may have influencecl 
the experimental sequence of events. A summary of the peculiarities identi-
fiecl cluring the course of the interpretation work is given in the following. 
The final status of the cornparison between experiments ancl theoretical results 
is summarizecl in section 1.3. In section 1.4 conclusions are drawn from the 
interpretation work. Special attention is given to the status of our under-
standing of dominant physical mechanisms occuring during the SCARABEE experi-
ments and to the question of prototypicality of the experimental series com-
pared to reactor conditions. 
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1.2 Main characteristics of the SCARABEE experiments 
During the interpretation work several peculiarities of the SCARABEE experi-
mental rig and of the experiments performed have been identified. The main 
items concerned are explained hereafter. 
Power production during SCARABEE experiments and its axial and radial distri-
butions are determined by several features of test rig design and of the 
driver core '.;rhich are knmm only with some uncertainties: 
neutranie coupling of the driver core to the test p~n assembly; 
y-heating ~n the structures and its axial and radial distributions; 
radial power profile in the test p~n due to the thermal spectrum 
of the driver core; 
axially dependent pellet structure (full and hollow pellets) and 
pellet enrichment variations for some of the experiments. 
These uncertainties influence the overall coupling coefficient between reac-
tor and test pin power to a large extent. We have not worked in detail in 
this field but have used the information available at CEA. Coupling factors 
for every experiment were derived on the basis of three types of data: 
neutron transport and diffusion calculations as well as calculation 
of y-heating. These were performed for the actual positioning of each 
test rig in the driver core; 
evaluation of tharmocouple and mass flow measurements via calculation 
of thermal balances taking into account radial heat losses; 
investigation of fuel pellet restructuring taking the porosity distribu-
tion and the extension of differently restructured fuel as a measure of 
temperature distribution in the fuel pellets. 
We have taken into account the calculated axial and radial power distributions 
but the uncertainty with regard to coupling coefficients could not be removed 
completely. The uncertainty of power production in the test pins thus remained 
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Ln the range of about 10%. For calculation purposes coupling coefficients 
therefore were taken first as a parameter to be varied in the above men-
tioned range. Because most of the single pin voiding experiments were per-
formed for boundary conditions close to flow instabilities originating from 
two phase flow phenomena the uncertainty for the power production influenced 
the accuracy of the theoretical results. Eventually the value 1.88 k\-7 (pin)/ 
MW (reactor) was taken for the coupling factor. 
For most experiments the pressure drop characteristics of a leakage flow path 
influenced the stability of the two phase flow behaviour during the transient. 
The analysis aimed at investigating whether the measured levels of mass flow 
could be explained on the basis of calculated steady state pressure drop 
characteristics, Although some quasi stationary levels of mass flow could 
be justified, the application of the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation for the 
calculation of two-phase pressure drops did not confirm all measured mass 
flow levels. For the transient calculation it was found necessary to simulate 
both the test section and the leakage flow path in parallel. Expecially for 
reduced mass flow rates with large pressure drops along the test section in-
let and Ln the two phase flow regime, transient interaction bet~qeen the two 
flow paths influenced the measured net mass flow variations strongly. In the 
final part of the transient, calculated mass flow rates through the test sec-
tion and the leakage path have nearly the same magnitude. For the theoreti-
cally determined pressure drop characteristic of the leakage flow path no 
experimental verification is avai lable. Therefore the range of uncertainty 
sirnulating the leakage flow theoretically cannot be given. Based cm parametric 
simulations of dry-out and rewetting sequences in the two phase flow regime 
the current explanation for the experimentally observed flow oscillations is 
as follows: the short term sharp flow oscillations are mainly dominated by 
local dry-out and rewetting phenomena in the heated test section but the 
transient variation of the mean value is determined by the pressure drop 
characteristics of the parallel flow paths thvough the test section and the 
leakage gap. The leakage flow has a destabilizing effect onto the coolant 
mass flow, thus forcing large amplitude flow oscillations which superimpose 
and eventually dominate the slug oscillations due to the boiling phenomena. 
The influence of the leakage flow onto the development of the boiling pattern 
has been investigated in the calculations performed at KfK by means of a 
special submodule of the BLOW-3A code which has been made available for this 
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purpose. Details about the leakage flow representation are given in section 
II.C.3.4. Basically the method followed consists in using a known relation-
ship (supplied by CEA experimental investigations) between the pressure 
drop across the test channel and the leakage mass flow. This relationship 
which holds for steady state conditions is applied in the BLOW-3A code 
under the assumption that acceleration forces acting onto the leakage mass 
flow are negligible. From the calculated pressure drop across the channel 
the mass flow in the leakage path is derived and subtracted from the total 
mass flow upstream of the inlet valve to find the mass flow through the 
test section. The coefficient for calculating the pressure drop in the 
inlet valve which normally depends on the flow streaming through the chan-
nel is modified to derive an equivalent coefficient which takes into account 
the total mass flow streaming through the inlet valve. 
Numerical results showed that the leakage mass flow normally rises to worths 
which oscillate in the range of 1-2 times the mean value of the mass flow 
through the test channel before pin breakdown. The leakage flow represen-
tation has therefore proved to be a valuable feature to describe correctly 
the very last phase of the boiling phenomena as it explains the large mass 
flow oscillations observed. 
One special feature of the SCARABEE experiments is the twofold thermal iso-
lation of the test pin from the surrounding test rig structure and the by-
pass flow. This thermal isolation extends along the heated but only partly 
along the non-heated section of the test pin. There is practically no ther-
mal isolation in the uppermost part of the test rig. The twofold barrier in 
the heated part consists of two layers of low thermal conductivity materials 
(Al 2o3 and Zr0 2) directly sprayed onto the Niobium tube and of a surrounding 
vacuum gap. By these provisions an excellent thermal isolation against the 
surrounding structure has been achieved. Steady state radial heat losses in 
this region amount to a few percentsfor normal flow and power conditions. 
In the uppermost part of the test section no thermal isolation has been 
provided for. Therefore radial heat losses in this section increase strongly 
and reach values of 15-30% along the \o7hole test section dependent on the mass 
flow to power ratio of every single experiment. Thus steady state tempera-
ture distributions along the coolant channel are strongly influenced by the 
axially dependent radial heat loss variations. 
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For transients the situation becomes more complicated. Especially for fast 
mass flow reductions radial heat losses increase particularly in the non 
heated part of the test section. The increase is mainly determined by the 
temperature increase rate of the Niobium tube and its oxide layers. There-
fore it was found necessary to simulate the thermal inertia of these materi-
ale properly. Once the two phase flow regime extends up to test rig sections 
with no thermal isolation recondensation phenomena on cold structures and 
associated transient radial heat losses in these areas dominate the two 
phase flow dynamics. Therefore approximations have been developed to simu-
late theoretically the time dependence of axially variable radial heat los-' 
ses. Thermal conduction in the layered structure material and radiation ef-
fects across the vacuum gap have been taken into account. There are no spe-
cific experimental data available to check the accuracy of the approximations 
chosen for the theoretical analysis. Nevertheless, comparison of theoretical 
and experimental results have shown qualitatively that the simulation covers 
the main effects correctly. The influence of radial heat losses on two phases 
flow dynamics is strong if the two phase flow regime extends up to the axial 
regions where no thermal isolation is provided for. 
The radial heat losses have been simulated by· calculating the steady state 
heat transfer coefficient from the channel structure to the by-pass flow 
taking into account the thermal resistance of the vacuum gap separating the 
structure from the outer layers. (See Fig. 19 showing the cross section of 
the test rig). The inertia o.f the test rig structure has been anyway taken 
into account by means of a formula.which introduces a time variation of the 
calculated heat transfer coefficient. A parametric analysis of the heat 
transfer coefficient, varying the gap conductivity (in case a non-perfect 
vacuum is assumed) and the integral emissivity of the gap surfaces,has been 
performed with a computing programme·· independent of BLOW-3A. It has led 
to the conclusion that the most reliable heat transfer coefficient is ob-
tained making the assumption of a perfect vacuum gap with gray body integral 
emissivity of about 0.85, which corresponds to strongly oxidized gap surfaces. 
The method adopted to calculate the heat transfer coefficient to the by-pass 
flow takes into account the radiative thermal resistance of the vacuum gap 
and the resistance to conduction of all lay~rs. It consists in deriving a 
quasi-stationary heat flux q in dependence on the temperature difference 
between structure outer surface and by-pass flow. The overall heat transfer 
coefficient is then defined as K~q/ (2~Re (T8-Tb))where Re is the radius of 
the equivalent Niobium structure and T8 , Tb are the temperatures of the 
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structure outer surface and of the by-pass flow respectively. The calcula-
tion takes into account the dependence of material properties on the temper-
ature. Details of this calculations have been given in section II.e.3.3. 
1.3 Analysis of SCARABEE IV experiments 
The SeARABEE single pin experiments, which were completed in summer 1974, 
comprised 18 test series whose main characteristics are summarized in 
table V. They can be classified in two groups characterized by rapid flow 
reduction at constant reactor power (experiments II to XI) and by slow 
ovarpower transients without flow reduction (experiments XII to XVIII). 
Within the first class of experiments the first five were run with a 
helium fill gas pressure of 1 bar; in those of the second group pressure 
~Y'as increased to 10, 20 and 30 bar (at 20 °e) and a different fill gas 
composition was chosen to simulate fission gas release during pin irradia-
tion. 
The experiments were run in subsequent phases: first a pre-irradiation 
aimed at reaching a prototypical fuel pellet microstructure due to material 
redistribution. A second phase was intended to test the thermal behaviour 
of the test section for different coolant flows and reactor power levels 
and to assess the thermohydraulic behaviour of coolant up to flow reversal 
and dry-out with subsequent fuel and clad melting. "Post martern" analysis 
was performed to investigate the formation of central voids, extension of 
malten fuel regions and fuel dislocations. 
Referring to /3/, /19/ and /26/ for the complete analysis of the thermal-
hydraulic aspects of the SCARABEE experiments, we discusse here the most 
important results of the theoretical interpretation of the experiment 
seARABEE IV. This test pin is shown schematically in Fig. 20. Half of the 
fuel pellets, 34 in total, were provided with a central hole in which the 
thermocouple Te8 was inserted for measuring the central temperature. Other 
thermocouples were applied to measure the temperature in the fuel-clad gap 
(TClO), at the clad surface (Te9 and Tell), and at coolant outlet (Tel2). 
The fuel consisted of nearly stoichiometric UO enriched to about 20% 
. 2 
U-235. The clad material ~qas AISI 316L. The most important data 6f l:(:ARABEE IV 
are presented in table VI. 
TableV.: SCARABEE single pin experirnents 
-
Experiment Type Inner pressure Tests 
Nr. (at 20°C in bar) 
II g D 1 LZ,LLT,SDT 
. 
III g D I LZ,LLT,S'DT 
IV g D I LZ,LLT,SDT 
V 3/6-blockage, 2 cm high at 1 LZ,SDT 
middle axial position 
VI g D 10 LZ,LLT,SDT 
VII g D 1 LZ,LLT,SDT 
VIII 5/6-blockage, 2 cm high at I LZ ,DTP 
upper axial position 
IX g D 20 LZ,LLT,SDT 
X g D 30 LZ,LLT,SDT N 
\.J1 
0' 
XI g D 30 LZ,LLT 
XII Flow-coast-down tests 1 LZ,LLT 
XIII S L T 1 S L T 
XIV S L T 1 S L T 
XV g D 1 LZ,LLT,SDT 
XVII pump breakdown at over 30 D T P 
power 
Symbols: g D- global flow reduction, S L T- fast power transient, L L T- slow power transient, 
S D T- fast flow reduction (by valve), D T P- flow reduction (by pump), L Z- power cycles. 
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Table VI: Data of the SCARABEE IV test pin 
Fuel: 
Cladding: 
Fuel pin: 
iriaterial 
theoretical density 
pellet density 
porosity 
0/Me 
solid pellet 
diameter 
hollow pellet 
inner diameter 
outer diameter 
. material 
inner diameter 
outer diameter 
length of fuel column 
configuration 
radial gap width 
(cold state) 
filling gas 
gas pressure 
uo2 with 20.05% U-235 
10.95 g/cm3 
10.13 g/cm3 
7.5% 
2.0017 
5.575 rom 
1.650 rom 
5.567 rom 
AIS! 316 L 
5.80 mm 
6.70 rom 
340 rom 
17 solid pellets in the 
lower part, above them 
17 hollow pellets 
solid pellet 112.5 ~m 
hollow pellet 116.5 ~m 
helium (assumed Can-
tamination 10% argon 
equivalent) 
1 bar at 20°C 
lnox- cladding 
U02-Pellet 
Thermoelement \ 
\ 
SCARABEE - Cross- Section 
±LOQ 
.lnox- tube 
• . Vacuum 
,/·Niob-tube 
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Stagnating 
Sodium 
o 180,5 TC 12 
95,5 TC10,TC11 
30,5 TC9 
_Q - Ia.- TC 8 
::.lQQ 
-=110 lower end 
Fig. 19: 
Cross section of the test 
rig for single-pin SCARABEE 
experimeilts 
Fig. 20: 
Scheme of fuel pin used in 
the SCARABEE experiments with 
position of some thermocouples 
for SCARABEE IV. 
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The preirradiation of the test pins was characterized by the following 
history: the first operation period aimed at reaching a defined restruc-
turing of the fuel and deriving heat balances to determine the coupling 
factor between reactor core and test ·rig powers. This period was followed 
by a more or less large number of power cycles of variable length. Indivi-
dual thermohydraulic tests were carried out in these cycles. For the ana-
lysis of the fuel behaviour during the first operation period and the fol~ 
lowing power cycles the computer code system SATURN-1 has been used /28/. 
With this code system the irradiation history has been simulated realisti-
cally so that details about thermal behaviour and restructuring of fuel 
have been rnade available at any time of the irradiation. Some characteri-
stic results of the calculations are presented hereafter. 
The irradiation history of SCARABEE IV was governed by a large number, 
28 in total, of relatively short power cycles (240 till 9320 seconds). 
Results of theoretical interpretation are shown for two of the rnost repre-
sentative experiments of the series SCARABEE IV (3064-2 and 3068-2). Mass 
flow reduction to about 30% of the stationary value at constant power is 
in these experiments the cornrnon feature wh{ch leads in a few seconds to 
boiling inception. The subsequent boiling evolution is different for the 
two experiments. In the first (3064-2) the reactor was scramed irnrnediately 
after boiling inception. In the second (3068-2) the reactor power was kept 
on up to clad melting and pin breakdown. 
1.3.1 Experiment 3064-2 
This experiment is characterized by a relatively slow reduction of coolant 
flow down to about 28% of the steady state value in about 9 sec at constant 
reactor power of 6.1 MW followed by a fast power transie~t down to about 
1 MW (See Fig. 21). Some experimental and computed data referring to steady 
state and boiling inception are shown in Table VII. At about 9.8 sec after 
beginning of the flow transient boiling was detected (See Fig. 22). Boiling 
kept on for about three seconds during which the energy stored in the pin 
was released to the coolant. The theoretical calculations reproduce satis-
factorily ~experimental data through the böiling phase up to the definite 
reentry into single phase flow regime. Fig. 23 to 25 show a comparison of 
calculated and experimental ternperatures at three axial levels, the third 
(TC12 in Fig. 25) being just above the top end of the heated section and 
thus representing the overall heat balance. Before reactor scram the dis-
Experiment Experiment 
SCARABEE IV Calculation SCARABEE IV Calculation 
3064-2 3068-2 
I 
I Coolant inlet I 
... I x A coupling coefficient 
0 440 440 440 440 c = 1.88 kW/MW temperature C 
Coolant temperature between pin power and 
(t=O) at level z=95·5 mm reactor power has been 
(TC12, see Fig 20)(°C) 608 616 595 606 assumed I 
I outlet temperature I 
at t=O (oC) 
I 
575 575 I 577 581 
Mass flow at t=O 
(m3/h) 0.225 0.227 0.231 0.230 
Mass flow at boiling I 
inception (m3/h) 0.060 0.057 0.070 0.069 
Boiling inception 
(sec) I 9.80 9. 77 I 5.25 5.35 
X Reactor power (MW) I 6. 1 6. 1 I 6. 1 6. 1 
Table VII: Comparison between experimental and calculated data for SCARABEE IV 3064-2 and 3068-2 
referringto steady state and boiling inception. 
I N 0\ 0 
P CMWJ 
6 
4 
2 
0 4 
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8 12 16 20 t[sec] 
Fig. 21: Timevariation of reactor power during the experiment, 
SCARABEE IV 3064-2. 
0.20 
0.15 
0.10 
0.05 
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", 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
~ 
\ 
\ 
/'"-. "'---·'" I 
calculated 
( Blow- 3) 
4 8 
-------
12 16 20 t[sec] 
Fig. 22: Experiment SCARABEE IV 3064-2. Experimental and calculated 
flow rate versus time. 
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0 8 12 16 20 HsecJ 
~Experiment SCARABEE IV 3064-2. Calculated and experimental 
coolant temperatures(thermocouple TC09 at axial level 30.5 nun) 
1000 
800 
0 4 8 
'-, /calcu lated 
\/ (Blow-3) 
\ 
\ 
\ 
12 
\ 
\ 
16 
' '-......._ 
-
20 HsecJ 
Fig. 24: Experiment SCARABEE IV 3064-2. Calculated and experimental 
coolant temperatures (thermocouple TCll, at axial level 95.5 mm; 
see Fig. 20). 
(oC] t 
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0 
TC 12 
I 
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I 
8 
I 
12 
-'\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
calculated 
//( Blow- 3) 
\ 
I 
16 
' 
" " ......... '~ 
Hsec J 
... 
Fig. 25: Experiment SCARABEE IV 3064-2. Calculated and experimental 
coolant temperatures (thermocouple TC12, situated at axial 
level 180.5 mm, above the top end of the heated section; 
see Fig. 20) 
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crepancy between measured and calculated temperatures never exceeds about 
8%. After the reactor scram the ca1cu1ated coolant temperature decrease 
is delayed by about 1 sec with respect to the measurements. This is prob-
ably due to the difficult simu1ation of the heat losses in the experimental 
rig. However, in case of the uppermost thermocouple TC12, the s1ope of the 
experimental p1ot is well reproduced. 
1.3.2 Experiment 3068-2 
Experiment 3068-2 is characterized by a fast mass flow transient to about 
30% of the steady state value by constant reactor power (6.1 MW). Aim of 
experimental and theoretical evaluations was the analysis of single and 
two phase flow up to clad melting and pin breakdown. 
The computation of steady state temperatures and mass flow has afforded re-
sults in agreement with experimental data to within 5% and 2% respectively. 
Temperature drop in the upper channel section has been simulated allowing 
quite large heat losses in the region above the heated zone. Heat transfer 
coefficient to by-pass flow in this upper region refers to the assumption 
of strongly oxidized structure gap walls. Relevant data referring to the 
stationary computation are summarized in Table VII and compared with ex-
per imen ta 1 one s. 
Mass flow reduction occuTs from the steady state value of 0.231 m3/h to 
0.070 m3/h in 0.4 sec. By appropriate time variation of the pressure drop 
coefficient of the input valve, the final mass flow has been computed 
quite accurately (0.069 m3/h). Coolant temperature distributions during 
the subsequent 5 sec up to boiling inception have been computed with an 
accuracy within a few percents. 
Assuming a small coolant superheat in the range 0.5 to 2 °C, boiling starts 
between 5 and 5.4 sec after transient initiation, which corresponds quite 
accurately to the observed 5.25 sec. Boiling is stable during the first 
0.8 sec after boiling inception. Small bubbles form in the hottest region 
above the heated zone and are rapidly drawn upwards into a cooler region 
where they recondensate. Between subsequent bubblesproduction single phase 
flow is reestablished. 
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Afte~ roughly 0,8 sec, since start of transient, bubbles become larger and 
do not vanish ~ny morein the upper channel section. They expand gradually 
downwards into the heated zone. Due to increased drag force in the channel, 
pressure drop rises, thus leading to higher pressure axial distribution and 
higher temperatures in both vapour and liquid phases. Tempersture raising 
rate agrees fairly well with experimental data. The difference which can 
be observed comparing cornputed and experimental plots arises frorn a some-
what too short computed transition phase between boiling inception and 
formation of larger bubbles. As rnentioned above, this phase lastes some 
0.8 sec, predicted by the code, against 1.5-2 sec experimentally observed. 
As a consequence of relatively quick downwards bubbles expansion, tempera-
tures in the rniddle of heated 'Zone increase too rapidly, thus leading to a 
rnore pronounced discrepancy between measured temperatures and corresponding 
cornputed values. 
Results of the theoretical analysis perforrned for the experiment 3068-2 are 
shown in Figs. 26 to 35. 
The experimentally measured f1ow rate 1n the test section, corrected by 
taking into account the leakage flow, 1s plotted in fig. 26 against time 
tagether with the rnean value of the calculated rnass flow. Cornparison shows 
a good agreernent all through the two phase flow regime up to pin breakdown 
which was experirnenta1ly recorded at about 14 sec after beginning of the flow 
transient. During the single phase calcu1ation the leakage tlow rernains a 
few percentsof the channe1 flow rate. The rise of pressure drop in the test 
section after boiling inception deterrnines an increase of leakage flow as 
shown in Fig. 27. The ratio leakage to channe1 flow rate stabilizes at about 
1.4 roughly 5 sec after boiling inception. Pressure drop calculation in the 
bubble region was performed with the method explained in section II.C.2.3.5. 
The assumed correlation between Lockhart-Martinelli pararneter and two phase 
mu1tiplier was based on the experimental work perforrned at KfK on single pin 
boiling experiments in a sodium loop /22/. Fig. 28 shows the normalized leakage 
flow veraus the flow rate through the inlet va1ve. The plot consists of two 
branches: 
The first (AB) is the locus of the working points from the steady state (point 
A) up to the end of mass f1ow reduction (point B). The working point remains 
in the neighbourhood of B al1 through the single phase flow calcu1ation and 
part of the two-phase flow, up to about 7 sec, when the test mass f1ow starts 
decreasing. Frorn this point on branch BC is described. The working point stabi-
lizes eventually around C. 
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The time evolution of the voided region is shown in Fig. 29. Due to the 
small assumed superheat (0.5 °C) bubbles vanish for roughly half a second 
after boiling inception and single phase flow reestablishes. Later on 
bubbles extend rapidly upwards and to a less extent downwards into the 
heated part of the test section. The voided region stabilizes about 7 sec 
after boiling inception Stretching over roughly 60 cm.of the test section. 
Vapour ~roduction in the fuelled region and condensation in the upper zone 
produce large osci.llations .of the phase boundaries and are responsible for 
sodium ejection at channel outlet. In the annular flow model an initial 
clad and structure film thickness of 75 j.lm was assumed which corresponds 
for the SCARABEE geometry to a void fraction 0.80. Liquid film velocity 
was derived from the calculation of two phase multipliers as explained in 
section II.C.2.3.5. The calculation predicts onset of dry-out at clad upper 
fuelled section after 9 sec and clad melting inception 3. 5 sec later at 
roughly two third height of the fuelled region. Melting progresses rapidly 
do,vnwards into the region of maximum power generation. Full clad melting 
takes roughly 2 sec, which agrees with the experimentally observed pin 
breakdown at lL~ sec. 
A comparison between calculated and measured coolant temperatures is shown 
1.n Figs. 30 to 33 ,,.rhich refer to several axial levels above the mid plane 
of the 340 mm fuelled length. Although some discrepancies are evident, and 
somet:imes contradictory to each other, the general thermal balance which 
is represented by the reading of thermocouple TC12 (Fig. 32), situated 
above the top end of the fuelled zone, agrees fairly well with the calcu-
lated values up to 10 sec after transient initiation. In general, the satu-
ration pressure, hence the coolant temperature, seems tobe slightly under-
estimated. Although no experimental information is available, we present 
the calculated axial pressure distributions in the channel for several 
time points in Fig. 34. The plot for t = 5.4 sec corresponds to boiling 
inception. The figure shows the large increase with time of the pressure 
drop in the two-phase flow region. 
Of major importance for the fuel thermal load and thermal flux to the cool-
ant is the calculation of the transient fuel-clad gap width performed in 
parallel calculations with the module BREDA-2 of the CAPRI-2 programme 
system /29/. The gap heat transfer coefficient calculated with the pro-
gramme SATURN-1 /28/ for the filling gas helium ranges from 4000 to 
13000 W/m2 °C corresponding to a gap width in the range 100-10 j.lm. 
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SCARABEE 4 3068-2 WITH LEAKAGE FL0W C0UPLING-FACT0R=1.88 
1 0 0 10 30 so 
1 3 
1 30 0 1 1 1 1 
1. 0.1 0.1 
0.000075 0.000010 0.000150 
-8. o. o. 
1. 1. 
1 
1 5 25 16 
440 
0.396 
4.30E05 2.48E05 
-0.25 
7. 0.025 0.8 
NAL 49814981UPU0SPGA 
1 10 -1 
2.90E-03 
2.90E-03 
2.90E-03 
o. 
1.0101 
0.9638 
o. 
0.925 
0.04 
0.03 
0.022 
0.032 
0.037 
0.3 
577. 
2 1 
1.482E09 
1.30E06 
1. 469E09 
0.919E09 
1.20E06 
1.20E06 
1. 
1. 
0.4SE-03 
0.45E-03 
0.4SE-03 
o. 
0.0022 
0.0022 
o. 
o. 
0.03 
0.025 
0.021 
0.032 
0.040 
0.2 
1.30E06 
1.431E09 
0.827E09 
1.20E06 
1.20E06 
1. 
1. 
4.10E-03 
4.10E-:-03 
4.10E-03 
o. 
0.0004 
0.0004 
o. 
2.0017 
0.03 
0.025 
0.02 
0.032 
5.E03 
1.30E06 
1. 378E09 
1.20E06 
1.20E06 
1. 
1. 
0 0 
0.002 
0.30 
0.5 
0.8 
1.69E-03 
1.50E-03 
1.69E-03 
1. 
0.0007 
0.0007 
1. 
0.03 
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0.02 
20. o. 
o. 72 750. 0.015 
o. 
7.91E-05 O.l15E-03 1.317 
3.86E-OS 0.115E-03 1.317 
7.91E-05 0.115E-03 1.317 
0.03 0.03 0.03 
0.038 0.032 0.022 
0.02 0.032 0.032 
0.032 0.032 0.032 0.037 
0, 63E-041. 
1.30E06 1.451E09 1. 477E09 1.482E09 
1.307E09 1. 213E09 1.112E09 1.013E09 
1.20E06 1.20E06 1.20E06 1.20E06 
1. 20E06 1.20E06 1.20E06 1.20E06 
1. 1. 1. 1. 
1. 
Table VIII: Input data for experiment SCARABEE IV 3068-2. 
(k times) 
(21) 
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(Numbers in parenthesis at the right side indicate how many 
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Fig. 26: Experiment SCARABEE IV 3068-2. Experimental and calculated 
flow rate versus time. 
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Fig. 27: Experiment SCARABEE IV 3068-2. Leakage to channel flow rate 
versus time. 
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Fig. 28: Experiment SCARABEE IV 3068-2. Normalized leakage flow 
versus the flow rate through the inlet valve. 
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Fig. 29: Experiment SCARABEE IV 3068-2. Development of voided region, 
dry-out and clad melting versus time. 
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Fig. 30: 
Experiment SCARABEE IV 3068-2. 
Calculated and experimental 
coolant temperatures (thermo-
couple TC09 at axial level 
30,5 rnrn; see Fig. 20) 
Fig. 31: 
Experiment SCARABEE IV 3068-2. 
Calculated and experimental 
coolant ternperatures (thermo-
couple TCll at axial level 
95.5 rnrn; see Fig. 20) 
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Fig. 32: 
Experiment SCARABEE IV 3068-2. 
Calculated and experimental 
coolant temperatures (thermo-
couple TC12 at axial level 
180.5 mm; see Fig. 20) 
'Fig. 33: 
Experimenc SCARABEE IV 3068-2. 
Calculated and measured coolant 
temperatures at axial level 
497.5 mm above fuel mid-plane. 
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Fig. 34: Experiment SCARABEE IV 3068-2. Axial distribution of coolant 
pressure with time as parameter. The distribution at t = 5.4 sec 
corresponds to boiling inception. 
Fig. 35: 
1.4 S/50 Experiment SCARABEE IV 3068-2. 
Normalized fuel-clad gap versus 
time. 
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Fig. 35 shows the time variation of the normalized gap width for two axial 
nodes. Pin radial expansion is more pronounced in the lower part of the 
heated section which corresponds to the maximum of the axial power distri-
bution. The most severe transient starts at about 10 sec with onset of dry-
out and leads eventually to pin disintegration. 
1. 4 Conclusion 
The theoretical interpretation of the SCARABEE IV experiments discussed 
above was partially infirmed by difficulties inherent to the analysis of 
the experimental data, due to appearance of inconsistencies in various in-
strument readings. The most seve~ handicap for a auccessful analysis of 
the experiments was represented by the uncertainty of the coupling factor 
between reactor and pin power. Estimations made with different methods 
(thermal balances based on coolant temperature measurements as well as 
neutranie flux calculations) gave results scattered in a broad range, Even-
tually we have chosen the value 1.88KW (pin)/MW (reactor) for the coupling 
factor. 
Moreover, the SCARABEE test rig is not representative for typical reactor 
conditions. The main reasons for this are the large thermal inertia of the 
structural materiale, the reduced length of the thermal shielding which 
does not prevent from large power losses in the upper part of the test sec-
tion, the leakage flow which affects the transient behaviour mostly during 
the two phase flow. The leakage flow from the channel affects the oscil-
lating behaviour of the liquid slugs during the two phase flow and has to 
be taken into account for a correct simulation of the amplitude of the 
inlet mass flow oscillations. However, its importance is limited when only 
a qualitative description of the various experimental phases (boiling ini-
tiation, dry-out onset, first flow reversal, inception of clad melting and 
pin failure) is desired. Quantitative results differ to some extent from the 
experimental ones because the leakage flow becomes dominant with respect to 
the channel flow in the last phase of the experiment before pin failure. 
The implementation of the BLOW-3A programme aimed first at making possible 
the simulation of the above mentioned characteristics of the SCARABEE ex-
periments. In spite of the uncertainties related to the experimental data, 
to the coupling factor, and to the simulation of the peculiar experimental 
features, the thermal-hydraulic analysis performed at KfK gave results which 
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are qualitatively in good agreement with the available experimental informa~ 
tion and also quantitatively acceptable. 
The theoretical analysis has proved the validity of the code improvements 
which enabled the analysis of boiling in experiments where no superheat was 
observed. Further typical features of the experiments like destabilizing 
effects produced by the leakage flow o~ thermal losses behind the compli-
cated rig structure have been successfully described, Comparison of theo-
retical results with experimental data has shown a satisfactory agreement 
all through the two-phase flow regime up to pin breakdown and has allowed 
a better interpretation of experimentally observed boiling phenomena. 
Apart from the code verification for the peculiar SCARABEE conditions, the 
analysis has yet enabled to individualize, in the sequence of events typ-
ical for sodium boiling under loss of coolant accidents, the aspects of the 
involved phenomena which strongly depend on the characteristics of the 
SCARABEE experiments and which cannot be straightly extrapolated to reactor 
conditions. 
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2. . Theoretical interpretation of 7-pin bundle out of pile 
sodium experiments of the NSK series 
2.1 General 
In the framewerk of LMFBR safety analysis a nurober of sodium boiling experi-
ments has been performed at KfK in the NSK (Natrium-Sieden-Kreislauf) test 
loop, with a bundle of seven electrically heated pins within hexagonal 
wrappers simulating a fast reactor subassembly. 
The experiments of the series were intended to investigate the boiling 
behaviour following a simulated failure of the power supply to the pumps 
coupled with the coincident failure of the reactor to trip. 
The main purpose of the experimental investigation was to assess the boil-
1ng initiation in the different subchannels of the bundle, to analyse lo-
cation and rate of growth of the voided region, development of various 
flow regimes, onset of dryout in different subchannels and its incidence 
on pin temperature and flow reversal. Influence of initial superheat on 
boiling propagation to adjacent channels, and on dynamic behaviour of the 
coolant had also to be analysed. 
Detailed results of these experiments on sodium boiling under flow rundown 
conditions and of the interpretation of the experimentally recorded data 
are given in reference /24/. Information about geometry of test section 
and pin bundle and its instrumentation, essential for the understanding 
of the present report, is given shortly 1n section 2.2. 
The computational analysis of these experiments made with the BLOW-3A pro-
gramme aimed at providing a further validation by assessing its suitability 
to interpret a pin bundle behaviour by means of equivalent single-pin chan-
nels. Results of these calculations are presented and discussed in the 
next sections. 
2.2 Test Section and Instrumentation of the 7-pin bundles 
The test section is illustrated in Fig. 36. The seven pins of 6 mm outer 
diameter lie on a 7.9 mm pitch, surrounded by a hexagonal wrapper. As the 
experimental work was carried out in the frame of SNR development the pin 
pitch and diameter, hence the hydraulic diameter of the subchannels, cor-
respond to those of the SNR-300 fuel element. The pin surface heat fluxes 
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Fig. 36: Test section and measuring planes of the 7-pin 
bundle Nr. 2 
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also lay within the same range. H0wever the length of the electrically 
heated section was 600 mm, compared with a fuelled length of 950 mm of 
the 8NR core. The power distribution· was linear along ·the axial height 
compared to the cosine power distributionvalid for reactor conditions. 
To compensate for these differences some test parameters like coolant in-
let temperature and pressure were selected so that the axial temperature 
and pressure profiles at onset of boiling became close to those calculated 
for a typical 8NR subassembly. 
At its upper end, pin geometry is preserved into the unheated region, which 
simulated the upper axial blanket and extends a distance of 455 mm. Above 
it the hexagonal wrapper is retained for a further 170 mm beyond which the 
test section becomes circular. The upper mixing chamber is positioned 
925 mm from the upper end of the heated section. 
Fig. 36 also illustrates the location of test section instrumentation. 
Details about data recording and correlation of signals are given in /31/. 
Basically the instrumentation consisted of 
a) Five Chen type bubble detectors (represented by the letter C in Fig. 36). 
b) Four piezo-electric pressure transducers (P3 to P6 in Fig. 36) to moni-
tor rapid pressure fluctuations. 
c) Four inductive KAMAN transducers (81-84) also to monitor dynamic 
pressures. 
d) Two pressure transducers (PO-P2) measuring absolute pressures at the 
end of the heated section, and at channel inlet upstream of a throttle 
valve, respectively. 
e) A total of fourty thermocouples (identified in Fig. 36 as TE) 
f) 8ix Jodel type void detectors (Jl-J6). 
g) Two piezo-elec tric. acoustic sensors (Al and A2) and a piezo-electric 
microphone( 85). 
h) Permanentmagnet flow metersmonitaring inlet and outl~test section 
flows and bypasss flow. 
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Of primary importance for the analysis of the transient voiding behaviour 
were, besides thermocouple measurements,the Chen detector signals which 
indicate inequivocally the presence of vapour. By the flow meter signals 
onset of boiling and first flow reversal were precisely determined. Further 
integration of their signals allowed to calculate "equivalent void" region, 
i.e. the length which would be occupied by the vapour. Evaluation of these 
recorded experimental data is documented in /24/. 
For theoretical interpretation of the 7-pin experiments wi-th BLOW-3A it is 
necessary to simulate the complicated structure of the electrical heaters 
as one single equivalent material with a uniform volumetric heat eource and 
to represent the coolant flow area of the bundle geometry by only one re-
preeentative single-pin coolant channel with structural material. 
Details about the eimulation of the electrical heatere and about the defi-
nition of the equivalent coolant channels are given in the next section. 
2.3 Simulation of the electrical heaters and definition of equivalent 
channels' 
i) The electrical heatere 
----------------------
The geometrical configuration of the electrical heaters made it neceesary 
to define six zones in axial direction with different equivalent materiale. 
The physical properties of these "equivalen.t materiale" have been determined 
by suitable averaging along the radial direction. Dominant for the calcu-
lations are average specific mass, thermal capacit.y and conductivity. The 
thermal conductivity of the material adjacent t'o the clad has been taken 
to simulate radial temperature gradients at the surface of the gap between 
heater and clad in the transient phase. The resulti'ng zone structure is 
given in Table IX. 
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Tabl!:! IX: Axial zone structure of the electrical heaters ( Z=O corresponds 
to the bottom of the heated zone) 
Zone 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
axial position (mm) 
-230 .:, z .:, -zoo 
-200 < z < 0 
0 < z < 600 
600 < z < 761 
761 ~ z < 908 
908 < z < 1055 
·material composition 
inner Ni kernel, out er BN-
layer 
inner Cu kernel, out er BN-
layer 
heated section: 
MgO, NiCr, out er BN-layer 
inner Ni kernel, outer BN-
layer 
Ni cylinder 
steel cylinder 
~---------------------------------------------------------------------------·---
The following physical properties of the equivalent materials have been 
used as homogeneaus "fuel": 
Zone I (from Z = -230 mm to Z = -200 mm; length = 30 mm) made of Copper 
(Cu) and Boron-Nitrite (BN) 
Equivalent physical properties: 
Density: 
p (gr/cm3) = 5.713- Tx 10-3 (0.229 + 0,532 x 10-4T) (O~T~l083 °C) 
Specific heat: 
c (-3---) = 0.568 + 0.159 x l0-3T + 0.098 
p gr°C 
0 
where T is the temperature ( C). 
(T-l083)3{0<T<l083 oc) 1000 -..; ' 
An average thermal conductivity has not been calculated. It seems advisable 
to use the thermal conductivity of the BN external layer in order to proper-
ly calculate the thermal gradient at the outer heated surface, hence the 
heat flux through the clad. The thermal conductivity of Boron-Nitrite is 
strongly dependent on both temperature and considered direction through the 
0 0 
BN layers, normally ranging between X= 0.12 W/cm C and X= 0.34 W/cm C. 
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We used for our ca1culations the figure >.. 0 = 0.18 W/cm C. 
Zone II (from Z =-200 nun to Z = 0 nun; 1ength = 200 nun) made of Boron-
Nitrite (BN) (outer 1ayer) and Nickel (inner 1ayer). 
Equiva1ent physica1 properties: 
Density: 
3 -3 T 3 o p (gr/cm) = 5.676 - 0.2115 x 10 T- 0.009 ( 1000) (O~T(1452 C) 
Specific heat: 
c = 0.665 + 0.21 x 10-3 (T- 360) p 
1.2 
+ T-350 (360~T~1452 °C). 
Zone III (heated zone, from Z = 0 to Z = 600 nun) made of MgO, NiCr, BN 
(outer 1ayer). 
Equiva1ent properties: 
Density: 
p (gr/cm3) = 3.3414- 0.1111 x 10-3 T 
Spec ific hea t: 
c <-3-) = 0.96 + 0.2905 X l0-3T + 0.0382 (T-1500) 5 p 0 1000 gr C 
0 (O~T~1600 C) 
Zone IV (Z = 600 - 761 nun, 1ength = 161 nun) made of Boron-Nitrite (BN) 
(outer 1ayer) and Nickel (inner). 
Zone V 
Same physica1 properties as for Zone II. 
(Z = 761 - 908 nun, length = 147 mm) made of Nickel. We used the 
physica1 properties of MAPLIB (See Reference /9/). 
Zone VI (Z = 908 - 1055 mm, length = 147 mm) made of Steel 4981. Physica1 
properties of MAPLIB /9/ have been used. 
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The hydraulic diameters of the three types of subchannels in the bundle 
(center, wall, edge) d-iffer considerably from each other and are rather 
different from the mean value of the whole bundle. Therefore theoretical 
simulation of the transient bundle behaviour has beenperformed for two 
types of equivalent coolant channels: 
A. An equivalent central channel, which simulates the six inner central 
subchannels of the bundle. This representation is referred to as KKN=l. 
B. An equivalent mean channel simulating all 18 subchannels of the bundle 
(6 central, edge and wall-subchannels). This channel is referred to 
as KKN=2. 
The equivalent central channel is powered from the central pin and one 
third of the six peripheral ones. Thus it simulates the hot part of the 
bundle. Mass and momentum exchange to the peripheral subchannels are 
not simulated explicitly. Only heat conduction to the surrounding sodium 
~s taken into account. By .the choice of the equivalent central channel 
it is intended to simulated properly the single phase conditions during 
the pump run down and to meet best the initialization conditions for 
voiding. 
The equivalent mean channel simulates the whole bundle. The hexcan wrapper 
~s taken into account as equivalent structural material. Thermal lasses 
to the isolation of the test rig are evaluated. They correspond to one 
percent power lass at steady state conditions. By the choice of the equi-
valent mean channel it is intended to simulate properly voiding conditions 
in the bundle once the void front has expanded from the central to the wall 
and edge subchannels. 
Characteristic data for the test r~g and the two types of equivalent cool-
ant channels are given in Table X. 
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Table X: Dimensions of the coolant channel representation 
lower non-heated 
part 
heated length 
upper non-heated part 
outlet region hexcan 
structui·e 
outlet region circular 
structure 
pin diameter 
hydraulic diameters of 
heated subchannels 
edge 
wall 
central 
mean 
nun 
nun 
nun 
mm 
nun 
nun 
nun 
nun 
nun 
nun 
Test rig 
80 
600 
455 
170 
300 
6 
2.61 
4.32 
5.47 
4.25 
hot channel 
KKN = 1· 
4.56 
80 
600 
455 
40 
430 
6 
mean channel 
KKN = 2 
4.23 
All details regarding the definition of the geometrical data for the equi-
valent channels are given in section II.C.3.5. 
2.4 Calculations and Comparison with experimental data 
2.4.1 The computed experirnents 
The seven pin bundle out-of-pile experiments of the NSK series investigated 
the boiling behaviour as a consequence of a pump run down accident in the 
SNR-300. Out of this series, three of the most relevant experiments have 
been choosen for the theoretical interpretation. They are representative 
of quite different conditions: 
I 
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the first (Bxp. 7-2/16) with heat flux 150.3 W/cm2 , corresponding to 
282 W/cm pin linear power, presented no superheat; the second (Exp. 
7-2/24) with smaller heat flux (99.3 W/cm2, corresponding to 186 W/cm 
linear power) is characterized by a large superheat (about 68 degrees); 
in the third (Exp. 7-2/28) a total inlet valve blockage reduced the 
mass flow to zero in less than one second. The steady state conditions 
of these three experiments are listed in Table XI together with the pro~ · 
cedure used to initiate the transient leading to boiling. 
Table XI: Characterization of the computed NSK 7-2 experiments 
Experiment 
average steady state 
coolant conditions: 
peak heat_flux2 _ density L W/cm _! 
iglet/Qutlet pressure 
L bar_/ 
inlet/outlet tempera-
ture [oc_7 
CQolant yelocity 
L m/sec_/ 
radial heat losses 
nom. to tota1 pQwer 
production L %_/ 
Experimental conditions 
at voiding initiation: 
type 
peak coolant temper-
ature rise rate 
L-°C/sec_7 
CQolant yelocity 
L m/sec I 
-o -
superheat L C_/ 
7-2/16 
150.3 
4.18/1.52 
562/735 
3.0 
<1 
rapid flow 
reduction 
42. 
1.13 
o . 
NSK 
7-2/24 
99.3 
2.03/1.05 
5513/715 
2.15 
<1 
rapid flow 
reduction 
58. 
0.33 
68. 
7-2/28 
152.6 
2.19/1.05 
3.0 
<1 
inlet valve 
blockage 
118. 
o. 
27. 
..1......--------------------:------------~----
EXPERIMENT 7-2/16 
0 0 10 30 50 
3 
30 0 
I. 0.1 0.1 
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0 0 
0,002 
0,000150 0.000010 0.000300 0.04 
-8. o. o. 0,5 
0.5 0.5 
0.5 0.5 
I 26 26 
562. 4.18E05 1.52E05 
0.183 
7. 
-0,2 
0.025 0.8 
NAL 49814981UPU(>SPGA 
9 -1 
0,8 
16. 
0,08 
o. 
o. 
750, 0.015 
2.40E-03 0.60E-03 4,15E-03 1.64E-03 3, 72E-05 O,IOE-05 0,114E+OI (2 times) 
2,40E-03 0.60E-03 4,15E-03 2.34E-03 0,89E-05 O,IOE-05 0.114E+OI (24) 
2.40E-03 0.60E-03 5.12E-03 J.28E-03 2.02E-05 O.IOE-05 0.114E+OI (4) 
o. 
I. 
o. 
0.999 
0.06 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
0.06 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
0,02 0.02 
0.1 
735. 
'2 
1.550E09 
J. 14 
o. 
o. 
0, 
2. 
0,04 
0.04 
0,04 
0.05 
I, 
o. 
I. 
0.04 
0,04 
0.055 
0,05 
0,04 
0.04 
0,05 
0,05 
I.E-04 0, IE-051, 
0,04 
0,04 
0.05 
0.02 
0,04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.02 
I, I . I. 550E09 I. 550E09 I. 550E09 I. 550E09 I. 5501!09 
I. 550E09 1. 550E09 I. 550E09 J. 551E09 I. 550E09 I. 550E09 
I; 550E09 1. 550E09 I. 550E09 I. I. I. 
0,01 
0,01 
1. 1. I. I. I, I. 
1. 1. 
0.01 
0.01 
-1 
0,01 
0.01 
0,01 0,01 1. 
1.550E09 
1. 
1. 
(2) 
(15) 
(13) 
(24) 
2.40E-03 0.60E-03 4, 36E-03 1. 50E-03 4 .461E-05 0,10E-05 O.ll4E+01 (2) 
2, 40E-03 0, 60E-03 4. 36E-03 1. 49E-03 1. 631E-05 0, 10E-05 0. 114E+01 (24) 
2, 40E-03 0, 60E-03 5, 28E-03 1. 49E-03 1. 631E-05 0, 10E-05 0 .114E+01 (4) 
o. 
I. 
o. 
0.999 
0.06 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
0.06 
0.04 
0.04 
0,05 
0.02 0,02 
o. 
o. 
o. 
2. 
0.04 
0.04 
0.04 
0,05 
I. 
o. 
I, 
0.04 
0.04 
0.055 
0,05 
0.04 
0.04 
0,05 
0.05 
0. I 
735. 
1.14 I.E-04 O.IE-051. 
1.550E09 
I , I . I: 550E09 
I. 550E09 1. 550E09 I. 550E09 
I , 550E09 1. 550E09 I. 550E09 
0,01 
0.01 
1. 1. I. 
1. 1. 
0,01 
0,01 
0.01 
0,01 
I. 550E09 
1.551)!09 
I. 
I, 
0.01 
I, 550E09 
1.550E09 
I, 
I. 
0.01 
0,04 
0,04 
0.05 
0.02 
1. 
1.550E09 
1.550E09 
I, 
I. 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.02 
1. 
I. 550!09 
1.550E09 
1. 
1. 
'(2) 
(15) 
(13) 
(24) 
Tab1e XII: Input data for experiment 7-2/16, (NUibera in parenthesis at the 
right side indicate how many times the card must be input), 
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EXPERIMENT 7-2/24 
0' 0 10 30 50 
30 0 
0, I 0,1 
0 0 
0.002 
0,000150 0,000010 0.000300 0.04 
-6. 
68. 
o. 
12. 
2. 2. 
553. 
26 26 
2.03!05 
0.183 -0.2 
7' 0.025 
o. 
0.6 
NAL 49814981UPUj\SPGA 
9 -1 
0.5 
I.IOE05 
0.6 
16. 
0.06 
o. 
o. 
750, 0,015 
2.40E-03 0.60E-03 4.15E-03 1.64E-03 3, 72E-05 O,IOE-05 0.114E+OI (2 times) 
2,40E-03 0.60E-03 4.15E-03 2.34E-03 0,89E-05 O.IOE-05 0.114E+OI (24) 
2.40E-03 0.60E-03 5.12E-03 1.26E-03 2.02E-05 O,IOE-05 O,II4E+OI (4) 
0. 
I. 
Q, 
0.999 
0,06 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
0. 
0. 
o. 
0, 
0.06 
0,04 
o. 04 
0,05 
0.02 0,02 
0, I I. 14 
715. 
I, 034E09 
o. 
o. 
o. 
2. 
0.04 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
I. 
o. 
I. 
0.04 
0.04 
0.055 
0.05 
0.04 
0,04 
0.05 
0.05 
I. E-04 0, I E-05 I. 
I . I . I , 034E09 I , 034E09 I . 034E09 
I.034E09 L034E09 1.034E09 I.035E09 I.034E09 
J.034E09 1.034E09 I. 034E09 I. I. 
0,01 
0,01 
1. 1. I. I. I. 
L 1. 
0,01 
0, 01 
-1 
0.01 
0.01 
0,01 0.01 
0,04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.02 
0,04 
0.04 
0,05 
0,02 
I . 034E09 I . 034E09 
I , 034 E09 I , 034E09 
I. 1. 
I' 1. 
1. 
'(2) 
(15) 
(13) 
(24) 
2, 40E-03 0, 60E-03 4, 36E-03 1. 50E-03 4, 461E-05 0, 10E-05 0, ll4E+01 ( 2) 
2, 40E-03 0. 60E-03 4. 36E-03 1. 49E-03 1. 631E-05 0, lOE-05 0, 114E+01 ( 24) 
2.40E-03 0.60E-03 5.26E-03 1.49E-03 L631E-05 0.10E-05 O.ll4E+01 (4) 
0, 
I, 
o. 
o, 999 
0.06 
0,04 
0,04 
0, OS 
0, 
o. 
o. 
0, 
0.06 
0.04 
0,04 
0.05 
0.02 0.02 
0. I J. 14 
715. 
I, 034E09 
o. 
0. 
o, 
2. 
0.04 
0.04 
0.04 
o.os 
I, 
0. 
I. 
0.04 
0.04 
o.oss 
o.os 
0.04 
0,04 
0.05 
0,05 
I.E-04 0. IE-051, 
0.04 
0.04 
o.os 
0,02 
0,04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.02 
I. I, I, 034E09 I. 034E09 I, 034E09 I, 034E09 1, 034EQ9 
1.0341!09 L034E09 J.034E09 I.035E09 I.034E09 1,034E09 J.034E09 
J.034E09 1.034E09 I. 034E09 L J. I, 1. 
0,01 
0,01 
1. 1. I, ,J. I. I. I. 
1. 1. 
0,01 
0,01 
o.o1 
0.01 
0.01 0.01 1. 1. 
'(2) 
(15) 
(13) 
( 24) 
Table XIll: Input data for expari...,nt 7-2/24, (Numbers in parenth""io at 
the right aide indieate how ~rany times card mus t be input). 
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EXPERIMENT 7-2/21) 
0 0 10 30 so 
30 0 0 0 
0,2 0,01 0,025 0,002 32. o; 
0.000150 0,000010 0,000300 0.04 0.08 750, 0,015 
-8. o. o. o.s 
27. 7. 
0.5 o.s 
I 3 26 26 
559. 2. 25E05 I. IOE05 
0.183 -0.2 
7. 0,025 0,8 0,8 o. 
NAL 49814981UPUI)SPGA 
9 -I 
2. 40E-03 0, 60E-03 
2. 40E-03 0, 60E-03 
2. 40E-03 0, 60E-03 
0. o. 
I. o. 
0. o. 
0.999 o. 
0.06 0.06 
0.04 0.04 
0.04 0,04 
0.05 0.05 
0.02 0,02 
0.1 I, 14 
730. 
I. 5901!09 
I. I. 
I . 590E09 1. 590E09 
I . 590E09 1. 590E09 
1. 1. 
1. 1. 
0.01 
0.01 
2. 40E-03 
2. 40E-03 
2, 40E-03 
o. 
I. 
o. 
0.999 
0.06 
0.04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.02 
0.1 
730 .. 
2 I 
0,01 
0,01 
-1 
0, 60E-03 
0.60E-03 
0.60E-03 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
0.06 
0,04 
0.04 
0.05 
0.02 
I. 14 
I , 590.1109 
I. I. 
4.15E-03 1.64E-03 3. 72E-05 
4.15E-03 2 .34E-03 0.89E-05 
5.12E-03 1,28E-03 2 .02E-05 
o. I, 
0, o. 
o. I. 
2. 
0,04 0.04 0.04 
0.04 0.04 0.04 
0,04 0.055 0.05 
o.os o.os 0.05 
I.E-04 O.IE-051. 
I.S90E09 
1,590E09 
1.590E09 
0.01 
0,01 
I. 
1.590E09 1,590E09 
1,591.E09 I. 590E09 
I. I. 
I. I. 
0.01 0.01 
O,IOE-05 0.114E+OI 
O.IOE-05 0.114E+OI 
O.IOE-05 0.114E+OI 
0.04 0,04 
0.04 0.04 
0.05 0.05 
0.02 0.02 
1,590!09 1.590!09 
I. 590E09 1,590E09 
I. 1. 
I. 1. 
l. l. 
4, 36E-03 1. 50E-03 4, 461E-05 0.10E-05 O.ll4E+01 
4. 36E-03 l.49E-03 1. 631E-05 0 .10E-05 0 .114E.,.01 
5, 28E-03 1.49E-03 l.631E-OS 0.10E-OS O.l14E+01 
o. I. 
o. o. 
o. I, 
2. 
0,04 0.04 0,04 0,04 0.04 
0.04 0.04 0.04 0,04 0.04 
0.04 0.055 0.05 0.05 0.05 
0.05 0,05 0.05 0.02 0.02 
I. E-04 0. I E-051. 
I, 590E09 I, 590E09 I, S90E09 I • 590.1109 I. 590!09 
I. 590E09 l.590E09 I , 590Eo9 I. 591 E09 I. 590E09 I. 590E09 
I. 59oE09 I. ... I. 
1,590E09 
1. I ·590E<i9 l.590E09 
l. l. I. I. I. I, l. 
1. l. 
0,01 0,01 0.01 0.01 0,01 l. l. 
0.01 0.01 0,01 
(2 times) 
(24) 
(4) 
'(2) 
(15) 
(13) 
( 24) 
(2) 
(24) 
(4) 
'(2) 
(lS) 
(13) 
(24) 
T-b1e XIV• Input data for experi!l'.,nt 7-2/28, (NI.Illii:Jere in parentheeia at the 
right side indicate how I!Wly t.iMa card IIIUSt l.oput), ' 
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Radial expansion of voiding regions to peripheral subchannels and the ra-
pidity with which coolant temperatures become uniform over the bundle cross 
section are strongly influenced by the presence of superheat. In experiment 
7-2/16 peak coolant temperatures in the central and in the peripheral sub-
channels attain the same level only 0.85 sec after boiling inception. Con-
trary to this observation in experiment 7-2/24 at nucleation coolant ex-
ceeds the saturation temperature in the cental subchannels over a length 
of about 180 mm. Boiling inception is followed by a pressure pulse of 
0.8 bar amplitude originating a strong expulsion and being responsible for 
permanent oscillating behaviour of the coolant. The pressure pulse explaines 
the fast propagation of boiling to the peripheral subchannels where temper-
atures equaled the central subchannels temper'atures 0.1 sec after onset of 
boiling. Thus these two experiments represent extremes out of the whole 
series of pump run down simulation. The third experiment 7-2/28 with 27 °C 
superheat lies between the two others as far as the rapidity of boiling 
propagation in radial direction is concerned, but it is characterized by 
an extreme rapid riserate of the peak coolant temperature (See Table XI) 
because of the total inlet flow blockage. 
The input data used for the three computed experiments are given in 
Tables XII, XIII and XIV. 
Before discussing in detail the results ofrthe calculations separately 
for the three experiments, we present in Table XV a summary of relevant 
computed and experimental data. 
"'----~-..-·~. - .. 
Table XV: Comparison of experimental data obtained in the NSK loop with 
calculational results for the different equivalent channe ls. 
7-2/16 7-2/24 7-2/28 
Experiment Exp. KKN=l/2 Exp. KKN=l/2 Exp. KKN=l/2 
Boiling inception (sec) 9.15 9.4/10.2 6.4 6.7/6.7 0.95 1.2/1.4 
Power off after (sec) 2.06 1.34 2. 27 boiling inception 
f low rever sal (sec) 10.85 10.8/11.12 6.38 6.69/6.74 - -
onse t of dry-out (sec) 11.0 10.4/11.03 6.94 6.75/7.08 2.91 1. 31/1.84 
duration of two (sec) 4.12 5.74/3.62 5.75 6.25/4.60 19.7 20.3/19.6 phase f1ow cond. 
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As shown in this table, a good agreement.between experiment and calculation 
has been achieved with regard to time intervals characterizing the boiling 
history. Calculated times of boiling initiation are slightly delayed com-
pared to the experiments, because calculations were based on transient vari-
ations of pressure boundary conditions which led to saturation temperatures 
of the coolant at voiding initiation being slightly higher than those ob-
served experimentally. The time period over which the tw9-phase flow con~ 
ditions are maintained in the test section are underestimated by the average 
channel simulations and overestimated by the centra1 subchannel representa-
tion. This resu1ts from the limitations of: the one-dimensional theoretical 
approximation to describe the pin surface conditions of the seven pins with 
only one representative pin. 
2.4.1.1 Experiment 7-2/16 
The experimentally observed boiling inception at 9.15 sec since beginning 
of pump run down for exper·iment T-2/16 is confirmed by the ca1cu1ation with 
slight de1ay (9.l~ sec). Owing to the slow exchange of entha1py between 
centra1 and periphera1 subchanne1s, vapour was observed in the 1atters 
0.55 sec after boi1ing inception. The ca1culation for the mixed channe1 
simu1ating the full bundle predi.cts first boiling about 0.80 sec after on-
set of boiling in the hot channe1. 
Fig. 37 shows a comparison of the measured coolant in1et velocity after 
boiling inception with the theoretical results. ·The measured pressure up-
stream the inlet thrott1e va1ve is also compared with the pressure boundary 
condition as assumed for ehe calc~lation. The rapid mass f1ow reduction 
which fo11ows boi1ing initiation is reproduced fairly by the calcu1ation for 
the mixed channe1 which pred icts satisfactorily the time poimt of first flow 
reversa1 (11.12 sec against the measured 10.85 sec). The subsequent mass 
f1ow osci11ations are reproduced we11 by the ca1cu1ation up to about 12 sec. 
The ca1cu1ation for the centra1 channe1 does not account for energy transfer 
to periphera1 subchanne1s and therefore overestimates the coo1ant tempera-
tures, especia11y after boi1ing inception. This 1eads to rapid mass f1ow 
reduction and ear1y prediction of.first f1ow reversa1. Subsequent osci11a-
tions of mass f1ow as predicted by the hot channe1 have not been reproduced 
for c1arity in Fig. 37. 
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Fig. 38 shows the calculated peak coolant temperatures for both channels 
agairrst the experimentally recorded temperature in the central subchannel 
(TE 7). The above discussed characteristics of the simulation reflect in 
the good agreement of the temperatures calculated for the m1xed channel 
while the hot channel manifestly overestimates them. The high temperature 
peaks in the calculation .for KKN=l are due to dryout periods followed by 
rewetting. 
Fig. 39 shows the time Variation of the predicted voided region for the 
simulated channels against the experimental plot. For better comparing 
with the experimental results the calculated boiling points have been 
shifted for both channels by 0.25 sec thus leading the boiling initiation 
for KKN=l in agreement with the experiment. Time is given since boiling 
inception. The key problern of the theoretical calculation is the predic-
tion of the moving phase boundary, especially into the heated section, 
and the overall energy balance which determines the duration of boiling 
beyond the time point of power switch off. Both points are covered with 
sufficient accuracy by the calculation for KKN=2, provided the time shift 
of 0.95 sec is taken into account. Dryout is predicted first at 11.1 sec 
(about 2 sec after experimental onset of boiling) and prece ds shortly 
the first flow reversal. The calculation for the hot channel reflects the 
above mentioned overestirnation of ternperatures, vapour production and length 
of the voided region. 
The time variation of the calculated liquid film thickness is shown for the 
axial Mesh M = 11 (See Input Data in Table XII) for the cladding and for 
the structural material in Figs. 40 and 41 respectively. Both plots refer 
to the equivalent channel KKN=l. The axial level of rnesh M "" 11 c:orresponds 
to Z = 380 in Fig. 39. The downward moving boiling front•reaches this level 
at about t = 1.3 sec since boiling inception; rewetting of this mesh zone 
occurs after power shut off at about t = 3.8 sec, when the two-phase flow 
region is shrinking. In the intermediate time interval (1.5 to 3.6 sec) 
an annular flow regime develope·s and the liquid film thickness, ini tialized 
with the input value of 150 ~m, corresponding to a = 0.8 void fraction, drops 
rapidly to zero at the cladding. Dryout intervals are interrupted by rewet-
ting due to the passage of moving liquid slugs. The overall length of the 
dryout period agrees well with the experimental information. 
On the contrary, at the surface of the simulated structural material 
the liquid film thickness never drops to zero, as shown in Fig. 41. 
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Fig. 39: Experiment 7-2/16. Experimental and calculated voided regions 
versus time. 
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Fig. 40: Experiment 7-2/16. Calculated liquid film thickness at cladding 
in the axial mesh zone M=ll versus time, for equivalent channel 
KKN=l. 
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Fig. 41: Experi~ent 7-2/16. Calculated liquid film thickness at the 
structural material in the axial mesh zone M=ll versus time, 
for equivalent channel KKN=l. 
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Fig. 42: Experiment 7-2/24. Inlet pressure boundary condition and com-
parison between experimental and calculated inlet velocities 
versus time. 
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2.4.1.2 Experiment 7-2/24 
Fig. 42 represents the calculated inlet velocity against the experimental 
plot, tagether with coolant pressure upstream of the inlet valve which re-
presents the inlet boundary condition .for the calculation. The average 
period of the calculated mass flow oscillations (up to 2.5 sec after 
boiling inception) is abou.t 400 msec while the experimentally recorded 
oscillations have a mean period of 460 msec. The calculated frequency is 
therefore in satisfactory agreement with the experimental one. The liquid 
column oscillates with velocities rauging between + 1 rn/sec and ~ 1 rn/sec, 
the amplitude of the positive half waves being larger than experimentally 
recorded. 
Fig. 43 shows a comparison of recorded coolant peak temperature with the 
calculated values for KKN"'l. The values for KKN=2 have been plotted only 
partially because they would overlap those for KKN=l. These plots make 
the coupling between central and peripheral subchannels of the bundle 
manifest. The pressurepulse due to the large superheat transfers mass 
and momentum to the edge subchannels, triggers boiling and makes teinpera-
tures to become quickly uniform over the full bundle cross section. From 
this point on, the mixed equivalent channel represents the bundle behaviour 
more accurately than the hot channel, as it has been observed also for the 
previous experiment. The temperature peaks in the calculation for KKN=l 
are due to short dryout periods. They are terminated by subsequent re-
wetting due to passage of a liquid slug in front of a dried clad section. 
The flow regime is alternatively annular flow and slug flow, the latter 
dominating in the last boiling phase, afterpower switch off. 
Fig. 44 shows the calculated voided reg1on for the equivalent channels 
against the experimental results. The calculation for KKN=2 underestimates 
the space and time extent of the two-phase flow region, while the hot chan-
nel manifestly overestimates vapour rate production and spread of the 
voided region. The results from the calculation for KKN=2 are good np to 
2 acr .<>.ftcr bciliüg ~h.:<:-ption, while the subseqoent. phasP of !_~;~~~o""s '"'~ 
lapsing is not described accurately. The predicted dryout period is also 
too short compared with the experimental results. It must anyway be re~ 
minded that the duration of the experimentally observed dryout was not 
continuous but resulted from overlapping of several intervals as indicated 
by different thermocouples, 
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Fig. 44: Experiment 7-2/24. Experimental and calculated voided regions 
versus time. 
In Figs. 45 and 46 calculated heater temperatures are compared with ther-
mocouples reading for two different axial levels Z = 400 mm and Z = 580 mm, 
respectively. The shape of the plots shows clearly the temperature rise 
following onset of dryout and its fall when rewetting occurs. Keeping 1n 
mind the inaccuracy introduced by simulating the heaters as a cladded uni-
form material with volumetric heat source distribution, the comparison 
shows a satisfactory agreement of the absolute value of the temperatures 
and of rate of energy release after power switch off. However the lirnita-
tions inherent in the single pin approxirnation for several subchannels of 
a bundle are shown clearly in Fig. 46,Where the experimentalplotlies be-
tween those cornputed for KKN=l and KKN=2. The energy stored in the heater 
of the first equivalent channel is overestirnated during the transient and 
particularly during the dryout period while the contrary holds for the 
equivalent channel representing the full bundle. A more accurate calculation 
can be only obtained with a more-dimensional prograrnrne describing the 
transient behaviour of coolant and pins in control volurnes having dirnensions 
cornparable w·ith those of the subchannels of the bundle. 
The time variation of the calculated liquid film thickness is shown for the 
axial rnesh zone M = 11 (See Input data in Table XIII) for the cladding and 
the structural material in Figs. 47 and 48 respectively. Both plots refer 
to the equivalent channel KKN=l. The axial level of rnesh M = 11 corresponds 
to Z = 380 in Fig. 44. These plots show that the initial boiling sequence 
1s characterized by a very rapid reduction of the film thickness with first 
dryout within a few tenths of sec after boiling inception. This is due to 
the large superheat observed in this experirnent, which leads at boiling in-
ception to an extensive production of vapour with large velocities in the 
range of SO to 120 rn/sec in both directions. The vapour flow drains the 
liquid film causing dryout not only at the cladding surface, but also, for 
a short time internal, at the wall of the sirnulated structural material. 
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Fig. 47: Experiment 7-2/24. Calculated liquid film thickness at 
cladding in the axial mesh zone M=ll versus time, for 
equivalent channel KKN=l. 
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Fig. 48: Experiment 7-2/24. Calculated liquid film thickness at the 
structural material in the axial mesh zone M=ll versus time, 
for equivalent channel KKN=l. 
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2.4.1.3 Experiment 7·-2/28 
The total inlet blockage characteristic of.this experiment has been simulated 
by increasing with time the pressure drop coefficient of the inlet valve. 
The resulting calculated inlet flow velocity is compared with the experimen-
tal plot in Fig. 49. Owing to the difficulty of simulating exactely the time 
Variation of the mass flow, boiling inception is predicted by the calculation 
with about 0.2 sec delay with respect to the experiment. A coolant superheat 
of 27 °e, which is however somewhat uncertain, has been assumed. The tempera-
ture raising rate at boiling inception is in this experiment very large 
(about 120 °e/sec) and is reproduced with good accuracy by the calculation, 
as shown in Fig. 50. This figure gives a compari.son between the experimental 
plot of the peak coolant temperature (thermocouple Te7) and the calculated 
values. The typical trend is recognizable, the experimental plot lying be-
tween those calculated for equivalent hot channel (KKN=l) and for the equi-
valent mean channel (KKN=2). The maximum discrepancy between experiment and 
calculation rises up to about 25 °e towards the end of the calculation, when 
the two-phase flow region shrinks, which corresponds to about 8% of the cool-
ant temperature rise. The large calculated temperature peaks are due to dry-
out sequences of short duration. 
Results of measured and calculated axial void front propagation are plotted 
in Fig. 51 for the equivalent hat channel. The overall agreement, and in 
particular the duration of the two-phase flm'l regime, is considered to be 
very good and shows that the global balance of the enthalpy stored in the 
channel during the transient ~s correct. Same discrepancies however are evi-
dent as shown by the comparison between calculated and experimental heater 
wall temperatures in Fig. 52 (thermocouple Te21, situated at axial level 
Z = 400 mm). During dryout, in the time interval between about 2.5 and 
10 seconds, the calculated temperatures are overestimated because BLOW-3A 
assumes a very poor residual heat transfer and neglects additional cooling 
effects due for instance to deposition of coolant droplets on the surface 
of the cladding. However the fuel temperature reached after rewetting agrees 
well with the experimental plot. 
Due to the total blockage of the inlet valve, dryout is reached in the chan-
nel very rapidly not only at the cladding surface but also at the structural 
material as shown in Figs. 53 and 54 for the axial mesh zone M = 11 corre-
sponding to the axial level Z = 380 mm 1n Fig. 51. The calculated length of 
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inlet velocities versus time. 
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Fig. 53: Experiment 7-2/28. Calculated liquid film thickness at 
cladding in the axial mesh zone M=ll versus time, for 
equ1valent channel KKN=l. 
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Fig. 54: Experiment 7-2/28. Calculated liquid film thickness at the 
structural material in the axial mesh zone M=ll versus time, 
for equivalent channel KKN=l. 
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the dryout interval is compared in Fig. 53 with the experimental informa··· 
tion for axial level Z = 400 nun and shows an overestimation of about 
2-3 seconds. 
2.5 Conclusiort 
Theoretical interpretation of 7~pin bundle out-of-pile boiling experiments 
has been performed with the code BLOW-3A for three runs out of a series 
of experiments simulating pump run down conditions in a reactor. These ex-
periments represented extreme conditions with regard to initialization at 
boiling onset one with high heat flux and no superheat, the second with 
low·er heat flux and extreme superheat of about 70°C, the third characterized 
by a complete inlet flow blockage. Main purpese of the interpretation work 
has been to clarify whether a 7-pin bundle geometry can be simulated suf-
ficiently well with a single channel representation and whether the newly 
introduced two phase pressure drop calculation based on the two-phase mul-
tipliers by Lockhart and Hartinelli is reasonable in combination ~11ith a 
multiple bubble slug ejection model as BLOW-3A. 
For the bundle simulation two different types of equivalent channels have 
been defined: one representing the hot central subchannels of the bundle 
geometry and one representing the whole bundle. For both channels properly 
averaged input data have been derived from experimental information at 
steady state conditions. Transient conditions of inlet and outlet pressure 
have been taken from the experiments thus representing feedback effects 
from the circuitry which is not directly simulated in BLOW-3A. Mass flow 
Variations, development of voided regions, coolant and heater temperatures 
during the boiling phase have been compared with the computed results for 
the two equivalent channels. The following conclusions can be drawn from 
this analysis: 
In the experiments rather strong feedbacks from the outer circuitry to the 
test section during the boiling sequence have been observed. Therefore an 
accurate simulation of the transient pressure boundary conditions at inlet 
and outlet is necessary. 
Transient coolant temperatures in the two phase flow region are best approxi-
mated by the mean channel representation. The agreement with experimental 
data is sufficiently accurate. Those of the hot channel are slightly higher 
than the experimental ones. 
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Transient void zone extension in the test section compares quite well with 
experiments for the mean channel representation as long as the full power 
is maintained. Once the power is shut down considerable deviations are ob-
served. This indicates that the phase of residual heat removal from the 
pins is to a large extenü dominated by interaction phenomena between sub-
channels of the bundle. 
Calculated inlet velocities and measured values show rather good agreement 
for the mean channel representation. First flow reversal is predicted too 
early for the case with high superheat. For the case with no superheat cal-
culational resul ts show a delayed first flow reversal compared to the ex-
periment, while the calculated value for the hot channel representation is 
quite too low. Thus it can be deduced that the momentum exchange between 
subchannels, which cannot be simulated in a BLOW-3A~type analysis influences 
the time of first flow reversal in case of no superheat considerably. 
Inlet mass flow oscillations, especially for the high superheat case, compare 
quite well with the experimentally observed frequency. This indicates that 
the use of a Lockhart-Martinelli type correlation for the determination of 
two phase flm-1 pressure drop combined with a multiple bubble slug ejection 
model is reproducing the reality reasonably well. 
The calculated heater temperatures indicate that the onset of dryout is pre-
dicted accurately in the equivalent mean channel, but somewhat too early in 
the hot channel representation, for which therefore the duration of the dry-
out sequences tends to be overestimated. In the experiments there is a rather 
strong interaction bet\'leen inner and peripheral subchannels which cannot be 
simulated properly by BLOW-3A. As remarked previously, a detailed description 
would require a more-dimensional representation of the bundle. 
In summary it can be stated that the theoretical interpretation of the 7-pin 
out-of-pile sodium experiments has sho\m it feasible to simulate the bundle 
geometry by means of properly chosen equivalent one-dimensional coolant chan-
nels. The BLOW-3A calculations give a realistic and consistent picture of 
all dominant phenomena, as axial extension of the two-phase flow region, 
flow reversal) onset of local dryout and restoring of single phase 
flow conditions after power shut-off. It could be proved that the single chan-
nel approximation is sufficiently accurate for conservative evaluation of 
the consequences of hypothetical accidents in LMFBRs. However, if radial 
incoherence of boiling onset must be described in more detail, as in the 
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case of voiding being initiated without or with negligible superheat, a 
more-dimensional representation of the bundle geometry is necessary. 
3. Application of the BLOW-3A code for consequence eva1uation of an 
unprotected loss-of-flow accident in the core of SNR-2000 
The BLOW-3A programme 1s incorporated into the CAPRI-2 programme /29/ for 
theoretica1 simu1ation of hypothetica1 unprotected who1e core accidents. In 
the subsequent section application of the boiling mode1 within the scope 
of such accident simu1ations will be demonstrated. As an examp1e investi-
gations of some modifications of hydraulic design features of a reactor 
core designed for a reactor powerof 2000 MW, will be presented /32/. Analy-
e 
sis results for consequence evaluation of an unprotected loss-of-flow ac-
cident during the initiation phase will be discussed. 
3.1 Characteristic data of the reactor core 
To evaluate whether consequences resulting from unprotected whole core ac-
cident situations might have the potential to 1imit the magnitude of fast 
breeder reactors to be built, the behaviour of a reactor core designed 
for an e1ectric power output of 2000 MW as consequence of an unprotected 
e 
mild reactivity ramp rate insertion as we11 as an unprotected loss-of-
f1ow accident was investigated /32/. Typica1 data of steady state conditions 
for the reactor core are listed in table XVJ:.The core zone as shown in 
fig. 55, consists of 613 positions, the radial breeder of 168. The core con-
sists of two zones with different enrichment. The inner core zone contains 
366 fue1 e1ements, twelve contro1 and shim-rod positions of the first safety 
system and 19 positions of the secend shut down system. The outer core zone 
consists of· 198 fuel element positions and 18 positions of the first control 
and shim rod system. With a core height of 120 cm and a length of 40 cm for 
the axial breeder the core has an outer diameter of about 5 m which leads 
to a H/D ratio of 0.25 which is a1ready in the vicinity of a pan-cake core. 
Typical ~uclear data of the core design are listed in table XVIIincluding 
some safety related reactivity coefficients. 
To simulate the steady state and transient behaviour of the core it is neces-
sary to represent the thermohydrau1ic behaviour of groups of subassemblies 
by only one characteristic coo1ant channe1. CAPRI-2 allows for simu1ating 
30 different coo1ant channels to represent appropriate1y the whole core 
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Table XVI: Characteristic data of the SNR-2000 reactor core 
Core geometry 
height 
breeder thickness 
axia 1 /radial 
Number of fuel elements: 
Zone I/Zone II/rad. breeder 
control rod positions 
first shut down system: 
Zone I/Zone II 
secend shut down system 
core diameter: 
Zone I/Zone li/total 
EuP.l element design 
diameter of fuel pin 
P/D ratio 
number of fuel pins/fuel 
element 
width of fuel elements 
Thermohydraulic data 
total thermal power 
peak nominal 
hot spot 
sodium inlet 
linear rating 
0 temperature C 
average outlet 
m 
m 
m 
m 
mm 
mm 
MW 
W/cm 
W/cm 
1.2 
0.4/0.28 
366/198/168 
12/18 
19 
3.46/4.30/4.86 
7.6 
1.2 
271 
160.5 
5000 
450 
600 
380 
545 
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Table XVII: Characteristic nuclear data of the SNR-2000 reactor core 
enrichment zone I % 14.5 
zone II % 20.0 
peak nominal burn-up MWd/t 80 000 
reactivity change per 
burn-up cycle t.k 0.025 
fuel inventory 
core t 52(U+Pu) 
total t 122 (U+Pu) 
fissile material 
core t 6.2 Pu 
breeding ratio 1.18 
BE C-A EEC-B 
effective neutron 
life time sec 4.535·10- 7 4.556·10-7 
effective ß of delayed 
neutrons 3.896·10-3 3.743•10-3 
maximum positive void 
reactivity t.k 0.020 0.024 
Doppler constant of core 
at nominal operational 
conditions 
-3 -3 
wet dk -7. 8•10 -7 .3·10 
dry 
T dT 
-3 -3 
-4.7•10 -4.4•10 
r-
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
Fig. 55: Core cross section of the SNR-2000. 
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behaviour. Combination of fuel elements to one characteristic group follows 
some guidelines. These are: 
1. Fuel elements of one group should all have the same burn-up level. 
2. Power produced in the individual fuel elements should not deviate from 
the average value of the group by more than 5%. 
3. For reasons of simplicity fuel elements grouped tagether should have 
radial positions in the core being close together. 
4. Core zones with larger flux gradients and/or large gradients of reactivity 
worth curves have to be subdivided sufficiently fine. 
5. Core zones with strong Variations of the average coolant~heat-up along 
the fissile length have to be subdivided sufficiently fine. 
6. The nurober of fuel elements grouped tagether are allowed to deviate strong-
ly from numbers of neighbouring groups only if burn-up level, power pro-
duction per fuel element, reactivity worth-curves and average coolant 
heat-up along the fissile length differ only little between groups. 
7. Core zones, which are expected to influence only little the overall core 
behaviour,can be subdivided coarsly. 
8. Fuel element grouping should allow for an easy calculation of reactivity 
worth curves. 
If these guidelines are followed, the SNR-2000 core has to be represented by 
30 coolant channels as shown in figures 56 and 57. More detailed information 
with regard to this aspect can be found in /32/. 
The steady state thermohydraulic characteristics of the SNR-2000 reactor core 
have been evaluated on basis of detailed three-dimensional calculations. Two 
core configurations are of special interest for this two batch core: The 
begin of equilibrium cycle A (BEC-A) and the end of equilibrium cycle B 
(EEC-B). These two configurations are of special interest, because due to 
different control rod positions and burn-up level, thermohydraulic charac-
teristics and reactivity worth curves show considerable differences. To 
demonstrate this, normalized axial power profiles for the BEC-A and EEC-B 
configurationsare shown in fig. 58. The cross-hatched areas indicate varia-
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Fig. 56: Grouping scheme of core elements for characteristic coolant channels 
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Fig. 58: Normalized axial profiles of linear rating for the BEC-A and 
EEC-B core configurations. 
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tions of these axial profiles dependent on the radial fuel element position. 
This variation is much stronger for the BEC-A r.onfiguration than for the 
EEC-B configuration. Besides that it can be seen that the peak power value 
for the BEC-A core is loca.ted slightly below core mid-plane and for the 
EEC-B just araund core mid-plane. This can influence the event sequence 
considerably in the course of hypothetical unprotected core disruptive ac-
cidents. 
3.2 Transient behaviour of the SNR-2000 reactor core 
For the unprotected loss-of-flow accident in SNR-2000 the mass flow reduction 
in the core cooling is calculated from the following relation of the tr.an-
sient pressure variation in the inlet plenum: 
0 
Ps 
F(t) 
t 
= 
= 
Po o ( o o o) ( ) A + P8 + PE - PA - Pg F t 
- -
steady state coolant pressure in the inlet plenurn L bar_/ 
steady state coolant pressure in the outlet plenum L bar / 
steady state pressure difference between the coolant 
inlet and outlet plenum L-bar_/ 
normalized time function 
time relative to mass flow reduction onset 
As consequence of this pressure transient coolant mass flow reaches 50% of 
the steady state value within about 4 seconds. The subsequent boiling be-
haviour in the coolant channel with the largest steady state peak linear 
rating is plotted in fig. 59 relative to boiling onset. Conditions for the 
BEC~A and EEC-B core configurationsare compared with each other. The tran-
sient evolution of the net reactivity and subsequent power variation for 
the respective core configurations are shown in fig. 60. 
Z [m] 
3.0 
2.6 
2.2 
1.8 
1.4 
0 
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Fig. 59: Transient void front evolution in the coolant channel with the 
highest linear rating as consequence of a ULOF-accident 
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Fig. 60: Reactivity and power-evolution in the BEC-A and EEC-B core con-
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As input for the BLOW-3A module following characteristic values have been 
chosen: 
superheat of the coolant: 
liquid film model: 
initial film thickness on 
clad and structure: 
minimal film thickness initiating 
local dry-out: 
two-phase pressure drop 
correlation: 
Condensation coefficient for 
sodium vapour: 
stagnant 
170ll ( 80% void fraction) 
lOOll ( 92% void fraction) 
Wallis formula 
2o 6.3 W/cm K 
As consequence of boiling onset in the different coolant channels the super-
imposed reactivity contributions initiate a power transient. If the radially 
averaged fuel temperaturein arepresentative fuel pin exceeds a value of 
3250 °C during the initiation phase simulation switch-overto a disassembly 
code like KADIS /38/ becomes necessary. Subsequent phenomena in whole core 
accident are dominated by fuel vapour pressure build-up and fission gas 
pressures which cannot be simulated with sufficient accuracy within the 
CAPRI-code system. 
As can be seen in fig. 59 boiling is initiated at the upper end of the core 
zone. Due to the small superheat of the liquid sodium the void front pro-
gresses relatively slowly downwardsin the beginning (0.2-0.3 sec). If the 
void front extends along axial areas with larger value of the linear rating 
rapid downwards boiling zone progression starts. 
The transient dependencies of the net reactivity as well as core power re-
sulting from the superimposed boiling sequences in different channels of the 
two core configurations analyzed are shown in fig. 60. About 0.5 sec after 
boiling onset rapid reactivity increase is calculated enhancing the net 
reactivity. from 10 to 90 rl in about 0.2 sec. Due to the flat radial power 
profile 1.n the EEC-B core configuration the associated power increase is 
steeper than that calculated for the BEC-A core configuration. For both 
core configurations the rapid reactivity increase is partly compensated by 
the Doppler-effect so that the condition for switch-over to a disassembly 
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Table XVIII: Characteristic data of the ULOF-accident in the SNR-2000 
Core configuration 
boiling onset 
norm. power 
net reactivity 
clad melting onset 
norm. power 
net reactivity 
axial position rel. 
to core height 
Switch-over to disassembly 
norm. power 
net reactivity 
percentage of fuel 
elements with two-phase 
flow conditions 
o,ore zone I 
core zone II 
percentage of core in-
ventory malten 
reactivity ramp rates 
Doppler 
axial expansion 
void 
slumping 
sec 
sec 
% 
sec 
% 
% 
% 
$/sec 
$/sec 
'$/sec 
'$/sec 
BEC-A 
6.90 
1.050 
0.024 
7. 712 
129 
0.969 
65. 
7. 717 
167 
0.976 
61 
17 
32.8 
-11 
-10 
19 
EEC-B 
6.55 
1.138 
0.066 
7.482 
228 
0.985 
69. 
7.486 
253 
0.980 
47 
16 
33.2 
-17 
- 9 
24 
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type calculation is reached prior to a situation in which superpromptcriti-
cality in the core due to boiling is exceeded. Characteristic results of the 
accident evolution during the initiation phase are listed in table XVIII. 
It can be seen that boiling phenomena and Doppler-feedback dominate the ac-
cident evolution during the initiation phase in cores in which the maximum 
positive void worth is as large as in the SNR-2000. Clad motion and fuel 
movement become important only in situations in which disassembly type 
phenomena occur. 
3.3 Influence of a slow mass flow reduction on the power 
evolution during the initiation phase 
To evaluate possibilities of reducing the consequences of unprotected loss-
of-flow accidents in large cores it was investigated whethera slower mass 
flow reduction might have considerable influences on the overall core be-
haviour. For this purpose the following normalized time variation for deter-
rnination of the i~let pressur.e was applied for the SNR-2000 BEC-A core: 
F(t) -2 -5 2 -7 3 = exp.(-5.84·10 t + 1.8·10 t + 8.5·10 t ). 
The resulting transient pressure boundary variation leads to a coolant mass 
flow reduction approximately 5 times slower than foreseen for the normal 
design of the SNR-2000. SO% of the steady state coolant mass flow is reached 
only after 20 sec. 
As result of the slower mass flow reduction boiling in the characteristic 
coolant channel with the peak linear rating develops slightly differently. 
In fig. 61 both cases are compared with each other. In case of the slow mass 
flow variation boiling starts in the upper axial breeder and progresses 
downwardsinto the core only very slowly. About 0.5-0.7 sec after boiling 
onset flow reversal is achieved. This value compares to 0.2-0.3 sec for 
the normal mass flow reduction curve. Due to the dominance of liquid film 
evaporation from clad surfaces at axial locations of peak linear rating 
void front velocities are comparably large once core mid plane is achieved. 
This leads to the conclusion, that for cores with large maximum positive 
void reactivity worths as the one of the SNR-2000 modifications of the mass 
flow reduction curve alone do not have to much influence on the overall 
outcome of the accident, though boiling evolution is different in detail. 
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This becomes clearer if the power and net reactivity behaviour after boiling 
onset arecompared as it is done in fig. 62 and table XIX. Though the time 
difference between boiling onset and switch-over to disassembly is nearly 
two times larger for the case with the slmY"er mass flow reduction the 
overall state of the core at switch-over is not very different. 
These two examples might be sufficient to demonstrate the role of the 
BLOW-3A model for the consequence analysis of unprotected hypothetical core 
disruptive accidents. Others can be found in /35, 36, 37/. 
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Table XIX: Characteristic data of the ULOF-accident in the SNR-2000 
dependent on different mass flow reduction curves. 
Core configuration 
mass flow reduction 
boiling onset 
norm. power 
net reactivity 
clad melting onset 
norm. power 
net reactivity 
axial position rel. 
to core height 
switch-over to disassembly 
norm. power 
net reactivity 
percentage of fuel 
elements with two-phase 
flow conditions 
core zone I 
core zone II 
percentage of core in-
ventory malten 
reactivity ramp rates 
Doppler 
axial expansion 
void 
slumping 
sec 
sec 
% 
sec 
% 
% 
% 
~/sec 
$/sec 
$/sec 
~/sec 
rapid 
6.90 
1.050 
0.024 
7. 712 
129 
0.969 
65 
7. 717 
167 
0.976 
61. 
17. 
32.8 
-11 
-10 
19 
BE C-A 
slow 
34.0 
o. 942 
-0.025 
35.423 
23.1 
0.884 
65 
35.476 
167 
0.972 
64. 
17. 
34.8 
-12 
- 8 
16 
2 
Z [m] 
3.0 
2.5 
1.5 
KKN::13 
---...... 
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Fig. 61: Transient void front evolution in the coolant channel with the 
highest linear rating dependent on different mass flow reduc-
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List of symbols 
('Only symbols used troughout the report are listed) 
A 
2 
c 
c p 
e 
f 
F 
g 
G 
h,H 
L 
m 
Nu 
.p 
Pr 
q,Q 
r 
R 
Re 
s 
t 
T 
u 
u 
V 
z 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Area of coolant channel cross section (m2) 
(dp/dp) sound speed (rn/sec) 
specific heat (J/kg 0 e) 
hydraulic diameter (m) 
specific internal energy (J/kg) 
friction coefficient 
2 
surface area (m ) 
2 gravity acceleration (rn/sec ) 
2 
coolant mass flux (kg/m sec) 
specific enthalpy: (J/kg) 
channel length (m) 
2 
mass flux by phase change (kg/m sec) 
Nusselt number 
2 pressure (N/m ) 
Prandtl number 
specific power (W/m3) 
radial coordinate (m) 
radius (m) 
Reynolds number 
liquid film thickness (m) 
time (sec) 
( oe) tempera ture 
coolant velocity (rn/sec) 
wetted perimeter (m) 
1 (m3) vo ume 
axial coordinate (m) 
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Greeck symbols 
a. .. 
a. = 
r,; = 
a = 
A = 
A = 
J..l = 
\) = 
p = 
<P = 
':!' = 
Indices 
a 
B 
ei 
fg 
h 
H 
~ 
k 
K 
1 
m 
n 
r 
s 
V 
w 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
void fraction 
heat transfer coefficient (W/m 
pressure drop coefficient for 
time discretization parameter 
thermal conductivity (W/m °C) 
friction coefficient 
dynamic viscosity (kg/m· sec) 
kinematic viscosity 2 (m /sec) 
density 3 (kg/m ) 
specific power (W/m3) 
friction coefficient 
channel outlet 
fuel 
channel inlet 
fluid-vapour 
time discretization 
cladding 
(A = 4':1') 
liquid-vapour interface 
identifier of a vapour bubble 
coolant 
liquid 
axial mesh zone 
time discretization 
iteration index 
structure (hexagonal can) 
vapour 
wall 
2 0 C) 
inlet valve 
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